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Preface

Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation are the combination of
Mechanical engineering, Electronic engineering, Detecting Techniques, Computer
engineering, Software engineering, Control engineering, and Systems Design
engineering in order to design, and manufacture useful products. Mechatronics is a
multidisciplinary field of engineering, that is to say it rejects splitting engineering
into separate disciplines. Originally, mechatronics just included the combination
between mechanics and electronics. On the other hand, electrical engineering is a
field of engineering that generally deals with the study and application of elec-
tricity, electronics and electromagnetism. The field first became an identifiable
occupation in the late nineteenth century after commercialization of the electric
telegraph and electrical power supply. It now covers a range of subtopics including
power, electronics, control systems, signal processing and telecommunications.

This book focus on the research of measuring technology and mechatronics
automation in electrical engineering field. In modern technology, the products of
automobile, aerotechnics, medicine, robotic and other innovative manufacture
reflect increasingly the feasibility and potential of mechatronics automation in
electrical engineering. A mechatronics engineer unites the principles of mechanics,
electronics, and computing to generate a simpler, more economical and reliable
system. Mechatronics is centered on mechanics, electronics, computing, control
engineering, molecular engineering, and optical engineering, which, combined,
make possible the generation of simpler, more economical, reliable and versatile
systems.

Firstly, this book discusses the mechatronics engineering cybernetics which
deals with the question of control engineering of mechatronic systems. It is used to
control or regulate such a system (see control theory). Through collaboration, the
mechatronic modules perform the production goals and inherit flexible and agile
manufacturing properties in the production scheme. Modern production equipment
consists of mechatronic modules that are integrated according to a control archi-
tecture. The most known architectures involve hierarchy, polyarchy, heterarchy,
and hybrid. The methods for achieving a technical effect are described by control
algorithms, which might or might not utilize formal methods in their design.
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Hybrid systems important to mechatronics include production systems, synergy
drives, planetary exploration rovers, automotive subsystems such as anti-lock
braking systems and spin-assist, and every-day equipment such as autofocus
cameras, video, hard disks, and CD players.

In addition, the book is also concerned the intelligent systems, which entered
the video game industry as a one-man team, named toru narihiro, who was hired
by nintendo to port over famicom disk software into the standard rom-cartridge
format that was being used by the nes outside japan. the team soon became an
auxiliary program unit for nintendo (like hal laboratory originally) that provided
system tools and hired people to program, fix, or port nintendo-developed soft-
ware. thus much of the team’s original discography contains minuscule contri-
butions to several big nintendo r&d1 and nintendo ead titles.

Beside, as the third part of this book, power electronic converters can be found
wherever there is a need to modify a form of electrical energy (i.e. change its
voltage, current or frequency). The power range of these converters is from some
milliwatts (as in a mobile phone) to hundreds of megawatts (e.g. in a HVDC
transmission system). With ‘‘classical’’ electronics, electrical currents and voltage
are used to carry information, whereas with power electronics, they carry power.
Thus, the main metric of power electronics becomes the efficiency. The first very
high power electronic devices were mercury arc valves. In modern systems the
conversion is performed with semiconductor switching devices such as diodes,
thyristors and transistors. In contrast to electronic systems concerned with trans-
mission and processing of signals and data, in power electronics substantial
amounts of electrical energy are processed. An AC/DC converter (rectifier) is the
most typical power electronics device found in many consumer electronic devices,
e.g. television sets, personal computers, battery chargers, etc. The power range is
typically from tens of watts to several hundred watts. In industry the most common
application is the variable speed drive (VSD) that is used to control an induction
motor. The power range of VSDs start from a few hundred watts and end at tens of
megawatts.

Moreover, as an important component of this book, computer software, or just
software, is a collection of computer programs and related data that provide the
instructions for telling a computer what to do and how to do it. In other words,
software is a conceptual entity which is a set of computer programs, procedures,
and associated documentation concerned with the operation of a data processing
system. We can also say software refers to one or more computer programs and
data held in the storage of the computer for some purposes. In other words soft-
ware is a set of programs, procedures, algorithms and its documentation. Program
software performs the function of the program it implements, either by directly
providing instructions to the computer hardware or by serving as input to another
piece of software. The term was coined to contrast to the old term hardware
(meaning physical devices). In contrast to hardware, software is intangible,
meaning it ‘‘cannot be touched’’[1]. Software is also sometimes used in a more
narrow sense, meaning application software only. Sometimes the term includes
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data that has not traditionally been associated with computers, such as film, tapes,
and records.

Finally, as the Editor of this book, I thank Springer Publication, IEEE Instru-
mentation and Measurement Society, City University of Hongkong and Changsha
University of Science and Technology. I wish to express our heartful appreciation to
Editors Alex Greene and Michael Luby hard work for the best papers publication.

Zhixiang Hou
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Chapter 1
Adoption of Mobile Content Service in 3G
Era: An Empirical Analysis in China

Hao Huang, Yide Liu and Wei Xing

Abstract In 3G era, mobile network operators and content providers must provide
mobile content service accepted by consumers to obtain more profits. It is crucial
to investigate the antecedents of adoption of mobile content service and the way
they interact. In this paper, we explore how customers perceive and adopt mobile
content service in China. We first extend the technology acceptance model (TAM)
by integrating innovation of consumer, external influence, and perceived financial
cost. Then some hypotheses are raised and tested using structural equation
modeling. We find that the TAM is also correct in the situation of mobile
commerce. In addition, innovation of consumer, external influence, and perceive
financial cost have influence on the intention of adopting mobile content service.
Managerial insights are generated in the last part of this paper.

Keywords Mobile content service � Technology adoption � Technology accepted
model (TAM) � Structural equation modeling
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1.1 Introduction

Mobile commerce (henceforth, M-commerce) refers to commercial transactions
conducted through a variety of mobile equipment over a wireless telecommuni-
cation network in a wireless environment [1]. M-commerce applications can be
broadly divided into two categories: content delivery (i.e., reporting, notification)
and transactions (i.e., purchasing, promotions) [2].

With rapid development of mobile services, research on the adoption of mobile
services is becoming an important topic. The current study attempts to extend the
scope of innovation adoption research to an emerging class of mobile telephone
innovations that we refer to as mobile content services. Mobile content services are
designed to provide their users with various types of information: data, video,
images, etc. Recognizing the increasingly diversified usage contexts of informa-
tion appliances, we further define mobile content services as that (1) have a one-
to-one binding with the user, (2) offer ubiquitous services and access, and (3)
provide a suite of utilitarian and hedonic functions.

Although an abundance of studies have been conducted to extend the scope
of user adoption of technology, none of them was conducted on mobile content
services by extending the well-established technology acceptance model
(TAM). With the rapid rise of the number of global telecom groups that offer
and improve mobile content services, it is an opportunity to study the users’
adoption of mobile content services. Such a study will be interesting to both
the academics and the telecom executives in China. This paper investigates
individuals’ perception of the adoption of mobile content services for corporate
purposes.

1.2 Theoretical Foundations and Hypotheses Development

TAM is one of the most widely used models for information technology (IT)
adoption. According to TAM, an individual’s IT adoption is influenced by
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Perceived usefulness is defined as
the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would
enhance his or her job performance [3]. Perceived ease of use refers to the degree
to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort.
The perceived ease of use influences the user intention indirectly through the
perceived usefulness. These two perceptions help shape the user’s attitude toward
usage and intention to use. Davis’s scale items for measuring the two indepen-
dent variables, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, have shown high
internal validity. TAM is a parsimonious and robust model, consistently validated
by numerous studies across different settings and technologies. Beyond IT
applications for corporate use, recent studies have also established the model’s
applicability for user adoption of mobile ticketing [4], mobile payment systems
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for e-commerce merchants [5]. Some studies have extended the TAM model by
identifying antecedent attributes to the user’s perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use. Lederer et al. validated that perceived ease of use can be explained
by usability characteristics, and perceived usefulness by characteristics of useful
information, task environment, and functional needs to perform jobs [6]. The role
of perceived ease of use in TAM, however, remains controversial because some
studies show that perceived ease of use directly affects either self-reported use or
intended ICTs use, whereas other studies have not found a direct linkage between
perceived ease of use and ICTs adoption. Gefen and Sträubfound that the nature
of the task may influence the perceived ease of use [7]. Their empirical evidence
showed that perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness affect intended use
when a Web site is used for an inquiry task and where ICTs is intrinsic to the
task and interface design is critical. Wireless technology is one type of ICTs. We
argue TAM is also correct for mobile content services. Therefore, we wish to
investigate the following four hypotheses.

H1. Attitude of use will have a positive effect on the behavioral intention to use
mobile content services.
H2. Perceived usefulness will have a positive effect on the attitude of using mobile
content services.
H3. Perceived ease of use will have a positive effect on the attitude of using
mobile content services.
H4. Perceived ease of use will have a positive effect on the Perceived usefulness of
mobile content services.

Personal innovativeness (PI) as a construct that is important to the study of
individual behavior toward innovations has had a long-standing tradition in
innovation diffusion research in general and the domain of marketing in
particular [8, 9]. Rogers (1995) conceptualize this construct in terms of its
operational definition, i.e., individuals are characterized as ‘‘innovative’’ if they
are early to adopt an innovation [8]. Consistent with the emphasis in the mar-
keting literature on the construct of PI, we argue that PI is an important concept
for examining the acceptance of information technology innovations also.
However, as noted above, it has not been included in any of the dominant
technology acceptance models, although there is considerable theoretical as well
as empirical support from other disciplines for its role as a key variable in
innovation adoption. As recommended in prior research, we focus attention on
domain-specific as opposed to global innovativeness. We define PI in the domain
of information technology, henceforth PI, as ‘‘the willingness of an individual to
try out any new information technology.’’ This definition is derived from the
work of Flynn and Goldsmith (1993). We argue that the effects of PI are
manifest in technology acceptance behavior through its relationships with beliefs
or perceptions. Indeed, Midgley and Dowling note that the ‘‘trait-behavior’’
model is an inadequate representation of innovation adoption behavior as several
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variables potentially intervene between trait and behavior [10]. We propose that
PI serves as a key variable for the antecedents. Therefore, we wish to investigate
the following two hypotheses.

H5. Personal innovativeness will have a positive effect on the attitude of using
mobile content services.
H6. Personal innovativeness will have a positive effect on the behavioral intention
to use mobile content services.

External influence is driven by social values that define normal behavior for
the group or society to which an individual belongs [11]. In the current study,
External influence is defined as the extent to which users believe that ‘‘important
others’’ would approve or disapprove of their performing a given behavior [12].
The external influence from peers, superiors, and family members has been
found to affect consumer behavior as well as IT adoption decisions at home
[13, 14]. According to the consumer behavior literature, when usage of an
innovation is seen as a form of public consumption, such usage is significantly
influenced by friends and colleagues [15]. In a survey of young people, Carroll
et al. found that those who do not use mobile technology (e.g., SMS, chatting,
and e-mail) appear to struggle to maintain their social links [16]. Thus, using
mobile services that are widely accepted by group members can often be a way
to maintain membership and secure support through increased interactions
within the group. In turn, the assured membership could be instrumental in
achieving a valued outcome, such as improved status within a social group.
The external influence that leads an individual to use a technology has been
found to affect adoption attitude directly [17]. Therefore, we wish to investigate
the following hypothesis.

H7. External influence will have a direct positive influence on adoption attitude.

One does not need to consider the cost of information systems if he or she uses
the IS for work purpose because his/her employers will bear the cost. The cost of
information systems based on the wired Internet is relatively low. In contrast, the
cost associated with wireless services are relatively high and many wireless users
have to bear the cost themselves. Therefore, cost should be considered in
m-commerce user acceptance. Wu and Wang found that cost factor is negatively
related with user’s intent to use in m-commerce [18]. We think that cost is user’s
assessment of the object world or reality, not his/her perception. Cost factor should
thus directly affect the users’ adoption behavior. We believe that cost factor will
significantly affect m-commerce user’s acceptance. Therefore, we hypothesize
that:

H8. Financial cost will have a negative effect on the behavioral intention to use
mobile content services.

The research model is shown in Fig. 1.1
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1.3 Research Design and Method

Regarding instrument construction, the items used to operationalize the
constructs of each investigated variable are mostly adopted from relevant
previous studies, with necessary validation and wording changes being made.
Specifically, items measuring perceived usefulness and ease of use are adapted
from Davis (1989), whereas items measuring personal innovativeness, external
influence are taken from Hee-woong (2006) [19]. Moreover, constructs shared by
different investigated models were measured using the same items. All items
were measured using a five-point Likert type scale with anchors ranging from
‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. To ensure the desired balance and
randomness in the questionnaire, half of the items were worded with proper
negation and all items in the questionnaire were randomly sequenced to reduce
the potential ceiling (or floor) effect, which induces monotonous responses to the
items for measuring a particular construct. Furthermore, to ensure data validity
and reliability, this study first pre-tested the questionnaire by having several
consumers and telecommunication professionals review it. Of the 188 returned
questionnaires from Beijing, Dalian, Hangzhou, and Fujian, 29 were excluded
because of incomplete answers, leaving 159 usable responses. The response rate
thus reached 84.6% (Table 1.1).

This study used structural equation modeling (SEM) for hypotheses testing.
Following the two stage approach, analysis of data from 159 samples was
conducted through two stages. First, the measurement model was estimated using
confirmatory factor analysis to test whether the constructs possessed sufficient
validation and reliability. To ensure data validity and reliability, internal consis-
tency, convergent validity, and discriminate validity were demonstrated. Second,
the structural model that best fitted the data was identified, and the hypotheses
were tested between constructs using this model.
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Fig. 1.1 Research model
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1.4 Statistical Analyses

Regarding reliability, the survey had strong internal consistency with all multiple-
item constructs. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients range from 0.706 to 0.853 that
exceed recommended value of 0.50 [26]. These values show good internal
consistency among scales employed for the present study. These alphas equal
0.795, 0.812, 0.746, 0.804, and 0.706 for PU, PEOU, innovativeness, external
influence, and financial cost, respectively. The results of reliability tests are
presented in Table 1.2.

Additional assessment of discriminant validity was conducted by comparing the
average variance extracted from each construct with its communal variances
shared with other constructs. Result shows that the square root of the average
variance extracted for all first-order factors was higher than their shared variances.
This reaffirmed the discriminant validity of the model constructs.

Table 1.1 Research variables

Latent variable No. of
investigated
variable

Name of investigated
variable

Source

Perceived usefulness
(PU)

4 PU1, PU2, PU3, PU4 Davis [3] Davis et al. [20]
Elizabeth [21]

Attitude (ATTI) 5 ATTI1, ATTI2, ATTI3,
ATTI4, ATTI5

Intention (INTE) 2 INTE1, INTE2
Perceived ease of

use (PE)
4 PE1, PE2, PE3, PE4

Innovativeness
(INOV)

4 INOV1, INOV2,
INOV3, INOV4

Hung et al. [22]
Kenneth C [23]

External influence
(INFU)

4 INFU1, INFU2,
INFU3, INFU4

Hung et al. [22]
Pedersen [24]

Perceived financial
cost (COST)

4 COST1, COST2,
COST3, COST4

Pin Luarn et al. [25]
Kim et al. [19]

Table 1.2 Reliability test Variable Item number Cronbach’s a

PU 4 0.795
ATTI 5 0.853
INTE 2 0.807
PE 4 0.812
INOV 4 0.746
INFU 4 0.804
COST 4 0.706
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The structural model shown in Fig. 1.1 was tested using LISREL8.7. The
overall fit of the model was assessed using the typical statistics, both incremental
and absolute fit indices. The incremental fit indices(e.g., CFI, IFI, NNFI) were all
[0.90 and the absolute fit indices (e.g., RMSEA) were \0.08. v2/df = 2.52 \ 3.
Thus, results of the structural model analysis suggest a good fit of the proposed
model to the data (Table 1.3).

1.5 Discussions

The industry of mobile content services is growing in China. In order to foster the
acceptance of these services, it is important to understand the underlying motives
of user behavior. Our study enhanced understanding of the interaction of users
with mobile content services and provided valuable insights for industry
professionals.

We empirically validated the existing theories within the context of mobile
content services. We also investigated the direct and indirect effects of perceived
financial cost, personal innovativeness, external influence, and perceived useful-
ness on customer’s adoption attitude. The integration of these perspectives, and the
empirical examination of the factors that affect customer’s adoption in a mobile
content service context, advanced the understanding of these constructs and their
linkage to user’s mobile content adoption behavior in China.

According to the path coefficients, perceived usefulness exhibits the strong
direct effect on adoption attitude (0.51), and it will affect adoption intention
through attitude. The positive effect of perceived ease of use on attitude also is
validated, but its most effects on attitude are works through perceived usefulness
(0.62 9 0.51 = 0.32). The relationships between perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, attitude and intention are validated in this research, and it shows that
TAM is also correct in the mobile content services context. In addition, this study
introduced external influence to explain consumer’s adoption behavior. The slight
positive effect (0.09) which external influence exert on attitude shows that
consumers are becoming more and more rational in china. Consumers give more
attention to practicality of mobile content service, and publicity has little contri-
bution for consumer’s adoption. Personal innovativeness affects on both adoption
attitude and adoption intention, but it gives more influences to attitude than to
adopt intention.

Table 1.3 Standard path coefficients

Hypothesis H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8

Path coefficients 0.74* 0.51** 0.14* 0.62* 0.26* 0.09* 0.09** -0.32*

*, ** denote significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 level respectively
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Base on analysis above, we provide some management suggests for China’s
practitioners of mobile content service. First, mobile content providers should
develop more pragmatic services to ensure requirements from different costumer
group are satisfied. Moreover, operation of mobile content service must become
convenience for most consumers. Second, because the innovativeness of young
people is higher than others, more mobile content services should be developed for
young people. Third, since China’s consumers are sensitive to price of mobile
content service, mobile content providers can attract consumers with preferential
price, and foster consumption habit of mobile content service. Last, mobile content
providers should not put much fund into the external publicity, because our
empirical study has shown consumers’ attitude are not easy controlled from
external influence.

This empirical study has two limitations. One limitation is the positive effect of
perceived usefulness exerting on adoption intention is not validated because of
inaccuracy of measurement. It will be tested by the further research. Another
limitation is the Cronbach’s a of trust lower than 0.5, so latent variable trust is
excluded in the phrase of data analysis. Future researches should reveal some other
factors affecting consumers’ adoption of mobile content service from a more wide
scope.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by the National Social Science Foundation of
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Chapter 2
A Game Analysis on Multi-Level
Emergency Management for Construction
Accident

Renhui Liu

Abstract This paper analyzes the framework of multi-level emergency manage-
ment conducted by government, company and project managers. There exists the
fact that sometimes, in the construction market, construction accidents are not
reported, and information asymmetry is a main factor that causes ethical risk for
emergency management. Using modern information asymmetry theory in
economics, this paper studies the dynamic game process of emergency manage-
ment behaviors with incomplete information when construction accident happens.
As the sector entity undertaking project management has more information and is
responsible for the accident, moral hazard and adverse selection may happen
during emergency management of construction accident. This paper suggests that
a system should be established to encourage integrity behaviors and to prevent
discreditable behaviors. Effective emergency management system should be able
to solve the problem that information about project construction accident is
prevented from reporting.

Keywords Construction project � Construction accident � Emergency manage-
ment � Game theory

2.1 Introduction

The feature, that construction project needs lots of money, requires good coop-
eration of every profit related participant so as to finish it very well, for example,
participation of owner, designer, contractor, government and user. Thus, how to
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coordinate the relationship between each other is an important condition to
complete a construction project successfully. As the profit relationship between
each other is complicated, most crisis and construction accidents result from bad
coordination of relationships between profit related entities, and information can’t
be passed or communicated as well as misunderstanding between project
members.

Game theory research on complicated problems in construction project
management is becoming more and more mature. Many scholars do detailed
study on client-agent issue during construction project management using game
theory and get a lot of achievements. Game theory refers to the methodology
that studies decisions made by decision makers when their behaviors are
affecting each other and the balance of those decisions. Game theory proves the
fact that decision behaviors of people are interacted. When one party is making
decisions, he will be affected by other decision makers and will also has an
influence on balance problem and making decisions by them. Secondly, such a
series of decisions forms a strategy profile, and there exists an equilibrium,
which is made up of best strategies of all participants [1]. Game theory was put
forward in two papers established in 1928 and 1937 by J.von Neumann, who is
a famous mathematician, for the first time. However, the symbol of establish-
ment of game theory is a book called The Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior, which is written by J.von Neumann and O. Morgenstem together.
This book mainly introduces the typical character of economy entities and puts
forward some game theory models such as strategy model, normalized model
and extended model. It lays a foundation for theory and methodology of game
theory. After that, game theory develops very fast and is widely used [2].
For example, Rapoport and Fuller (1998) did a research on the coordination of
relationship during game playing between three disoperative parties based on
different information structures [3]. Putterman and Skillman (1988) analyzed
influence of supervision on how hard people work using different supervision
methods and compensation systems [4]. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987, 1991)
studied client-agency issue under multiple tasks, including incentive contract,
asset ownership and contract design [5]. Stanley Baiman (2000) studied function
of contract information and motivation to the control of quality and cost of
product, and he put forward equation deduction of the theory [6]. Abdulaziz
(2003) studied the meaning and function of motivation mechanism and moti-
vation contract to project cost control, schedule control and reaching project
goals from the perspective of practice [7].

2.2 Working Process of Hydraulic Variable Pitch System

Hydraulic variable pitch system [6] is shown in Fig. 2.1. When the wind turbine
generator operates above wind speed, it needs to regulate pitch angle to keep rated
power. When output power of generator is higher than rated power, blade angle
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will be turned down to reduce wind energy capture. Under the case, the working
process of hydraulic system is as follows: when pump is driven by electric motor,
hydraulic oil will through the one-way valve (11.1) flow into the system and
pressure oil will through electromagnetic ball valve (1), electro-hydraulic
proportional directional valve (4), one-way valve (22), electromagnetic ball valve
(2) flow into rod cavity (24) to push piston rod right. At the same time, oil will
from rod-less cavity (25) through operated check valve (23), electro-hydraulic
proportional directional valve (4) flow back pressure pipeline. When power control
need to increase pitch angle, electro-hydraulic proportional directional valve will
reverse direction and oil will make piston rod move left.

2.3 Multi-Layer Emergency Management Structure

Construction accident is complex, and emergency management is conducted in a
complex environment. Project management parties and related companies,
government and non-governmental organizations participate in the process and
mechanism of construction project emergency management. As a new emergency
management, it emphasizes diversification of the subjects. To conduct effective
emergency management not only requires a big revolution of ways how admin-
istrative department of construction conduct supervision but also need the owner,
contractor and supervisor to improve their emergency management abilities and
effectively integrate various levels of resources, which will enhance the emergency
management ability of construction projects. This is also the basic goal of building
a multi-level system of emergency management.

Project level involves the project department of construction company, repre-
sentatives of the owner, designers in charge from design company, the project
supervision department of supervisor company and related personnel from
equipment and material suppliers. But the project department of construction
company gets the most sufficient information and bear most responsibility in
emergency management, so it should play the most important role. Company level
refers to companies that relevant project management departments belong to,
which mainly consists of construction enterprise, owner, supervisor enterprise and
design company, etc. During emergency management, according to the level of
construction accident, emergency management for construction project will
involve administrative department of construction, county government, and
provincial government.

Multi-level emergency management is helpful to fully understand emergency
management for construction accident and to effectively organize and reasonably
solve all contradictions and problems during emergency management for
construction accident. It is also helpful to adjust the working pattern while con-
struction accident is changing constantly in order to keep up with development of
society better.
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2.4 Dynamic Game Analysis on Emergency Management
Behaviors With Incomplete Information

When construction accident happens, it will bring influence on both project,
enterprises and government, what’s worse, they even need bear legal responsi-
bility. As project management units have more information and they must bear
legal responsibility if any accident happens, ethic risk and adverse selection exist
during emergency management for construction accident.

2.4.1 Participant

The two participants in dynamic game are ‘‘construction administration depart-
ment’’ and ‘‘project manager’’ during emergency management for construction
accident. The ‘‘construction administration department’’ generally refers to the
entity sector that need to make administrative decisions and conduct supervision
behaviors when construction accident happens; The ‘‘project managers’’ refers to
relevant participants who are involved in project construction, including owner,
construction company, supervision company, design company and subcontractors.
And ‘‘project manager’s emergency behaviors’’ refers to measures and behaviors
taken by the owner or construction company to conduct emergency management for
construction accident.

2.4.2 Strategy Space

The strategy space of ‘‘construction administration department’’ consists of
administrative action plans, that of ‘‘project manager’’ strategy is emergency
management measures taken by project participants in a certain condition of emer-
gency. Assuming that there are n kinds of possible emergency actions of ‘‘project
manager’’, ‘‘project managers’ emergency behaviors’’ chooses action i with proba-
bility of pi and changes from emergency situation i to j with probability of pij. The
‘‘construction administration department’’ will choose to undertake relevant plans
according to different emergency situation j and its dynamic changes of situation.

2.4.3 Variable Definition

During the process of emergency management for construction accident, assuming
that there is a dynamic game between emergency behaviors of ‘‘construction
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administration department’’ and ‘‘project manager’’, variables are defined as
follow:

CM (Cost of Monitoring)—the cost that construction administration department
spends on monitoring whether project manager is hiding accident information;
CH (Chastisement)—the punishment on project manager by construction admin-
istration department for hiding construction information;
D (Damage)—damage utility for hiding information;
DR—difference of the benefit to project manager between different degrees of
hiding information;
p—probability that construction administration department checks whether con-
struction entities are hiding some information;
g—probability that project manager hides true accident information.

Among the variables mentioned before, CM, CH, D, DR C 0, 0 B p,g B 1.
Assuming that:

1. f : H! X is already known, and it is relatively stable within a limited duration
of construction accident situation. H refers to collection of the information that
is reported by project manager and can be seen by construction administration
department, X refers to collection of all information about emergency man-
agement situation of project manager. The information that can represent
emergency management of project manager consists of emergency rescue
plans, emergency rescue organizations, qualification of the general contractor
and all kinds of risk management situations.

2. Project managers who hide accident information, besides construction
administration department and owner, can be the contractor, supervision
company, design company, consulting company and insurance company,
etc., including construction workers, management and technical personnel
and so on.
According to the theory, these parties have their own utility curves which
are different from each other, which represents different interests when they
are hiding accident information. But for the sake of simplicity, it assumes
that the interests of construction administration department and other profit
related parties are the same. It will monitor the behavior of hiding accident
information of construction project as the interest representative of con-
struction workers, insurance companies and other profit related parties.

3. D C CM, CH�DR, according to the rational man hypothesis, it is known that
construction administration department is not rational if the cost is larger than
the loss brought to construction market because of untruthful information; And
if the marginal benefit because of hiding information is bigger than possible
punishment, the punishment by construction administration department is not
trustful.
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2.5 One Stage Game Theory

During emergency management in a sudden accident, the construction adminis-
tration department’s strategic is to choose to always ‘‘monitor’’ the whole process
of construction accident that actually happens during project construction or
completely ‘‘not to monitor’’, here M (Monitoring) represents choosing to monitor
and NM (No Monitoring) refers to choosing not to monitor; The strategies in the
situation of construction accident is to hide information (using F as False) or
timely, accurately report information (using R as Real); Among them, (NM, R)
represents cooperative behaviors. Obviously, The construction administration
department doesn’t have pure strategy Nash equilibrium on whether monitoring or
not in the situation of construction emergency, but mixed strategy Nash equilib-
rium can be found.

If p is given, expected benefits for project managers to choose to hide real
information about the accident (g = 1) and timely, accurately report information
(g = 0) are:

Ub1 p; 1ð Þ ¼ �CH � pþ DR � 1� pð Þ ¼ DR� CH þ DRð Þ � p ð2:1Þ

Ub1 p; 0ð Þ ¼ 0 � pþ 0 � 1� pð Þ ¼ 0 ð2:2Þ

Make Ub1 p; 1ð Þ ¼ Ub1 p; 0ð Þ; then p� ¼ DR= DRþ CHð Þ; namely, project man-
ager need to estimate the probability p that construction administration department
may conduct monitoring, if p\DR= DRþ CHð Þ; project manager will choose to
hide information; if p [ DR= DRþ CHð Þ; project managers will choose to timely,
accurately report information; if p ¼ DR= DRþ CHð Þ; project manager will choose
to hide or timely, accurately report real information randomly. Further,
o p�ð Þ=o DRð Þ[ 0; which means that if the difference of the benefit to project
manager between different degrees of hiding information is bigger, it is more
possible for construction project subjects to hide information, then construction
administration department should pay more efforts on monitoring them.

If g is given, expected benefits for construction administration department to
choose to conduct monitoring (p = 1) and find no problems (p = 0) are:

Um1 1; gð Þ ¼ �CM þ CHð Þ � gþ �CMð Þ � 1� gð Þ ¼ g � CH � CM ð2:3Þ

Um1 0; gð Þ ¼ �D � gþ 0 � 1� gð Þ ¼ �D � g ð2:4Þ

Make Um1 1; gð Þ ¼ Um1 0; gð Þ; then g� ¼ CM= CH þ Dð Þ: If g [ CM= CH þ Dð Þ
then construction administration department will choose to conduct monitoring; on
the contrary, the best decision for construction administration department is not to
conduct monitoring temporarily or to choose randomly. Further, o g�ð Þ=o CMð Þ[ 0
means that if the cost of monitoring for construction administration department is
bigger, it is more possible for construction project subjects to hide information.

It can be seen that the effectiveness of mechanism of information disclosure,
which is about construction accident for projects depends on the four factors: the
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benefit to project management entities by hiding information, the punishment from
construction administration department for hiding information, capacity and
responsibility of supervisor. If the construction administration department is
antagonistic to hiding information behavior more strongly, the capacity of
supervisor is stronger. If law defines more responsibilities for construction
administration department, the motivation for construction project subjects to hide
information in the situation of emergency is smaller, which means that it is more
possible for them to provide reliable information. Conversely, if it can bring
obvious benefit to the construction project subjects by hiding information, and the
construction administration department disregard the behavior and the responsi-
bility of supervisor is very small, then it is quite possible for construction project
subjects to hide information.

2.6 Conclusion

In repeated game with limited times, the equilibrium of every stage is the equi-
librium result of one stage game, which means that mixed strategy equilibrium of
one stage game will appear, However, with the assumption that all participants
obey in repeated game with limited times, the equilibrium result will be got
eventually, but the premise is that probability of project managers to be rational is
big enough. Then, the assumption of repeated game with limited times can provide
behavior rules for establishing the mechanism of monitoring construction accident.

In the situation of emergency, malicious behaviors are very common and
serious between project subjects, companies as well as enterprises and the gov-
ernment. And we should also pay more efforts on monitoring the evaluation of
construction project contracts and build an public environment of being proud of
keeping one’s words and being ashamed of being dishonest. During key proce-
dures such as construction market access, biding evaluation and registration review
of all kinds of personnel who are qualified, we should set up evaluation index of
enterprise credit and individual credit and intensify the economic punishment on
enterprises and individuals for being dishonest, as well as gradually establishing
and developing the system that encourages credible behaviors and prevent
discreditable behaviors.
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Chapter 3
Agent-Based Modeling of Water Bloom
Formation Mechanism in Lakes
and Reservoirs

Shuo-Qi Dong, Xiao-Yi Wang, Zai-Wen Liu, Ji-Ping Xu,
Xiao-Ping Zhao and Xiao-Kai Wang

Abstract Based on Agent simulation technology, water bloom formation mech-
anism model in lakes and reservoirs is described by concept model design. Key
factors of water bloom formation mechanism model are determined by experi-
ments. And then there is an in-depth study of the relationship between key factors
and algal growth and death mechanisms to determine the behavior rule of each
Agent. In this series of constraints, the entities, Agent and the interactive coop-
eration of Agent are built to dynamically describe water bloom forming process
and effectively analyze the energy and material flow state of the algal growth
trends and water systems. It provides an effective conceptual modeling method for
the further study of water bloom formation mechanism.

Keywords Water bloom � Formation mechanism � Agent � Modeling

3.1 Introduction

With the development of economy and society, the problem of eutrophication in
lakes and reservoirs is becoming more and more serious. Under appropriate
circumstances, algae can easily become the dominant species of phytoplankton and
form water bloom. As a consequence, the structure of Lake Ecosystem changes with
the function degeneration, and the water quality trapped into a rapid decline.
According to the report on China’s 2009 Environmental Status, in 26 key state-
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controlled lakes (reservoirs), class V accounts for 19.2%, class inferior V 34.6%,
providing favorable conditions for the growth of algae. Therefore, digging into water
bloom formation mechanism and simulating the outbreak of water bloom is of great
importance to the promotion of environmental protection and technological
progress.

In recent years, Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is gradually being
concerned in the field of complex system modeling [1], make modelers more clearly
understanding and grasping the relationship and interactions of entities and Agent in
the system. The water bloom formation in lakes and reservoirs is a complex evolu-
tionary dynamic process [2] along with the external environment and water internal
evolution. ABMS is an effective means of studying complex system. On the base of
the growth and death mechanism characteristics, the collaborative environment of
eutrophication block entities is built to better simulate the entity modeling, behavior
control and interaction collaboration in the process of water bloom forming.

3.2 Determine the Collection of Water Bloom Agent

In lakes and reservoirs water bloom forming process is essentially the process that
autotrophic organisms (mainly phytoplankton) establish superiority in the water. In
order to study the main factors affecting water bloom, a simulation training
experimental platform is built in outdoor. Water samples from Yuyuantan are put
into the sun room simulating the cultivation of water bloom.

It is needed to determine the collection of Agent A ¼ fa1; . . .; ai; . . .; ang, in
which ai [{$|$ is (active && can_send_ms && can_receive_ms && can perceive
&& can react && can adaptive)}, active represents initiative, can_send_ms rep-
resents sending messages, can_receive_ms represents accepting message, can
perceive represents sensing the outside world, can react represents creating a
feedback loop with the outside world, can adaptive represents self-adaption.

Chlorophyll a is the most direct indicator characterizing algae standing crops
and the comprehension index reflecting phytoplankton biomass in water [3]. When
the concentration of chlorophyll a [40 lg/L, it shows a good linear relationship
between chlorophyll a and algal density whose correlation coefficient is above
0.8705, shown in Fig. 3.1a and b. Therefore Knowledge base and function mod-
ules all directly connect to the concentration of chlorophyll a.

Algal growth rate in lakes and reservoirs depends on three factors that are water
temperature, light intensity and nutrient concentrations [4]. Among them, the
water temperature is an important factor closely related to algal growth and death
succession, it not only affects the physiological and biochemical responses of algae
cells, but also the nutrient absorption and utilization rate of algae directly or
indirectly by changing the water quality parameters related; light intensity is also
an important environmental factor [5] affecting algal growth and toxin production,
it is been used for photosynthesis by phytoplankton in water composing cellular
material and storing energy, once algae photosynthesis is strengthened with other
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factors appropriate, it is easy to outbreak water bloom; Phosphorus is an important
element needed for biological growth, the concentration of total phosphorus is
always the most important factor to limit phytoplankton growth, taken it as the
main limiting factor in nutrient cycling of lakes and reservoirs.

Ultimately determine chlorophyll a, water temperature, light intensity and total
phosphorus as the key Agent elements of water bloom Agent model. Each water
bloom Agent element has its own knowledge, beliefs, memory strategies, goals
and ability. While solving its own sub problem, Agent element obtains suggestions
from others and responds to the changes in the environment so as to combine the
qualitative and quantitative methods in system running process organically [6].

3.3 Knowledge Base of Water Bloom Agent Model

Algae is always experiencing the growth and death which are two opposite com-
prehensive processes through the ways of respiration, sedimentation, decomposition,
predation, and etc. Therefore, the increment of chlorophyll a is closely related to algal
growth rate, death rate and the net loss rate [7], the formula is as follows.

dca

dt
¼ ðGp � Dp � mpÞca ð3:1Þ

In which, ca is the concentration of chlorophyll a ðmg=LÞ; Gp is algal growth
rate ð1=dÞ; Dp is algal death rate (1=d), and mp represents the net loss rate ð1=sÞ.

According to the water bloom formation mechanism and influenced conditions,
algal growth rate Gp depends on three factors that are light intensity, water tem-
perature and the concentrations of nutrient. By analysis and experiment, Di-Toro
and other researchers believe that the combined effect these factors act on is equal
to the product of every individual factor’s influence, that is,

Gp ¼ GðTÞ � GðIÞ � GðPÞ ð3:2Þ

Fig. 3.1 Correlation analysis of algal density and chlorophyll a. (a) Comparable result of
experiment one. (b) Comparable result of experiment two
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where GðTÞ; GðIÞ and GðPÞ are water temperature, light and phosphorus functions
affecting algal growth rate. The functions can be expressed as

G(T) = Gmax � 1:066ðT�20Þ; GðIÞ ¼ I

I þ KI
; GðpÞ ¼ TP

TPþ KP
ð3:3Þ

Here, T is water temperature (�C), I is light intensity ðw �m2Þ; TP is the con-
centration of total phosphorus ðmg=LÞ; Gmaxis the maximum algal growth rate
ð1=dÞ; KI is the half-saturation constant of light ðw �m2Þ; Kp is the half-saturation
constant of phosphorus (mg=L).

Algal growth rate Dp can be obtained from the maximum algal growth rate
Dmax, that is,

Dp ¼ Dmax1:08ðT�20Þ: ð3:4Þ

Solving the above formula, the formula of chlorophyll a changing with time is

caðt þ 1Þ ¼ caðtÞ

þ Gmax � 1:066ðT�20Þ TP

TPþ Kp
� I

I þ KI
� Dmax � 1:08ðT�20Þ � mp

� �

� caðtÞ:
ð3:5Þ

Select a section of data from the sun room with algal highest value, calibrate the
parameter values using nonlinear optima model [8], and the results are shown in
Table 3.1.

In the biochemical reaction process of TP, algae absorbs phosphorus when in
growth, and releases phosphorus at the time of algal death. Therefore, the changes
of TP are opposite to chlorophyll a, the formula can be expressed as

dTP

dt
¼ ðDp þ mp � GpÞ � ca � App þ QIP � QOP: ð3:6Þ

In which, App is the content of TP in algal cells (mg=mg), generally taking
0.22%; respectively, QIP and QOP are the inflow and outflow of phosphorus. Agent
model is built on the basis of experiment with no inflow and outflow. To simulate
the real situation, they are added in the model and given random values in an
appropriate range.

Table 3.1 The calibrating
parameter values

Parameter Unit Constraint Calibrating value

Gmax 1 � d�1 0.01–20 5.71

KI w �m2 0.01–10 0.01
Kp mg � L�1 0.01–2 0.34

Dmax 1 � d�1 0.01–30 0.20

mp 1 � s�1 0.01–0.3 0.1
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3.4 Simulation Model of Water Bloom Formation
Mechanism

After determining the collection of water bloom Agent and the behavior rules in
knowledge base, the simulation model of water bloom formation mechanism is
structured completely and shown in Fig. 3.2. The simulation model mainly con-
sists of four modules, namely management module, decision module, monitoring
module and implementation module.

Figure 3.2 shows that management module controls monitoring module and
decision module, which is responsible for the selection of water bloom Agent, the
adjustment of their initial values and the communication to decision module;
monitoring module is responsible for regular collection of water bloom Agent data
from the system, and feed back the changes of data to decision module by ana-
lyzing and processing; based on the received information from the management
and monitoring module about Agent, decision module gives orders to imple-
mentation module, according to analyzing the impact relationship between Agent
from the growth and death model of algae in lakes and reservoirs and knowledge
base; implementation module receives the command and changes the behavior of
water bloom Agent, thus achieving the interaction and communication between
each Agent in the formation of water bloom.

Set the initial value of the water bloom Agent, run the dynamic simulation
model of water bloom formation mechanism, and the concentration curve of
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Fig. 3.2 Construction of Agent simulation model for water bloom formation mechanism
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chlorophyll a and water bloom Agent dynamic model diagram can be obtained
which are shown in Fig. 3.3a and b.

There are some differences between the simulation result and the actual data,
but the overall trend is consistent. It is indicating the rational design for the
knowledge base of water bloom formation mechanism, and the running result is
credible.

3.5 Conclusion

Compared to other modeling methods, Agent-based modeling and simulation
method has a higher level of abstraction and the ability to dynamically describe the
autonomy of water bloom Agent. It achieves intelligent behavior modeling of
water bloom Agent so as to make water bloom forming process more vivid, the
simulation system more realistic and the entities, Agent and the interactive
cooperation of Agent clearer. This method breaks the single-level and single-view
limitations of the traditional mathematical modeling, provides a more realistic and
effective way to describe and study water bloom forming process in lakes and
reservoirs, and enhances the ability of awareness, management and control about
the water bloom ecological disaster formation mechanism.
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Fig. 3.3 Simulation result of water bloom Agent model. a Concentration curve of chlorophyll a.
b Water bloom Agent dynamic model diagram
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Chapter 4
A Hardware-in-the-Loop System
for Development of Automotive Battery
Management System

Haifeng Dai, Xuezhe Wei, Zechang Sun and Jiayuan Wang

Abstract Battery management system (BMS) plays a vital role in the development
of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)
and pure electric vehicles (PEVs). The vehicle management relies highly on the
information transmitted from BMS. In this study, a battery pack-level hardware-
in-the-loop (HIL) system is developed to verify the functions of BMS, including the
cell voltage and temperature monitoring, battery voltage and current measurement,
State of Charge (SOC) estimation, power relay and cooling fan control etc. By
emulating different types of input signals to BMS, and at the same time detecting the
output signals from BMS, the HIL system could verify and evaluate the BMS before
it goes to mass-production, and thereby accelerate the BMS development and reduce
the development costs.

Keywords Hardware-in-the-Loop � Battery pack-level � Battery management
system � Function verification

4.1 Introduction

Driven by the wish for fuel saving technologies and sustainability of energy
resources, it may be expected that new battery systems will be used in future
automotive vehicles. In order to meet the high requirements regarding safety and
reliability, the operation of the battery cells is monitored and managed by an
electronic and electric system called battery management system, which typically
has the functions to estimate and predict the SOC and available power of the
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battery system, to prevent failures of the battery system due to external and
internal conditions like short-circuit or due to imbalance of the battery cells.

To develop a BMS with high efficiency and reliability, the BMS could be done
with a V-model [1] based process, where testing of hardware and software is already
considered during the development. As one of the most important steps in V-model,
the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) has been extensively used in the automotive industry
for component development and rapid prototyping [2]. With system-level require-
ments taken into consideration, HIL testing significantly reduces the time and cost of
system-level integration and trouble-shooting later in the development cycle.

A few researches have been reported on the topic of HIL testing system
development for BMS. Yongsheng He et al. [3, 4] developed a HIL system to
verify the battery algorithm including the State of Charge estimation and power
capability prediction for lithium-ion battery cells, especially for lithium iron
phosphate battery cells. In this study, a cell-level HIL system is used to verify and
develop the algorithms for various vehicle applications. Testing results indicate
that the HIL testing provides valuable data and critical guidance to evaluate the
accuracy of the developed battery algorithms, to accelerate battery algorithm
future development and improvement, and to reduce hybrid/electric vehicle system
development time and cost. Plett et al. [5] designed and implemented a HIL system
to validate the BMS algorithm for hybrid electric vehicles. This study developed a
validation strategy based in part on a data synthesis system to provide the missing
‘‘truth’’ data. The advantages and limitations of such a HIL system and how the
HIL system works were also presented. This paper concluded that the HIL system
can help to minimize the amount of testing that is required if a careful design-of-
experiments approach is taken. Stefan Butzmann et al. [6] developed an integrated
battery simulator (IBS) for development of automotive battery management sys-
tems. The presented IBS simulates the behavior of a real li-ion battery with up to
120 in series connected cells for the purpose of BMS testing. The IBS thus allows
testing of the cell voltage monitoring functions, the charge balancing functions and
of the software of the BMS. Li [7] and Wang et al. [8] have also been proposed a
system-level and cell-level HIL system for BMS respectively.

This paper developed a battery pack-level HIL system to verify and test several
functions of the BMS, including the cell voltage and temperature monitoring,
battery voltage and current measurement, SOC estimation, power relay and
cooling fan control etc. To get the target mentioned above, the HIL system
emulates different types of input signals to BMS, and at the same time detects the
output signals from BMS. This will allow the battery pack manufactures to
accelerate the BMS development and reduce the development costs.

4.2 Battery Management System

Batteries employed in the EVs are often operated under arduous conditions, being
subjected to both large dynamic transients in current and power demand over wide
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temperature range. The accommodation of such operation conditions requires a
battery management system for the battery packs. Figure 4.1 shows the basic
architecture of a typical level-based battery management system for lithium-ion
batteries [9].

The voltage and current of the battery pack should be monitored to determine the
SOC, State of Health (SOH) and calculate the maximum available power and/or
energy. Those functions are realized in an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) called
Central Electronic Control Unit (CECU). Besides, the CECU is also responsible for
the power relay control and cooling fan control. Furthermore, since the battery pack
is made up of up to hundreds of individual battery cells-often connected in series, the
voltage of each individual cell has to be monitored for purpose of protection the cells
from over-charge or over-discharge. For purpose of cell voltage and temperature
monitoring, the battery is usually divided into several modules, each consisting of a
specific number of cells, where the voltages and temperatures of the cells in the
module are monitored by an ECU called Local Electronic Control Unit (LECU).

The LECU also has the task to provide charge balancing functionality. State of the
art today includes the resistive charge balancing, where the cell voltages are adapted
to each other by discharging of highly charged cells to the values of lower charged
cells, and inductor/capacitor based energy shifting balancing, where the cell voltages
are adapted to each other by discharging the highly charged cells and charging the
lower charged cells. In most cases, the resistive charge balancing has a limited
balancing effect (usually the balancing current is lower than 200 mA) due to thermal
power dissipation, and the energy shifting balancing has a higher efficiency in cell
balancing (normally the balancing current could be as high as 2A) [10].
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The BMS contains the microcontrollers including the periphery for controlling
other functional blocks of the battery pack and for communicating both with
external functional blocks in vehicle, like the vehicle management system (VMS)
and within the internal BMS units (CECU and LECUs), as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The microcontroller of the CECU triggers sampling of battery voltage and current
and calculates the state of battery in order to determine all relevant parameters
necessary for battery operation. For calculation of these parameters, a highly
sophisticated battery state estimation/prediction algorithm is used [11]. In case of
detection of a failure condition, the microcontroller also releases the power relays
and thus disconnect the battery from the vehicle high voltage supply net.

4.3 HIL System Hardware Development

According to the evaluation target, the HIL system was designed with architecture
and some key components as shown in Fig. 4.2 [7].

The programmable power supply-A (PPS-A) was recruited to emulate the high
voltage of the battery pack, normally, the output voltage range is 48–400 V. The
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cell emulator [8] was used to emulate the cell dynamics of a battery module, which
could be connected in series. The fault injection unit (FIU) was used to generate
some failure conditions to evaluate the performance and reliability of the BMS.
The analog signal output unit was designed to emulate the temperature signal and
current signal. The digital signal output unit was designed to generate ignition
signal from the vehicle to control the working states of BMS. The programmable
power supply-B (PPS-B) was used to provide the 12 V power supply to the BMS.
The analog input and PWM input unit, together with power relays and cooling
fans, are used to test the controlling functions of the BMS.

This system obviously was developed based on an xPC target-master computer
architecture. The vehicle model, battery model and hardware drivers of the
xPC target are designed and programmed in the Matlab/Simulink environment in
the master computer. The models are at last compiled and downloaded into the
xPC target, which offers a real-time environment for the model running. The slave
xPC target controls the programmable power supply-A and -B, the analog signal
output unit, which is designed with a PCI programmable board PCI-6733 by NI Co.,
and the digital signal output unit, which is designed with a PCI programmable board
PCI-6528 by NI Co., to generate different voltage, current and temperature signals as
the input signals of BMS, at the same time, it detects the output signal from BMS
by the analog input and PWM input unit, which is composed of a PCI-6025 and
PCI-6733 boards, and exchanges information with BMS by CAN communication.

Except for the designing and programming Matlab/Simulink models, the master
computer has another important function-monitoring and operation interface.
The monitoring and operation interface is developed with the LabVIEW platform.
The interaction between the master computer and slave target is realized through
Ethernet with TCP/IP protocols. The master computer sends different commands
to the slave target to start different test programs, the slave target then runs
corresponding models to generate the emulated signals to BMS, get key infor-
mation from BMS and send to master computers to display and record.

4.4 Software of the HIL System

The software system includes the software for master computer and software for
the xPC based real-time slave target. The software of the master computer is
mainly responsible for test monitoring, data recording and other interaction with
the slave target. And the software in the slave target is composed of several real-
time models, including the power battery model, the vehicle model, and other
models controlling and communicating with the peripheral testing modules, i.e. the
cell emulators module, the analog input and PWM input unit, the power supply
units, the analog signal output unit etc.
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4.4.1 Control and Display Panel

The software system of the master computer was developed in LabVIEW envi-
ronment, which is a graphical program language released by NI Co. Software
developed in LabVIEW is composed of two parts, one is the front panel, which is
more like a human machine interface (HMI) with the function of display, operation
etc., and the other is the program panel, which is the actual functional code of the
software system. The general testing interface of the software of master computer
is shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.4.2 Automatic Testing Design

To implement a more efficient test, the HIL system also supports an automatic
testing process. An automatic testing configuration sub-program was inserted into
the software system of the HIL. The principle of the automatic testing process is
shown in Fig. 4.4.

By a test configuration file, one can predefine each sub-test and the orders, then
the HIL software system will read the test configuration file. Once the automatic
test was enabled, the software will start the test process from the very first one
defined in the configuration file and end until all pre-defined tests finished.

Fig. 4.3 General testing interface
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4.4.3 Software Architecture of xPC Target

Software in the xPC target is mainly composed of several real-time models,
including the vehicle model, battery model, the testing item model, battery fault
simulation model and fault injection control model. The software architecture of
the xPC slave target is shown in Fig. 4.5.

In this software system, the testing main loop is responsible for the scheduling
of the different models, and responsible for the interaction with master and the
base hardware. The battery model, embedded into the vehicle model, and com-
bined with the operation conditions, calculates the current and power of the battery
system, and transmits the values to the testing main loop which interacts with the
base hardware to convert the values to electric signals. The battery model also is
used to generate target voltage for the cell emulators. The testing item model is
responsible for the schedule of different testing tasks with a specific rule. The
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battery fault simulation model generates some cell faults like cell over-charge,
over-discharge, over-temperature etc., to test the fault detection functions of the
BMS, and fault injection control model is responsible to simulating different faults
to test the fault-tolerance of the BMS. Hardware drivers are responsible for the
controlling of the base hardware, including the PPS units, the PCI boards and cell
emulators.

4.5 Initial HIL Experimental Results

Figure 4.6 shows the emulated current of the battery system, and the current
measurement value sent from BMS is also plotted in this figure, which could
evaluate the current measurement accuracy of the BMS, and at the same time, the

Fig. 4.6 Current emulation
and measurement results

Fig. 4.7 Voltage emulation
and measurement results
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voltage emulated and measured by BMS are shown in Fig. 4.7. Figure 4.8 shows
the SOC variation during the testing sent from BMS, which could evaluate the
SOC estimation function of the BMS.

In Fig. 4.9, two channels with different output voltage are taken as the example
to show the voltage variation and balancing effects when the balancing function of
LECU is under test. The balancing is implemented with an inductor based energy
shifting method [12]. The testing results indicated the effectiveness of the cell
emulator on the balancing test.

4.6 Summary

A battery pack-level HIL system was developed and implemented to validate and
evaluate the battery management system for power batteries, especially for lith-
ium-ion batteries used on EVs. Thereby a systematic verification and evaluation
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methodology has been formulated to verify the functions of BMS and evaluate the
reliability of BMS under different working conditions.

The HIL system is mainly composed of several critical units, which emulate
different types of input signals to BMS, and at the same time detect the output
signals from BMS. This system allows not only the HIL tests of BMS under
considerable working conditions, but also fast ageing simulations of battery cells
as well as testing of BMS operation in conditions of failures.

The HIL testing system could help to provide critical testing data which
guides for the further development and improvement of the BMS, although the
testing system will not be substitute for actual testing of real working conditions.
Therefore, with the HIL system introduced here, the battery pack manufactures
could accelerate the BMS development and reduce the development costs.
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Chapter 5
A Master–Slave System for Intelligent
Visual Surveillance

Bin Xiong and Xiaoqing Ding

Abstract In developing intelligent visual surveillance systems, the wide
monitoring range and close-up view of target place conflicting constrains on the
system configurations and camera parameters. This paper proposed a master–slave
solution. The system consists of a static camera, which detects the moving targets in
its wide view, and a Pan-Tile-Zoom (PTZ) camera, which recognize the corre-
sponding target and tracks it for close-up view. Result of an indoor experiment
demonstrates that the proposed method is quite effective.

Keywords Visual surveillance � Master–slave � Pan-tile-zoom camera

5.1 Introduction

Visual surveillance system is more and more prevalent in our lives, especially in
airports, banks, parking lots, and so on. Most of the practical applications of
visual surveillance are just the recorder systems, which only provide the recorded
video, and users can only review them afterwards. Therefore, intelligent visual
surveillance system based on computer vision is attracting growing interest.

In the past years, researchers have developed various kinds of intelligent visual
surveillance systems [1]. Pfinder system [2] uses a static camera to detect and track
indoor single human target, and also can analysis its posture. VSAM system [3, 4]
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aims at outdoor targets of pedestrian or vehicle, and builds a multi-camera network
to monitor activities in a cluttered environment. W4 system [5] is a real-time
surveillance system to detect and track human and their body parts.

Generally, visual surveillance systems prefer to get wide monitoring range. So
cameras with wide field-of-view are preferred. In some researches, multi-camera
network is used, in order to cover wider area. Meanwhile, close-up views of
specified objects are required for further identification or analysis. In these cases,
cameras with narrow field-of-view are preferred. Therefore, these place conflicting
constraints on the system configurations and camera parameters.

In this paper, a solution using a master–slave configuration is proposed. A static
camera with wide field-of-view is used as the master camera and a Pan-Tile-Zoom
(PTZ) camera is used as the slave camera in the system. Similar solutions are
mentioned in [6–11]. In most of these researches, a calibration of cameras is
needed in order to build the corresponding relations of the cameras. But in the
proposed solution, no calibration process is needed, and the correspondence of the
targets is only based on their appearances. Firstly we detect and track the moving
target in the video of the master camera by background subtracting. Then we apply
the image matching method based on key-points to detect the corresponding target
in the video of slave camera. Finally, we control the motion of PTZ camera to
track the target and zoom into obtain the close-up images.

5.2 Master Camera Process

Since the master camera is static, the targets of interest would be the moving
objects against the stationary background in the video stream. Therefore, we use
the background subtracting method to detect the moving targets. Considering the
complexity of various scenarios, including the lighting changes, scene changes and
moving objects, we model the background of video using the Mixture of Gaussians
(MOG) [12], which is one of the commonly used methods, and detect the moving
targets by subtracting the modeled background.

Figure 5.1 demonstrates the results of the background subtraction. The images
of the first row are original images from the master camera, and the images of the
second row are the binary images of results, where highlight represents the
foreground.

Based on these foreground images, a blob detection approach based on
connected regions and contour analysis is introduced to locate the targets. Rela-
tively, the areas of targets in the master images are very small because of the wide
field-of-view. Thus, we just obtain the locations of the targets and track them
individually by Kalman Filtering [13] in order for continuously labeling.

Though the master process is able to handle multiple targets simultaneously, the
slave process can only focus on one target at one time, because of its narrow field-
of-view. So, after detecting and tracking, one of the targets will be specified for a
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close-up view for further identification or analysis. This selecting process could
be done automatically or manually according to the different purposes of the
applications.

5.3 Slave Camera Process

Firstly, at the initial stage, we set the slave camera aiming at the center of the
scenario as the master camera, and zoom the lens to make the field-of-view as
close to the master camera as possible. Then, the view of slave camera is very
similar to the view of master camera, though there may be differences in scale,
rotation, lighting, viewpoint, or other imaging conditions.

After specifying the interesting target in the view of master camera, we use an
image matching method based on SIFT [14] to recognize the corresponding target.
This key-point based method is very robust to the differences in imaging
conditions.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of recognizing result. The left image is from
master camera, and the rectangle box indicates the location of interesting target.
The right image is from slave camera, and the rectangle box, which indicates the
location of corresponding target, is estimated by the matching key-points.

Secondly, after recognizing the target in the view of slave camera, we use a
classifier based method [15] for tracking. Since the slave camera is a PTZ camera,
the viewing angle and the zooming of the camera are not stationary. Therefore,
general tracking methods that only use spatial features, such as location and
size, would not be effective. The introduced algorithm makes full use of the
appearance of the target and the background, and integrate generative and dis-
criminative model in both offline and online learning. Also, it can deal with the
condition of few samples in the early stage of tracking which is a central issue of
the classifier based tracking approaches. The biggest drawback of this method is
that once the tracking deviates from the true target, it will be hard to correct itself
because of the online learning. To overcome this problem, the matching process

Fig. 5.1 Examples of background subtracting
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with the view of master camera could be repeated after some period of time to
check and correct the result of tracking.

Thirdly, while tracking the target, we control the mechanical motion part of the
PTZ camera to rotate the angle of view in order to center the target, and control the
zooming part of the PTZ camera to gradually get the proper field-of-view in order
to obtain the close-up view of the target.

Finally, when the tasks of identification or analysis have been completed, the
motion and zooming part of the PTZ camera will be reset to the initial position,
and the next specified target of interest will be treated as the same process.

5.4 Result of Experiment

We take an experiment of an indoor scenario for example. Figure 5.3 shows the
results. It can be seen that, the master–slave system performance great for intel-
ligent visual surveillance task. While the master camera cover the wide range of
scenario, the slave camera can rotate and zoom to ‘‘catch’’ the interesting target
and obtain the close-up images.

From the results of experiment, the proposed solution of master–slave config-
uration is quite effective for the task of intelligent visual surveillance. The field-of-
view of the master camera is much wider than the slave camera, so that it can
guarantee the detection rate of the target in a wide monitoring rage. Meanwhile,
the slave camera is very flexible. Though its field-of-view is very narrow, it can
move its view angles to continually tracking the target, and can zoom into obtain
the close-up images. The resolution of slave camera is much higher than the master
camera, so that the face detection methods can performance great for the slave
images, and that is very important to the surveillance system. Other processes of
recognition and behavior analysis for the targets will greatly benefit from the
close-up images, while not sacrificing the wide surveillance range.

Fig. 5.2 Recognition of specified target using matching method based on SIFT. Left is from
master camera, and right is from slave camera. Rectangle boxes indicate the targets, and lines
between the two images indicate the matching key-points
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5.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a solution for intelligent visual surveillance, using a
master–slave configuration. For the view of master camera, we use a back-
ground subtracting method based on Mixture of Gaussians (MOG) model to
detect the moving targets. For the view of slave camera, we use a matching
algorithm of SIFT to recognize the corresponding target. Then we track the
target with a classifier based method, and control the rotating and zooming part
to ‘‘catch’’ the target. It provided one of the solutions to the conflict between
wide surveillance range and close-up images of targets. The two parts of the
system have got their respective focuses, and matching algorithms connect
them together with the objects’ features. Result of experiment shows that this
solution is quite effective.

Fig. 5.3 Examples of the result. The upper one of each result image indicates the view from the
master camera, with detected targets marked by rectangle boxes. The lower one indicates the
view from the slave camera, where the corresponding targets are marked by rectangle boxes too.
Besides, there are small boxes in the slave images that indicate the face detecting results
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Chapter 6
A Method of Detection and Tracking
for Laser Spot

Yanpeng Sun, Bo Wang and Yingshuo Zhang

Abstract A method of target tracking based on fractional Fourier transform is
proposed by using the time–frequency information of target image, in order to
improve the accurate performance of target recognition and tracking. Firstly,
removing the Gaussian noise from target image using the repeated fractional
Fourier domain filtering algorithm. And then the edge of target image is extracted
making use of the continuity of FRFT. Finally, calculating the Hausdorff matched
distance between the point set of edge of the target template and the region which
is going to be matched, and making the target be searched and locked stably to
complete the tracking of moving targets. The simulation results show that, under
the precondition of real-time, the method which based on FRFT tracking have
more precision on the track of the target than kalman filtering tracking and mean-
shift tracking.

Keywords Target tracking � Fractional Fourier transform � Edge detection

6.1 Introduction

The detection and tracking technology for Moving object is one of an important
content in computer vision research. It is widely used in range of applications such
as navigation on Robot vision, monitoring for public scene, guidance for military
visual, intelligent traffic and so on [1, 2]. In recent years, the algorithm of target
tracking research has had great progress, as it is used in different occasions, there
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are significant differences on the content of the algorithms. Generally speaking, the
algorithm may be divided into several methods, based on template matching,
characteristic, motion and the detection of the tracking method. The accuracy of
target detection can directly affect the follow-up tracking, so it is a key issue
whether we can detect goal accurately.

In order to detect the goal accurately, the first, it is to take feature extraction of
target. The discontinuity gray of image can be reflected by image edge informa-
tion, it make a performance for the strength of the mutation. With the feature of
relative stability and not sensitive to light conditions change, the image edges can
be used for the important characteristics of identification and tracking. At p resent
the image edge detection mainly apply in the airspace such as Roberts, Sobel,
Canny [3, 4], Fourier transform domain and the wavelet transform domain.

A new method of edge detected based on fractional Fourier domain is proposed
in this paper, and it may do target identification and tracking. FRFT is a kind of
generalized form Fourier transform and a new kind of time–frequency analysis
tools in rapid development phase of recent years [5]. FRFT is applied in the field of
target tracking, and uses the method of image feature analysis on fractional Fourier
domain and the relationship between FRFT and the optical image. The edge of
target can be detected accurately in using this method on time–frequency domain,
and it has higher precision compared to traditional airspace edge detection.

6.2 Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT)

FRFT is a kind of generalized form Fourier transform. It can be considered as a
rotation by an angle a in the time–frequency and therefore there exists an order of
transformation in which such signals are compact. The FRFT is also defined with
the help of the transformation kernel Ka as

Kaðt; uÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�j cot a

2p

q
exp j t2þu2

2 cot a� tu csc a
� �

; a 6¼ np

dðt � uÞ; a ¼ 2np
dðt þ uÞ; a 6¼ ð2n� 1Þp

8><
>: ð6:1Þ

The FRFT is defined using this kernel as

Xa uð Þ ¼ Fa x tð Þ½ �f g uð Þ ¼
Z 1
�1

x tð ÞKa t; uð Þdt ð6:2Þ

For angle a varying from 0 to p; the value of pða ¼ pp=2Þ lies from 0 to 4 and it
can be shown that the transform kernel is periodic with a period 4. While FRFT for
two-dimensional signal can be defined with the help of the transformation kernel
Kp1;p2ðs; t; u; vÞ as
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Kp1;p2ðs; t; u; vÞ ¼
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The FRFT is defined using this kernel as

Xp1;p2ðu; vÞ ¼ Fy!v
p2 Fs!u

p1 ½xðs; tÞ�
n o

¼
Z 1
�1

Z 1
�1

xðs; tÞKp1;p2ðs; t; u; vÞdsdt ð6:4Þ

where a ¼ p1p=2; b ¼ p2p=2 are the rotation angle of FRFT, both can be the same
or different. After discretization, the two-dimensional FRFT can also be used to
calculate by digital method. Some two-dimensional single change has been applied
in signal processing, such as discrete cosine transform, discrete Walsh transform.
The Single discrete fractional Fourier transform for matrix of M � N can be
expressed with the help of the transformation kernel wa;b as

Xa;bðm; nÞ ¼
XM�1

p¼0

XN�1

q¼0

xðp; qÞwa;bðp; q;m; nÞ ð6:5Þ

With inverse transformation is

xðp; qÞ ¼
XM�1

p¼0

XN�1

q¼0

Xa;bðm; nÞw�a;�bðp; q;m; nÞ ð6:6Þ

Unpack format can be defined as

wa;b ¼ wa � wb ð6:7Þ

where wa; wb are the transformation kernel of one-dimensional DFRFT, � is
tensor product, a; b in their two-dimensional is the order of fractal dimension.

When a ¼ b ¼ p=2; the two-dimensional DFRFT transforms into the
traditional DFT;

When a ¼ p=2 and b ¼ 0; the two-dimensional DFRFT proceed row DFT;
When a ¼ 0 and b ¼ p=2; the two-dimensional DFRFT proceed column DFT

[6–8].
So the numerical calculation for two-dimensional DFRFT can be calculated

through row and column on the base of one-dimensional DFRFT.

6.3 The Method of Target Trackingtarget tracking on FRFT

The process of target tracking can be divided into such five parts: the acquisition of
moving target, image filtering, image enhancement, target detection and target
tracking [9].
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(1) Image Filtering. The signal spectrum and noise spectrum have strong
coupling, and the spectrum is almost always a distribution throughout the fre-
quency domain. The traditional filtering methods are difficult to realize signal–
noise separation effectively. In this kind of situation, filtering method on fractional
Fourier domain can be used. Using MSE minimum estimate algorithm to estimate
parameters of the noising image and to receive fractional orders p1; p2ð Þ of those
rows and columns [10]. The rows and columns contain high content signal com-
ponents. The aim is to identify the distribution of signal energy in the time–
frequency plane, to obtain the corresponding filter parameters. Choose the type of
Gaussian filter function h; because we want to remove the Gaussian noise from
spot image, using two-dimensional DFRFT to make the chosen filter function
switch to the ranks p1; p2: Then multiply with noisy images in this fractional
domain. Use two-dimensional fractional Fourier inverse transform to restore to the
time domain, to obtain the filtered noise images.

The Fig. 6.1 shows the results of the traditional median filter, universal
threshold wavelet filter and DFRFT filter. From the image contour of filtering
results we find the DFRFT filtering algorithm can better improve the quality of the
image, compared with the traditional median filter and universal threshold wavelet
filtering method. It can restore flare image from strong noise background and lay a
good foundation for the follow-up target identification and tracking.

(2) Target Detection, focusing on the detection of image edge.
Do series FrFT on target image. According to the definition of FRFT, do FRFT

on the image, and the result is a rotation of the original image in a domain. It is
equivalent to do tiny mobile for the plane of images if tiny order time on FrFT is
choosed (Fig. 6.2). It is difficult to discern the difference with naked eye between
the original image and the transformed image, when the order time on FrFT is very
small; But as the order time on FrFT increasing, compared with the edge of
original image, it has small changes for the transformation of the image, and
compared with the part of similar size of image pixels, the changes are not ab-
vious. It can be concluded that the low contrast of the image will change slow, and
the high contrast part such as image edge will change fast in the process of the
fractional order time gradually increasing.

Fig. 6.1 The comparison of filter result
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In Fig. 6.2, (a) is the original image, (b) is the frft with order 0.01 on original
image, (c) is the frft with order 0.02 and (d) is the frft with order 0.03. when
p = 0.01, it has a little difference between transformed image and original image,
with the increase of order, the changes of image edge is more and more obvious.

You will get image edges after the subtraction of transformed image and the
original image. f ðx; yÞ is used to represent the transformed image and hðx; yÞ
represents the original image, so the edges of image can be represented as
gðx; yÞ ¼ f ðx; yÞ � hðx; yÞ: Subtraction plays an important role in enhancing the
differences between the two images. See Fig. 6.3a–c correspond to the subtractions
of Fig. 6.2b–d and original image.

(3) Target tracking. The feature points of the target are extracted as a template,
and Hausdorff is used to calculate the distance between edge points and the point
set of template matching area. The most direct thought is whether the edge points
data can be reduced effectively, if yes, the whole amount of algorithm can be
reduced. The last step of edge detection on FRFT can set a higher threshold, and it
can reduce the number of point set of the edge significantly. When do the followed
matching operation of a frame image edge, in order to avoid repeated computation,
an area of the matched image is applied, the position of calculated edge point of
image can be saved to the next frame matching directly. The optimum method can
improve execution speed greatly.

6.4 The Experimental Results and Performance Analysis

In order to validate the effectiveness of this method, it also needs to be validated
and analyzed. The edge matching method itself should be proved, then the

Fig. 6.2 FRFT of spot image with small order

Fig. 6.3 The edge detection of spot image based on FRFT
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effectiveness of tracking is verified. The sport laser flare images are researched as
experiment in this paper. In initial selection, the size of the goals flare image is
13913, and make it as a template image, the point of pixel [66, 32] is the center of
target. Edge template matching method is used to do the follow-up tracking. The
experimental results of edge template matching tracking are shown in Fig. 6.4, the
frames of target image respectively are 5, 25, 55 and 75. From the graph, a clear
and reliable tracking process can be obtained making use of our algorithm.

Some other methods of image tracking can also be used for the experiment of
the laser flare movement, then the results of the experiment are given and ana-
lyzed. Kalman filtering and Mean-shift target tracking method are used respec-
tively to get the movement of the target real trajectories, then the real trajectory
and the results of tracking trajectory by three tracking method are compared and
analyzed. The orbit curves through three methods and the position of the real target
tracking point are shown in Fig. 6.5, the high position of target is shown as (a–c)
are given as width position of target and comprehensive position of Target.

In the figure, compared with the method of Kalman filter and the target tracking
based on mean-shift, using the method of tracking based on FRFT can get a closer
position to real target in each frame, relative to the location of the real object
coordinates, it is same or it has a small change, which explains that the tracking of
this method is stronger on accuracy. This can also be confirmed by the actual data,
the accuracy of edge tracking on FRFT is about 97.94%, the Kalman filter is about
95.56% and the mean-shift is about 96.86%. About real-time, on the same oper-
ation environment and for a frame video, the matching time based on edge of
FRFT is 899.58 ms, and based on kalman filter and mean-shift are respectively
169.45 and 225.52 ms. Although it consumes some time to do FRFT transform on
image, but its real-time can also be guaranteed basically.

6.5 Conclusion

A new method of target tracking is proposed in this paper, by using the analysis of
image feature on FrFT and the relationship between FRFT and the optical imaging.
FrFT is taken to the field of target tracking, it can remove the noise of the time–
frequency coupling effectively and be able to detect the target image edge

Frame 5 Frame 25 Frame 55 Frame 75

Fig. 6.4 Results figure on target tracking
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accurately, it take a great contribution to the subsequent target tracking. The laser
flare movement images are selected to do the experimental research, and FRFT is
used for filter and edge detection. Targets can be locked stably through Hausdorff
distance matching calculations of the edge of point set. The simulation results
show that, compared with the method of Kalman filter and the target tracking
based on mean-shift, using the method of tracking based on FRFT can track the
target more accurately.
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Chapter 7
Analysis of Starting Process for
Medium-Sized Induction Motors
With High-Voltage

Yunyan Xia, Dawei Meng, Yongming Xu and Yufeng Lu

Abstract In order to more accurately analysis the starting process of medium-
sized motors with high-voltage, the dynamic model of three-phase induction motor
was established. The starting characteristics of the new medium-sized motors with
high-voltage were calculated, based on this, the stator and rotor temperature rise
was calculated, combined with the heat dissipation mode the amount of time for
motors to reach thermal equilibrium was calculated. Compared with the steady-
state characteristic curve, the dynamic characteristic curve is much closer to the
practical situation and the temperature rise is in accord with the experimental
value.

Keywords High-voltage motor � Starting characteristics � Temperature rise

7.1 Introduction

The medium-sized motor with high-voltage is one of the electrical industry leading
products. Its starting process has been the concerns of people. The most important
problem is the starting characteristics and temperature rise. Compared with
small motors, high-voltage motor starting process has a greater impact on the grid.
The motor starting process is a dynamic process, the research on this process can
not adopt steady-state characteristic curve [1]. The paper [2] and [3] calculates
the starting process of the induction motor, but the load torque change is given by
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the approximate formula, and the starting time is calculated using the steady-state
curve, which has difference with the actual situation. This paper establishes the
dynamic equation of asynchronous motor based on the M–T coordinate system.
Combined with the actual load and the heat dissipation mode, this paper calculates
the starting characteristics and the motor temperature rise, improves the accuracy.

7.2 Dynamic Equation of the Induction Machine

Due to the rotor speed changing in the starting process, using M–T coordinate
system of the synchronous constant speed rotation is good. According to the paper
[4], the state equation can be established as follows:
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where r1,r2 are per phase resistances of the stator and the rotor; uM1,uT1 are the
two-phase voltage of the stator; iM1,iT1,iM2,iT2 are the two-phase current of the stator
and rotor; WM1,WT1,WM2,WT2 are the fluxes of the stator and rotor in the two-phase
coordinate system; P is the differential operator; xis the speed of the rotor angle;
Lss,Lrr ,Lm are the self inductances of the stator and the rotor and the mutual induc-
tances of the stator and the rotor.

Due to H ¼ p2 GD2

PN

ns
60

� �2
, the motion equation of the rotating system is trans-

formed and expressed with the per-unit(pu) system as follows [5]:

H
dx
dt
¼ Te � Tm ð7:2Þ

where GD2 is the flywheel torque; PN is the rated power; Te,Tm are the per-unit of
the electromagnetic torque and Load torque; H is the inertia constant.

Electromagnetic torque Te can be expressed with the per-unit system as follows:

Te ¼ XmðiT1iM2 � iM2iT2Þ ð7:3Þ

The Equations (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) are the dynamic fundamental equation of the three-
phase induction motor in the M–T coordinate system. It is very easy to calculate the
starting characteristics of the three-phase induction motor with the three equations.
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7.3 Temperature Rise Equation of the Motor

In the starting process the stator current generate heat, assume the resistance
temperature coefficient is a at 15�C, the adiabatic temperature rise of stator
winding when the time is t can be expressed as follows [3]:

hs1 ¼
A

B
ej2s �B�t � A

B
ð7:4Þ

where A ¼ q 1þ h0�15ð Þa½ �
qsCs

; B ¼ qa
qsCs

; h0 is the Environment temperature; js is the

current density of stator winding; q, qs are the stator winding resistivity and
density; Cs is the specific heat of stator winding.

When the motor starts, slip changes from s1 to s2,Mm is the load torque and Me

is the electromagnetic torque. Then the rotor winding heat is expressed as follows:

Q2 ¼
GD2

4
x2

1

Z s1

s2

s

1� Mm
Me

ds ð7:5Þ

According to the paper [6], the equivalent resistance of rotor bar RB and the
equivalent resistance of end ring RK in the starting process can be calculated. The
calorific value of rotor bar and end ring, QB, QK are expressed as follows:

QB ¼ RB � Q2 QK ¼ RK � Q2 ð7:6Þ

For the motor of radial ventilation structure, heat between the stator windings
and core is transferred by the stator insulation and the heat between the rotor bar
and core is transferred by conduction. In the ventilation channel and the end, the
heat of stator winding and the rotor bar is transferred by convection with air. Stator
insulation thermal resistance Rs1, thermal resistance Rs2 of the stator end, thermal
resistance Rs3 of the windings in the radial ventilation channel can be calculated
[7], the heat emission of stator winding when the time is t is expressed as follows:

Q1 ¼
Dhs1

Rs1
þ Dhs2

RS2
þ Dhs3

RS3

� �
� t ð7:7Þ

where Dhs1,Dhs2,Dhs2 are the temperature difference between the stator windings
and the core, the stator windings and ending air, the stator windings and the
ventilation channel gas.

Actual temperature rise is expressed when the time is t as follows:

hs ¼ hS1 �
Q1

CsMs
ð7:8Þ
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The thermal resistance of rotor bar and the heat emission QB1 can be calculated
when the slip changes from S1 to S2 in time t1, so actual temperature rise of the
rotor bar is expressed as follows:

hB ¼
QB � QB1

CBMB
ð7:9Þ

where CB is specific heat of the bar; MB is the weight of the bar.
The end ring dissipates the heat by convection with the air, so the heat which is

transferred between the rotor bar and the end ring can not be considered. The heat
emission of the end ring QK1 in time t1 can be calculated. The actual temperature
rise of the end ring in time t1 is expressed as follows:

hK ¼
QK � QK1

CKMK
ð7:10Þ

where CK is specific heat of the end ring; MK is the weight of the end ring.

7.4 The Calculation Process and the Results Analysis

The starting characteristics of the medium-sized induction motor with high-voltage
can be calculated with the (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) equations. As the motor speed x in
the starting process is not constant, (7.1) is nonlinear differential equations, we use
the fourth order Runge–Kutta method to solve the Equation (7.1) and use the first
order Euler to solve (7.2). The continuous time is discredited during the calculation
and the speed x is considered as the constant in each time step. Electromagnetic
torque is calculated according to (7.3). Because the current component of the stator
and the rotor in (7.3) is given by the solution of (7.1), so (7.2) and (7.1) need
simultaneous solution. When the current component of the stator and the rotor is
obtained, the starting current per unit value can be expressed as follows:

Ist ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
i2M þ i2

T

q
ð7:11Þ

According to the time step h and the calculating times n when the motor reaches
steady state, the motor start-up time can be determined: t ¼ n � h.

Usually the initial value of the starting process is zero. According to the initial
conditions, the current component of the stator and rotor in the two-phase coor-
dinate system is calculated in a step by the formula (7.1). By the formula (7.2) and
(7.3), the electromagnetic torque and speed in a step are calculated. According to
the formula (7.4) and (7.7), adiabatic temperature rise of the stator winding and the
heat emission are calculated. At last the actual temperature rise of the stator
winding is obtained in the step by the formula (7.8). According to the changing
value of the slip, the calorific value and the heat emission of the rotor bar and
end ring in the step are also obtained. Then their actual temperature rise can be
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calculated by the formula (7.9) and (7.10). This step starting characteristics and
temperature rise results is considered as the initial value and the process is repe-
ated into the next step calculation. Each step temperature rise is accumulated and
the motor temperature rise is obtained in the calculation time. When the motor
current and electromagnetic torque reaches the stable value, the calculation of the
starting characteristics is over. The motor is in the steady state. When the tem-
perature rise reaches stability, the calculation ends.

In order to obtain the temperature rise of the stator windings and the rotor bar,
first the temperature rise of the core needs to be calculated. Besides the heat which
is transferred by the stator winding and rotor bar, there is their own loss in the
cores of the stator and rotor. The core convects and dissipates heat with the air by
the ventilation channel and air gap. The temperature rise of the core is calculated
by heat relationship.

According to the calculation method in this paper, the starting characteristic and
temperature rise of the medium-sized and radial ventilation motors with high-
voltage in Y series and in YKK series are calculated, which achieves good results.
Now this paper takes a 6 kV and six poles motor in Y series whose power is
690 kW for example to analyze calculation result. Table 7.1 is the load data of the
motor.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are the starting characteristics calculated by the method of
dynamic and steady-state calculation. In low-speed section, the dynamic charac-
teristic curves are included in the strong pulsating component. That is because the

Table 7.1 Relationship between load torque and speed (per unit)

Tm 0.0669 0.0784 0.1130 0.1706 0.2512 0.3549 0.4816 0.6314 0.8402 1
x 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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stator current has low frequency alternating component and non-periodic
component. Since the three-phase fundamental frequency current produces the
rotating magnetic field at synchronous speed and the non-periodic component
produces static magnetic field, the frequency of the induced current in the rotor
windings is sf1 and ð1� sÞf1. The stator winding current and rotor current whose
fundamental frequency issf1 produce a rotating magnetic field which is a relatively
stationary in space, and produce one-direction torque. However the static magnetic
field produced by the non-periodic stator current and rotor current at the frequency
of ð1� sÞf1 interacts with the synchronous rotating magnetic field, which produces
an alternating electromagnetic torque [8]. The alternating torque component
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appears when the transient is taken into account. It can decrease to zero with the
attenuation of the non-periodic current.

Figure 7.3 is the temperature rise of the stator and rotor windings from start to
thermal equilibrium. As can be seen from the figure, when the motor starts to reach
3,500 s, the stator and rotor windings temperature rise tends to balance. By cal-
culating, the average temperature rise of the stator winding is 69 K. The value
which is measured with resistance method by experiment is 73.9 K. The method is
verified to meet the precision of the engineering by a variety of the motors.

7.5 Conclusions

This paper calculates the starting characteristics of the medium-sized motors with
high-voltage. The phenomenon that is unknown in the steady-state theory is
explained by the dynamic theory. It proves that the dynamic characteristics
correspond with the practical situation. Based on the starting characteristics, this
paper calculates the stator and rotor temperature rise of radial ventilation motor.
The calculation result is much closer to the experimental value. The calculation
results of the starting characteristics and temperature rise have great significance to
the motor design and the safe operation of the power system.
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Chapter 8
An Epipolar Rectification Algorithm
for Uncalibrated Images

Peizhen Wang, Ping Chen, Dailin Zhang and Mengdi Wang

Abstract Traditional epipolar rectification algorithms require stereo images
captured with binocular parallel stereo camera, and the requirements for the image
acquisition system are high. In this paper an epipolar rectification algorithm for
uncalibrated images which are not from binocular camera is proposed. Firstly,
Minimum Enclosing Rectangle (MER) is calculated according to matching points,
which are from Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT); then image pairs
adjustment is implemented with four vertex points parameters of MER; lastly,
combining Hartley algorithm with Francesco algorithm epipolar rectification is
realized. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is invariant to
translation, rotation and scaling transformation to a certain extent.

Keywords Epipolar rectification � Coke microscopic images � SIFT � MER

8.1 Introduction

Epipolar rectification refers to projective transformation for stereo images, the
epipolar lines of matching points are made parallel with the horizontal axis and
located at the same vertical axis, the search range of matching algorithm is mapped
to one-dimensional scan lines from two-dimensional image plane, so that the speed
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and precision of matching algorithm is improved. In essence it is to implement the
mechanical deviation rectification through software algorithm and to satisfy the
ideal geometry assumption of parallel binocular stereo matching algorithm.

Traditional epipolar rectification algorithms require stereo images captured
with binocular parallel stereo camera, the requirements for the image acquisition
system are high, and are rarely applied for monocular images captured existing
rotation and scaling, the rectification algorithm of reference [1, 2] depends on the
parameters of camera calibration, and the requirements for system are high, the
rectification algorithm of reference [3] is only applied for stereo images with
rotation, but without scaling.

In this paper coke microscopic images are captured through adding a 90�
polarizing device to HD microscope photometric with certain rotation. Due to
spatial clearance, they follow with certain translation in the process of rotation.
Meanwhile, scaling may change when microscope focuses. In this situation, it is
difficult to realize epipolar rectification through the traditional epipolar rectifica-
tion algorithms.

For the reason mentioned above, in this paper combining Hartley algorithm
[4, 5] with Francesco algorithm [6] an epipolar rectification algorithm for uncal-
ibrated images is proposed. It mainly includes following two steps: (1) Through
image pairs adjustment, image pairs are represented with parallel binocular
characteristics, and the corresponding homography matrix is obtained; (2) Com-
bining Hartley algorithm with Francesco algorithm, epipolar rectification for
uncalibrated images is realized, and the eventual homography matrix is obtained.

8.2 Epipolar Geometry of Stereo Vision

8.2.1 Epipolar Geometry

Suppose that m1 and m2 are two corresponding points of a point M in R3 in image
pairs I1 and I2. F is a 3 9 3 matrix with rank 2, called fundamental matrix. Hence,
the epipolar line equation between two corresponding points is defined as

mT
2 Fm1 ¼ 0 ð8:1Þ

All of the epipolar lines in the same image intersect at the epipole. Suppose that e1

is the epipole of image I1, and e2 is the epipole of image I2. The epipoles are
related by fundamental matrix as follows:

Fe1 ¼ FT e2 ¼ 0 ð8:2Þ
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8.2.2 Epipolar Geometry After Epipolar Rectification

After epipolar rectification, the epipolar lines of image pairs parallel to each other
and remain level. Two corresponding points exist only horizontal parallax, and the
epipoles are located in the horizontal direction at infinity. Therefore, the epipoles
of image pairs rectified are given as

e1 ¼ e2 ¼ 1 0 0½ �T ð8:3Þ

The fundamental matrix of image pairs rectified has the form

F̂ ¼
0 0 0
0 0 �1
0 1 0

2
4

3
5 ð8:4Þ

After epipolar rectification, the corresponding points of image pairs still satisfy
Eq. 8.1. Suppose that H1 and H2 are the homography matrices for epipolar
rectification, the epipolar line equation is defined as

ðH2m2ÞT F̂H1m1 ¼ 0 ð8:5Þ

8.3 Image Pairs Adjustment

Through image pairs adjustment, the homography matrix is obtained by Minimum
Enclosing Rectangle (MER), image pairs are performed as parallel binocular
characteristics. It mainly includes the steps of feature parameters acquisition and
parallel binocular adjustment.

8.3.1 Feature Parameters Acquisition

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm [7, 8] is invariant with the
changing of illumination, translation, rotation and scaling, and has good stability,
when to solve the image color differences caused by polarization changing.
Therefore, feature points of coke microscopic images are extracted, nearest
neighbor and next-nearest neighbor feature points are searched based on SIFT
feature description, the ratio of nearest neighbor to next-nearest neighbor is
computed for matching, RANSAC algorithm is employed to eliminate the mis-
matching points.
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In this paper MER can be acquired through the following steps:
Calculate the convex hull of matching points after SIFT feature matching;
Calculate the area, length, width and vertex coordinates of external rectangle;
Rotate counterclockwise of 2�, repeat step (2), rotate counterclockwise until 90�,
turn to step (4);
Statistics the parameters of external rectangle, acquire the length a, width b and
vertex coordinates (xi, yi) corresponding to the rectangle of minimum area,
i = 1*4.

The aspect ratio of MER is calculated by its parameters. In this case the optical
axis of the camera capturing the coke microscopic images keeping perpendicular
to coke surface, the movement process of its surface appears as similitude trans-
formation, and in this transformation the aspect ratio has good invariance, so as to
determine the accuracy of MER obtained, defined as the below equation:

a1=b1 � a2=b2j j\g

for 0 \ g \ 0:05:
ð8:6Þ

8.3.2 Parallel Binocular Adjustment

The movement process of coke surface is similitude transformation, and which
contains translation, rotation and scaling transformation, includes two types: One
is transforming image I1 into image I1

0, the other is transforming image I2 into
image I2

0, the transformation is performed based on the size of images:
If (a1+b1) [ (a2+b2), then transform image I1 into image I1

0;
If (a1+b1) \ (a2+b2), then transform image I2 into image I2

0;
If (a1+b1) = (a2+b2), then select any one transformation above.
Suppose that transformation is transforming image I1 into image I1

0, it chooses
four vertex coordinates xi = (xi, yi) and xi

0 = (xi
0, yi

0) of MER as the parameters
of parallel binocular transformation, then the following equation can be obtained
from xi

0 = H1xi:

xi yi 1 0 0 0 �x0ixi �x0iyi

0 0 0 xi yi 1 �y0ixi �y0iyi

� �
h ¼ x0i

y0i

� �
ð8:7Þ

for i = 1*4, h = [h11 h12 h13 h14 h15 h16 h17 h18]T.
At this time, image I1 is transformed into image I1

0 based on the homography
matrix H1 through image pairs adjustment, image pairs I1 and I2 is appeared as
parallel binocular characteristics.
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8.4 Epipolar Rectification Transformation

Through epipolar rectification transformation, epipolar rectification transformation
decomposition matrix is obtained based on epipolar geometry, then combining
Hartley algorithm with Francesco algorithm the homography matrix is estimated,
It mainly includes the steps of epipolar rectification transformation decomposition
and homography matrix estimation.

8.4.1 Rectification Transformation Decomposition

In view of parallel binocular image pairs, the process of epipolar rectification
decomposition includes the following steps:
(1) Translation transformation
The coordinate axis of origin images are moved to the center of images, suppose
that the size of image pairs are the same, then the center of image pairs are the
same, and the translation transformations are the same, the corresponding trans-
lation transformation is as follows:

T ¼
1 0 �x0

0 1 �y0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð8:8Þ

for x0 = w/2, y0 = h/2, w is the width of images, h is the height of images.
(2) Rotation transformation
After epipolar rectification, the epipoles are located in the horizontal direction at
infinity. Thus, the coordinate axis are rotated about h degrees, the epipoles are
located in the horizontal x axis, the coordinate of the epipoles is [f, 0, 1]T, the
corresponding rotation transformation is as follows:

R ¼
cos h sin h 0
� sin h cos h 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð8:9Þ

(3) Projective transformation
Through projective transformation, the epipoles [f, 0, 1]T located in the horizontal
x axis is mapped to the epipoles [f, 0, 0]T located in the horizontal direction at
infinity, then all of the epipolar lines in the image pairs parallel with the x axis, the
corresponding projective transformation is as follows:

K ¼
1 0 0
0 1 0
�1=f 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð8:10Þ
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Then the homography matrices after epipolar rectification are H2 = KRT and
H2
0 = K0R0T.

8.4.2 Homography Matrix Estimation

For estimating the homography matrices, suppose that there are N pairs of
matching points after SIFT feature matching, the purpose of identifying the
homography matrices H2 and H2

0 is to minimize the objective function shown as
the following equation.

EðH2;H
0
2Þ ¼

XN

i¼1

ððH02x0iÞ
T F̂H2xiÞ2 ð8:11Þ

By Eq. 8.4 knowable, the first raw of F̂ is null vector, Eq. 8.11 includes only the
second and third rows of H2 and H2

0, then the first row of H2 and H2
0 cannot be

recovered by the minimization of the objective function Eq. 8.11. Therefore, it is
necessary to introduce new constraint to identify the first row elements, here with,
it is implemented by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the pairs of
matching points, shown as Eq. 8.12.

dðH2;H
0
2Þ ¼

XN

i¼0

ðjjH2xi � H02x0ijj
2Þ ð8:12Þ

Combining Eq. 8.11 with Eq. 8.12, it can be identified the homography matrix H2

and H2
0 by minimizing the objective function Eq. 8.13.

FðH2;H
0
2Þ ¼ gEðH2;H

0
2Þ þ ð1� gÞdðH2;H

0
2Þ ð8:13Þ

Suppose that the transformation is transforming image I1 into image I1
0, it can be

identified the eventual homography matrix as follows:

H ¼ H1H2

H0 ¼ H02

�
ð8:14Þ

Fig. 8.1 Original image pairs and image pairs adjustment
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8.5 Experimental Results

To test the validity of the proposed algorithm, in this paper we used coke
microscopic images captured with HD microscope photometric as experimental
samples, shown as chart (a) in Fig. 8.1. After parallel binocular transformation,
image pairs are performed as parallel binocular characteristics, shown as chart (b)
in Fig. 8.1. From the left chart it is not difficult to find that there are certain
rotation and scaling. The red points are expressed as matched points obtained by
SIFT, and the blue rectangle is expressed as the MER.

After image pairs adjustment, the epipolar lines can be obtained based on
matching points, shown as chart (a) in Fig. 8.2. Then combining Hartley algorithm
with Francesco algorithm epipolar rectification is implemented, there is only
horizontal parallax existed in image pairs, shown as chart (b) in Fig. 8.2.

8.6 Conclusions

In this paper, an epipolar rectification algorithm for uncalibrated images is proposed,
which can be used to solve dense matching problem. With feature points from SIFT
algorithm and its MER, uncalibrated image pairs are rectified to obtain character-
istics of parallel binocular. By combining Hartley algorithm with Francesco algo-
rithm, epipolar rectification is implemented, and the synthesis of two algorithm
constraints make the parameter solution more perfect. The proposed algorithm has
been tested for rectifying pairs of coke microscopic images. It can be found from the
experiments that the proposed algorithm is suitable for image pairs with translation,
rotation and scaling transformation to a certain extent.

Acknowledgments This work is supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China (Grant No: 50874001) and National High-tech R&D Program (863 Program) of China
under grant No. 2006AA10Z247.

Fig. 8.2 Image pairs before and after epipolar rectification transformation
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Chapter 9
A New Approach for Multi-Objective-
Optimization-Based Fuzzy-PID Control

Wang Hong-ru and Wang Jianzhong

Abstract A parameter self-tuning PID controller based on genetic optimization is
proposed in this paper. A mathematical model of the fuzzy-PID controller, which
parameters are tunable and can be updated timely, is set up. Membership function,
fuzzy control rules and parameters of the PID controller are optimized by
improved GA. And self-adaptive crossover and mutation operators are used to
improve the performance of global searching and converging. Therefore, the
proposed controller avoids disadvantages of conventional fuzzy-PID controller
with invariable inference rules, and has higher accuracy. Experiments indicate that
the proposed controller has better performance than that the conventional one, and
can meet with requirements of the given servo system.

Keywords PID control � Fuzzy inference � GA � Multi-objective optimization

9.1 Introduction

With the development of intelligent control technology, fuzzy-PID control algo-
rithm [1, 2] has been presented in recent years. It integrates advantages of both
PID control [3, 4] and fuzzy control [5, 6], so it has better performance. Therefore,
fuzzy-PID control algorithm is more and more extensively used in industrial
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control applications. However, because conventional fuzzy-PID control algorithm
is often used with fixed inference rules and expert’s experiences, its accuracy can
be improved further.

To deal with the above-mentioned problems, a parameter self-tuning fuzzy-PID
control algorithm is proposed. In this method, a mathematical model of fuzzy-PID
controller is set up, and is optimized by multi-objective genetic algorithm. Apex
and width of trigonometric membership function, fuzzy logic rules and parameters
of PID controller are taken as unknown, and are tuned automatically by GA. And
to improve the performance of global searching and converging speed of con-
ventional GA, self-adaptive operators of crossover and mutation are introduced.
Simulation experiments verify validity of the proposed algorithm.

9.2 Design of Fuzzy-PID Controller

Fuzzy-PID controller integrates fuzzy control and conventional PID control, and
tunes parameters of PID controller online by fuzzy inference with errors or deri-
vation of errors. Aiming at the two-freedom servo system with low-speed motion,
a fuzzy-PID controller (shown in Fig. 9.1) is developed in this paper.

Rij :
if eðtÞ is Ai and ecðtÞ is Bj

then kP ¼ kij
P; kI ¼ kij

I ; kD ¼ kij
D

ð9:1Þ

where Ai and Bj are labels of fuzzy sets in X and Y, respectively, i = 1, 2, ���n and

j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;m: kij
P; kij

I and kij
D are real numbers which needed be determined.

From Fig. 9.1, the overall output u(t) of the fuzzy-PID controller, which is also
the input of the actuator, can be formulated as:

uðtÞ ¼ kPeðtÞ þ kI

Z
eðtÞdt þ kDecðtÞ ð9:2Þ

Therefore, fuzzy control rules described by Eq. (9.1) can be rewritten as:

Fuzzy-PID controller
−

r
PID controller Actuator

+
y

Fuzzy 
inference

ue

)(tec ΔkdΔkiΔkp

Fig. 9.1 Structure of fuzzy-
PID controller
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Rij :
if eðtÞ is Ai and ecðtÞ is Bj

then uijðtÞ ¼ kij
PeðtÞ þ kij

I

Z
eðtÞdtþ kij

DecðtÞ ð9:3Þ

Fuzzy inference can be implemented by:

Rij ¼ ðAi and BjÞ ! Cij

R ¼
Sn
i¼1

Sm
j¼1

Rij
ð9:4Þ

where Cij is label of fuzzy set for overall output in Z.
Single-point fuzzy set is used to fuzzify output variables, and centroid [6] is

employed to defuzzify the fuzzy variables. So, the overall output of the proposed
fuzzy-PID controller can be defined as:

uðtÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

wiju
ij=
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

wij ð9:5Þ

Fig. 9.2 Membership function of input variables
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where wij ¼ AiðeÞ ^ BjðecÞ is activation coefficient of Rij by the input of (e, ec).
Trigonometric membership function has good performance of computation and
sensitivity, so all input variables are described by trigonometric membership
function with fifty percent overlap, which is shown in Fig. 9.2, where n = m = 5.
ei and ecj are apexes of fuzzy sets fAigand fBjg, respectively, and exist
e1\e2\e3\e4\e5 and ec1\ec2\ec3\ec4\ec5. fAigand fBjg can be
computed by Eqs. 9.6 and 9.7. Base plane of fuzzy control rules can be divided
into sixteen inference cells, and fuzzy control rules of output lies at four corners of
the corresponding inference cell (shown in Fig. 9.2). And fuzzy inference is
operated on these cells.

Ai ¼

e� ei�1

ei � ei�1
; e 2 ½ei�1; ei�; i ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5

eiþ1 � e

eiþ1 � ei
; e 2 ½ei; eiþ1�; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

1; e\e1 or e [ e5

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð9:6Þ

Bj ¼

ec� ecj�1

ecj � ecj�1
; ec 2 ½ecj�1; ecj�; j ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5

ecjþ1 � ec

ecjþ1 � ecj
; ec 2 ½ecj; ecjþ1�; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

1; ec\ec1 or ec [ ec5

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð9:7Þ

Let ei and ei+1 be two adjacent apexes in fAig, and ecj and ecjþ1 be two adjacent
apexes in fBig. As a result, ei\e\eiþ1and ecj\ec\ecjþ1 form one inference cell
named IC ði; jÞ in input space X � Y . The output of fuzzy-PID controller is
computed with dual-split interpolation [7] in IC (i, j):

uðtÞ ¼ ½
Xiþ1

k¼i

Xjþ1

l¼j

wklk
kl
P �eðtÞ þ ½

Xiþ1

k¼i

Xjþ1

l¼j

wklk
kl
I �
Z

eðtÞdt þ ½
Xiþ1

k¼i

Xjþ1

l¼j

wklk
kl
D�ecðtÞ

ð9:8Þ

Equation (9.8) is the mathematical model of the proposed fuzzy-PID controller,

and is obviously parametric. That is to say, parameters including ei, ecj, kij
P, kij

I and

kij
D can all be tuned online. In this paper, multi-objective-optimization-based

improved GA is employed to tune those parameters.

9.3 Optimization of the Proposed Fuzzy-PID Controller

GA is very fit for optimization of fuzzy-PID controller, because it is free of local
information about optimized objects and can works only with fitness function. In
this paper, fuzzy control rules set and membership function is optimized simul-
taneously by the following steps.
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A. Encoding

Based on symbol symmetry of linear systems and the given application, the
number of parameters that need to be encoded can be simplified into four as
‘‘positive small’’ apex e4 and ‘‘positive big’’ apex e5 of error, ‘‘positive small’’
apex ec4 and ‘‘positive big’’ apex ec5 of derivation of error. Through this sim-
plification, the total number of parameters need to be encoded is forty-nine.
Because of symbol symmetry of PID controller, there exists:

kij
P ¼ kð6�iÞð6�jÞ

P

kij
I ¼ kð6�iÞð6�jÞ

I

kij
D ¼ kð6�iÞð6�jÞ

D

8><
>: ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; 5; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; 5Þ ð9:9Þ

Real number encoding [8, 9] occupies smaller space, and has advantages of
higher computation accuracy and speed, when compared with binary encoding.
Therefore, real number encoding is used in this paper, and the kst chromosome in
the lst generation can be encoded by:

pl
k ¼ ½el

4k; e
l
5k; ecl

4k; e
l
5k; k

ij l
Pk; k

ij l
Ik ; k

ij l
Dk� ¼ ½pl

k1; p
l
k2; � � � ; pl

k49� ð9:10Þ

Chromosome pl
kiði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; 49Þ is corresponding to the tunable parameter.

B. Initialization of Population

Size of the population needs to be determined before genetic operation. In this
paper, initials of all tunable parameters are gotten by repeated experiments.

C. Design of Fitness Function

Performance of GA is influenced deeply by fitness function. All conventional
GA use monotonic fitness function, and can not satisfy for some individuals in a
population. That is to say, monotonic functions cannot provide good performance.
Therefore, in order to get good dynamic performance, a nonmonotonic fitness
function is adopted in this paper. And overrun, rising time, adjustable time,
absolute value of error and square of the control input are regarded as evaluation
items, so the fitness function can be defined as:

f ¼ 1R1
0 ðx1u2ðtÞ þ x2jeðtÞjÞdt þ ð1� e�x3Þrþ ð1� tr=tsÞe�x3

ð9:11Þ

where u(t), r, e(t), ts and tr stand for actuator’s input, overrun, error of the actuator,
adjustable time with five percent error allowance, and rising time, respectively. xi

(i = 1, 2, 3) is weight coefficient, which is selected on the base of the control
system’s requirements, such as promptness, exactness and stability.

With proper values of xi (i = 1, 2, 3), the fitness function can not only avoid
excessive control input, but also make the control system have good performance.
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D. Selection

Selection operator of conventional GA is based on the ‘‘survival of the fittest’’
principle, and cannot guarantee global optimum. In order to overcome that, papers
of [10] and [11] give improved methods. However, they result in declination of
computation efficiency because of mass computation. To avoid the above defects,
this paper exploits selection operator that only need fitness values of offspring
individuals. The principle is: do crossover and mutation in parent generation and

Table 9.2 Parameters P obtained by 15 times optimization

kij
P

e(t)

NB NS ZO PS PB

ec(t) NB 11.4227 11.5345 11.4672 12.1983 12.4027
NS 11.5345 12.2154 12.4007 12.7419 11.9053
ZO 11.4672 12.4007 12.1210 12.7061 11.2809
PS 12.1983 12.7419 12.7061 11.3515 12.3876
PB 12.4027 11.9053 11.2809 12.3876 12.5278

Table 9.3 Parameters I obtained by 15 times optimization

kij
I

e(t)

NB NS ZO PS PB

ec(t) NB 0.01673 0.02162 0.01487 0.01590 0.02471
NS 0.02162 0.01296 0.02583 0.02059 0.02645
ZO 0.01487 0.02583 0.02377 0.02492 0.01294
PS 0.01590 0.02059 0.02492 0.01371 0.02078
PB 0.02471 0.02645 0.01294 0.02078 0.02401

Table 9.4 Parameters D obtained by 15 times optimization

Kij
D

e(t)

NB NS ZO PS PB

ec(t) NB 0.3453 0.4917 0.2472 0.2398 0.3541
NS 0.4917 0.2675 0.3067 0.8794 0.3950
ZO 0.2472 0.3067 0.7611 0.1139 0.6981
PS 0.2398 0.8794 0.1139 0.3106 0.2477
PB 0.3541 0.3950 0.6981 0.2477 0.4013

Table 9.1 Parameters of trigonometric membership by 15 times optimization

e(t) ec(t)

Apex Breadth Apex Breadth

NB -0.003485 0.001679 -2.528 2.717
NS -0.001321 0.003485 -1.283 2.528
ZO 0 0.002642 0 2.566
PS 0.001321 0.003485 1.283 2.528
PB 0.003485 0.001679 2.528 2.717
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reproduce optimum individuals of parent generation to next generation; then
compute fitness value of each individual and rank them from the bigger to the
smaller; finally, reproduction probability by (Eq. 9.12) is assigned to each offspring
individual. By this way, superior individuals and inferior individuals in offspring
generation have much opportunity to survive into the next generation, and the rest
is eliminated.

PsðkÞ ¼
1� k

l ; 0� k� l
k�1

n�l�1 ; l\k� n� 1

�
ð9:12Þ

where n denotes population size, and l ¼ intðn=2Þ.

E. Crossover and Mutation

To optimize functions with multi-apexes, GA should have the following two
characteristics. One is converging on optimum individuals in search space con-
taining optimum individuals; the other is having the ability of searching new
solution space during global search. Self-adaptive operators of crossover and
mutation are exploited to compromise the above qualifications in this paper, and
are defined respectively as:
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Fig. 9.3 Position tracking with conventional fuzzy-PID controller
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Pc ¼

kc

ðfmax � favgÞ
þ Pc1e�

c
sc
ðfc�favgÞ ; fc� favg

kc

ðfmax � favgÞ
þ Pc2 ; fc \ favg

8>><
>>:

ð9:13Þ

Pm ¼

km

ðfmax � favgÞ
þ Pm1e�

c
sc
ðfm�favgÞ ; fm� favg

km

ðfmax � favgÞ
þ Pm2 ; fm \ favg

8>><
>>:

ð9:14Þ

where fmax and favg are maximum and average fitness values in current population,
respectively. fc denotes bigger fitness value between two crossover individuals. fm
denotes fitness value in mutation operation. kc, Pc1 and Pc2 are all crossover
coefficients, and satisfy ðkc;Pc1;Pc2Þ 2 ½0; 1�andPc1 [ Pc2. km, Pm1 and Pm2 are all
mutation coefficients, and satisfy ðkm;Pm1;Pm2Þ 2 ½0; 1� and Pm1 [ Pm2.
sc ¼ ðfmax � favgÞ= lnðPc1=Pc2Þ.sm ¼ ðfmax � favgÞ= lnðPm1=Pm2Þ

Equations (9.13), (9.14) indicate that the modified GA takes diversity of
population as control variables and use individual’s fitness values to tune proba-
bility of crossover and mutation.
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Fig. 9.4 Position tracking with optimized fuzzy-PID controller
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9.4 Experiments

Based on the given servo system, comparison experiments between conventional
fuzzy-PID controller and GA-optimization-based fuzzy-PID controller are carried
out to verify the proposed method. Both controllers have the same experimental
conditions, they are initial control rules, membership function, parameters’
intervals, inserting a step signal with the amplitude of two at 0.5 s as a disturbance,
and taking gaussian white noise signal with mean value of 0 and variance of 0.01
as measurement noise. Table 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4 give parameters of trigonometric
membership function and PID controller obtained by fifteen generation GA opti-
mization. Figures 9.3 and 9.4 are unit step responses with the two control schema.

From Figs. 9.3 and 9.4, we can conclude that the proposed fuzzy-PID con-
troller can not only shorten rising time and reduce tracking error, but also have
better performance of disturbance rejection. Therefore, the proposed method is
promising.

9.5 Conclusion

In order to improve the control accuracy of fuzzy-PID controller, this paper pro-
poses a new approach for multi-objective-optimization–based fuzzy-PID control.
This method combines the advantages of fuzzy control and PID control, and makes
design of controller independent of the controlled target. Meanwhile, fuzzy control
rules and membership function are all optimized and self-adaptive operators of
crossover and mutation are adopted, so computation speed and control accuracy
are highly raised. Simulations of the given two-freedom servo system show the
good performance of the proposed controller, and sequentially verify the validity
of this paper.
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Chapter 10
A New Naïve Style Possibilistic Network
Classifier

Jianli Zhao, Jiaomin Liu, Zhaowei Sun and Yan Zhao

Abstract This paper proposes a new approach of classification under the possi-
bilistic network (PN) framework with Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes Network
classifier (TAN), which combines the advantages of both PN and TAN. The
classifier is built from a training set where instances can be expressed by imperfect
attributes and classes. A new operator, the possibilistic mean is designed to esti-
mate the conditional possibility distributions of each attribute with imperfection,
and the weight between two attributes given the class is determined by the
conditioning specificity gain. Experiment has shown the efficiency of the new
classifier in imperfect cases.

Keywords Tree augmented naïve bayes network � Possibility theory �
Possibilistic classifier � Imperfect cases
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10.1 Introduction

Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) provided by Friedman [1] is widely used in
Machine Learning and Data Mining with excellent performance. It permits each
attribute node to have no more than one dependent attribute through tree structure
to decompose the conditional probability, in which the class is the condition. In
recent years, many scholars have proposed some improved TAN for higher clas-
sification accuracy and lower complexity of structure learning. The typical ones [2]
are WAODE (weightily averaged one dependence estimator), HANB (hidden
augmented naïve bayes classifiers). Nevertheless, the attribute values of all the
TAN should be precise in the learning algorithms, while in some industrial practice
some values are unable to get [3]. So, TAN as most probabilistic approaches runs
into problems when faced with imperfection that may pervade datasets.

Possibilistic networks (PN) recently gained some attentions to handle uncertain
as well as imprecise information for its close structural resemblance to probabi-
listic ones. While possibilistic propagation remains a NP—complete problem and
this makes such networks unsuitable to the classification task due to the amount of
data that has to be manipulated. Several attempts in the development of possibi-
listic classifiers construct the possibilistic framework with naive bayes classifiers,
such as NBSPC [4] and NPC [5]. As the NB classifier, the independence
assumption between attributes of NBSPC and NPC restricts their application in
some fields. This fact has given us the idea to design a new classifier to take the
benefits from the better classification performance of TAN classifier, and use
possibility theory to handle imperfection.

10.2 Basic Theory

TAN classifier supposes that the structure of Bayesian network composed of
attribute nodes X1, X2,…,Xn is a tree, that is to say each attribute variable has no
more than one attribute parent except the class parent. So the classification formula
of TAN is

c xð Þ ¼ arg max
c2C

PðcÞ
Yn

j¼1

Pðxjj parentðxjÞ; cÞ; ðparentðxjÞ is the parent of XjÞ:

ð10:1Þ

Among the improved models for TAN, HANB (Hidden augmented naïve bayes
classifier) [6] creates a hidden parent for each attribute which combines the
influences from all the other attributes. This model can not only avoid the
intractable computational complexity for learning an optimal Bayesian network,
but also take the influences from all attributes into account.

Possibility theory was initiated by Zadeh as an approach to uncertainty induced
by vague linguistic information [7]. Let V = (X1, X2,…, Xn) be a set of discrete
variables. We denote by X(i) = dom(Xi), i = 1,…,n, the domain associated with
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the Xi. X ¼ Xð1Þ � � � � � XðnÞ; which denotes the universe of discourse. The pos-
sibilistic network on is (G, G0), where (1) G = (V, E) is a DAG over V, where V is
the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Xi is called the parent of Xj only if
there is a directed edge from Xi to Xj. parG(Xj) is all the parent node of Xj. (2)
P0 ¼ fpðXiÞjparGðXiÞ 2 ½0; 1�jXi 2 Vg is a set of conditional possibilistic
distribution.

Just as the demotion of Joint probability distribution of Bayes Network, the

joint possibilistic distribution of V for 8xð1Þi1 2 Xð1Þ; � � � ; xðnÞin 2 XðnÞ is:

pðX1 ¼ xð1Þi1 ; � � � ;Xn ¼ xðnÞin Þ ¼ min
n

k¼1
pðXk ¼ xðkÞik j

\
Xj 2 parGðXkÞ

Xj ¼ xðjÞij Þ: ð10:2Þ

PN (Possibilistic Network) are well suited to represent and process imprecise
information, while the possibilistic propagation remains an NP–complete problem,
which makes such networks unsuitable to the classification task due to the amount
of data we have to deal with. Some attempts in the development of possibilistic
classifiers are NBSPC (Naïve Bayes Style Possibilistic Classifier) and NPC
(Naïve Possibilistic network Classifier) and they are all under the assumption that
all the attributes are conditionally independent given the class label. For more
information, you can refer to [4, 5].

As the role specificity gain plays in possibility theory is similar to that of
Shannon entropy in probability theory. We use specificity gain to measure the
dependency between two nodes. Given the variable A, B and possibility distri-
bution p, the specificity gain between A and B

SgainðA;BÞ ¼ nspðpAÞ þ nspðpBÞ � nspðpABÞ: ð10:3Þ

pA ¼
X

a2domðAÞ
½pA�aðaÞ; pB ¼

X
a2domðBÞ

½pB�aðbÞ; 8a 2 domðAÞ; 8b 2 domðBÞ:

ð10:4Þ

pA(a) is the possibility degree of the variable A valued a, which is induced from
the database, so as to the pB(b). pA,B(a, b) is the joint possibility degree of A and B,
and you can refer to [8] for the detail computation method. pA is the possibility
distribution composed of all the degree of possibility pA(a). nsp(p) is the non-

specificity of p, and nspðpAÞ ¼
R supðpÞ

0 log2 j½pA�ajda; which is used to measure the
conditioning dependency between two attributes given a class.
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10.3 Tree Augmented Naïve Possibilistic Network Classifier

10.3.1 Building Procedure

We adopt the ideas of HANB to construct a TANPC, and the structure of TANPC
is shown in Fig. 10.1. C is the class node, and is also the parent of all attribute
nodes. Each attribute Ai has a hidden parent Ahpi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; represented by a
dashed circle.

The joint possibility distribution represented by a TANPC is defined as follows.

pðA1; � � � ;An;CÞ ¼ min
m

i¼1
pðAijAhpi;CÞ;

pðAijAhpi;CÞ ¼
Xm

j¼1;j 6¼i

W�ijpðAijAj;CÞ;
Xm

j¼1^j 6¼i

Wij ¼ 1: ð10:5Þ

Here, we consider the case where this imperfection is represented by means of
possibility distributions, which expresses partial ignorance. We propose to cal-
culate a new value which better represents the plausibility of belonging of an
instance to a given class. To introduce our possibilistic classifier, we must estimate
the conditional possibility distributions at first. We call the new value possibilistic
mean pPmð Þ; which is based on the one dependence assumption of attributes in
TAN and is only defined in product-based setting. Let Tr be a training set com-
posed of P instances characterized by K symbolic attributes and a possibility
distribution p reflecting the uncertainty over instance classes. We define the
following equation.

pPmðciÞ ¼
1
P

XP

j¼1

pðIjjciÞ: ð10:6Þ

where pPmðciÞ is called the possibilistic mean of the given the class ci, computed
over Tr and pðIjjciÞ is the possibility distribution of the class ci of the jth instance.

pPmðaijaj; ckÞ ¼ mean
Trðai;aj;ckÞ

aibiajbjpðIsjckÞ: ð10:7Þ

C

A1 A2 A3 An...

Ahp1 A hp2 A hp3 A hpn...

Fig. 10.1 The structure
of the tree augmented
naïve possibilistic network
classifier
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where pPmðaijaj; ckÞ is called the possibilistic mean of the attribute value ai given
the class ck and attribute value aj computed over Tr and p(Is|ck) is the possibility
distribution of the attributes values (Is such the ai and aj belong to Is) of instance s
given the class ck. a is scaled [0, 1] uncertainty factor that reflects the degree of
belief of the set S contains the actual attribute value. Elements of the set S are
supposed equipossible to be the real attribute value, thus we assign a possibility
distribution b = 1/n to each of them, and n denotes the cardinal of S. For the sake of
simplicity we use pðaijaj; ckÞ instead of pPmðaijaj; ckÞ in the rest of this paper.

The approach to determine the weights Wij is crucial for learning an TANPC,
and we use the conditioning specificity gain between two attributes Ai and Aj as the
weight of pðAijAj;CÞ: The definition is in Eq. (10.8).

Wij ¼
SgainðAi;AjjCÞPn

j¼1^j6¼i
SgainðAi;AjjCÞ

: ð10:8Þ

where SgainðAi;AjjCÞ is the conditioning specificity gain defined in Eq. (10.9).

SgainðAi;AjjCÞ ¼
X

c2domðCÞ

pCðcÞP
c0 2domðCÞ

pCðc0 Þ

�
Z supðpÞ

0
log2

ð
P

ai2domðAiÞ
½pAijC�aðajcÞÞð

P
aj2domðAjÞ

½pAjjC�aðajjcÞÞ
P

ai2domðAiÞ

P
aj2domðAjÞ

½pAi;AjjC�aðai; ajjcÞ
da:

ð10:9Þ

TANPC need not to learn the structure of the PN, and it’s time complexity
about O(nm2 + ncm

2v2), where m denotes the number of attributes, n denotes the

number of the classes, v ¼ 1
m

Pn
j¼1

nj denotes the mean of the numbers of each

attribute values.

10.3.2 Classification Procedure

In this section, we will present a classification method for perfect testing set. Base
on the product-based definition of the possibilistic conditioning, a given instance is
assigned to the most plausible class c* defined as

c� ¼ arg max
ci

pPmðciÞ
Ym
j¼1

pðajjAhpi; ciÞ: ð10:10Þ

Just like the NPC, each of the attributes of the imperfect instance maybe
described by a set S of values which has an uncertainty degree a to express the
possibility of the assigned set S to contain the true value of the attribute.
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A given instance is assigned to the most plausible class c* defined as

c� ¼ arg max
ci

Ym
j¼1

mean
cardinalðAjÞ
k¼1;ajk 6¼0 ajkpðAjk jAhpj; ciÞ: ð10:11Þ

where cardinal(Aj) denotes the numbers of value of attribute Aj, and ajk is the
possibility degree of attribute value ajk in~i1; and Ajk is the kth possible value of
attribute Aj.

10.4 Experimental Results

Available dataset are perfect, thus we have to artificially introduce imperfection.
We assign a normalized random set of possibility distributions to each imperfect
attribute, so that the actual value receives the highest possibility distribution
(equals to 1). We have applied NPC, NBC, HANB and TANPC to three real
databases obtained from the UCI repository of Machine Learning databases [9]
using 5-fold-cross validation, and all the datasets are given in Table 10.1, where
#Training, #Testing, #attributes, and #classes denote, respectively, the number of
training instances, the number of testing instances, the number of attributes and the
number of classes.

We have provided two measures to evaluate the performance of the four
classifiers. One is percent of correct classification (PCC) defined as Eq. (10.12).
For each instance to classify, we choose the class which has the highest degree of
possibility. If more than one class is obtained, then one which has the highest
initial possibility distribution is chosen. For further comparing the classification
accuracy of the four classifier, we have proposed another measure, called Standard

Table 10.1 Description of datasets

Dataset #Training #Testing #Attributes #Classes

Congressional 448 49 16 2
Nursery 675 75 8 5
Solar flare 832 93 10 2

Table 10.2 Experimental results

Datasets NBC NPC HANB TANPC

PCC (%) SD_WC PCC (%) SD_WC PCC (%) SD_WC PCC (%) SD_WC

Congressional
voting

86.04 0.17 84.03 0.25 91.25 0.13 89.47 0.07

Nursery 73.59 0.25 76.6 0.36 83.74 0.22 80.66 0.25
Solar flare 78.74 0.27 82.19 0.17 87.62 0.18 85.79 0.11
Mean 79.46 0.23 80.94 0.26 87.54 0.18 85.31 0.14
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deviation of well classification (SD_WC) defined as Eq. (10.13) especially for the
well classified instances.

PCC ¼ numberðwell classified instancesÞ
numberðtotal classified instancesÞ � 100: ð10:12Þ

SD WC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPK
i¼1
ð1�WðiÞÞ2

K

vuuut
: ð10:13Þ

where K is the number of the well classified instances.
In NBC and HANB, W(i) is P’(ci), which denotes the computed probability of

the ith instance belonging to the class c. while in NPC and TANPC, W(i) is p’(ci),
which denotes the computed possibility degree of the ith instance assigning to the
class c. Table 10.2 shows the comparison results.

From the experiments result we can know that the TANPC maintains compu-
tational complexity of TAN and at the same time displays better accuracy. But its
PCC is little lower than HANB.

10.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of constructing a classifier from
imperfect data. The proposed classifier, named TANPC is a possibilistic counterpart
of the TAN ones and it is built from a training set where instances can be expressed
by imperfect attributes and classes. Furthermore, TANPC is able to classify new
instances that may have imperfect attributes. Unfortunately, we could not get hold of
any real world dataset containing ‘‘true’’ imperfect attribute values, while artificial
introduction of imperfection will influence the accuracy of classification. In the
nearly future, if anyone can direct us to such a dataset, we are confident that the
TANPC will prove successful when applied to true imprecise data. Another
improvement is that we will extend our TANPC to handle numeric attributes.
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Chapter 11
An Improved Ant Clustering Algorithm
Based on Habitation-Searching

Yu-bo Duan, Zhong Dai, Qin Chen, Ke-yong Shao
and Shuang-shuang Xu

Abstract An Improved Ant Clustering Algorithm based on habitation-searching
is proposed to solve the clustering problem in data mining. In this algorithm, each
ant stands for one data object, and the ants search suitable places to stay according
to the probability function for ants becoming active and the clustering rules, which
are given in the paper. The ants affect each other in the process, in this way the
clustering will be formed by dynamic self-organization for the ants. Besides, in
order to improve the quality and speed of the clustering, the activation threshold
changes adaptively as the algorithm runs. The achieved results are compared with
those obtained by LF algorithm, showing that significant improvements are
obtained by the proposed method, and demonstrating the effectiveness of the
algorithm.

Keywords Ant clustering algorithm � Habitation model � Probability activation
function � Data mining

11.1 Introduction

Proposed by Italian scholar M. Dorigo in the early 20th century for the first time,
Ant Colony Algorithm [1] is an evolutionary algorithm which is applied to
combinatorial optimization. It possesses a number of properties such as intelligent
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search, global optimization, robustness, positive feedback and distributed parallel
computing.

Inspired by the behaviors of ants such as food hunting and corpses piling, a series
of ant colony algorithms have been designed and successfully applied to the areas of
combinational optimization [1–4], network routing [5] and robotics [6]. Some
researchers have made achievements in data mining by simulating swarm intelli-
gence. Deneubourg et al. [7] proposed a basic model (BM) and simulated in
clustering successfully. Based on BM, Lumer and Faieta [8] presented a similarity
measure between two data objects and designed the LF algorithm for data clustering.
Recently, a large number of authors have developed more sophisticated models
based on BM and LF models. But all separate ants from the being clustered data
objects, which brings a large amount of extra information storage and more
computation time caused by ants’ large amount of random idle moves before they
pick up or drop corpses and large amount of repetition occurs during the random
idle moves.

In order to overcome the aforementioned problems and get a higher quality in
clustering, we propose an Ants Habitation Model (AHM) and an Improved Ant
Clustering Algorithm (IACA) based on the phenomenon that ants tend to stay with
fellows with similar features. In IACA, each ant represents an individual data
object. Ants move according to the probability activation function and clustering
rules, form into groups eventually and hence the corresponding data items are
clustered. Besides, the activation threshold changes adaptively in the process of
clustering to ensure the quality.

11.2 Ants Habitation Model

Ant nests are close to each other, so they can take care of each other and resist the
invasion of outsiders. However, ant nests are grouped rather than distributed
evenly, those have similarly features live relatively close and those have different
features are far away from each other. For the need of security, ants are inclined to
choose more comfortable and secure environment to stay. This makes ants to
group with those that have similar features. Even within an ant group, they like to
have familiar fellows in the neighborhood. This is the inspiration for us to design
the Ants Habitation Model (AHM). In the AHM, the ant searches for a comfortable
position to stay, and his behavior is simple and repetitive: when he is not satisfied
with his current position, he becomes active to search for a suitable place to stay.
The further details of AHM can be shown by follows:

In AHM, each ant represents one data object, which is closer to the nature of
clustering problem. For convenience, we use qi to stand for the state of anti, where
qi ¼ ðxi; ciÞ; ð1� i� nÞ, and n is the number of data set, ci is the label of cluster.
When calculating the fitness of anti, we take into consideration the ants that are
both in the neighborhood of c and with same label. Then we define f ðantiÞ as
follow to describe the current fitness of anti
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f ðantiÞ ¼
Xn1

j¼1

exp
� xi � xj

�� ��2

ð0:5cÞ2

" #
ð11:1Þ

where xj represents the ants in the surrounding area of c and those have the same
label with xi, and n1 is the number of xj. The less similarity with neighbors an ant
is, the lower the fitness is, and more bigger probability of activation is needed, so
the ant is easier to be waken up to be active, and searches for the best place to stay.
That is to say, the activation probability decreases with high fitness, therefore, the
probability function of activation can be expressed as follow:

pðantiÞ ¼ e�a�f ðantiÞ ð11:2Þ

In the above, a is a parameter, and can be called ant’s activation threshold. At
the beginning of clustering, letting the value of a be equal to the mean distance of
all ants. In order to improve the quality of clustering, the value of a is adjusted
adaptively during the process of clustering. We use

f ðtÞ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

f ðantiÞ ð11:3Þ

to express the average fitness of ants in the tth iteration. To a certain extent, f ðtÞ
indicates the quality of the clustering. The value of a can be modified adaptively
using the following function

a ¼ aþ k0Df ðtÞ ð11:4Þ

k0 is a constant. When the value of f ðantiÞ is determined, the value of pðantiÞ
decreases if a is increased. This means the ant has less chance to be activated with
large a. Generally, ants can form a rough clustering quickly in the initial stage of
clustering with smaller a, while at the latter stage when the whole quality is high,
increase a so that the ants in the proper places have less chance to be activated,
which can retain the whole high quality. In order to avoid updating a too fre-
quently, we can update a every 20 iterations. The labels of clusters update by
the following rules: (a) if an ant becomes active, his label changes to the label of
the ant which has the smallest distance with him; (b) if the state is unchanged, the
label remains unchanged.

During iterations, we can calculate the cluster centers by the following
expression:

vk ¼
1
H

XH

i¼1

xi ð11:5Þ

where xi belongs to cluster k, and H corresponds to the sum of data belong to
cluster k.
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Both in BM and LF models, ants are separated from the being clustered data
objects, since the clustered data objects can hardly move automatically and
directly, movements of the being clustered data have to be executed by the ants’
movements, which brings a large amount of extra information storage. Moreover,
in LF ants carrying isolated data will make continuous movements since they will
never find a suitable location to drop down the isolated data which increases the
running time, and for ants’ idle movements when carrying no data object consume
considerable computational time. While in AHM, things are different, and ants
directly represent the being clustered data objects, therefore, no such problem
exists. Further more, ants move according to a very little local neighborhood
information and the parameters are adjusted adaptively, the cluster is formed
dynamically through ant’s cooperation. Besides, the results are given by the labels,
so it is more direct and easier than BM and LF.

11.3 Improved Ants Clustering Algorithm

According to the above explanation, the IACA can be described as follows:
initialize the parameters; label every ant; calculate ant’s fitness f ðantiÞ and acti-
vation probability pðantiÞ according to (1) and (2); for each ant, if pðantiÞ � p0,
anti becomes active, then searches for a suitable place and changes his label;
update the labels of clusters, and calculate cluster centers according to (5); with a
certain probability, reactivate those categories which are very close and the one
only have one datum to find suitable places and change the category number;
update the labels of clusters and cluster centers once again;

calculate the kth cluster’s deviation error Dk ¼
PH
i¼1
ð
Pm
j¼1
ðxij � vkjÞ2Þ1=2 and the

whole error e ¼
Pc
k¼1

Dk, if e� e0, end the iteration and output the results. Other-

wise, continue; if it is necessary to update a, then modify a according to (4);
t ¼ t þ 1, if t [ tmax, break and output the results, else return to c.

11.4 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we choose the
famous Iris and Wine data set to experiment, and for comparison, LF and IACA will
be applied respectively. In the test, abundance of experimental results show that the
IACA clustering results after 3 000 iterations are mostly better than those of LF
after 1 000 000 iterations. We adopt the maximum iterations of LF algorithm
as 1 000 000, and those for IACA as 3 000 in all experiments. We choose the
parameters k1 ¼ 0:10, k2 ¼ 0:15 in LF [8], and also initialize a value of IACA as
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0.1. Results of 150 trials of both algorithms on Iris and Wine data set are described
in Table 11.1. The first two properties’ projection of Iris data set is shown in
Fig. 11.1, and the clustering results of IACA depict in Fig. 11.2.

It can be observed that IACA is superior to LF, the quality of the clustering of
IACA is better than LF, and LF algorithm costs much more computation time than
IACA, because LF algorithm spends much time on searching for the proper
location to pickup or drop down the data objects, what’s more, in LF algorithm,
ants make mass idle move and the parameters are not adaptively selected, it takes
quite a lot of time to cluster and affects the quality of clustering results. On the
contrary, in our algorithm, ants or the being clustered data move effectively and
the parameters are selected and adjusted adaptively, so it costs less time and can
obtain better clustering quality.

Table 11.1 Test results of IACA and LF on Iris and Wine

Data set Iris Wine

Algorithm LF AHC LF AHC

Maximum iterations 1 000 000 3 000 1 000 000 3 000
Average running times (s) 56.81 5.66 62.37 7.44
Average errors 6.68 4.56 8.65 5.82
Percentage of the errors (%) 4.45 2.84 4.52 2.61
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11.5 Conclusion

An Ants Habitation Model (AHM) and An Improved Ant Clustering Algorithm
(IACA) are presented to solve the clustering problem in data mining by simulating
the behaviors of gregarious ant colonies. In AHM, each data object is represented
by an ant. The ants gradually find suitable places to rest according to the proba-
bility function for ants becoming active and the clustering rules, and then change
their labels dynamically. The movement of an ant influences the fitness of his
neighbors. With the number of iterations increase, such movements gradually
increase, eventually making similar ants gathered within a small area and different
types of ants located in separated areas. Thus, the corresponding data objects are
clustered. In IACA, the ants can form into high-quality clusters by making simple
moves according to little local neighborhood information and the parameters are
selected and adjusted adaptively. Experimental results demonstrate AHM and
IACA cost less times and are more efficient than BM and LF.
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Chapter 12
An Optimal Model of Full Postponement
Strategy in a Two-Stage Supply Chain

Yanhong Qin and Guangxing Wei

Abstract We set stackelberg-game model and centralized model of full post-
ponement strategy in a two-stage supply chain made up of one manufacture
and one distributor in the first place, and then we study the impact of decision
variables, i.e. customization service price and promised customization time
of distributor, final customized product price and promised delivery time of
manufacture on the profit of manufacture, distributor and supply chain.

Keywords Postponement � Stackelberg game � Mass customization �
Centralization

12.1 Introduction

Postponement is the capability of a supply chain to delay product differentiation or
customization until closer to the time that demand for the product is known [1],
and the product is kept in the generic form in the upstream of supply chain with
lower inventory cost until to the point of differentiation closer to final customer.
As well known to us, the most important problem of postponement of mass
customization is the response time and price of customized product, which will
influence the customer choose between the customized product and standard
products and thus the profit of manufacture and supply chain. If the price of
customized product is too high or the delivery time is too long exceeding the
specified waiting time of customer, then the customer will abandon purchasing
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customized product or turn to buy the standard product on the shelf or the more
competitive product of other manufacture of supply chain. That is to say, various
customer in mass customization is some sensitive to the price and response time of
customized product, so the manufacture must provide the competitive combination
of price and delivery time of customized product in the supply chain, especially
after the customer order decoupling point (CODP) where the manufacture activity
is driven by customized demand. In this paper, we consider the impact of price and
promised delivery time of customized product on the manufacture and the dis-
tributor under the full postponement strategy which is different from the full
postponement strategy in Yeung et al. [2] but relative to the postponement strategy
in Graman [3], and the full postponement strategy here means the manufacture
produce only the generic product and the final customization activity is completed
at distributor. The customer sends order to manufacture who will provide the final
product price and promised delivery time of supply chain for customer based on
the customization service price and time of distributor. So the decision sequence is
that the distributor makes decision on the customization price and promised
customization time firstly, and then the manufacture makes decision on the
final product price and promised response time of supply chain, which form a
Stackelberg game relation, i.e. the distributor is leader and manufacture is follower
in the supply chain.

12.2 Assumption and Notation

Assumptions:

(1) The number of basic or common product is equal to the final product, i.e. each
final product contains one unit of the common item and the difference among
products is cosmetic, such as color, interface, appearance, and so on, so the
price of each customized product is same.

(2) Once the common product finished by manufacture, they will be conveyed to
distributor, so there is no inventory at manufacture.

(3) The market demand is linear and negative to product price and promised
delivery time, but there is no relation between product price and promised
delivery time. Besides, in unit time, there are always same orders for the
customized products in certain market, so the distributor serve for the
same number customers in each time, and the problem can be regarded as
the M/M/1 model in queuing theory.

For the manufacture adopt the mass production mode, so the manufacture time
and efficiency of common product is stable and constant. Besides, from the supply
chain, the work of conveying common product and the customized products is
outsourced and the transportation time is stable and can be regarded as constant for
the professional logistics.
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Notation:

P: The price of final customized product, i.e. the price of unit product quoted for
customer by manufacture;
Pc: The price of customized service quoted for manufacture by distributor;
Tc: The time of customization promised by distributor;
Tsc: The delivery time promised by manufacture to customer;
D: According to assumption (4), the market demand D ¼ a� b1P� b2Tsc

ða; b1; b2� 0Þ();
q: The orders in unit time for the customized products in certain market;
tc: The actual time of customization performed by distributor, FðtcÞ denotes the
distribution function, and f ðtcÞ is the corresponding density function;
pd

m, pd
r , pd

sc: The expected profit obtained by manufacture, distributor and supply
chain where the manufacture dominates the supply chain and both manufacture
and distributor make decision independently;
pc

m, pc
r , pc

sc: The expected profit obtained by manufacture, distributor and supply
chain where both manufacture and distributor make decision collaboratively from
maximizing the profit of whole supply chain, and this decision mode is called
centralized decision model
a: The maximal demand for the final product in the unit time of supply chain;
b1: The price elasticity of customized demand;
b2: The elasticity of response time of supply chain;
cc: The penalty cost of unit time and unit product paid for the customer by
manufacture when the customized product is delivered in postponed way, i.e. the
delivery time exceeds the specified waiting time of customer;
cm: The penalty cost of unit time and unit product paid for the manufacture when
the distributor can’t delivery customized product;
Tm: The total time of manufacture and transportation between manufacture and
distributor and delivery between distributor and customer;
Cm: The cost of unit common product produced by manufacture;
Cr: The cost of unit product customization happened in distributor

As above, the market demand function is

D ¼ a� b1P� b2Tscða; b1; b2� 0Þ ð12:1Þ

The response time of supply chain is

Tsc ¼ Tm þ Tc ð12:2Þ

For the assumption (7), the promised response time of supply chain Tsc is linear
to customization time, so we can translate the decision problem of Tsc to the
optimal decision of Tc. As a result, the total orders in unit time is

Q ¼ DðP; TcÞ ð12:3Þ

As the assumption (6), the distributor serve for the q customers, the problem
can be reduced as the M/M/1 model in queuing theory, i.e. one service desk
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(it means the distributor in this paper) serves for the q customers, and the reach
time between each batch follows the negative exponential distribution. Similarly,
tc follows the negative exponential distribution with the parameter k, and 1=k
denote the average time of customization performed by distributor, so the density
function is:

f ðtcÞ ¼ ke�ktc tc [ 0ðk[ 0Þ
0 else

�
ð12:4Þ

The distribution function is

FðtcÞ ¼ 1� e�ktc ; ðk [ 0Þ ð12:5Þ

12.3 The Profit Model in Stackelberg Game

When the common product is produced by manufacture, there are three relative
cost: manufacture cost of common product, the service cost paid to distributor to
finish the final customization by manufacture, the penalty cost paid to customer as
a result of delayed delivery. Besides, the manufacture can obtain revenue in
product sale and penalty expense from the distributor for the excess customization
time. So the expected profit of manufacture is:

pd
mðPÞ ¼ ½P� Cm � Pc � rc

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc þ rm

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc�Q

ð12:6Þ

The profit model of distributor is

pd
r ðPc; TcÞ ¼ ½Pc � Cr � rm

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc�Q ð12:7Þ

In this model, the manufacture and distributor share the demand information,
i.e. when the manufacture obtains order and sends the customized demand
information to distributor, the distributor will provide the customization price and
time, and then the manufacture will provide the product price and promised
response time of supply chain for customer. So the decision sequence is the
distributor makes decision firstly, and then the manufacture makes decision, which
form a game relation of Stackelberg. The backward induction method is adopted to
solve the problem, given the decided customization time and price of distributor.
Take the Eqs. (12.1), (12.2) into (12.6), and then
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pd
mðPÞ ¼ ½P� Cm � Pc � rc

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc þ rm

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc�

ða� b1P� b2Tm � b2TcÞ ð12:8Þ

The first order derivation and second order derivation is d2pd
m=dp ¼ �2b1\0.

Obviously, the profit function is concave in decision variable P, when P change
in ½0;1Þ, the manufacture can obtain the maximal profit at the optimal solution P�

given Pc and Tc. Let dpd
m

�
dp ¼ 0:

P� ¼ a� b2Tc � b2Tm

2b1
þ 1

2
½Cm þ Pc þ ðcc � cmÞ

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞdtc� ð12:9Þ

The distributor can forecast P�, so the distributor can maximize the profit by

max pd
r ðPc; TcÞ ¼ ½Pc � Cr � rm

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc�Q ð12:10Þ

Take Eqs. (12.1), (12.2) and (12.9) into (12.3), then

Q ¼ 1
2
f½a� b2ðTc þ TmÞ� � b1½Cm þ Pc þ ðcc � cmÞ

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc

ð12:11Þ

The Hessian matrix is H ¼ �b1 FðTcÞ � 1� b2

0 �ccf ðTcÞ

� �
. So the profit function of

distributor is joint concave in Tc and Pc. There exist optimal T�c P�c to maximize the

profit of distributor, let opd
r

oPc
¼ 0, opd

r
oTc
¼ 0, and then

P�c ¼
a� b2ðTc þ TmÞ

2b1
þ 1

2
½Cr � Cm þ ð2cm � ccÞ

Z 1
T�c

ðtc � T�c Þf ðtcÞdtc ð12:12Þ

T�c ¼ F�1ð1� b2

ccb1
Þ ð12:13Þ

When we take Eq. (12.5) into the above equation, then T�c ¼ 1
k lnðccb1

b2
Þ.

12.4 The Profit Model in Centralized Mode

For more and more supply chains are adopting the centralized decision mode
to meet the various customer requirement and maximize the profit of supply chain,
so there are two variables, i.e. the response time of supply chain and the cus-
tomization time of distributor. The profit of supply chain is
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pc
sc ¼ ½P� Cm � Cr � cc

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc�D ð12:14Þ

Similar to the analysis above, take Eqs. (12.1), (12.2) and (12.3) into (12.15)

pc
sc ¼ ½P� Cm � Cr � cc

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞf ðtcÞdtc� � ½a� b1P� b2ðTm þ TcÞ�

ð12:15Þ

Obviously, the profit function is concave in decision variable P, when P change
in ½0;1Þ, the manufacture can obtain the maximal profit at the optimal solution P�

given Pc and Tc. Let dpd
m

dP ¼ 0:

P� ¼ a� b2Tc � b2Tm

2b1
þ 1

2
½Cm þ Pc þ cc

Z 1
Tc

ðtc � TcÞdtc� ð12:16Þ

T�c ¼ F�1ð1� b2

ccb1
Þ ð12:17Þ

So, the optimal customization time of distributor in stackelberg-game model
and centralized model is same, and then the response time of supply chain is same.

12.5 Numerical Analysis

The operation data of supply chain in some location is as following:

a ¼ 420; b1 ¼ 0:2; b2 ¼ 1:0; Cm ¼ 750; Cr ¼ 380; cc ¼ 40; cm ¼ 50; Tm

¼ 10; k ¼ 4:

Then we compare the Tables 12.1 and 12.2, we can get some important
conclusions: (1) The optimal customization time and then the optimal response
time of supply chain in stackelberg-game model and centralized model is same; (2)

Table 12.1 The optimal results in stackelberg-game model

Decision variable Requirement The distributor The manufacture Supply chain

D Pc Tc Profit P Tsc Profit Profit

Result 60.7 945.63 2.23 19,894 1552.3 6.35 99,743 119,637

Table 12.2 The optimal results in centralized model

Decision variable Requirement The supply chain

D P Tsc Profit

Result 114.5 1357.8 6.35 119,637
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The price of final product of supply chain in centralized model is lower than that in
stackelberg-game model, but the market requirement scale and the total profit in
centralized model is bigger than that in stackelberg-game model.

12.6 Conclusion

For various customers in mass customization is sensitive to the price and promised
response time of customized product, so the manufacture must provide the com-
petitive combination of price and delivery time of customized product to some
extent, especially in the downstream of the CODP in the supply chain. Given a
supply chain is made up of one manufacture and one distributor in stackelberg
game condition and centralized decision model, we can compute the optimal
combination of decision variables, i.e. customization price, customization time and
final product price to maximize the profit of manufacture and distributor under
the full postponement strategy, i.e. the manufacture produce only the generic
product and the final customization activity is completed at distributor. Besides,
we analyzed the impact of different decision variable on the customization cost
and profit of whole supply chain between stackelberg-game model and centralized
decision model.
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Chapter 13
Application of an Improved Watershed
Algorithm in Craniocerebrum MRI Image

Mingquan Wang

Abstract In light of the fuzziness of craniocerebrum MRI image and the require-
ment in practical application, an improved watershed algorithm is proposed. In
consideration of the structure information of image, the valley-bottom value pro-
duced by noise is very small. However, the minimum valley-bottom of each area will
have a very big dynamic value corresponding to real area, which is close to the valley-
bottom dynamic value when there is no noise. Hence, the valley-bottom produced by
noise can be filtered, thusly effectively restraining the over-segmentation, provided
that a threshold is simply given. Experimental results show that the algorithm can
quickly and accurately obtain the segmentation result of medical image, possessing
higher noise-resistant capability.

Keywords Watershed � Over-segmentation problem � Dynamics combination
rule � Craniocerebral MRI image

13.1 Introduction

The image segmentation technology is the key technology in medical image
processing and analysis. It is also a necessary and important procedure for
extracting special histological information from medical images. There are many
methods of medical image segmentation [1]. However, Owing to complexity of
human anatomy structure, irregularity of human organs and tissue, individual
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varieties and different characteristics of medical image modes, the effect of general
image segmentation algorithm is not idealistic. Because method of medical-image
segmentation has better pertinence, it is realized that no segmentation algorithm
can satisfy all image patterns [2].

The shortage of watershed consists in over-segmentation. The image is
segmented to too many small areas to appear the interested target [3]. The purpose
of watershed transform is to seek watershed-line of gradient image. Therefore, the
segmentation method which is based on watershed depends on the algorithm that
counting gradient of inactive segmenting image. But, for image segmentation
based on watershed transform, because traditional morphologic gradient algorithm
has a serious shortage, which is influenced by noise and quantization error,
produced many local valley-bottom within the equal and consistent area. More-
over, each valley-bottom of gradient image will introduce a catchment basin
during the watershed transform. Therefore, the gradient operator will bring on
over-segmentation ultimately. That is to say an equal and consistent area may be
divided into multi-areas so as to bring a great deal illusory edge and unable to
affirm which is the real edge.

In summary, we have proposed an improvement watershed algorithm, carried
on the method through the dynamic combination rule which divides while merges,
effective suppression over-segmentation phenomenon. Because we considered the
picture structure information, the value of valley-bottom which was due to the
background, the noise, the edge and the internal tiny change in the picture was
very small, but corresponds to the genuine region, in each region smallest valley of
valley-bottom had a very great value, which was similar to dynamic value of
valley-bottom which did not happen the tiny change. The method was used to
divide some CT pictures. The experimental result indicated the method may obtain
the better division result.

13.2 Improved Method of Watershed

13.2.1 Summary

The method of watershed [4] is provided with lighter calculate burden and higher
segmentation precision; Usually, proceed watershed transform for morphologic
gradient signal of the inactive segmenting image, Namely, gradient images are
regarded as fictitious landform surface, moreover, gradient of each pixel represent
height of the spot; because edge pixel of the inactive segmenting image usually
have biggish gradient, the gradient correspond to watershed-line of the earth’s
surface; Pixels within each region usually have smaller gradient, therefore,
corresponding to catchment basin of the earth’s surface; Such watershed-line
segment gradient image into some different catchment basins which correspond
the equal and consistent area of inactive segmenting image separately.
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13.2.2 Improved Method

Dynamic combination rule is an otherness concept and a sort of measuring for gray
difference and the measuring is based on definite structure information. It is not
measuring extreme point or drainage area that corresponds to extreme point, but
measuring structure which include the extreme point. In consideration of structure
information, thus, remove excess valley-bottom. The information of shape and size
is not available in the calculation of dynamic combination rule. Therefore, needn’t
know prior knowledge. It is provided with great versatility [5].

First, define dynamic value of a path between two spots. The dynamic value is
the height difference between tiptop and low-water mark, i.e.

DðPðx; yÞÞ¼ supj f ðxiÞ � f ðxjÞj xixj 2 Pðx; yÞ ð13:1Þ

P(x, y) indicates the path which joins x and y. sup indicates least upper bound,
f(x) indicates gray of X spot.

In order to restrain over-segmentation, need to remove unimportant valley-
bottoms, therefore, calculate the dynamic value of valley-bottom. Dynamic value
of valley-bottom M equal to the least dynamic value in all path that link M and
another spot whose gray is less than M, h(M), h(N) indicate height of valley-
bottom. In this way:

DðMÞ ¼ inf ðDðPðx; yÞÞÞ x 2 M; y 2 N; hðMÞ[ hðNÞ ð13:2Þ

D(M) indicates dynamic value of valley-bottom M, inf indicates infimum.
Figure 13.1 indicates an image included noise, actually, M, N is the real valley-

bottom without noise. The image only contains two areas, but due to the influence
of the noise we can see many small valley-bottoms from the figure, valley-bottom
will bring a small area on condition that it is segmented by watershed directly,
thus, emerge phenomena of over-segmentation. Now, calculate dynamic value of
each valley-bottom separately, and label calculated value in the figure, In
consideration of the structure information, It can be see from the figure that those
valley-bottom value produced by noise is very small, for real area, there is a
prodigious dynamic value in the least valley-bottom of each area, The value is
close to dynamic value of valley-bottom without noise [6], therefore, only provide
a threshold simply to sieve valley-bottom that is produced by noise, thereby
restrain over-segmentation.

13.2.3 Detailed Steps

Obtaining of gradient image
The morphologic method is fit for describing image structure and geometric

character. Thus, adopt the method of getting morphology-gradient in the algo-
rithm. The definition of morphology-gradient is that the result of dilated image
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subtract the result of eroded image, if f indicates input gray image, b indicates
structure element, morphology-gradient image is marked g

g ¼ ðf � bÞ � ðf � bÞ ð13:3Þ

Rearrangement of gradient image
Reset pixel according to the pixel value in the experiment, Paint cumulative

histogram of the former image. In consideration of visiting the pixel’s neighbor-
hood frequently in the course of calculation, therefore, storage eight neighborhood
pixels information in the course of reset. The course of segmentation can carry
through orderly in the resetting image, furthermore, visit neighborhood informa-
tion of pixels directly, and quicken operation speed.
Segmentation, combination

Only deal with a small part of pixel other than entire image in one step of
segmentation, for example, when gradient rise to h, only deal with those pixel
whose gradient is h, other one are not managed [7]. Thus, it is not necessary to
scan the entire image during any step. It is necessary to have a storage structure
which storage the found inactive pixel and flip quickly, use queue structure in the
program, quicken management course by means of queue.

The course of algorithm is the course of rising gradient, provided that already
deal with gradient of h level, that is too say that gradient which is less than h or
equal to h have been managed, suppose the pixel combination is M, now con-
sidering the relation of pixel with h ? 1 gradient and managed pixel, suppose it is
N, There are three cases (i) N and M is non-intersect, it means that there is a lack
of pixel whose gradient is lower than N around N, by all appearances, N should
turn into valley-bottom of a new drainage area, (ii) N and M is intersecting and
connectivity, return N to valley-bottom which is corresponding to M spot. (iii) N
and M is intersecting but not connectivity, it means that N belongs to different
drainage area [8]. Calculate distance with different valley-bottom, and put them
return to corresponding drainage area, concrete steps as follows:
Pixel queue

There is a processing queue in the course of executing program, the queue take
charge putting pixel enter into queue, and come out from the queue when needed.

Fig. 13.1 Suppression of
over-segmentation by way of
dynamic merge
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When handling h gradient grade, put spots with h gradient and managed spots
existing in the neighborhood enter into queue. When once course of entering queue
finished, put out the spot, manage them separately.

Take out pixel spot one by one from queue, suppose p is extracting-spot, and
calculate the number of drainage area within the neighborhood of P spot which is
indicated as Num B. Num W indicates the number of watershed.

According to Num B and Num W to identify the output of P

If Num B = 1, there is only one drainage area which is border upon P, so P is
endowed with output of the spot.
If Num B = 0, Num W [ 0, the watershed is endowed with output of P spot.
If Num B [ 1, there is many drainage area bordering upon P spot, if take no

account of combination restrain over-segmentation, P spot is supposed to water-
shed. Restrain over-segmentation by dynamic combination in the algorithm. First,
find the deepest valley-bottom, which is bordering upon P spot as combination
mother-area. Towards other drainage area, calculate difference value between P
spot and bottom. The value is the dynamic value of valley-bottom, if the value is
less than setting threshold, merges all pixels of the drainage area into mother-area.
Towards P spot, if all non-mother area is merged, P spot is endowed with output of
mother-area. Otherwise P spot is endowed with watershed.

Identify whether new valley-bottoms come forth or not
Corresponding to the number one relation between M and N that is described

formerly, spots with h gradient are not available around some pixels with gradients
of h ? 1. Actually, those pixels correspond to valley-bottom of a new drainage
area, therefore, need to re-scan the image in the algorithm, identify whether new
valley-bottoms come forth or not.
Binary-valued of outcome

Binary-valued of outcome distinguish boundary from non-boundary.

13.3 Experimental Result and Analysis

Choose the craniocerebrum MRI image. Adopt traditional watershed and improved-
watershed segmentation method, experimental result of the two as follows:

Figures 13.2 and 13.3 are two different pictures. Figures 13.4 and 13.5 are the
result of watershed without adding over-segmentation after withdrawing the out-
line to use the district adaptive threshold algorithm. It can be seen that the ordinary
watershed can not directly manifest the difference between the two images.
Figures 13.6 and 13.7 are the result of restrained the over-segmentation occurrence
by means of combination whilst segmentation, Over-segmentation occurrence is
improved clearly, in the figures each part mutually divides. The boundary of each
segment keeps closure, Moreover it can be seen obviously the differences between
peripheral tissue of lobus occipitalis through the improved watershed algorithm.
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In addition, in order to compare resist-noise capability of algorithm, adding
noise to former image—Fig. 13.2, than segment the image with noise. The result
of experiment is showed as Figs. 13.8 and 13.9. It can be seen from the figure that
segmentation quality of tradition method is influenced after adding noise, and
much noise is remained. Moreover, in the improved method, the result of seg-
mentation is not influenced, and noise is eliminated easily.

Fig. 13.2 Craniocerebrum a
existing over segmentation

Fig. 13.3 Craniocerebrum b
existing over segmentation

Fig. 13.4 Craniocerebrum a
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Table 13.1 is the data of algorithm evaluation and comparison, 0 is the target
object, B is the background, err is the error dividing result that the object is
segmented the background. Through to compare the two different craniocerebral
pictures, on account of the existence of over-segmentation and difference of

Fig. 13.5 Craniocerebrum b

Fig. 13.6 Craniocerebrum a
segmentation result

Fig. 13.7 Craniocerebrum b
segmentation result
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segmented regions between the two methods after improved, the probability of
wrong-segmentation is one tenth of traditional method. Hence, the textual method
is better than traditional method.

13.4 Conclusion

This paper presents an improved method based on the watershed algorithm, from
algorithm thought, algorithm implement and segmentation result. Watershed
method based on the dynamic combination rule has many excellences.

First, algorithm execution process is the course of area growth, in which the
area grows outward in a whole and remains the boundary closed all the time, thus,

Fig. 13.8 Traditional
watershed

Fig. 13.9 Segmentation method
addressed in this paper

Table 13.1 Relevant data for calculation of error categorization probability

pðOÞ pðBÞ pðO Bj Þ pðB Oj Þ pðerrÞ
Traditional method 0.473 0.521 0.311 0 0.170
Improved method 0.473 0.521 0 0.032 0.016
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the algorithm is not so necessary as the edge detection method to connect the edge
after the edge is detected.

Secondly, most of the area growth segmental algorithms, including some
certain algorithms of watershed, need to identify the seed of area growth, selection
of which is of great significance to the result of segmentation. However, correct
selection of seed right requires lots of future knowledge of the image and execution
of the present algorithm doesn’t require so much to the future knowledge.

Finally, due to sufficient consideration of the whole structural information of
the image, over-segmentation is thusly effectively restrained. Experimental results
show that the algorithm can accurately segment cerebral CT images. Furthermore,
it has higher ability in resisting noise.
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Chapter 14
Application of Data Fusion in Ecological
Environment Monitoring System

Xiao Jiang, Liyan Huang, Junguo Zhang, Yuzhu Li and Yang Kai

Abstract In this dissertation, the principle and value of data fusion are studied,
and the existent typical touting protocol for Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). A
kind of wireless sensor network data fusion algorithm based on the routing
protocol LEACH is proposed, which is combines LEACH agreement with the
hierarchical structure of the adaptive weighting combination. The hierarchy
structure of each cluster design for an adaptive weighted model, through the
adaptive weighted method from the sensor node of raw data acquisition to extract
characteristic data, then will feature the data sent to converge node. We show by
simulation that the algorithm has good data fusion efficiency, especially suitable
for periodic report types of wireless sensor network.

Keywords Multi-sensor data fusion � LEACH � Self-Adoption Weighting

14.1 Introduction

The construction of ecological environment with monitoring and warning system
is of far-reaching significance for timely obtaining the information, rational use of
environmental resources, protecting and improving the ecological environment,
scientific planning and construction of ecological environment protection. In the
monitoring system based on WSN, sensor nodes continuously collect data
according to a certain period. So it is not necessary to have all data collected
transmitted to the sink node. Because: (l) there are a lot of redundancy. Every
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sensor node may continuously gather the same data, and neighborhood nodes
collect the similar data; (2) Sending all collected data to the aggregation node will
spend a lot of energy, which will seriously affect the life of the network. Therefore,
the original redundant data information fusion, only the results of effective
transmission to sink node, the use of data fusion technology can greatly reduce the
transmission of WSN data, which can effectively save energy costs, play a role in
extending the network lifetime.

14.2 System Description

14.2.1 Overview of Leach Protocols

The basic idea of LEACH algorithm is: randomly select cluster head nodes in a
cycle, the energy of the entire network load evenly distributed to each sensor node.
Energy model used in LEACH protocol is the first order model [1, 2], as shown in
Fig. 14.1.

The energy consumption of a sensor node sending k-bit packet to d meters away
is:

ETx k; dð Þ ¼ ETx�elec kð Þ þ ETx�amp k; dð Þ ¼ kEelec þ keampdn ð14:1Þ

The energy consumption of a sensor node receiving k-bit packet is:

ERx kð Þ ¼ ERx�elec kð Þ þ kEelec ð14:2Þ

where Eelec: The energy dissipated per bit to run the transmitter or the receiver
circuit, because it is not difference between the two in actual application, here
assume both are equal; n: The constant determined by radio channel; eamp: The gain
of the Tx amplifier, whose value depend on the channel model used.

Free space channel model assumes the signal only spread in the ideal medium,
without any interference, and there is only the loss of wave energy diffusion. At
this point, n = 2, eamp = efs = 10 pJ/bit/m2. The multipath fading channel model
takes all kinds of interference encountered in the signal propagation process and
the resulting dramatic changes in the received signal amplitude, which is fading,
into account. Then n = 4, eamp = emp = 0.013 pJ/bit/m4. In practical applications,
according to d, we can take the decision to adopt what the specific model. If this
distance is less than the threshold d0, then free space channel model; if greater than
or equal to d0, the multi-path fading channel model. Therefore, equation (14.1) can
be written as follows:

ETxðk, d) = ETx�elecðk) + ETx�ampðk,d) =
kEelec þ keampd2; d\d0

kEelec þ keampd4; d� d0

�
ð14:3Þ
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14.2.2 Presentation of Algorithm

LEACH agreement using ‘‘clumping thought’’ reflects the importance of data
fusion, but it just processes the data from the cluster members simply in the
packing and compression, without real meaning of fusion. Based on literatures [3],
this paper introduces data-level fusion to cluster head node—similar multisensor
adaptive weighted fusion. The preliminary treatment, rejecting data without
significant differences, is made based on acquired data, and then the data is
transponded to base station after treatment with the adaptive Weighting fusion. Its
model is shown in Fig. 14.2.

14.2.3 Fusion Algorithm for Cluster Members Nodes

We use two main formulas for each cluster members. Formula (14.4) is used to
judge whether to record the data collected, record only when the absolute value of
the difference between the collected data and the last recorded data is more than a
certain threshold, otherwise default it no significant differences and eliminate the
data. Formula (14.5) is used to decide whether to send the collected data in
the cluster to cluster head node. Send data only when the difference value between
the collected data and the recorded is greater than or equal to threshold. Otherwise,
just status word is sent for informing cluster head node.

a tð Þ ¼ a t � 1ð Þ; a t � 1ð Þ � pj j\h1

p; a ðt � 1ð Þ � pj j � h1
:

�
ð14:4Þ

Send tð Þ ¼ a tð Þ a t� 1ð Þ � pj j\h1

Status Word; a t� 1ð Þ � pj j � h1

�
: ð14:5Þ

k bit packet

Transmit electronics

k bit packet

Receive electronicsTx Amplifier

ETx(k,d) ERx(k)

E elec*k * n
amp d *elecE       kd

Fig. 14.1 The first order radio energy dissipation model

Fig. 14.2 Integration model
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In essence, it is a kind of simple and common data fusion method that a single
sensor node according to the change of the collected data decides whether to send
the data to sink node, which can prevent to send a lot of repetitions and highly
similar. This simple data fusion method already has applied in many sensor
networks.

14.2.4 Fusion Algorithm for Cluster-Head Node

The basic idea of adaptive weighted fusion algorithm is: on the base of the
Minimum Mean-Square Error principle [4], the optimal weighting factor corre-
sponding to each sensor is calculated adaptively, and the optimal merged result is
achieved.
The optimal weighting factor W�

P is decided by the variance of each sensor rp
2, rp

2

is not known in ordinary circumstances, but we can get them according to the
measurements provided by each sensor via corresponding algorithm.

Suppose two different sensors p, q, respectively, the measured values are Xp,
Xq, and observational error Vp, Vq, namely: Xp = X ? Vp, Xq = X ? Vq. Here
VP, Vq is Gaussian white noise process with zero mean, irrelevant. So the cross
correlation coefficient Rpq between Xp and Xq, the autocorrelation coefficient Rpp

of Xp satisfies:

Rpq ¼ E XpXq

� �
¼ E X2

� �
Rpp ¼ E Xp:Xp

� �
¼ E X2

� �
þ E V2

p

h i
ð14:6Þ

r2
p ¼ E V2

p

h i
¼ Rpp � Rpq p ¼ 1; 2. . . nð Þ ð14:7Þ

We can get Rpp, Rpq through it own estimated value in the time domain.
Suppose the member of the data is k, the estimated value in the time domain of Rpp

is Rpp(k), so

Rpp kð Þ ¼ 1
k

Xk

i¼1

Xp ið ÞXp ið Þ ¼ 1
k

Xk�1

i¼1

Xp ið ÞXp ið Þ þ Xp kð ÞXp kð Þ
" #

¼ k � 1
k

Rpp k � 1ð Þ þ 1
k

Xp kð ÞXp kð Þ ð14:8Þ

Rpq (k) is secured after the correlative operation between q and p has been per-
formed. The mean Rp kð Þ of Rpq (k) is used in further estimation of Rpq. Then,

Rpq ¼ RpðkÞ ¼
1

n� 1

Xn

q¼1;q6¼p

RpqðkÞ ðq 6¼ p; q ¼ 1; 2. . .nÞ ð14:9Þ

Thus we can estimate rp
2, relying on the estimated value in the time domain of Rpp.
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14.3 The Theoretical Analysis and Simulation Comparisons

14.3.1 The Theoretical Analysis

The method, adaptive weighted fusion algorithm, is analyzed comparatively with
transferring the raw data directly, or the average value. That transmission the mean
value instead of the original data is ‘‘transferring the average value’’.

First, assuming each sensor node gathers m data and compress in a packet to
deliver to cluster-head node, and those data within adaptive data fusion algorithm
can also be compressed into a packet to send, and the size of data package is k bits.
Secondly, assume these three methods are based on the LEACH agreements,
i cluster members belong to a cluster head, and data packet get to the destination
after passed through j nodes from the cluster-head node. In order to simplify the
formula, presuppose that the distance of each node are approximately equal, which
is d, then ETx (k, d), ERx (k) are known. In different data sending methods, every
member node of this cluster sending a data to gathering node cost total commu-
nication energy P, (note: not including gathering node receiving energy) and
cluster head node energy cost Pc. which are as follows:

(1) Raw data transmitted directly

P ¼ i� jþ 1ð Þ�ETx k; dð Þ þ j�ERx kð Þð Þ Pc ¼ i ETx k; dð Þ þ ERx kð Þð Þ ð14:10Þ

(2) Average transmission after calculating

P ¼ i� ETx k; dð Þ þ ERx kð Þð Þ þ j�ðETx k; dð Þ þ j� 1ð ÞERx kð Þ
Pc ¼ i�ETx k; dð Þ þ ERx kð Þ ð14:11Þ

Communication energy consumption reaches maximum, when there are sig-
nificant differences between the data every member collected, all members send
data to the head. Meanwhile, average method and adaptive data fusion, they are all
compressed n packet into one to sink node. We may safely draw the communi-
cation energy consumption of average method is equal to the maximum of data
fusion method.

14.3.2 The Presentation and Simulation of Cluster-head Data
Fusion Algorithm

We here define the measures and contrast analysis the maximum energy con-
sumption of adaptive weighted model with direct transmission original data to
evaluate the performance of clustering protocols.

1) Total communication energy each round each cluster cost on average: low
consumption is the basic of network requirements. The simulation only
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computing energy consumed of wireless transceiver module by sending and
receiving data, not including the energy consumption of other hardware and
module when leisure.

2) Number of alive nodes per round: This instantaneous measure reflects the total
number of nodes and that of each type that has not yet expended their all
energy.

Combined with the ecological environment monitoring system, this paper sets
up network scene 200 m 9 200 m size: the number of sensor nodes 300, sink node
in the external 50 m in network. The following two graphs are obtained using
MATLAB.

It can be seen from the Fig. 14.3 that after adopting data fusion, the rate of node
death reduced significantly, and it is a very good prolongation of the network

Fig. 14.3 Number of live
nodes over time

Fig. 14.4 energy
consumption over time
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lifetime. In Fig. 14.4, we know that adopting data fusion can reduce the energy
consumption.

14.3.3 Simulation and Analysis of the Results

Three groups of sensor measurements are imitated and get the output curves by
means of adaptive weighted fusion and average method. And we also get the
weight curve corresponding to the sensors, as shown Figs. 14.5, 14.6.

It can be seen from the Fig. 14.5, estimation results by adaptive weighted fusion
estimation algorithm is far superior to the traditional average estimation algorithm
results. And, with the increase of measuring frequency, finally the results more and
more close to true value, namely the mean square deviation is smaller and smaller.

From Fig. 14.6 we can come to the conclusion that the larger in variance, the
smaller in weights, which verify that the adaptive weighted fusion is correct.

14.3.4 The Testing of Anti-Interference Ability

Following the above method expect for one faulted sensor imitated, we can get
Figs. 14.7 and 14.8. From Fig. 14.7, we can see when sensor is at fault, the result
by traditional average algorithm owns a lot of concussion; it is difficult to estimate
the measurement correctly by the mean method. But the result by the fusion
algorithm can still converges to true value; this explains it has very strong fault-
tolerant characteristics. And from Fig. 14.8, we can see the weights of variance 2
(fault sensor) is small, almost to zero, very little impact to estimate results, this just

Fig. 14.5 Output plots of
adaptive weighted fusion
estimate algorithm
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Fig. 14.6 Distribution of
weights of three sensors

Fig. 14.7 Outputs plots of
fusion with faulted sensor

Fig. 14.8 Distribution of
weights of three sensors
involving faulted sensor
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prove that the adaptive weighted fusion estimation algorithm is correct and has
strong fault-tolerant performance.

14.4 Conclusions

Because the routine reporting of environment monitoring system is cyclical, col-
lected data with high redundancy, therefore, we put forward adaptive weighted
used in the hierarchical structure of the application and the LEACH agreement.
The results show that the algorithm has good data fusion efficiency, especially
suitable for periodic report types of wireless sensor network applications.
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Chapter 15
A Skew Detection Algorithm for PDF417
in Complex Background

Jian-Hua Li, Ping Li, Yi-Wen Wang and Xiao-Dan Li

Abstract The automatic identification of 2D (two dimensional) bar code PDF417
is very sensitive to skew angle. However, the common skew angle detection
methods have shortcomings such as weak performance in time complexity. This
paper mainly introduces an algorithm that utilizes Mathematics Morphology to
extract the PDF417 code area from the complex background and then get skew
angle of PDF417 bar code image using the least square method based on the
properties of PDF417 character code and the extraction of feature points. Exper-
iments show that this algorithm has virtue of less computation and high accuracy.

Keywords PDF417 � Skew angel � Least square method
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15.1 Introduction

PDF417 (portable data file) is a 2D stacked bar code which was invented by
Symbol Company in 1991. The composition of the bar code symbol character
consists of 4 bars and 4 blanks and the total width is 17, so we call it 417 or
PDF417. Figure 15.1 shows the composition of PDF417, it mostly consists of left
blank area (a), start pattern (b), left row indicator (c), codeword (d), right row
indicator (e), stop pattern (f), and right blank area (g), The broadband ratio of the
combination list of start character bar and space is 8111113, and the broadband
ratio of the combination list of terminator bar and space is 711311121 [1].

Bar code recognition is a major component of the barcode system, which
determines the superiority of the 2d bar code. On account of the skew and offset
that occurred during printing and scanning, we need to rotate the image to the
horizontal after obtaining the bar code image in order to get accurate information
from bars and blanks. Currently, the main methods for getting skew angle of the
image are: Hough transform, projection method, Fourier transform, Connected
component analysis. Hough transform algorithm, including the basic and the
improved, is the most commonly algorithm for angle detection, which flawed in
giant calculating cost [2]. Fourier transform method will transform the form of the
image into frequency domain in which the direction with highest density of fre-
quency domain space is the exact skew angle. But, high computational complexity
does humiliate its performance [3]. Projection method obtains the angle by cal-
culating the cost function of the image Projection histogram in different angles,
which still has high calculation and complexity [4]. Connected components
analysis detects the angle by analyzing the trait of the connected components, but
the method is susceptible to noise [5]. As a result of the requirement of cost and
size, current bar-code identification system is invariably designed as handheld
devices which mostly driven by ARM or DSP. Thus, a skew-angle detection
algorithm with less computation, lower time-complexity and better performance in
anti-interference is of indispensability.

With comprehensive consideration on the current implementing algorithms
and features of PDF417 itself, this paper present a new algorithm for skew-
angle detection. Tests show that the algorithm has advantages in speed and
accuracy.

15.2 PDF417 Angle Detection Algorithm

To get the skew angle of two-dimensional bar code PDF417, this paper uses its
two characteristics: the start pattern parallel to each other and the width maintain
the corresponding ratio of 8111113. The highlights of this algorithm include four
key steps: Preprocessing, image distinguish, finding character points, linear fitting.
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15.2.1 Image Preprocessing

The pre-processing includes Grayscale, Morphological Segmentation, filtering,
image binaryzation of the collected color image. After graying process, our
algorithm utilizes Mathematical Morphology to segment the image. Then we apply
OTSU on the image for binaryzation, which followed by median filter operation.

Mathematical Morphology, which mainly contains corroding, dilating, opening
and closing operations, is a graphic analyzing method that utilizes structuring
element with specific shapes to extract target object for image recognizing.
PDF417 code area can be isolated due to its information and the background
area [6].

For an image f and structuring element B the opening is defined as:

cBðf Þ ¼ d
B
_ ½eBðf Þ� ð15:1Þ

Fig. 15.1 The composition
of the PDF417 bar code

Initial

Input image

Preprocessiong

Exist PDF417

Searching
initial point

Linear
fitting

Y

N

end

Fig. 15.2 Flow chart of
PDF417 angle detection
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In the above equation, d
B
_ and eB are dilation and erosion operations, which are

defined respectively as:

dBf ðxÞ ¼ max
b2B

f ðxþ bÞ ð15:2Þ

eBf ðxÞ ¼ min
b2B

f ðxþ bÞ ð15:3Þ

We can adopt opening operation of Morphology on filtering the source image
while regarding code-area as segmenting target and others as noises. With the fact
that corroding utilizes the same structuring element as dilating operation, opening
operation can provide a splendid performance on filtering the noises and preserve
the valid information while the target contains much bigger connected area than
the noises. However, considering the mere fact that the connected area of the
PDF417 edge would probably not be invariably much bigger than the noises’, we
would get so many edge information lost so that the image could not be segmented
correctly if we directly employ opening operation of Morphology to process the
source image.

Therefore, we define a generalized opening operation, namely; apply corroding
and dilating operation sequentially with different structuring elements on the
image.

To segment a PDF417 source image, three steps would be employed as follows:
Firstly, adopting a 6 9 6 structuring element to corrode the PDF417 image (as

Fig. 15.3 shows) for filtering the noises. For the reason that the valid information
must be preserved, we shall not pick up structuring elements with too large size
while corroding. Consequently, the noises cannot be eradicated completely and
some edge information will be messed up as well. Therefore, we then employ an
18 9 18 structuring element to dilate the image for restoring the valid information.
The processing result has been shown in Fig. 15.4.

Secondly, we utilize a 24 9 24 structuring element to employ classical opening
operation on the current image for filtering. Thus, the code area can be marked
(as Fig. 15.5 shows).

Find out the convex vertexes of the marked area generated by step 2, such as
from A to H in Fig. 15.5. We can draw 4 lines through AE, DH, BC and GF from

Fig. 15.3 Source image
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which the closure area contains exactly the PDF417 code information (as Fig. 15.6
shows).

15.2.2 Feature Points Extraction

The PDF417 broadband ratio of the combination list of start character bar and
space is 8111113, and the broadband ratio of the combination list of terminator bar
and space is 711311121. Moreover, in PDF417, the feature points confined in the
two broadband ratios are unique and could be detected by line scanning. However,

Fig. 15.4 Image after
generalized opening
operation

Fig. 15.5 Image after
filtering with classical
opening

Fig. 15.6 Image after
segmenting
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if using sequential scanning to trace the feature points, amount of the points
complied with requirements will be detected, which will not contribute to improve
the accuracy of algorithm for image skew angle, On the contrary, the whole image
recognition time will be immensely increased by adopting the sequential scanning
method. Therefore, this paper utilizes two kinds of stepping to scan the image to
search the feature points. The line by line method will be adopted from
the initial row until the first feature point be detected. Then the next scanning line
shifts to the 5th line to the current one. Figure 15.7 illustrates the process of
searching feature points by using the method proposed by this paper. Then
the points complied with requirements constitute the corresponding array
H1½�;H2½�. . .H9½�;H10½�:

15.2.3 Calculating Skew Angle by Fitting a Straight Line

As Fig. 15.1 show, the skew angle of one specific PDF417 code can be represented
by the slopes of the start and end characters’ border lines in ideal condition. Yet,
because of the environmental interference or the man-made noises during scan-
ning, deformation would probably occurred on the start and end characters.
Meanwhile, under the aim to obtain larger visual angle, wide-angle lens has always
been chosen for collecting the source image, which would almost certainly leads to
deformation. However, in the gathered image, the pixels in the principle optical
axis are not anamorphic and other pixels will shrink radically to the centre. As the
distance between the start character space and stop character space becomes
broader, the possibility of image deformation is bigger during the image collection
process so that the differences between angles in the two spaces are larger than
those in the each space. (The differences exactly reflect the tendency of image
deformation.) Therefore a straight line in the start character space or the stop one
should not determine the skew angle of bar code. Taking advantage of the feature
points in Fig. 2.2, and according to the least square method, this paper respectively

Fig. 15.7 Marked the feature
points
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literates the information in the 10 arrays H1½�;H2½�. . .H9½�;H10½�: Therefore, skew
angle can be derived according to the formula:

b ¼ tan�1 a ð15:4Þ

Get the 10 angles b1; b2. . .. . .b9; b10 respectively, and calculate the average:

b ¼ b1 þ b2 þ . . .þ b9 þ b10

10
ð15:5Þ

Then we calculate the absolute deviation of b1; b2. . .. . .b9; b10 relative to br

respectively, abandon the 5 measured angle with bigger deviation. Regard the
average of the remains as the skew angle of the PDF417 image.

15.3 The Analysis of Accuracy and Time Complexity
of the Algorithm

Classical Hough transform, fast Hough transform (the Hough transform after the
row-difference projection transform of the image) and ours method are compared
in terms of their processing time and accuracy to the same images containing
PDF417 code. Table 15.1 shows the results of these three algorithms; Table 15.2
lists the performance comparison results. From the data of Table 15.1, we might

Table 15.1 The results of
these three algorithms

Parameter (�) Hough Fast hough Ours

Max. error 1.2 0.5 0.32
Min. error 0.2 0.1 0.08
Mean error 0.8 0.3 0.2

Table 15.2 Performance comparison results

Actual skew
angle

Resolution Fore-ground
(Pixels)

Hough Fast hough Ours

Angle
(�)

Time
(s)

Angle
(�)

Time
(s)

Angle
(�)

Time
(s)

0 640 9 480 20016 0.55 6.859 0.31 0.75 0.22 0.313
5.54 640 9 480 27070 6.12 9.14 5.12 0.97 5.41 0.317
5.62 640 9 480 24006 6.22 8.125 5.22 0.77 5.54 0.319
5.79 640 9 480 27070 6.19 9.14 6.29 0.97 5.54 0.334
11.63 960 9 720 193028 12.53 65.16 11.93 4.23 11.31 0.325
21.94 640 9 480 34035 23.14 14.7 22.14 3.2 21.82 0.314
40.5 640 9 480 115069 41.62 38.55 39.7 3.05 40.3 0.325
44.75 960 9 720 211062 44.55 70.95 44.65 6.53 44.55 0.315
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conclude that, the time required for Hough transform and fast Hough transform is
closely related to the amount of foreground pixels.

Generally, the higher resolution a image has, the more pixels in its foreground.
Hence, it takes fast Hough transform less time than Hough transform to the same
image. Image resolution and foreground pixels’ number have little impact on the
algorithm we proposed in this paper. The time we spend in algorithm Processing is
very little and it keeps to about only 0.314 s for different images. That time can be
negligible when comparing with Hough transform and fast Hough transform.

As shown in Table 15.2, the accuracy error of Hough transform algorithm 0.5�
and Fast Hough transform algorithm maintain around 0.15� the precision of
algorithm we proposed is basically around 0.1�.

15.4 Conclusion

The authors propose an algorithm for PDF417 skew-angle detection by applying
least square method on points that obtained by utilizing the feature of the PDF417
code that all characteristic codes are parallel with specific proportion. Serial
comparisons between our algorithm, Hough transform and fast Hough transform
by applying images with different skew-angle and resolution shows that our
algorithm have better performance on time complexity and accuracy.
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Chapter 16
A Study of Cancelling the Leakage Signal
With a RPC for Single Antenna LFMCW
Radar Altimeter

Feng Zhang, Guo-qi Zeng and Zhi-mian Wei

Abstract To fulfill the practical demands of airborne equipment’s miniaturization
and integration, topic around single antenna radar altimeter become one hot topic.
But the problem of leakage signal greatly limits its applied scope. To solve this
problem, first, carry out qualitative analysis on the leakage single of the single
antenna altimeter; secondly, apply the Reflected Power Canceller(RPC) to the
receiver of the altimeter system, and then propose the optimized design; then, a
detailed analysis and deduction of the RPC’s working process is given; finally,
simulation of the cancellation performance is carried out, and the results indicate
that the effect on cancelling is significant.

Keywords Radar altimeter � Single antenna � LFMCW � RPC

16.1 Introduction

A radar altimeter is an altimeter device that extracts altitude information from echo
signal. The information it provides plays a crucial role to the safety of an aircraft
[1]. They are generally divided into two categories, pulse and continuous.
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LFMCW (Linear Frequency Modulation Continuous Wave) radar altimeter has
shown to contain the advantages of small radiated power, high-range accuracy and
low probability intercept etc.

However, due to continuous wave system sending and receiving signals con-
tinuously, there is no separate period of time. Therefore different with a pulse radar
which eliminates the transmitter leakage signal by closing the receive channel,
there is no temporal discrimination for transmitter channels and receive channels
to operate in separate time periods. How to solve the leakage signal problem is one
of the keys to expand continuous wave radar’s scope of application.

Nowadays, a dual antenna is commonly used in FMCW altimeter systems to
provide adequate isolation. This approach is no longer practical when space con-
straints or large objects exist near the antennas. Furthermore, with the developing of
aerospace and military technology, various of aircraft external devices increased,
positioning antennas is also difficult, let alone aircrafts as small UAVs. Therefore
single antenna system greatly expands the application scope of the radio altimeter.

While single antenna radar altimeter does save space, there are problems of low
transmitter–receiver isolation and reflecting issue of the antenna port. As an
effective solution of signal leakage problems, canceller, with PIN diode, is applied
to a single antenna FMCW Radar PILOT successfully as early as 1988 [2]. This
article mainly researches of using a Reflected Power Canceller (RPC) to resolve
the issue of leakage signals for single antenna LFMCW radar altimeter, and
proposed implementation scheme, and then carried out the simulation of the
optimized design.

16.2 Analysis of Leakage Signal

According to actual systems, the leakage signal is largely due to low circulator
isolation and impedance mismatch between transmission line and load [3]. To sum
up, the receiver will receive four kinds of signals:

(a) The leakage signal from circulator varies with the circulator isolation.
(b) Because of the impedance mismatch between transmission line and load,

signals spread as moving standing wave, thus part of them reflect back to the
receiver.

(c) The normal echo signal which is carrying height information.

The signal needs to be processed contain from small echo signals to relatively
larger leakage signal, that’s why the receiver’s dynamic range ought to be big,
otherwise the large leakage power can saturate the receiver, and lead to the system
working disability by blocking the receive channel.

Since reflected power canceller has been proved to be durable, stable, easy to
install, and the most important thing is the remarkable eliminative effect. RPC can
easily cancel the power by nearly 30 dB [4]. This article will make some improve-
ment for single antenna radar altimeter system by way of applying RPC to it.
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16.3 Implementation of Optimizing Single-Antenna
Radar AltimeterRadar altimeter

To solve the leakage problem referred above, RPC is applied to the traditional
single antenna altimeter for improvement. Its basic structure as shown in Fig. 16.1:

There are two work statuses while measuring height, search and track. In state
of search, system produces a set of modulation sawtooth wave whose modulation
period search from small to large as shown in Fig. 16.2. Based on similar prin-
ciples we know:

DF=Tmi ¼ fdi=s: ð16:1Þ

s: DF—The maximum frequency deviation; Tmi—A single ramp cycle; fdi—Beat
frequency in the ith sawtooth cycle; s—Delay. At different actual height DF—,
s keep constant, and Tmi changes in ascending, therefore fdi varies from large to
small with Tmi: While beat spectrum of a cycle within the range of the threshold
frequency of control frequency discriminator, its output signal switches system to
tracking state. Correction circuit continuously rectifies the modulation slope of the
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sawtooth until the beat frequency locked to the rating. Meanwhile, the single
sawtooth cycle is Tm0: And the current height can be calculated by formula (16.2).

H ¼ cfbTm0=ð2DFÞ: ð16:2Þ

16.4 Reflected Power Canceller

16.4.1 Fundamental Idea of Cancellation

Here gives a brief introduction to the fundamental idea of cancellation. Assuming
that the orthogonal signal I and Q to form a rectangular coordinate system. V2 is
synthetized by V2a on X-axis and V2b on Y-axis, and the leakage signal could be in
any quadrant of the coordinate system, its projection on the X-axis and Y-axis are
V1a and V1b, as shown in Fig. 16 3. To change voltage amplitude of V2a and V2b, as
long as adjusting the attenuators of I, Q branch, then the two components V1b, V1b

of the leakage signal can be cancelled and achieve the goal of elimination.

16.4.2 Implementation Scheme

Taking into account the actual demand for the cancellation of the system, use the
closed-loop analog reflected power canceller. The key component of the canceller
is the vector modulator, and the best solution approach is using bi-phase modu-
lators (BPM) [3] as the variable attenuator to deal with the orthogonal signals.
Considering the RPC separately in despite of the whole system, detailed it in the
form of components first, and get the detailed block diagram as shown below.

There are two separate branches in RPC, I and Q. The leakage signal which is
not eliminated can be detected by quarter mixer in working conditions. After
processed by amplifier and low-pass filter respectively, I and Q two -way signal are
provided to the vector modulator as modulating signal. Then the vector modulator
adjust amplitude and phase of the RF signal, coupling from the transmitter, to
ensure the cancellation signal’s amplitude is same as the leakage signal, while the
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phase difference is 180�, so as to achieve the purpose of cancellation. Due to the
decrease of leakage signal energy, the problems of lowering receiver sensitivity,
receiver saturation and other issues can be avoided. The following is detailed
analysis of its work process.

16.4.3 Work Process Analysis

Signals are defined as shown above in Fig. 16.4. The LO input of the quarter
mixers is divided into two routes, I and Q. One is coupled from the transmitter and
the other’s phase is shifted by 90�, they are expressed as follows:

U0DI ¼ A0D cosð2pf0t þ h0Þ: ð16:3Þ

U0DQ ¼ �A0D sinð2pf0t þ h0Þ: ð16:4Þ

Where: h0 ¼ uðtÞ ¼ 1=ð2 � Kit2Þ; Ki is the same as above. Based on the above
analysis, the impact of leakage signal on receiver depends on the size of its energy;
moreover, although different kinds of leakage signals’ phase shift are different,
they are not much difference. As a matter of convenience for analyzing the
working process of the system, phase shift is unified set to h0; and the leakage
signal entering into receiver is:

URL ¼ ARL cosð2pf0t þ hRLÞ: ð16:5Þ

Where: ARL is leakage signal amplitude, hRL is leakage signal phase.
Substituting the formula (16.3), (16.4), (16.5) into the formula as follows, we

can get two channels signal outputs of quarter mixers:

UDOUTI ¼ U0DI � URL ¼ A0DARL½cosð2 � 2pf0t þ h0 þ hRLÞ þ cosðh0 � hRLÞ�=2:

ð16:6Þ

UDOUTQ ¼ U0DQ � URL ¼ �A0DARL½sinð2 � 2pf0t þ h0 þ hRLÞ þ sinðh0 � hRLÞ�=2:

ð16:7Þ

The frequency detector outputs are processed by DC amplifier and low-pass
filter, and the outputs are expressed as follows:

UDI ¼ KDCA0DARL cosðh0 � hRLÞ=2 ¼ KDCA0DARL cos hd=2: ð16:8Þ

UDQ ¼ �KDCA0DARL sinðh0 � hRLÞ=2 ¼ �KDCA0DARL sin hd=2: ð16:9Þ

The formula (16.8), (16.9) are orthogonal frequency discriminator outputs
which are related to the phase difference between the leakage signal and the LO
signal. They are the vector modulator two channels modulation signal input, I and
Q. The RF inputs are just the same with quarter mixers except that the amplitude is
A0V : Substituting the formula (16.8), (16.9) U0VI and U0VQ into the formula as
follows, we can get the cancellation signal which is the vector modulator output:
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UVOUT ¼ UDI � U0VI þ UDQ � U0VQ ¼ KDCA0DARLA0V cosð2pf0t þ h0 � hdÞ=2:

ð16:10Þ

According to the above formula, the LO signal phase is amended by hd: Under
the perfect condition, by means of adjusting the amplifier coefficient to ensure the
amplitude of UVOUT is equal to the leakage signal, and is of the opposite phase
from the leakage signal. Ultimately, come up to the purpose of cancellation.

16.5 System Workflow

By above knowable, there are two basic operating statuses for system known as
searching and tracking states. After setting the initialization parameters, it is
consented to go into the searching state, emitting frequency modulated continuous
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wave. At this point the signal has been leaking into the receiver. RPC starts to
process the leakage signals and won’t stop untill the simulation ends.

First of all, the echo signal is processed by RPC while it is received. After
treated by quarter mixers, the output is divided into two routes. One is filtered by
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the loop filter before getting into the vector modulator to generate the cancellate
signal. The other enters the control frequency detector after treated by a low-pass
filter. And the output signal switches the servo loop into track status as soon as it
hit the state switching threshold. In tracking state, the slope of sawtooth is keeping
modified until the beat frequency is close to the rated frequency. Finally, the height
values can be calculated by formula (16.2), Its work flow chart is as shown in
Fig. 16.5:

16.6 Simulation Results

Under the conditions that FM bandwidth of 100 MHz, rated beat frequency is
25 kHz, scanning sawtooth cycle value in the range of tens of microseconds to tens
of milliseconds, and the condition Tmi� 10 ls must be satisfied. Before and after
using RPC the output signal spectrum of mixer is shown in Fig. 16.6.

A point represents the output of leakage signal after processed by mixer, all
focus on the lower frequency band. B point represents the beat frequency signal
carrying height information, compared to A, its frequency band is higher so that it
can be selected by a band-pass filter, as the input of control frequency discrimi-
nator and be processed the next step (Fig. 16.7).

For the actual system, the estimated vector and leakage vector can’t be com-
pletely satisfy the conditions of equal amplitude and opposite phase equal, which
means that the cancellation is not complete. Specific to this simulation results, the
ratio of leakage power and leakage signal power left after cancellation is about
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43 dB. Finally after many calibrations, system reaches steady state. The output is
current height (Fig. 16.8).

16.7 Conclusion

In this paper, the leakage signal of single antenna altimeter is calculated and
analyzed in detail. On the basis of traditional framework of single antenna
LFMCW radar altimeter, we introduced the RPC and a detailed analysis and
deduction of the RPC’s working process is carried out. It is not only implements
the cancellation of leakage signal and achieves the purpose of optimizing the
system, but also fulfill the practical demands of airborne equipment’s miniaturi-
zation and integration. The application of RPC is of great significance in
expanding the scope of application of single antenna altimeters.
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Chapter 17
A VCO Nonlinearity Correction Method
Based on BP Network

Zhengjun Mo, Yaqing Tu, Wei Xiao and Yanlin Shen

Abstract Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) nonlinearity correction is one of
the key technologies for the high resolution linear frequency modulated continuous
wave (LFMCW) radar. For the closed-loop correction methods are complex to
realize and high-cost, a VCO nonlinearity correction method based on BP network
is proposed. Through reverse training the back propagation (BP) network, the
control voltage that linear frequency modulated signal needed is gained. And the
timing correction policy is introduced to track the change of the frequency-voltage
curve caused by elements’ aging and environment changes. Simulation results
show the high corrected precision and easier realization of the proposed method.

Keywords Nonlinearity correction � VCO � BP network

17.1 Introduction

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is an adjustable signal source which applied
in radar, sonar, radio communication and other fields widely. As a typical appli-
cation,VCO in the linear frequency modulated continuous wave (LFMCW) radar
desires its frequency changed linearly by time. However, due to the influence of
the varactor’s inherent nonlinearity and other reasons,the nonlinearity of VCO is
only several percent or even more worse [1]. Therefore various correction methods
have been used to improve the linearity of the VCO. For example, reactance
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compensation methods [2–5] correct the nonlinearity by adjusting the structure of
resonance loop. Though this kind of method will not aggravate the output noise or
limit the modulating speed, it’s complex and not precise. Opened-loop methods
[6–8] achieve the correction purpose by correcting the control voltage through
predetermined nonlinearity correction table. This kind of method is easy to
application and costs less, but could aggravate the output noise and cannot correct
timely. Closed-loop methods are introduced in literature [9–14], reverse feedback
and phase-locked loop technologies are adopted to track the nonlinearity. This
kind of method has high corrected precision but is complex and costs a lot.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a sort of abstract mathematical model based
on the research of modern neuroscience [15]. It has many advantages, such as self-
learning, self-organizing, self-adaptive and parallel processing. It provides a way
to approximate any nonlinear continuous function by any precision, especially
some uncertain nonlinear problems. The frequency-voltage curve of VCO is an
uncertain nonlinear function, so this paper corrects VCO nonlinearity by ANN.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 17.2 describes the
principle of the VCO nonlinearity correction. Section 17.3 introduces the BP
network. Section 17.4 gives the details of the proposed method. Section 17.5
presents simulation results. Finally, Sect. 17.6 concludes the paper.

17.2 The Principle of the VCO Nonlinearity Correction

The frequency of VCO transmitted signal will change nonlinearly without
correction, and it can be expressed as:

f ðvÞ ¼ f0 �
B

2
þ B

T
ðv� v0Þ þ eðvÞ v0� v� v0 þ vm ð17:1Þ

Where f0 is the middle frequency of the transmitted signal, B is the modulation
bandwidth, T denotes the sweeping period and eðvÞ is the nonlinear part. In
general, the control voltage of VCO is a sawtooth or triangular wave. This paper
takes the sawtooth wave for example, it is defined as:

vðtÞ ¼ v0 þ
vm

T
t 0� t� T ð17:2Þ

Where v0 and vm are the minimum and the maximum value of the control voltage
respectively, substituted Eq. 17.2 into Eq. 17.1 to give:

f ðtÞ ¼ f ½vðtÞ� ¼ f0 �
B

2
þ Bvm

T2
t þ e½vðtÞ� 0� t� T ð17:3Þ

It’s clear that the f ðtÞ will be nonlinear under a sawtooth control voltage as the eðvÞ
is not zero generally. How to eliminate or minimize the nonlinear is to seek a
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DvðtÞ, and take v1ðtÞ ¼ vðtÞ þ DvðtÞ as new control voltage to replace vðtÞ, then
f ðtÞ meets:

f ðtÞ ¼ f ½v1ðtÞ� ¼ f0 �
B

2
þ Bvm

T2
t þ B

T
DvðtÞ þ e½v1ðtÞ� ¼ f0 �

B

2
þ Bvm

T2
t ð17:4Þ

In fact, the DvðtÞ in Eq. 17.4 is hard to solve directly as it depends on e½v1ðtÞ�
while e½v1ðtÞ� is time-varying. However, DvðtÞ or v1ðtÞ can be gained by all sorts of
approximation ways such as the ANN method.

17.3 The BP Network

BP network is also called error back propagation neural network as the most
popular network widely used in pattern recognition, image process and control
field. BP network generally adopts the three-layer network structure(input layer,
hidden layer and output layer) as shown in Fig. 17.1.

Hecht-Nielsen has demonstrated that any continuous function defined in closed
interval can be approached by a three-layer BP network precisely. Let xi ði ¼
1; 2; . . .;mÞ denotes the input of the BP network, yk ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . .; pÞ denotes the
output of the BP network, xji ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ denotes a connecting weighted
value between the hidden layer j-node and the input layer i-node, xkj denotes a
connecting weighted value between the output layer k-node and the hidden layer
j-node and bj denotes a hidden layer threshold of the j-node. In general, the
function of hidden layer is S-type:

Oj ¼ f ðIjÞ ¼
1

1þ e�Ij
ð17:5Þ

Where Ij and Oj are the input and output of hidden layer j-node neuron, Ij

defines:

Input Output

input layer hidden layer output layer

Fig. 17.1 The structure of 3-layer BP network
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Ij ¼
Xm

i¼1

xixji þ bj ð17:6Þ

The output layer’s function is selected as the linear-type, the output of the BP
network is:

yk ¼
Xn

j¼1

xkjOj ð17:7Þ

The connecting weighted values and thresholds could be gained through network
training.

17.4 A VCO Nonlinearity Correction Method Based
on Neural Network

17.4.1 Main Idea

BP network could approach continuous functions in closed interval with any
precision, especially suitable for dealing with nonlinear problems. As the fre-
quency-voltage curve of the VCO during a sweeping period is a continuous
function, the BP network could be utilized to correct VCO nonlinearity. Firstly,
getting enough data from the curve by sampling during the whole period; sec-
ondly, using the obtained data to train the BP network; finally, the control voltage
that linear frequency modulated signal needed can be generated by the trained
network.

17.4.2 Steps of the Method

The implementation steps of the proposed method are as follows:

(1) Collecting ‘frequency-voltage’ data. Firstly, calculating the instantaneous
frequency of the output signal of the VCO in a sweeping period; then the
‘frequency-voltage’ curve could be gained; Finally, collecting the data by
choosing enough points from the curve.

(2) Training the BP network. Constructing a three-layer BP network and setting
the network’s parameters. Then training the network with the data from step
(1)–let the frequencies as the input of the network while the voltages as the
output. Considering the result is different after training each time even under
the same data and the same parameters, the proposed method constructs n BP
networks to train and choose the best trained network.
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(3) Generating the corrected control voltages. Inputting the ideal linear FM
(frequency modulation) data to the n trained networks, their outputs will be the
corrected voltages. Loading the n control voltages sequences to the VCO and
detecting nonlinearities, the control voltage sequence according to the smallest
nonlinearity will be stored in a storage unit.

(4) Reading the control voltage from the storage unit and loading it to the VCO.
Then the VCO will output FM signal with tiny frequency modulated
nonlinearity.

(5) Timing correction strategy is implemented to eliminate the random small
changes that arosed by vibration, aging and environment changes which means
repeating step (1) to (3) periodicity.

17.4.3 The Flow of the Method

Summarizing the detailed steps introduced above, the flow chart of the proposed
method is shown in: (Fig. 17.2).

17.5 Simulation Results

500 times Monte-Carlo experiments were run in MATLAB to test the proposed
method. The frequency of the VCO’s output signal varies from 21.0 to 21.6 GHz,
and the control voltage changes between 0.5 and 1.5 V. In the simulation 1000
points are collected and the nonlinearity which simulated by sine frequency
modulated is 5%. What’s more the nonlinear of the VCO meets the endpoints
unbiased principle. BP network’s parameters are set as follow: the number of
neuron in the hidden layer is 30 and its transfer function is tansig, the transfer
function of the output layer is purelin, the reverse transfer function of the network
is trainlm. In the experiments, 5 BP networks are constructed to train each time.

Figure 17.3 shows the change of the control voltage and frequency-time curve
before and after correction in one experiment. It’s clear that the linear control
voltage turns to nonlinear while the nonlinear frequency modulated by the VCO
turns to linear after correction. The nonlinearity of the VCO bacomes 0.0143%
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after correction that reduced two orders of magnitude from 5%, while the non-
linearity corrected by fine delay phase-locked loop could just achieve 0.02% [13].

The results of the 500 times Monte-Carlo experiments are shown in Fig. 17.4.
From the figure, it could draw a conclusion that the nonlinearities of the VCO after
correction are all below 0.015%, which shows that the proposed method is stable.
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17.6 Conclusion

A VCO nonlinearity correction method based on BP network is proposed to improve
the linearity of VCO. The control voltage that linear changed frequency needed is
obtained by inverse training the BP network. High corrected precision can be achieved
through setting the parameters of the network reasonably and adopting appropriate
correction strategy. Compared with the present methods, the proposed method has a
simple principle and holds the advantages of both the opened-loop methods and the
closed-loop methods. The proposed method has a good application prospect.
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Chapter 18
Blood Skeleton Extraction Approach
for Retinopathy Images

Xing-yu Shang and Dong-bo Zhang

Abstract Few existing blood vessel extraction methods regard to retinopathy
images. Due to the interference of the lesions border, it is difficult to correctly
extract the vasculature. In this paper, We propose a operator for non-vessel
structure inhibition, and achieve blood vessel skeleton extraction by combining
with non-maxima suppression and hysteresis multi-thresholding technique. The
experiment results show that our method achieves good performance.

Keywords Retinal fundus image � Blood vessel extraction � Gabor filter

18.1 Introduction

The lesions of retinal fundus tells us the diabetics, hypertension, obesity,
arteriosclerosis and retinal retinopathy, etc. So, the accurate extraction of blood
vessels in retinal images will help ophthalmologist locate and determine the
lesions area. Chaudhuri [1] proposed a vessel segmentation method using 2-D
Gaussian filter. Qin Li [2] proposed a method which included a multi-scale ana-
lytical scheme based on Gabor filters and a threshold probing technique used in [3]
to segment vessels. All those methods rely on local information of blood vessels,
such as color, shape, gradient and contrast, etc. But these information are not
enough to distinguish non vessel pixels, e.g., boundary of optic disk and lesions
area, narrow and dark gap between bright areas. So, we propose a non-vessel
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inhibition method for retinopathy images based on Gabor filter. Then we use non-
maxima suppression technology, and get the binary vessel skeleton image by
hysteresis multi-thresholds technology. Experiments prove that our method
achieves good performance.

18.2 Gabor Filter-Based Vessel Skeleton Extraction Algorithm

18.2.1 Gabor Filter

Here we use the following two-dimensional Gabor filter [4] as the kernel function.

gk;d;h;/ðx; yÞ ¼ e�
~x2þc2~y2

2d2 cosð2p
~x

k
þ /Þ ð18:1Þ

~x ¼ x cos hþ y sin h ~y ¼ �x sin hþ y cos h

Where c is spatial aspect ratio, k is the wavelength. The standard deviation d
determines the size of the receptive field. The ratio d=k determines the spatial
frequency bandwidth. The angle parameter hi; hi 2 ½0; pÞ specifies the orientation
of the normal to the vascular strip. The parameter u ðu 2 ð�p; p�Þ is a phase offset
in the cosine factor. The function gives a maximum response at excitatory stripe
zones when u ¼ 0 and a maximum response at inhibitory stripe zones when
u ¼ p: And when u ¼ þp=2 the function gives a maximum response at object
edges. we select 12 different filter templates to achieve feature detection. The
response rk;d;h;uðx; yÞ of Gabor filter is the convolution of gk;d;h;uðx; yÞ with input
image f ðx; yÞ as follows.

rk;d;h;uðx; yÞ ¼
Z Z

f ðu; vÞgk;d;h;uðx� u; y� vÞdudv ð18:2Þ

Where c ¼ 0:5 and d=k ¼ 0:56: At each pixel only the maximum of their
responses is retained.

rAH
k;d;/
ðx; yÞ ¼ maxfHðrk;d;hi;/ðx; yÞÞjhi ¼ 0; p=12; 2p=12; . . .; 11p=12g

�� �� ð18:3Þ

Where, HðzÞ correspond to half-wave rectification function, if the value
rk;d;h;uðx; yÞ below zero will be set to zero, otherwise, it is retained.

Figure 18.1b shows the result of using Gabor filter to Fig. 18.1a. The edge of
lesions and bright yellow exudates have similar property of vessel, the response of
Gabor filter to them is even much higher than most of real vessel pixels. To solve
those problems, we propose non-vessel structure inhibition to suppress the edge of
object. The operator vk;dðx; yÞ as follows:

vk;dðx; yÞ ¼ HðrAH
k;d;p
ðx; yÞ � a1rAH

k;d;0
ðx; yÞ � a2rAH

k;d;p=2
ðx; yÞÞ ð18:4Þ

Where rAH
k;d;p
ðx; yÞ; rAH

k;d;0
ðx; yÞ and rAH

k;d;p=2
ðx; yÞ represent the response of Gabor

function with phase offset u ¼ p; 0 and p=2; respectively. The factor a1 and a2
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control the strength of inhibition to bright stripes and object edge, by much tests,
we get a better effect when parameter value a1 ¼ 0:5; a2 ¼ 1 were used
(Fig. 18.2).

18.2.2 Binarization Using Hysteresis Multi-threshold Technology

Before using Hysteresis Multi-threshold Technology, we thin the blood vessels
into one pixel width by the Non-maxima Suppression [5]. However, there are still
lots of non-vessel pixels appear as scattered dot or short lines (Fig. 18.3c) when we
use standard hysteresis threshold techonlogy. So, we propose a hysteresis multi-
threshold technique based on standard hysteresis threshold [5] which use a pair of
threshold values tl and th to classify pixels. In standard hysteresis threshold
technology, we select tl ¼ 0:05 �max I and th ¼ 0:1 �max I; where max_I
specifies the maximum response of candidate pixels. In hysteresis multi-threshold
technology, we define multi-pairs of thresholds ti

l
and ti

h
; i 2 f1; . . .;Nig; ti

l
\tiþ1

l
;

ti
h\tiþ1

h : The classification rule is same with standard hysteresis threshold [5]

Fig. 18.1 a Retinal fundus images with lesions. b Result of application of Gabor filter to the
image

Fig. 18.2 a Result using Gaussian matched filter. b Result of non-maxima suppression after
using Gaussian matched filter. c Result of standard hysteresis thresholding after thinning by non-
maxima suppression
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under threshold pair i. Binary output bi
k;dðx; yÞ under threshold pair i can be

obtained by (18.5) and (18.6).

tk;dðx; yÞ ¼ nMSTðvk;dðx; yÞÞ ð18:5Þ

bi
k;dðx; yÞ ¼ HTiðtk;dðx; yÞÞ; i 2 f1; . . .;Nig ð18:6Þ

Where, HT is hysteresis thresholding operator. nMST is non maxima sup-

pression thinning operation. Let Ci;k
k;d be the connected components of binary

output bi
k;d

bi
k;d ¼

[
k

Ci;k
k;d ð18:7Þ

Where, Ci;k
k;d; k ¼ 1; . . .;Ni

c represent the kth connected component under

threshold pair i. By morphological dilation operation with a 2 9 2 square struc-

turing element is applied in Ci;k
k;d.

Di;k
k;d ¼ Ci;k

k;d � q2 ð18:8Þ

The final vessel skeleton structure Vk;d can be achieved by following sequent
operation. Then we delete lines less than 10 pixels. Following pairs of threholds
are used, i.e., {(0.03,0.06) *max_I,(0.04, 0.07)*max_I,(0.05, 0.08)*max_I,(0.06,
0.1)*max_I}.

Fig. 18.3 a Responses of non-vessel structure inhibition to Fig. 18.1b b Result of non-maxima
suppression to Fig. 18.1b c Result of non-maxima suppression to a. d Result of standard
hysteresis thresholding process to b. e Result of standard hysteresis thresholding process to
c. f Result of hysteresis multi-thresholding process to c
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BðNt ;Nt�1Þ
k;d ¼

[
ðbNt

k;d�q2Þ\DNt�1;k
k;d 6¼/

ðbNt
k;d [ CNt�1;k

k;d Þ ð18:9Þ

BðNt�1;Nt�2Þ
k;d ¼

[
ðBðNt ;Nt�1Þ

k;d �q2Þ\DNt�2;k
k;d 6¼/

ðBðNt ;Nt�1Þ
k;d [ CNt�2;k

k;d Þ ð18:10Þ

Vk;d ¼ Bð2;1Þk;d ¼
[

ðBð3;2Þk;d �q2Þ\D1;k
k;d 6¼/

ðBð3;2Þk;d [ C1;k
k;dÞ ð18:11Þ

18.3 Experiment Analysis and Results

The Gaussian filter [1] is compared with our method. Both Gaussian filter and
Gabor filter are consist of a widows with 15 9 15 pixels and 12 orientations. The
parameter a1 and a2 are assigned to 0.5 and 1. Figure 18.2a shows the result of
Fig. 18.1a using Gaussian filter. Figure 18.1b) shows the result of Gabor filters.
We can see that the response of Gabor matched filter is more smooth and clear.
In our method, the non-vessel structure can be greatly suppressed, after thinning,
the main vascular skeleton is completely retained (Fig. 18.3c). And by hysteresis
multi-thresholding binarization, scattered dots or short lines are deleted.
(Figure 18.3f). But using Gaussian filter, the non-vessel structures is difficult to be
excluded (Fig. 18.2b). After computation of standard hysteresis thresholding, the
real vessel structure is hardly to be identified (Fig. 18.2c). Figure 18.3b shows the
result using the non-maxima suppression directly to (Fig. 18.1b). Figure 18.3c
shows the result of non-maxima suppression after non-vessel inhibition process
(Fig. 18.3a). Most non-vessel structures are excluded in (Fig. 18.3c). The results
of standard hysteresis thresholding to Fig. 18.3b, c are shown in Fig. 18.3d, e.
The vascular skeleton in Fig. 18.3e is much more distinguishable. The result of
hysteresis multi-thresholding to Fig. 18.3c is shown in Fig. 18.3f. In comparison
with Fig. 18.3d, lots of scattered dots or short lines are deleted.

18.4 Conclusion

We introduce a non-vessel structure inhibition operator to extract vasculature in
retinopathy images. By combining with non-maxima suppression and hysteresis
multi-thresholding technique, the method achieves good performance. But some
small vessels and vessel bifurcations are lost because of excessive inhibition and
there are still residual non-vessels structures in final result images. Further work is
required in this area.
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Chapter 19
Calculation and Analysis of Temperature
and Fluid Fields in Water-Cooled Motor
for Coal Cutters

Dawei Meng, Liying Wang and Yongming Xu

Abstract To study the temperature distribution of the water-cooled motor for coal
cutters, with the aid of the theory of hydromechanics and finite volume method,
the authors set up three-dimensional partial physical and mathematical models for
the stators and rotors. Under the basic assumptions and boundary conditions, by
the numerical analysis and computation, the temperature distributions of stators,
rotors and water-cooled jackets are worked out. Considering the fact that the water
is cooled in turn and the circumferential temperature distribution is uneven, the
authors calculate the temperature field for the whole motor. Under the condition of
same flow and heat sources, the influence of water-cooled jacket to the motor
temperature is studied. The result shows that the highest temperature is lower than
the maximum permissible temperature; the better cooling effect can be acquired by
selecting the jacket structure reasonably. The study provides the theoretical basis
for optimized design of water-cooled motor.

Keywords Water-cooled motor � Temperature field � Three-dimensional � Finite
volume method

19.1 Introduction

The water-cooled motor is an essential part of the coal cutters for the thin seam, its
development trend is toward the increasement of the power density [1]. But the
more the power density is, the more the loss per unit volume is, and thus, its work
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efficiency will get lower and local overheating will occur. And meanwhile, the
worse working conditions also lower the reliability and shorten the motor life.
So calculating the motor temperature in the all parts accurately is necessary for the
motor designs and operation. Based on the theory of hydromechanics, a water-
cooled motor of YBCM190-4 type is used to calculate the temperature field by the
finite volume method. Because the whole model is too great to deal with, a method
from the part to the whole is used. First the partial model for two water-cooled
jackets is set up, and then the distribution of temperature field is calculated, the
next partial model is solved by changing boundary conditions on the basis of the
previous calculation; this process is repeated until the temperature distribution of
the whole motor is calculated.

19.2 Set-up of Physical Model

Limited in the installation space, the sizes of motor and cooling structure are
shown in Table 19.1. The cooling system is composed of 16 water jackets flowing
axially inside the shell. The cooling water flows from the inlet, then through all
water jackets, and finally to the outlet, the whole motor, thus, is cooled, as shown
in Fig. 19.1.

The partial model set up in the paper includes two water jackets, one is for
water in, and the other is for water out, i.e. 1/8 of the motor, as shown in Fig. 19.2.

19.2.1 Basic Assumptions

1. The distribution of heat sources is even in their respective areas and the pen-
etrated depth of the surface loss on the stators and rotors is 1.5 mm;

2. The turbulence model is used to solve the fluid field because of large fluid
Reynolds number in the water jackets;

3. The fluid in the jackets is incompressible and the flow type is steady flow [2, 3];
4. The heat radiation is unconsidered, and heat is transferred only by air gap

between stators and rotors;

Table 19.1 Basic motor parameters

Parameters Values Parameters Values (mm)

Rated power 100 KW Partition thickness 10
Rated voltage 1,140 V Axial length of jacket 510
Outer diameter of stator 324 mm Water jacket height 11
Inner diameter of stator 213 mm Water jacket width 60.2575
Diameter of rotor 90 mm Internal shell thickness 11
Gap length 0.5 mm External shell thickness 5
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5. That the water temperatures in adjacent inlets and outlets are assumed to be
equal when the whole motor is solved;

6. No heat transfer between adjacent partial models, and no heat transfer between
the straight-line parts and winding ends of stators and rotors.

19.2.2 Mathematical Model and Boundary Conditions

The rated velocity in the jacket inlet S1 is 0.384 m/s, the jacket outlet S2 is that of
free flow, and S3 is adiabatic surface [4]. The flow type of the fluid in the jacket is
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Fig. 19.1 Expansion plot of water-cooled jacket

Fig. 19.2 Physical model of
temperature field calculation
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turbulent flow, the fluid is incompressible, the field area meets Mass Conservation
Equation, Momentum Conservation Equation and Turbulent Transport Equation.

The standard j� e equation is a semi-empirical formula based on the turbulent
energy and dissipation rating, as seen in the following:

oðqjÞ
ot
þ oðqjliÞ

oxi
¼ o

oxi
lþ lt

rj

� �
oj
oxj

� �
þ Gj � qe: ð19:1Þ

oðqeÞ
ot
þ oðqjliÞ

oxi
¼ o

oxj
lþ lt

rj

� �
oe
oxj

� �
þ C1ee

j
� C2eq

e2

j
: ð19:2Þ

where: j—turbulent energy; e—dissipation rating of turbulent energy; li—
velocity along the direction of i; l—dynamic viscosity; Gj—generated term of
turbulent energy by the mean velocity gradient; lt—turbulent velocity.

The heat transfer in the motor fluid and solid areas meets the equation of heat
conduction [5]:
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oT
ox

� �
þ o
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ky
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oy

� �
þ o

oz
kz

oT
oz

� �
¼ �q: ð19:3Þ

where: T is the temperature of solid; kx; ky; kz are the coefficients of the heat
conduction in the direction of x, y and z; q is the density of heat source.

19.2.3 Heat Sources in the Motor

In order to calculate the temperature distribution of the motor, it is important to
calculate the losses accurately [6], the losses of the stator and the rotor are cal-
culated by the electro-magnetic analysis and shown in Table 19.2.

19.3 Calculation and Analysis of Temperature and Fluid Fields

By solving the model with the finite volume method, the temperature distributions
of cooling water under the first partial models acquired and shown in Fig. 19.3.

The highest temperature of the motor is on the rotor bars from the Fig. 19.3, and
the whole of rotor bars is all but isothermal body; the highest temperature of the

Table 19.2 Losses in each part

Parameters Values (W) Parameters Values (W)

Copper loss of stator 2,698 Copper loss of rotor 1,200
Iron-core loss of stator yoke 605 Surface loss of rotor 600
Iron-core loss of stator tooth 449 Loss of rotor tooth 200
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stator is on the upper winding close to slot wedge. This is consistent with cooling
structure and the way of heat dissipation. From the temperature distribution of
insulating layer, it is seen that the peak temperature rise is lower than permissible
temperature rise (H-class insulation). The average temperature of water in the inlet
is 303.15 K, and then increases by 0.5255 K after the water flows through the first
set jackets.

It is seen from Fig. 19.4 that the fluid temperature in the water jackets rises
from 303.15 to 307.5 K with the water flowing. The temperature difference is
4.25 K. This is consistent with the measurement on the field.

Fig. 19.3 Temperature distribution in the motor

Fig. 19.4 Temperature of
water-cooled jacket
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The Fig. 19.5 is the highest temperature curves of stator winding and rotor bars
in each partial model. It is seen that the temperature of stator winding rises from
337.549 to 341.3307 K and the circumferential temperature difference is 3.78 K,
the temperature of rotor bars rises from 398.5232 to 402.637 K and the circum-
ferential temperature difference is 4.11 K.

19.4 Calculation of Temperature Field After Changing
Structure of Water Jacket

With the same flow and heat sources, the cooling structure determines the tem-
perature distribution of motor. So improving the cooling system has an important
significance.

In order to verify that the design of cooling system is reasonable, the pression
check of the cooling system is done under the same water flow [7]. The cooling
system consists of 16 water jackets. When the water jackets are changed into 14 or
18, the water pressures are all lower than the technical requirements of 3 MPa.
This proves the design is reasonable. Based on this, the temperature and fluid fields
are calculated for the motors with 14 and 18 water jackets.

Fig. 19.5 Circumferential temperature distribution of stator winding and rotor bars. a Stator
winding; b rotor bars

Fig. 19.6 Temperature contrast of winding and bars with different water-cooled jacket
structures. a Stator winding; b rotor bars
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The temperature difference of cooling water is 3.90 K for 14 water jackets,
4.1 K for 18 ones, and 4.25 K for 16 ones, respectively. The temperature differ-
ence in 16 water jackets is greater than that of 14 and 18 ones. Under the same
water flow, the greater the temperature difference of the cooling water is, the more
the heat taken is, and the better the cooling effect is. Moreover, from the tem-
perature contrast curves in the Fig. 19.6, it is seen that the design of the cooling
systems with 16 water jackets is more reasonable.

19.5 Conclusions

By the calculation and analysis to the temperature and fluid fields of water-cooled
motor, the following conclusions are acquired:

1. The highest temperature of the motor is lower than the maximum permissible
temperature, this makes the motor safe and stable;

2. the structure of water jackets has a greater effect on the cooling effect. And the
design of cooling system of 16 water jackets is more reasonable;

3. the calculation method from a part to the whole leads to some error for the
ignorance of heat transfer between partial models during the calculation, so the
model in this paper needs to be improved further.
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Chapter 20
Combined Genetic Algorithm Control
for Bearingless Motor Suspended System

Weiran Wang, Xianxing Liu, Zhu Xin and Yuxin Sun

Abstract Genetic algorithm is an efficient global optimal searching algorithm.
It is based on the natural selection and the heredity theory, and combined the
principle of the fittest survival with the stochastic exchange of community internal
chromosome. This paper takes bearingless motor as control object, makes the
simulation in Matlab and use real-time emulation system dspace to experiment
about the bearingless motor suspended system. The result demonstration that as
increase iterative number of times the result parameter get more and more perfect
to the suspension control. With the end of evolution, the algorithm finds the best
control parameters. The algorithm is optimal globally, effect significantly to the
suspension system, so it fitted for complex and non-linear bearingless motor about
the suspension control.

Keywords Genetic algorithm � Bearingless motor � Parameter optimization for
the suspended system � Dspace
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20.1 Introduction

Bearingless induction motor is one kind of new motor which combined motor
with magnetic bearings in one stator windings [1, 2]. Compared with traditional
magnetic motors, the axial space of bearingless induction motor is short and with
the high speed. Bearingless motor make the rotating magnetic field of itself as the
bias magnetic field, so magnetic power greatly reduced, with the advantage of high
quality energy-saving. Bearingless motor use two sets of different windings on
stator to produces a radial magnetic field force (Maxwell force) which will make
the rotor suspended in space, so there will be no contaction between the rotor and
the stator. There are many kinds of bearingless motor, but the structure and
working principles are general similar.

20.2 The Basic Principle and Mathematical Model
of Bearingless Motor

20.2.1 The Mathematical Model of Suspension

The movement of the rotor of motor radial suspension in two degrees of freedom

m€x ¼ kxciþ kxxx� fx ð20:1Þ

m€y ¼ kyciþ kyyy� fy ð20:2Þ

kxci, kyci is control pull force which produces by the suspending control winding
[3]; kxxx, kyyy is magnetic pull force which produces by the rotor displacement,
This magnetic pull force is proportional to rotor’s displacement and the direction is
same to the direction of rotor’s displacement. So accelerate the movement of rotor
along the direction of displacement. fx, fy is the load force which is respectively
along the x–y axis. The diagram is as shown in Fig. 20.1a.

Such as shown in the Fig. 20.1a, the magnetic pull force of displacement
eccentric kxxx, kyyy is a positive feedback. So the system is unstable. The rotor’s
mass is m = 2.85 kg

1
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Fig. 20.1 Rotor suspension system. a The diagram of rotor suspension system. b The diagram of
rotor suspension system with adjuster
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kyy ¼ k2
B2

9l0rlN2
2 I2

2m

16pd3
0

¼ 0:92 � 4p� 10�7 � 9� 57:3� 10�3 � 120� 10�3 � 1002 � 32

16p� 0:353 � 10�9

¼ 2630500

So the Open-loop transfer function is:

G sð Þ ¼ 1
ms2 � kyy

¼ 1
2:85s2 � 2630500

ð20:3Þ

As the same, we can get the transfer function along the x-axis, but only some
x-axis component of external disturbance force in the x-axis direction generally.
Rotor’s gravity mainly decomposed along the y-axis.

20.3 The Design of PID Controller for Rotor
Suspension System

PID controller is a linear controller [1, 4]. It is based on the control deviation
e between the given value with the actual output value, and got the control volume
by linearly composed the proportional, integral and differential of the deviation.
Figure 20.1b shows the suspension control system with the PID correction. Its
open-loop transfer function is:

G sð ÞH sð Þ ¼ Kdsþ Kp

ms2 � kyy
¼ K s� zð Þ

ms2 � kyy
¼ K s� zð Þ

2:85s2 � 2630500
ð20:4Þ

The open-loop pole are 960.72, -960.72, we should increases zero spot in
left side of the pole which in left half axis, supposes the increased zero spot is
s = z = -1000, the origin of coordinates is the critical stable point, the critical
stability gain is kxx = 2630500. If make the closed-loop characteristic root in the
left plane, so the open-loop gain should be greater than the critical stability gain
Kp [ kxx, Kp = 4.65 9 106, Kd = 1000.

So the closed-loop transfer function is:

Kdsþ Kp

ms2 � kyy þ Kdsþ Kp

� � ¼ 1000sþ 4:65� 106

2:85s2 � 2630500 þ 1000sþ 4:65� 106

¼ 1000sþ 4:65� 106

2:85s2 þ 1000sþ 2019500
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20.4 Combined Adapted Genetic Algorithm to Improve
Suspension Controller

� Optimal selection operator
Optimal selection operator combined best retention and proportional selection.

First, find the highest and lowest fitness value of the individual in current groups,
while allow the two best individuals do not participate in crossover, mutation and
direct into the next generation. Second, arrange the remained individual’s fitness.
In the end, operate proportional selection. The selection ideas no only ensure the
best individual’s fitness in the group does not be decreased but also increase the
average value of fitness in the population.

` Adaptive crossover operator and mutation operator
When individual’s fitness in the population tends to same or local optimum,

Pc need increase; when individual’s fitness in the population tends to scattered,
Pc need decrease. Meanwhile the individual corresponds to the lower Pc when the
individual fitness higher than the average value of the group. That sends the better
solution to the next generations. And the individual corresponds to the high
Pc when the individual fitness lowers than the average value. That solution should
be eliminated. Similar to the above adaptive mutation operator, the adaptive
crossover operator and mutation operator is:

Pc ¼ k1
ðfmax�f 0Þ
fmax�favg

; f 0 � favg

k2; f \favg

(
Pm ¼ k3

ðfmax�f Þ
fmax� favg

; f � favg

k4; f \favg

(
ð20:5Þ

Which fmax is the largest fitness value of the population; favg is the average
fitness value of each population; f0 is the larger fitness value in two individuals
which want to crossover; f is the fitness of the individual which want to mutate.
k1,k2,k3,k4 [ (0,1).

20.5 The Simulation and Experiment by Dspace About
the Suspension Control Combined the Adaptive
Genetic Algorithm

Get the open-loop transfer function of bearingless motor’s suspension system

according to the conventional engineering design methods [5]. G sð ÞH sð Þ ¼ KdsþKp

ms2�kyy
.

Closed-loop transfer function is KdsþKp

ms2�kyyþ KdsþKpð Þ ; when Kp [kyy, and got the error

function of displacement err(s) is: err sð Þ ¼ f sð Þ
ms2�kyyþ KdsþKpð Þ Choose the parameters

of PI controller that making the error function is minimal and making it accord
with the above transfer function.
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Fig. 20.2 The results of adaptive genetic algorithm to improve the bearingless motor rotor
position control. a The process of genetic algorithms to find the optimal parameters. b The
response of optimal parameters under step function. c The rotor position response of y-axis after
genetic algorithm found optimum parameters, the load of y-axis is 12 N. d The rotor position
response of x-axis after genetic algorithm found optimum parameters, the load of x-axis is 0 N.
e The response of rotor position (0 cm) about y-axis by dspace. f The response of rotor position
(0 cm) about y-axis by genetic algorithm improved
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The initial PID parameters: Kp = 4.65 9 106, Ki = 0, Kd = 1000. Set the
adaptive genetic algorithm parameters: the population M = 40, the evolution
number is 200, the coefficient w1 = 0.999, w2 = 0.001, w3 = 2, w4= 100, the best
value is min(abs(input function-closed-loop transfer function))).

As shown in Fig. 20.2, it is the results of adaptive genetic algorithm to improve
the bearingless motor rotor position control. Figure 20.2a shows the evolution
process of adaptive genetic algorithm find the best parameters. As the increase of
evolution, the index reduced and close to the best parameters gradually; Fig. 20.2b
shows that after find the optimal PID parameters, the response under step function;
Fig. 20.2c shows bearingless motor suspension control system’s suspension
response in y-axis after find the best PID parameters (Kp= 5.5169 9 106, Ki =
516.7658, Kd = 3845.5693) and the load of y-axis is 12 N. And the rotor can stable
suspension under the condition of set y-axis stable position is 0 m, the place of rotor
in y-axis ultimate stability in -5.6 9 10-6 m, this is an acceptable error; Fig. 20.2d
shows bearingless motor suspension control system’s suspension response in x-axis
after find the best PID parameters and the load of x-axis is 0N and there is no error
almost. Figure 20.2e is the experiment by dspace, the range of A/D, D/A is 10 v,
the rate of D/A data and signal is 1:10, oscilloscope is set to 9 10. When the load of
y-axis is 12 N and set stable position of y-axis is 0m. We can see the output of the
oscilloscope is -200 uv. According to the proportion of above, we know that rotor
displacement in y-axis is -2 9 10-6 m in this moment (it is -2 mm). The fluctu-
ations and err is also small; Fig. 20.2f is the response of rotor position about y-axis
by genetic algorithm improved in same data. We can see the output of the oscillo-
scope is -40 uv so the rotor displacement in y-axis is -2 9 10-6 m (it is -0.4 mm).
Compared to the Fig. 20.2e, the accuracy of rotor displacement combined genetic
algorithm control is improved about 500%.
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Chapter 21
Corner Detection via Two-Layer
Threshold Method

Zhihui Yang and Xiaolan Han

Abstract This paper presents a two-layer threshold method for the corner
detection. The method is inspired by the classical Susan corner detection model,
and the improvement is two-fold. One is the choice of the self-adaptive threshold,
which can be used to detect the possible corner areas. However, since a corner has
an arbitrary orientation and sometimes is disturbed by noises, we provide a series
of rotate coordinate systems, the second improvement, to enhance the accuracy of
our method. Experiment results show that the improved algorithm is robust and is
of high efficiency.

Keywords Corner detection � Self-adaptive threshold � Susan model

21.1 Introduction

The corner is an important local feature of image, which contains much important
shape information, and can be widely used in many fields such as image segment,
image matching, 3D reconstruction, etc. [1]

There is no unified mathematical definition for corner, but it is generally
believed that corner is a point where brightness of pixels changes violently [2], or a
point with local maximum value of edge curvature [3]. In recent 30 years, many
corner detectors have been proposed in the literature. Usually they are required to
gain accurate and stable result and be easy to carry out for practical requirements
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[4]. The corner detectors of gray scale images can be divided into three types
which are based on gradient, mask or the combination of them [2, 5, 6]. One of
classic corner detectors is Susan algorithm which is proposed by Smith and Brady
[7]. Since the algorithm adopts a circular mask and concerns every direction, it is
more accurate and insensitive to noises.

The paper proposes a new corner detector based on an improved Susan model.
The detector introduces a self-adaptive two-layer threshold to judge the univalue
segment assimilating nucleus (USAN) area and introduces a rotate coordinate
system to filter the candidate points to improve the detection ability by avoiding
missing and error detection. Experiments show that our algorithm is robust with
high efficiency and accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 21.2 introduces the classic Susan
algorithm and describes the improved algorithm in detail. Then some experimental
results compared with Harris detector and classic Susan detectors are given in
Sect. 21.3. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Sect. 21.4.

21.2 The Improve Susan Algorithm

First we will give a brief account of the classical Susan model described in [7].
The intrinsic idea of the classical Susan model lies in the definition of the

nucleus similar area, which is used for the judgment of corners. The Susan model
adopts a 7� 7 circular mask whose centre pixel is called a nucleus. Then the
neighborhood of the nucleus is divided into two sub- regions: the region where the
pixels are equal or similar to the nucleus, which is called a univalue segment
assimilating nucleus (USAN) area, and the region where the pixels are not similar
to the nucleus. The number of the similar pixels is defined as the size of the USAN
area. Susan model believes that the USAN area of the corner should be smaller
than that of half of all the mask pixels. In addition, from the definition, we may
observe that the smaller the USAN is, the more possible the point is a corner.
However, some points with extremely small USAN are considered as noises.
Based on the principle, The Susan model sets up a corner detection framework,
with which a point satisfying above conditions is considered as a corner. The mask
moves over all the pixels of the possible regions to detect all corners.

Fig. 21.1 Six kinds of the general USAN areas. a The nucleus is in the USAN area.
b The nucleus is on the edge. c, d, e The nucleus is a corner. f The nucleus is a noisy point
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The following figure shows six cases to determine whether a nucleus is a corner
(Fig. 21.1)

Compared with some other detectors, the classical Susan model works faster
and is of stronger anti-noise ability. However, its drawback is also apparent: it
strongly depends on the threshold. Furthermore, under some circumstances, such
as the contrast of the target and background changes sharply, the result is poor and
contains false corners.

To avoid above-mentioned drawbacks, we first introduce a self-adaptive
threshold to distinguish all kinds of USAN areas, and then present a series of rotate
coordinate systems to enhance the accuracy and anti-noise ability of the improved
algorithm.

Before presenting the improved algorithm, we first give a mathematical model
to find the self-adaptive threshold. Consider a 7� 7 circular mask, which contains
37 pixels, and then assume the initial threshold T ¼ 25 [7]. Then we choose a
3� 3 small mask and set

s ¼ k �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP8

i¼1

ðIðrÞ�IðriÞÞ2

8

s

T 0 ¼ minðT ; sÞ

8><
>: ð21:1Þ

where k ¼ 0:8 2 ð0; 1Þ is a regulation parameter. Notice that

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP8

i¼1

ðIðrÞ�IðriÞÞ2

8

s
is the

standard deviation of a 3� 3 grid window, which reflects the similarity for nearby
points of the nucleus. Combined with the initial threshold, T 0 can be applied to find
the corners from the local feature of the image and avoid the effect of noises.

Now we can state main steps of the proposed algorithm.

Step 1: Define a possible corner area. For a general gray scale image, there are
many flat areas, which is defined by

jIðxþ wÞ � Iðx� wÞj\Threshold

jIðyþ wÞ � Iðy� wÞj\Threshold

(
ð21:2Þ

where w is the size of the window with the default value 3 and the
Threshold usually takes 30. From above definition we can see that
Eq. (21.2) implies areas with smooth intensity. Thus we may neglect those
areas in order to speed up calculations.

Step 2: Find those candidate Corners by using the self-adaptive Susan algorithm
in the non-plat areas.

Step 3: Suppress error detection caused by noises. Take any candidate corner
point as the origin and set up a coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 21.2.
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In order to avoid the error detection, we define the corner response function
(CRF) as follows:

CRF¼22 � jIðV�Þ� IðOÞjþjIðVþÞ� IðOÞjþ2 � ðjIðUþ� IðV�ÞjþjIðU�Þ� IðV�ÞjÞ
ð21:3Þ

Next we will explain why, in Eq. (21.3), every term contributes to the CRF
with different weight. In fact, IðV�Þ � Ið0Þ is inside the corner area and influ-
ences the location accuracy of the corner greatly, so its weight is the biggest.
IðUþÞ � IðV�Þ and IðU�Þ � IðV�Þ are across both-side of the corner, so their
weights are in medium. IðVþÞ � Ið0Þ is outside the corner area and its influence
is the least, so its weight is the smallest. Here we adopt terms IðUþÞ �
IðV�Þ and IðU�Þ � IðV�Þ; not IðUþÞ � Ið0Þ and IðU�Þ � Ið0Þ; because those
terms will reduce the noise effect possibly occurring in the center.

According to the Susan model, here the CRF value should be larger than 125
and smaller than 1,350. In addition, we need to rotate the coordinate system to find
a corner in different directions. Here we first revolve the system by 45�, and repeat
the step at most eight times (Fig. 21.3). If the USAN size is beyond the scope, we
may identify the corresponding nucleus as a false corner and remove it.

Y

O XU+U-

V+

V-

Fig. 21.2 A coordinate
system centered at a
candidate corner, where
Uþ ¼ ðx; 0Þ; Vþ ¼ ð0;xÞ;
U� ¼ ð�x; 0Þ;
V� ¼ ð0;�xÞ:

Y
X

V -

V +U+

U -

O

Fig. 21.3 Revolve the
coordinate system by 45�
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21.3 Experiment Results

In this section some experimental results are presented and discussed. The per-
formance of the proposed corner detector is compared with Harris detector and
classic Susan detector. The goal of the experimental test is to analyze the accuracy,
stability and anti-noise abilities of the proposed technique.

According to the improved corner detection algorithm, related experimental
schemes are designed as follows by using Matlab 7:

(1) Comparison of the corner detection results by using Harris algorithm, classic
Susan algorithm and the improved algorithm for standard images.

From the results, we can see that the missed detection and error detection by
Harris algorithm are relatively serious. As the blue markers show in Fig. 2.14a,
there are two missed corners in the bottom right corner of the image, while there
are many redundant corners in the middle of the edges of the image. As shown in
Fig. 21.4b, classic Susan algorithm works better, but it still has many error
detected corners. Figure 21.4c demonstates much better performance, which
contains no error detection and missed detection

(2) Comparison of corner detection results through Harris algorithm, Susan
algorithm and the improved algorithm for standard images with Gaussian
noises.

To verify the anti-noise ability of the algorithm, we add the Gaussian noise in
the stardard image and then compare the detection result by three algorithms
(See Fig. 21.5).

From Fig. 21.5, we can see that the results given by Harris algorithm and
classic Susan algorithm are poor. By contrast, the result by the new algorithm is
almost insensitive to the noises.

Fig. 21.4 Comparison of detection effects by three algorithms for a standard image a Harris
algorithm. b Classic Susan algorithm. c The proposed algorithm
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(3) Medical images are usually complicated due to noises and other interference
of tissues. Therefore, the paper chooses a cell image to verify the efficiency of
our algorithm (Fig. 21.6).

We can see the similar result as shown in Figs. 21.4 and 21.5.

Fig. 21.5 Comparison of three algorithms for a standard image with Gaussian noise. a Harris
algorithm. b Classic Susan algorithm. c The proposed algorithm

Fig. 21.6 Comparison of detection effects by three algorithms for a cell image. a Harris result.
b classic Susan result. c the proposed method result. d Harris result with Gaussian noise. e classic
Susan result with Gaussian noise result. f the proposed method result with Gaussian noise
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21.4 Conclusions

Following the basic idea of classical Susan algorithm, we present a novel algo-
rithm to find all possible corners. The intrinsic difference between our algorithm
and the classical one lies in the choice of the threshold and the rotated coordinate
systems. We adopt a self-adaptive mechanism through comparing the standard
deviation of a smaller 3� 3 grid window with a default threshold of a 7� 7 mask.
Furthermore, in order to avoid the effect of noises, we may remove those false
corners in virtue of a series of rotated coordinate systems. The experiment results
show that our algorithm is stable and accurate. Finally, the proposed algorithm is
of computational complexity OðN log NÞ; thus it runs with less time.
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Chapter 22
DC Transformer Based on Two Dual
Switches Push–Pull DC Converters

Xianjin Zhang and Yongxian Song

Abstract This paper presents a novel DC transformer based on two dual switches
push–pull DC converters, whose output voltage is not regulated. It has no output
filter and runs under near 100% duty ratio. Zero voltage switching (ZVS) condi-
tions and higher efficiency may be easily got, and the bridge arm shoot-through
problem is not exist. In this paper, the principle of the transformer is analyzed in
detail including output-input characteristics and ZVS conditions. At last, the
experiment results are done to verify the performance of the proposed transformer
in laboratory.

Keywords DC transformer � ZVS � Push–Pull converter � DC converter

22.1 Introduction

The DC transmission and distribution generation system have become more and
more interesting than the AC transmission system especially in renewable sources.
An new type of DC converter-DC transformer, with a simple topology, soft switch
mode and higher efficiency, has been presented and studied, which runs in open-
loop mode for eliminating the stability problems of closed-loop control [1–14].
The DC transformer was used as a connector between two different AC grids
which have different frequencies and voltage level, and the power maybe easily
exchanged between them [1–5]. It can also be applied in different DC power
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applications with different voltage level for exchanging power [6–9], and can be
used in distributed generation systems, such as distributed LED lighting systems
(PFC+ DC transformer+ LED lighting) and communication systems (PFC+ DC
transformer+ VRM) [10–13].

The bridge arm shoot-through problem in half bridge and full bridge topology is
a very serious problem. In order to resolve it and according to the characteristic of
DC transformer, a novel DC transformer based on tw o dual switches push–pull
DC converters is proposed in this paper. The switches voltage stress is clamped at
input voltage by two primary clamped diodes, ZVS conditions can be easily
achieved respectively for high efficiency. The voltage stress of secondary rectifier
diodes is also clamped by output voltage. The proposed DC transformer operation
principle is particularly analyzed. The output characteristics and ZVS conditions
will be discussed in detail. The experimental results verify the performance of the
proposed DC transformer.

22.2 The Proposed Topology and Operational Principle

22.2.1 The Proposed Topology

The proposed DC transformer is shown in Fig. 22.1. Where the high frequency
transformer is magnetic integrated transformer made up of four windings: two
primary windings NP1, NP2 and two secondary windings NS1, Ns2. The inductors
Lr1 and Lr2 are resonant inductances including the transformer leakage inductance.
The diodes D1 and D2 are freewheeling diodes and can clamp switches voltage.
The capacitors CD3 and CD4 are parasitic capacitors of the rectified diodes D3 and
D4. Because the DC transformer is made up of two dual switches push–pull
converters, the problem of shoot-through of the switches does not exist.

22.2.2 The Operational Principle

Switches S1–S4 are driven by the interleaved PWM signals as shown in Fig. 22.2.
The operation behavior in each half of switching period can be divided into five
operation modes. The equivalent circuits of each mode are given in Fig. 22.3.
Before the analysis, some assumptions are made: the switches parasitic capacitors
C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = Cs; the diode parasitic capacitors CD3 = CD4 = Cd; the inductor
Lr1 = Lr2 = Lr \\ Lm, where Lm is the magnetizing inductance; the turn ratio of
primary-secondary turns NP1/NS1 = n.

Mode 1 (t0 < t < t1): The equivalent circuit is presented in Fig. 22.3a. Before
the time t0, S1 and S2 are on, S3 and S4 are off. The power is sent to secondary side
via D3, primary-secondary windings NP1, NS1. At time t0, S1 and S2 are turned off
under zero voltage because of the capacitors C1, C2. The Lr1 and Lr2 are
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respectively resonant with C1, C2 and C3, C4. The C1 and C2 are charged, C3 and
C4 are discharged. This mode ends at the time t1 when the voltages (uds1,2) drain-
source of S1 and S2 increase to input voltage Uin and the voltages (uds3,4) drain-
source of S3 and S4 drop to zero.

In this mode, (Uin-nUo) is neglected because it is very small. The current iLr1

and iLr2 are described as followed.

iLr1ðtÞ ¼
Ip

2
ð1þ cos xr1ðt � t0ÞÞ ð22:1Þ

iLr2ðtÞ ¼
Ip

2
ð1� cos xr1ðt � t0ÞÞ ð22:2Þ

The voltages uds1,2, uds3,4 of the switches are given below.

uds1;2ðtÞ ¼
IpZr1

4
sin xr1ðt � t0Þ ð22:3Þ

uds3;4ðtÞ ¼ Uin � Uds1;2 ¼ Uin �
IpZr1

4
sin xr1ðt � t0Þ ð22:4Þ

Where xr1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
LrCS

q
, Zr1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lr

2CS

q
and Ip is the current value of primary winding

NP1 current iNP1 at time t0.
Mode 2 (t1 < t < t2): Figure 22.3b gives the equivalent circuit. At time t1, the

body diodes of S3 and S4 are conduction. The iLr1 decreases and the iLr2 increases
linearly under the voltage Uin and Uo. The voltages uds1,2 are equal to input voltage
Uin and the voltages uds3,4 of S3 and S4 is zero. The current iLr1 and iLr2 is obtained
by Eqs. (22.5) and (22.5).

iLr1ðtÞ ¼ iLr1ðt1Þ �
Uin þ nUo

Lr
ðt � t1Þ ð22:5Þ

iLr2ðtÞ ¼ iLr2ðt1Þ þ
Uin þ nUo

Lr
ðt � t1Þ ð22:6Þ

Mode 3 (t2 < t < t3): The equivalent circuit is Fig. 22.3b. At time t2, S3 and S4

are turned on. Because their body diodes have been conduction, S3 and S4 are ZVS.
The iLr1 and iLr2 will decrease and increase respectively linearly. The body diodes
of S3 and S4 will not be continuous conduction, when the iLr1 is equal to the iLr2 at
the time t3. At the same time, secondary winding NS1 current iNS1 will also go to
zero, and D3 will be turned off. In this mode, the iLr1 and iLr2 are achieved in
Eqs. (22.7) and (22.8).

iLr1ðtÞ ¼ iLr1ðt2Þ �
Uin þ nUo

Lr
ðt � t2Þ ð22:7Þ

iLr2ðtÞ ¼ iLr2ðt2Þ þ
Uin þ nUo

Lr
ðt � t2Þ ð22:8Þ
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Mode 4 (t3 < t < t4): The equivalent circuit is Fig. 22.3c. Before the time t3, the
voltage (uNS1) across the secondary windings is Uo because of D3 being on. At
time t3, because D3 is turned off, the voltage uNS1 polarity begins to change. The
Lr1 and Lr2 are resonant with the captors CD3 and CD4. So the resonant current will
charge CD3 and discharge CD4. This mode will end at time t4, and the voltage uNS1

will be –Uo. In this mode, (Uin/n-Uo) is also neglected. The winding NS2 current
iNS2 and the voltages (uCd3, uCd4) across the rectified diodes D3 and D4 are listed
below.

uCd3ðtÞ ¼ 2Uoð1� cos xr2ðt � t3ÞÞ ð22:9Þ

uCd4ðtÞ ¼ 2Uo cos xr2ðt � t3Þ ð22:10Þ

iNS2ðtÞ ¼
2Uo

Zr2
sin xr2ðt � t3Þ ¼ IS sin xr2ðt � t3Þ ð22:11Þ

where xr2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n2

4LrCd

q
, Zr2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lr

n2Cd

q
and Is is the winding NS2 current iNS2 at time t4.

Mode 5 (t4 < t < t 5): The equivalent circuit is seen Fig. 22.3d. After the time t4,
the voltage across the diode D4 drops to zero, the power is sent to secondary side via
the D4, primary-secondary windings NP2 and NS2. The iLr1 and iLr2 will also
decrease and increase linearly respectively. This mode ends when S3 and S4 are
turned off at the time t5. In this mode, the inductor current iLr1 and iLr2 is expressed.

iLr1ðtÞ ¼ iLr1ðt4Þ �
Uin � nUo

Lr
ðt � t4Þ ð22:12Þ

iLr2ðtÞ ¼ iLr2ðt4Þ þ
Uin � nUo

Lr
ðt � t4Þ ð22:13Þ

After the time t5, the proposed DC transformer will begin next half period
operation (Figs. 22.4, 22.5).

22.3 The Input–Output Characteristics

Each dual switches push–pull DC converter operates under above 100% duty ratio.
The simplified circuit and current wave is shown in Fig. 22.6 when the S1 and S2

Lr1
Uin

C4

C3

C2

C1

Lr2

nUo
nUo

Cd3Cd4

+Uo -Uo

Lr/n2 Lr/n
2

Uin/n

(b)(a)Fig. 22.4 The equivalent
resonant circuits.
a. Equivalent resonant circuit
in mode 1. b. Equivalent
resonant circuit in mode 4
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are conduction. In order to simply analysis, resonant process will be neglected.
The output voltage Uo will be described from the Fig. 22.6.

Uo �
Uin

n
� Lr

2ðIo � IsÞ
n2T=2

ð22:14Þ

Where Io is the output current, IS is secondary winding NS2 current at time t4,
and T is period of the switches. From Eq. (22.11), IS related to Uo, Lr1, Lr2, CD3,
and CD4. In order to achieve hard output characteristics, the Lr1 and Lr2 must be as
small as possible from Eq. (22.14).

22.4 ZVS Conditions

In order to achieve ZVS, for example S3 and S4, the energy stored in Lr1 and Lr2

must be larger enough at time t0. The voltage uds3,4 must be resonant to zero before
S3 and S4 is turned on. At the same time, the voltage Uds3,4 will go to zero. The
Eq. 22.15 must be maintained, which is achieved from Eq. (22.4).

1
4

IpZr1�Uin ð22:15Þ

The Eq. (22.16) is also maintained, which is from Eq. (22.11) and Fig. 22.3b.

Lr �
ð2Uin

ffiffiffiffiffi
Cs
p

þ Uo
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Cd
p

Þ2

2n2I2
o

ð22:16Þ
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From Eq. 22.16, the Lr1 and Lr2 must be as large as possible in order to achieve
ZVS, and S3, S4 must be turned on between t1 and t3 from Fig. 22. 2. So the time
Toff of S3, S4 not conduction must meets

ðt1 � t0Þ� Toff �ðt3 � t0Þ ð22:17Þ

From Eqs. 22.4 and 22.11 and Fig. 22.3b, Toff is calculated.

Toff � t1 � t0 ¼
1

xr1
arcsin

2Uin

nZr1ðIo � Uo=Zr2Þ
ð22:18Þ

In order to achieve as maximum duty ratio as possible, Toff is only a little larger
than the time (t1-t0) because of not needing to consider shoot-through problem in
a dual Push–Pull converter.

According to above analysis, the inductance Lr1 and Lr2 must be small enough
from Eq. 22.14 to get good output characteristics, but the inductance must be large
enough to maintain ZVS conditions.

22.5 Experimental Results

The measured results of the proposed DC transformer are provided to verify the
performance. The parameters are listed: Uin = 180 V, Lr1 = Lr2 = 25 lH, n = 11:13,
Po = 2 kW, f = 100 kHz, D = 0.48, S1-S4:IRF460, D1-D4:DSEI30-06A. Main
experimental waveforms are shown in Fig. 22.6 under full load and 1/4 load,
where ugs1, uds1, uNS1, iNP1 and iNS1 respectively are the gate voltage and drain-
source voltage, the voltage and current of secondary winding NS1 and primary
winding NP1.

It can be concluded that the voltage uds1 is clearly zero when the S1 is turned on
and turned off from Fig. 22.6a. It means that the ZVS is achieved. Because of
having no output filter inductor, the voltage of the output capacitor Cout has ability
of clamping the voltage peak of the secondary winding NS1 and the voltage caused
by the reverse recovery voltage of D3 and D4. So the voltage uNS1 peak obviously
is very small in Fig. 22.6c and Fig. 22.7b.

From Fig. 22.7a, the primary and secondary windings current of iNP1 and iNS1

begin to fall when the switches are on under light load. This is that the secondary
current iNS1 is higher than the load current under light load. In order to maintain the
average value of the secondary current equal to load current, the primary and
secondary current must fall, and it means that the primary winding voltage, which
is referred to the output voltage Uo, is higher than the input voltage Uin.

The efficiency of the proposed DC transformer under full load shows in
Fig. 22.8. Because the switching loss is small under ZVS and the losses of the
reverse recovery of the rectified diodes are also small under the clamping capa-
bility of output capacitor Cout, the proposed DC transformer has a high efficiency
from the Fig. 22.8.
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22.6 Conclusions

The proposed DC transformer based on two dual switches push–pull converters is
presented in this paper. It is made up of two dual switches push–pull converters
and the high frequency transformer consists of magnetic integrated transformer
and two flywheel diodes are only needed in primary, so the bulk and lost of the
proposed DC transformer will be reduced. Because power switches has no shoot-
through problem, it has higher reliability. The DC transformer easily achieves
zero-voltage switching. Power switches losses will also be cut down under ZVS.
Because of the clamping function of output capacitor Cout, the voltage of sec-
ondary winding has not voltage peak and the reverse recovery of the rectified
diodes has been very well restrained. Under the above conditions the proposed DC
transformer may have a higher efficiency under higher switching frequency.
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Chapter 23
Design and Implementation of Embedded
File System Cache Management

Jinhai Zhang

Abstract With the rapid development of embedded systems, embedded operating
system has also been more widely used, is provided for in the embedded file
system to support demand is also increasing. Such as mobile music, image storage,
etc., and now the hard disk can be recorded TV there, all of which need to have
embedded file system support. The embedded file system not only will be widely
used in digital and entertainment product, but also has good outlook in system
software represented by GUI system.

Keywords Embedded file system � FAT � Cache � LRU algorithm

23.1 Introduction

Cache is a memory or disk access speed up the technology, mainly used to
improve system responsiveness. The principle of operation is to use a faster
storage device to keep a slow storage device from the data in the read, when the
need to re-read or write, the first completed in the fast storage devices, and then
write according to different strategies to the real slow storage device [1, 2]. For
example, RAM memory access speed is much faster than disk drives, so you can
be part of the space opened up into a high-speed RAM cache, disk access when
there is demand, put the data read into this part of the high-speed cache, when the
next time there is this part of the data access requirements, the system can operate
to save the data in RAM in order to improve the system response speed [3].
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You can also use caching to improve the portability of the system, because
access operation to carry out high-speed cache, users do not have to worry about
with the hardware devices such as data alignment issues are closely related. Cache
can be used to reduce the number of disk access, improve the system capacity and
reduce the average response time [4]. Especially when a small amount of data
transfer for the data retained in the cache until the system when it is deemed
appropriate for data transmission, thus improving system performance.

Cache usually written in two ways. Write-through, each time a write cache, but
also a real memory to write data to cache and memory to ensure data consistency,
This approach is simple and reliable, but because each update must be on a real
high-speed cache memory for writing, its speed will be greatly affected. Write-
back, data is only written to the cache, and also sets a flag to indicate the need for
write-back, When write-back conditions are met, then the real memory is written.
These approaches improve system performance, but bear the sudden power-down
and the risk of data loss.

23.2 Summary of Embedded File System

With the computer technology and a wide range of products to penetrate other
sectors, application-centric classification has become more realistic, which is in
accordance with the embedded computer applications and embedded applications
will be divided into non-embedded computers and general purpose computers [5].
General-purpose computer with the computer’s standard form, by assembling
different applications to similar features in all aspects of society, its typical
products for PC, and embedded computer is based on embedded systems in the
form of hidden in a variety of devices! products and systems.

Embedded computer far exceeds the number in the application of a variety of
general-purpose computer, a general purpose computer, the external device
includes a 5–10 on the embedded microprocessor, keyboard, mouse, floppy drive,
hard drives, monitors, graphics cards, network cards, sound cards, printers, scan-
ners, digital cameras, hubs, etc. are controlled by the embedded processor [6, 7]. In
the industrial pipeline control, communications, instrumentation, automotive,
marine, aerospace, military equipment, consumer products and other fields is the
embedded computer world. Embedded systems is the advanced computer tech-
nology, semiconductor technology and electronic technology and specific appli-
cations of various industries after the combination of the product. Decided that it
must be a technology-intensive, capital-intensive, highly decentralized and inno-
vative knowledge integration system.

The first embedded file system, are made with the corresponding embedded
operating system, such as the Windows CE file system and embedded Linux
operating system version lCLinux the file system.

Windows CE operating system is mainly used in FAT file system family, FAT
file system is the general term FAT12/16/32 file system, which was first in the PC
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for the Windows operating system on a machine equipped [8]. The original version
is FAT12, it is accompanied by the birth of the DOS file system. Using 12-bit file
allocation table, and hence the name, you can manage the disk capacity is 8 M,
mainly for the early floppy disk. Windows 95 operating system solved by VFAT
format does not support long file name issues, but because the allocation of disk
files to the cluster as a unit, a cluster assigned only to a file using, regardless of the
file using the entire capacity of the number of clusters, even if a have to take a
small file cluster, all remaining unused cluster space has led to inefficient use of
large-capacity disk. To solve this problem, Microsoft introduced a new disk par-
tition format FAT32, FAT is the last line of the file system product, Windows 95
OSR2 and later Windows versions support.

In the Linux operating system, the first file system is Minix, it is very limited
and poor performance. The file name can not exceed 14 characters maximum and
the maximum file size is 64 M bytes. The first designed specifically for the Linux
file system called the Extended File System or Ext. It appeared in April 1992, even
though it can solve some problems but the performance is still bad. Extension
1993, Second Edition, or Ext2 file system was designed and added to Linux. It is
the Linux community to design the most successful file system. Ext3 file system is
developed from Ext2 file system is to promote version of Ext2 file system, it has
high availability, data integrity protection, fast read, convert and convenient.

VxWorks operating system, file system support: DosFS file system, TrueFFS
file system, RawFS file system, TapeFS file systems. VxWorks operating system
and device driver file system used between a standard I/O user interface, which
makes a single operating system can run multiple same or different types of file
systems. Based on these standard interface protocols, the user can write your own
operating system Vxworks file system, and can be written into their device drivers,
to achieve the free combination of both. Have greater flexibility and scalability.
However, VxWorks is a commercial operating system, although very suitable for
embedded applications, while the cost of its use is also very high.

Embedded file system for the domestic research, is relatively small, most of
them are directly embedded operating system file system, but there are some
companies or research institutions launched its own file system, such as ZLG MCU
Ltd. ZLG/FS, it is a relatively independent form of embedded FAT-compatible file
system, support multi-task, can be easily ported to other operating systems. In
addition, domestic Hopen embedded operating system is also mentioned in the
‘‘File System Management component’’ concept.

23.3 Cache Replacement Algorithm

In the cache management, the most important item is the cache replacement
algorithm, there are optimal page replacement algorithm, the least recently used
algorithm, FIFO algorithm, The most frequently used is LRU (Least Recently
Used) algorithm, which is based on the locality principle: are frequently used in
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the previous block may be also used frequently in the future, In turn, the block is
no longer used for a longer period of time in the future may not be used. The LRU
algorithm there is several different approaches:

First, while most likely to think of the most simple method: timing method.
Each cache entry is defined in a variable time devoted to the storage of signs, used
to record the cache entry is accessed since the last time that has elapsed since.
Cache entry is accessed every time, time cleared. To assign a new cache entry,
selected from all entries to a transfer out of the longest, while the all clear sign of
the timing re-starts.

If you could make a little change in the timing method to be counting method:
when the cache entry is accessed, the count flag is cleared, all other cache entries
counter increases 1; to allocate new cache item, select one of the largest count
transferred out, while all the counters.

Both of these methods is really quite simple, but the efficiency is not good, because
in each moment, or a cache entry for each allocation, you need to access all cache
entries to record and update the situation is very cumbersome and quite expensive.

There is another way to achieve the list method. Each node records list a cache
entry. Access to a cache for each item, put the removed from the list, put end of the
chain; to allocate new cache entry, put the chain transfer out of the first node, and
then into the end of the chain. List method can be regarded as simple improved
timing and counting, because the maintenance of a list, relatively speaking, than
the maintenance of all cache entries in the flag should be simple and easy.

23.4 Cache Implementation

The HFS file system, the structure of the cache module shown in Fig. 23.1, including
the initialization of the cache entry, access, release, hit the check, write-back capa-
bilities. System uses a write-back cache operation, cache management module may
be to determine whether items can be configured to enable, if you do not use the cache
in each sector of operation, read and write directly to disk, but when the data is
written, still need a common buffer for temporary storage of data to be written.

ZLG MCU’s embedded file system ZLG/FS list method is used, by operating a
one-way linked list, to complete the replacement of cache entries, and then hit the
query cache entries, but also one-way linked list by traversing the same time,
Comparison of the cache for each drive letter, and sector indexes are the same for
the specified sector.

23.4.1 Cache Management Strategy

System uses a hash table with LRU algorithm with the approach to the manage-
ment of the cache, the cache can take the low number of sectors for the 8-bit hash
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code, if the hash code is k, then this to exist in Kazakhstan Xi k-table point to a
single item in the list, the system first starts, all the elements of the hash table are
empty, the table does not exist in any single list. Once when the cache entry needs
to be made, this will be added to the appropriate list, in the cache entry is released
for various reasons, and from the list to be removed.

Used by the file system cache management strategy shown in Fig. 23.2.
At the same time, all the cache entries and exists in another LRU table, it is a

non-circular two-way linked list, the system first starts, all of the cache entry
pointer is the order through links, and each has a table pointer and the tail pointer
to the list ends. Every time a cache entry is used or accessed, it was moved to the
end of LRU table, and inserted into the hash table corresponding to the chain,
when the cache entry is released; they are inserted into LRU table header. Thus,
LRU table header element is always the least recently used items or the most
suitable to be allocated out of the item. In the allocation of the cache item, the
direct access to the header element to LRU.

DiskCache in every element of the array, a sector of the contents of the cache,
the actual data stored in the buf structure members, it is an array, the size and
sector of the same size.

During the write-back cache, the members need to _Disk_Cache the Flag set as
write-back, and then call the appropriate hardware drivers for writing. Use write-
back cache can improve system performance though, but it must bear the sudden
loss of power or other failures of the risk of data loss, in order to minimize this
risk, HFS file system uses T-Kernel operating system, process cycle, each after a
certain time interval, we call the write-back function to write data back to disk, and
write in the usual process, the only way to use write-back, data is only written to
the cache, and to some extent, this approach can reduce the above risks.

Cache management module are configurable, as different storage media, such as
hard drives and FLASH compared to the hardware read and write speeds vary
widely, in order to improve the hard drive file access speed, you can use the cache,

Cache
management

Cache initialization

Get a cache entry

The release of a cache Item

A write-back cache Item

To whether the cache Item hit

All write-back cache Items

Fig. 23.1 Cache module structure
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while the FLASH is not necessary, forced to use but will affect the cache read and
write speed.

23.4.2 Cache Management Algorithm Performance Analysis

With the ZLG/FS taken in compared to the cache management algorithm, HFS
system to increase the cache hash table entries hit query, and replace the one-way
two-way linked list, so HFS system has a higher response rate.

The bidirectional link will increase the system’s memory footprint, is more
typical practice space for time, embedded system memory now than before, there
had been substantial increases, so using this method, the cost of the system worth
it. At the same time, because the hash table used in the hit query, hash table lookup
time complexity typically o (1), compared ZLG/FS by one-way linked list o (n),
can save a lot of traversing the linked list time.

For the system in the actual application process also proves the judge read the
same in the size of a 10 M file, if only one-way linked list, the average read time of
16 s, while the use of HFS system cache management algorithm, only 12 s or so,
the performance can be improved about 25%.

23.5 Cache Implementation

The file system is implemented in the embedded reading and writing of data, and
image display or audio and video decoding module function, resulting in a rich
audio–visual effects, it can be used to preserve some important system and process

Cache item Cache itemCache itemCache item Cache item
Hasche 
table 

Table 
Footer

Table  
Header

null

Fig. 23.2 Cache management strategy
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information. Also, because the system is compatible with FAT format, can
exchange data with the PC, and greatly improves the performance of embedded
products.

In the system development process, the layered system architecture design, and
through standardized call interface between modules in order to make the system
easy to transplant; the system was proposed based on the hash table lookup cache
management strategy, disk space cluster second search strategy, optimization
algorithms, multi-character reading and writing and put into practice to improve
the system in real time; processing procedures through the use of periodic
write-back cache to improve data security system.
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Chapter 24
Differential Evolution Using Second
Mutation for High-Dimensional
Real-Parameter Optimization

Youyun Ao

Abstract High-dimensional global optimization is usually a difficult task in
optimization domains. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, differential evolution
(DE) is an ideal method for global optimization. This paper proposes an enhanced
DE for high-dimensional real-parameter optimization, which is called SMDE. In
SMDE, on the one hand, in order to utilize the different characteristics and
strengths of different mutation variants, two mutation variants are employed during
evolution process; on the other hand, in order to effectively exploit and explore the
search space, respectively, second mutation based on improved non-uniform
mutation and opposition-based learning is employed after performing each gen-
eration evolution. Experimental studies indicate that SMDE has the ability of
optimizing high-dimensional real-parameter optimization problems.

Keywords Differential evolution � Evolutionary algorithm �Global optimization �
Second mutation

24.1 Introduction

Conventional evolutionary algorithms, including genetic algorithm (GA) [1],
evolution strategy (ES) [2], genetic programming (GP) [3], and evolutionary pro-
gramming (EP) [4], have been widely applied to both numerical and combinational
optimization problems. In the past two decades, some new kinds of evolutionary
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algorithms, including differential evolution (DE) [5] and particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) [6], etc., have been proposed. Usually, evolutionary algorithms
can show the excellent search performances when used to optimize the low-
dimensional optimization problems, while their search performances can deterio-
rate quickly as the dimensions of problems to be optimized increase. This is because
as the dimensions of problems to be optimized increase, the size and complexity
of the search space increase exponentially, which affects the search ability of
evolutionary algorithms [7].

DE has become a popular method for global optimization and can perform better
than or not worse than GA and PSO [8]. In the past, most reported studies on DE are
preformed on the low-dimensional optimization problems. Recently, some studies
have shown that DE also is an ideal method for high-dimensional global optimization
[9, 10]. Opposition-based learning [9] has been proven to be an effective search
technique in DE for low-dimensional or high-dimensional global optimization
[9, 11]. And, non-uniform mutation [12], also called dynamic mutation and initially
employed in real-coded GA, can improve the search precision. This paper proposes
an enhanced DE for high-dimensional real-parameter optimization (SMDE). SMDE
employs two mutation variants ‘‘DE/rand/1/bin’’ and ‘‘DE/best/1/bin’’ to enhance
the search ability during evolution process and uses second mutation based on
improved non-uniform mutation and opposition-based learning to effectively exploit
and explore the search space, respectively after performing each generation evolu-
tion. SMDE is tested on several high-dimensional real-parameter optimization
problems, and experimental results show that SMDE is promising.

24.2 Proposed Algorithm

Usually, DE [5] first randomly initializes population within the bounds of decision
variables, then repeatedly performs three operators (i.e., mutation, crossover, and
selection) successively to generate the next generation population till the termi-
nation criterion is achieved. The details of SMDE are described in the following.

24.2.1 Two Mutation Variants

Classical DE only uses one mutation variant. However, in order to make the best
of cooperative advantages of different mutation variants. In SMDE, two mutation
variants ‘‘DE/rand/1/bin’’ and ‘‘DE/best/1/bin’’ are randomly chosen to generate
the new vector vi(t) as follows:

viðtÞ ¼
xr1ðtÞ þ F � ðxr2ðtÞ � xr3ðtÞÞ; if rand½0; 1� � 0:5
xbðtÞ þ F � ðxr1ðtÞ � xr2ðtÞÞ; otherwise

�
ð24:1Þ
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where rand½0; 1� is a uniformly distributed random number in the range [0,1].
‘‘DE/rand/1/bin’’ and ‘‘DE/best/1/bin’’ can explore and exploit the search space by
random search and learning from the best individual, respectively. After mutation,
if one or more variable vijðtÞ of viðtÞ is beyond the corresponding boundary, the
violated variable vijðtÞ is either reflected back from the violated boundary or set to
the corresponding boundary value according to the following formula [13]:

vijðtÞ ¼

ðLj þ vijðtÞÞ=2; ifðr� 1=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ\LjÞ
Lj; ifð1=3\r� 2=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ\LjÞ
2Lj � vijðtÞ; ifðr [ 2=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ\LjÞ
ðUj þ vijðtÞÞ=2; ifðr� 1=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ[ UjÞ
Uj; ifð1=3\r� 2=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ[ UjÞ
2Uj � vijðtÞ; ifðr [ 2=3Þ&ðvijðtÞ[ UjÞ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð24:2Þ

where r is a uniformly distributed random number in the range [0,1], and ½Lj;Uj� is
the range of the jth decision variable.

24.2.2 Improved Opposition-Based Learning

The basic idea of opposition-based learning is to calculate its opposite point
simultaneously when evaluating a point, which can provide another chance to find
a point closer to the global optimum.

Definition 1 [11] Suppose that xiðtÞ denotes the ith point of the tth generation
population PðtÞ; the opposite point oiðtÞ of xiðtÞ is completely defined by its jth
component xijðtÞ as follows:

8i�NP; 8j� n : oijðtÞ ¼ Lj þ Uj � xijðtÞ ð24:3Þ

where NP is the population size, n is the number of decision variables, Lj and Uj

are the lower and upper of the jth decision variable, respectively. In SMDE, in
order to explore the search space more effectively, the search technique of
opposition-based learning is improved as follows:

oijðtÞ ¼
Lj þ Uj � xijðtÞ; if j 2 S

xijðtÞ; otherwise

�
ð24:4Þ

where S is a random integer set, non-empty and S � f1; 2; . . .; ng:

24.2.3 Improved Non-Uniform Mutation

Originally, the aim of introducing non-uniform mutation is to improve the
search precision in real-coded genetic algorithm [12]. For any given point
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xiðtÞ ¼ ½xi1ðtÞ; xi2ðtÞ; . . .; xijðtÞ; . . .; xinðtÞ�; its jth component xijðtÞ is randomly
chosen to mutate, the mutated component xijðtÞ0 and other components consist of
the mutated point xiðtÞ0 ¼ ½xi1ðtÞ; xi2ðtÞ; . . .; xijðtÞ0; . . .; xinðtÞ� as follows:

xijðtÞ0 ¼
xijðtÞ þ Dðt;Uj � xijðtÞÞ; if rand½0; 1� � 0:5
xijðtÞ � Dðt; xijðtÞ � LjÞ; otherwise

�
ð24:5Þ

where rand½0; 1� is a uniformly distributed rand number in the range [0,1], Lj and
Uj are the lower and upper bounds of the jth variable, respectively. The function
Dðt; yÞ returns a value in the range ½0; y�; such that Dðt; yÞ approaches to zero
as t approaches to T , and it is defined as follows:

Dðt; yÞ ¼ y� r � ð1� t=TÞb ð24:6Þ

where r is a uniformly distributed random number in the range [0,1], t and T
are the generation number and the maximum generation number, respectively.
The parameter b determining the degree of dependency on the generation number
is often set to 2 or 3, and b is set to 3 in SMDE. The function Dðt; yÞ causes
non-uniform mutation to search uniformly at early stage when t is small and
very locally at later stage when t approaches to T, respectively. The property of
non-uniform mutation can increase the probability of finding the global optimum.
In SMDE, in order to exploit the search space more effectively, non-uniform
mutation is improved as follows:

xijðtÞ0 ¼
xijðtÞ þ Dðt;Uj � xijðtÞÞ; if j 2 S & rand½0; 1� � 0:5
xijðtÞ � Dðt; xijðtÞ � LjÞ; if j 2 S & rand½0; 1�[ 0:5

�
ð24:7Þ

where S is a random integer set, non-empty and S � f1; 2; . . .; ng.

24.2.4 Second Mutation

Based on the above ideas, in SMDE, the procedure of second mutation is described
as follows:

• Step 1 Based on the objective function values of individuals, the offspring pop-
ulation Pðt þ 1Þ of population PðtÞ is divided into two subpopulations P1ðt þ 1Þ
and P2ðt þ 1Þ (with the same population size), and the individuals of P1ðt þ 1Þ
are superior to or not worse than those of P2ðt þ 1Þ:

• Step 2 The subpopulation P1ðt þ 1Þ uses improved non-uniform mutation to
generate the subpopulation M1ðt þ 1Þ; while the subpopulation P2ðt þ 1Þ uses
improved opposition-based learning to generate the subpopulation M2ðt þ 1Þ:

• Step 3 The new population Mðt þ 1Þ is obtained by the union of M1ðt þ 1Þ and
M2ðt þ 1Þ:
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24.2.5 The Framework of SMDE

Based on the above details, the framework of SMDE is outlined as follows:

• Step 1 Randomly initialize the starting population Pð0Þwith population size NP:
• Step 2 Set t ¼ 0 (t the generation number).
• Step 3 Perform DE operations and generate the offspring population Pðt þ 1Þ

of population PðtÞ; and let Qðt þ 1Þ (temp population) duplicate Pðt þ 1Þ.
• Step 4 The offspring population Pðt þ 1Þ treats improved non-uniform muta-

tion and opposition-based learning as second mutation to generate the new
offspring population Mðt þ 1Þ:

• Step 5 Select NP individuals from the union of Mðt þ 1Þ and Qðt þ 1Þ as the
next population Pðt þ 1Þ:

• Step 6 If (the termination criterion is achieved) then stop, and go to Step 7;
else let t ¼ t þ 1; and go to Step 3.

• Step 7 Output the best individual of Pðt þ 1Þ:

24.3 Experimental Studies

24.3.1 Benchmark Functions and Experimental Setup

In order to investigate the performance of SMDE, SMDE is validated on six
shifted and scalable high-dimensional functions 1–6 [7, 9]. The details of six
benchmark functions 1–6 are described in Table 24.1. The parameter setup of
SMDE is as follows: the scaling factor F ¼ 0:5; the crossover rate CR ¼ 0:2;
and the population size NP ¼ 100; respectively; for functions 1–6 with
n ¼ 100; 500; 1000; the maximum generation number T is set to 2.5e+3, 1.25e+4,
2.5e+4, and the corresponding number of the fitness evaluations (FES) is equal to
5.0e+5, 2.5e+6, 5.0e+6, respectively.

24.3.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results are listed in Table 24.2. For functions 1–6 with
n ¼ 100; 500; 1000, Table 24.2 gives the 1st (best), 7th, 13th (median), 19th, and
25th (worst) error values over 25 runs, where error value is the difference of the
objective and optimal objective function values (f ðxÞ � f ðx�Þ).

For functions 1–6 with n ¼ 100, Table 24.2 shows that F1, F5 and F6 are
optimized quite well, and SMDE can find the global optimum of F1 after 5.0e+5
FES. We can conclude that SMDE has the ability to optimize the shifted and
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scalable functions whether unimodal or multi-modal as well as separable or
non-separable. For F2, SMDE can find such solutions that are near to the global
optimum. However, SMDE has failed to get close enough to the global optimum of
F3 or F4, it is likely to be the properties of local optima that affect the search
ability of SMDE. For functions 1–6 with n ¼ 500; 1000, the optimized results of
F1, F5 and F6 are still near to their optima, while those of F3 and F4 gradually
depart from their global optima as the dimensions increase. In addition, we
also note that the performance of F6 drops fast from n ¼ 500 to 1000. On the
whole, the performance of SMDE is relatively stable. For the same function to
be optimized, it requires more FES to be optimized and the performance of SMDE
can drop to some extent as the dimensions increase.

For more intuitively comprehending the evolution process of each function 1–6
with n ¼ 1000, the corresponding evolution process curves (log 10ðf ðxÞ � f ðx�ÞÞ
vs. FES) are given in Fig. 24.1.

24.3.3 Comparison with Other Evolutionary Algorithms

In order to further compare the relative performance of SMDE with DEwSAcc
[10] and EPUS-PSO [14] in terms of solution precision, Table 24.3 presents
the mean results of error values over 25 runs. For each run, all algorithms
are terminated at 5.0e+5, 2.5e+6, and 5.0e+6 FES for functions 1–6 with
n ¼ 100; 500; 1000, respectively. Best results are highlighted in bold. For F1, F2,
F3 and F5 with n ¼ 100, the mean results of SMDE are better than or not worse

Fig. 24.1 Convergence
graph for functions 1–6 with
n=1000
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than those of DEwSAcc and EPUS-PSO, while for F4 and F6, DEwSAcc
outperforms SMDE and EPUS-PSO. For functions 1–6 with n ¼ 500; 1000,
the search ability of SMDE is better than or similar to that of DEwSAcc or
EPUS-PSO. On the whole, SMDE outperforms DEwSAcc and EPUS-PSO.

24.4 Conclusions and Future Work

Through employing two mutation variants during evolution process and using
second mutation after performing each generation evolution, this paper gives an
enhanced DE for high-dimensional global optimization (SMDE). Numerical
results show that SMDE is feasible and effective. However, there is some possible
work to do in the future. First testing parameters of SMDE, including the popu-
lation size, the scaling factor, and the crossover rate, can be one work. Second, in
order to further improve the solution precision, some heuristic search techniques
can be introduced into SMDE during evolution process. In addition, in the process
of second mutation, both improved non-uniform mutation and improved opposi-
tion-based learning randomly select some variables of an individual to operate, in
order to improve the efficiency, some adaptive selection strategies must be made.
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Chapter 25
Dynamic Multi-objective Optimization
Algorithm Based on GEP and Virus
Evolution

Weihong Wang, Yanye Du, Qu Li and Zhaolin Fang

Abstract Dynamic Multi-objective Optimization (DMO) is a hot research
direction in the field of evolutionary computation nowadays. As Gene Expression
Programming (GEP) has a powerful search capability, a new algorithm for DMO
called Virus-GEP Dynamic is proposed. The algorithm is designed on the classic
multi-objective optimization algorithm NSGA-II to make it suitable for DMO,
while using GEP for encoding and virus evolution for evolution mechanism. With
the infection operation of virus population, the diversity of the host population is
increased. Experiments on test problems of three different types have shown that
the algorithm has better performance on convergence, diversity and the breadth of
the distribution.

Keywords Dynamic multi-objective optimization (DMO) � Gene expression
programming (GEP) � Virus evolution virus evolution

25.1 Introduction

25.1.1 Dynamic Multi-Objective Optimization

In the real world, many optimization problems have multiple objectives, and
constrained by time factors. Many systems need to consider the dynamic sched-
uling problems, consider the constraints caused by time, and these constraints are
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called dynamic constraints. The mathematical models abstracted from problems
with multiple objectives and related with time factors are Dynamic Multi-objective
Optimization (referred to as DMO) [1, 2].

25.1.2 Gene Expression Programming

Gene Expression Programming (GEP) [3] was invented by Candida Ferreira, based
on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the Genetic Programming (GP). A GEP gene
is the basic unit of a GEP genome and consists of head and tail parts. The gene is
then mapped into an Expression Tree (ET) [4] by following a width-first fashion.
And the ET is easy to be converted into a mathematical expression.

25.1.3 NSGA-II Algorithm

NSGA-II algorithm proposed by Deb et al. in 2002 is one of the best evolutionary
multi-objective optimization algorithms. The specific evolutionary process of
NSGA-II is described as follows [5–7].

(1) Randomly generate the initial population P0, do non-dominated sorting of the
population, and assign ranks for the individuals. Then take selection and
genetic operators on the initial population to get the new population Q0, and
set t ¼ 0.

(2) Generate the new population Rt ¼ Pt [ Qt, and do non-dominated sorting of Rt

to get the non-dominated fronts F1;F2; � � �.
(3) For all Fi, do sorting according to the Crowded-Comparison Operator, and

choose the N best individuals to compose the population Ptþ1.
(4) Take copy, crossover and mutation operators on the population Ptþ1 to gen-

erate the population Qtþ1.
(5) End the process if the termination condition holds, or else, set t ¼ t þ 1, go to

(2).

25.1.4 Virus Evolutionary Mechanism

As a major component of the biological immune system, virus system [8] has
many information processing mechanisms and functional features. Virus Evolu-
tionary Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) is a theory based on the virus evolution to
improve the performance of the traditional genetic algorithm [9]. According to the
virus evolutional mechanism, there are two populations during the evolutional
process [10, 11]: the host population and the virus population. Corresponding to
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the solution space, the host population takes GA’s genetic operations, transfers
evolutional information between the former and next generation individuals, and
implements the global search of the solution space. On the other hand, the virus
population is the set of sub-strings drew out of the host individuals, takes the
infection operation, transfers the evolutional information between the same gen-
eration individuals, and implements the local search of the solution space.

25.2 New DMO Algorithm Virus-GEP Dynamic

25.2.1 Coding and Genetic Operators

Each individual (chromosome) are composed of n genes, where n is equal to the
number of decision variables of the multi-objective optimization problem. Each
gene is responsible for one decision variable’s assignment.

Each gene still consists of head and tail parts. The head elements are from the
function set and terminal set, and the tail elements are only from the terminal set.
The function set consists of simple arithmetic operators, F ¼ þ;�; �; =f g, and the
terminal set consists of constants and values of other genes. Suppose the genes

G1;G2; � � �;Gnf g, the corresponding terminal set for each gene Gi i ¼ 1; 2; � � �; nð Þ
is Ti ¼ 0; 1; � � � ; 9; g1; g2; � � � ; gi�1f g i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; nð Þ, where figures 0; 1; � � �; 9
show its location in the constants filed C. For example, the constants field C is
C ¼ 0:25; 0:31; 0:66; 0:85; 0:19; 0:61; 0:78; 0:53; 0:38; 0:92f g, then 0 represents
the constant 0.25, 1 represents the constant 0.31,…, 9 represents the constant 0.92.
And g1; g2; � � �; gi�1 represent the values of G1;G2; � � �;Gi�1 respectively.

For example, consider the following gene:

G1 : þ 2 � 7� 9..
.
5037881 G2 : � g1 þ 320..

.
6863958

Then its corresponding expression tree is shown in Fig. 25.1, and the corre-
sponding expression and value are show in Eq. 25.1.

g1 ¼ 0:66þ 0:53 � 0:92� 0:61ð Þ ¼ 0:8243 g2 ¼ g1 þ 0:85þ 0:66ð Þ
¼ 0:8243þ 1:51 ¼ 2:3343: ð25:1Þ

+

2 *

7 -

9 5

G1

-

g1 +

3 2

G2

+

0.66 *

0.53 -

0.92 0.61

G1

-

g1 +

0.85 0.66

G2

Fig. 25.1 Expression Tree 1
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Genetic operators are same with basic GEP, only increases the constant
mutation. Constants mutation: each component of the constants field is changed
according to the constants mutation rate, replace it with a randomly generated
value.

25.2.2 Flow of Virus-GEP Dynamic Algorithm

25.2.2.1 Initialization

(1) Initialization of the host population. According to the host population’s coding
scheme, randomly generate N host individuals to compose the initial host
population hostPopðtÞ, and evaluate the fitness function fitnessHosti of each
individual i in hostPopðtÞ.

(2) Initialization of the virus population. According to the virus coding scheme,
take copy operation, generate M virus individuals from hostPopðtÞ with the
probability of Pcopy, to compose the initial virus population virusPopðtÞ, and
set ai;t ¼ 0; lifei;t ¼ 0 for each individual i in virusPopðtÞ.

25.2.2.2 Generate the Subpopulation S by the Host Population P

Keep the host population, set P = hostPopðtÞ.

(1) Genetic operations on the host population

Take mutation, transposition and recombination operations on the host popu-
lation. Then take selection operation to gain the new next host population
hostPopðt þ 1Þ, composed with N host individuals.

(2) Virus infection operation on the host population

For each virus individual i in virusPopðtÞ, take virus-infection operation on
each host individual in hostPopðt þ 1Þ with the probability of
Pinf ect ¼ min 1þ ai;t

� �
PinitInfect;Pmax Infect

� �
, and the host individuals infected by

the virus individual i composes the set U.

(3) Update the host population

For each host individual k in U, evaluate its fitness function fitnessHost
0

k,
suppose the fitness function of k before infection is fitnessHostk, and compute
DfitnessHostk ¼ fitnessHost

0

k � fitnessHostk. The fitness function of individual k is
calculated as follows:
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fitnessHostk ¼
Xm

j¼1

fj: ð25:2Þ

where fj j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mð Þ are the objective functions. If DfitnessHostk\0, then
replace the corresponding host individual in hostPopðt þ 1Þ with individual k.

Set the subpopulation S = hostPopðt þ 1Þ.

(4) Update the virus population
(a) For each virus individual i in virusPopðtÞ, evaluate its fitness function

fitnessVirusi ¼
P
k2U
ðfitnessHost

0
k � fitnessHostkÞ. If fitnessVirusi [ 0, then

take copy operation on virus individual i with the probability of Pcopy, by the
randomly selected host individual from U; or else, take cut operation on virus
individual i with the probability of Pcut. Add virus individual i into
virusPopðt þ 1Þ.

(b) For each virus individual i in virusPopðt þ 1Þ, evaluate its life force
lifei;tþ1 ¼ r � lifei;t þ fitnessVirusi. If lifei;tþ1\0, then take copy operation
on virus individual i with the probability of Pcopy, by the randomly selected
host individual from hostPopðt þ 1Þ, to generate a new virus individual to
replace virus individual i in virusPopðt þ 1Þ, and set ai;tþ1 ¼ 0; lifei;tþ1 ¼ 0.

25.2.2.3 Generate the Next Host Population P
0

by P and S

(1) Generate the new population R ¼ P [ S, and do non-dominated sorting of R to
get the non-dominated fronts F1;F2; � � �.

(2) For all Fi, do sorting according to the Crowded-Comparison Operator, and
choose the N best individuals to compose the population P

0
.

25.3 Experiments and Analysis

25.3.1 Convergence Measure and Test Problems

In order to describe the performance of the DMO algorithm, we must take into
account the convergence and diversity of the obtained solution. In this paper, we
use the measure of the objective space used in [1], which is shown in Eq. 25.3.

ef tð Þ ¼ 1
np

Xnp

j¼1

min
i¼1:nh

SP; i tð Þ � Xsol
j

��� ���: ð25:3Þ
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Where, nh is used to mark the number of samples of known SP, np is the number of
the obtained non-dominated solutions, Xsol

j is the solution calculated in the
objective space, and operator �k k is the Euclidean distance. The above parameters
assess the convergence of the obtained solutions in SP. For the diversity mea-
surement, we use the distribution of the optimal solutions obtained in the objective
space to describe the diversity of the solutions.

We use FDA1, FDA2 and FDA3 as test problems to study the dynamic multi-
objective optimization problems of Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3, respectively
(see [1]).

25.3.2 Analysis of the Experimental Results

We compared the results obtained by the new algorithm with those obtained by the
DBM(direction-based method) algorithm which was proposed in [1].

Fig. 25.2 Result of FDA1. a Results of DBM [1]. b Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II.
c Results of DBM [1]. d Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II
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25.3.2.1 FDA1 Test Problem

Compare Fig. 25.2a with Fig. 25.2b, we find that, the new algorithm can find the
optimal solutions in a wide range at each time step, that is, distribution of the
obtained solutions is broader and uniform in the objective space. On the other
hand, compare Fig. 25.2c with Fig. 25.2d, we can see that, convergence of the new
algorithm is much better than DBM, the value of lg ef

� �
can keep change in the

range of �6:4;�4:3½ �.

25.3.2.2 FDA2 Test Problem

Compare Fig. 25.3a with Fig. 25.3b, we can see that, uniformity of the new
algorithm is poor, but to maintain a good diversity. On the other hand,, compare
Fig. 25.3c with Fig. 25.3d, convergence of the new algorithm is much better than
DBM, the value of lg ef

� �
can keep change in the range of �4:8;�0:7½ �.

Fig. 25.3 Result of FDA2. a Results of DBM [1]. b Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II.
c Results of DBM [1]. d Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II
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25.3.2.3 FDA3 Test Problem

Compare Fig. 25.4a with Fig. 25.4b, we can see that, uniformity of the new
algorithm is poor, but to maintain a good diversity. On the other hand, compare
Fig. 25.4c with Fig. 25.4d, convergence of the new algorithm is much better than
DBM, the value of lg ef

� �
can keep change in the range of �5:0; 0:5½ �.

25.4 Conclusions

To take full advantage of GEP, we transformed its coding structure and genetic
operators, and proposed a new algorithm Virus-GEP Dynamic based on GEP and
virus evolution to solve DMO problems. Through the horizontal infection opera-
tion, this algorithm increases the diversity of the host population during the evo-
lutional process, and make it’s easier to jump out of the local optimum, resulting in
faster search for better solution. We took experiments on test problems of three
different types, and the results shown that the algorithm has better performance on
convergence, diversity and the breadth of the distribution.

Fig. 25.4 Result of FDA3. a Results of DBM [1]. b Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II.
c Results of DBM [1]. d Results of D-GEP Chaotic NSGA-II
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Chapter 26
Dynamics Analysis of a Linear Shale
Shaker in Considering Forces of Solids

Weibing Zhu, Heshun Wang and Lin Dong

Abstract Based on principle of machine dynamics, the kinematic terms of sliding
backward and forward, free flight, remaining in contacting with the screen and
staying stationary on the screen for solid particles are obtained. By translating
the nonlinear acting forces of solid particles into inertial force and damping force,
the nonlinear vibration equations for the shaker are established. The equivalent
linearization method is used to get the first order approximate solution of the
vibration equations. The calculating formulas of combination coefficient and
equivalent damp coefficient of solid particles are obtained.

Keywords Drilling fluid � Linear shale shaker � Solid particle � Nonlinear
vibration equation � Dynamics analysis

26.1 Introduction

A drilling fluid shale shaker is a vibrator used for solid/liquid separation. The
purpose of using a shaker is to recover drilling fluid and remove large solids as
most as possible. With rapid development of drilling new technology, the demand
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for drilling fluid solids control is getting higher and higher. Much research work on
vibration principle, vibration pattern, kinematics, dynamics, screen selection and
vibration testing of a shale shaker has been done by many researchers [1–5]. When
drilling fluid containing drilled solids flows onto the vibrating screen, the liquid/
solid separation process begins. The drilling fluid gradually passes through the
screen, the solids convey toward the discharge end. The liquid along the screen
disappears through the screen cloth as it reaches a point, called liquid endpoint. At
first, the solid particles are submersed by drilling fluid, then gradually become
uncovered, at last, drier solids will be conveyed off the screen. From academic
analysis and experimental research [6, 7], in submersed condition, the height of
free flight motion of solids is not larger than the thickness of drilling fluid. After
the solids pass the liquid endpoint, they have four types of kinematic modes,
sliding backward or forward, free flight motion, remaining in contacting with the
screen and staying stationary. During the working of a shale shaker, solids will
produce various nonlinear acting forces such as inertial force, impacting force,
frictional force. These nonlinear acting forces will influence the dynamic perfor-
mance and lifetime of a shaker, this paper will address this problem.

26.2 Motion of Solid Particles

The SDZS type shaker of bi-axial self-synchronous with translation linear trace is
shown in Fig. 26.1, it is composed of vibration exciter, sieving box and supporting
devices. The two vibrating electric motors are installed on the sieving box directly.
Two eccentric blocks with same mass moment are installed on each vibrating axis,
when the axes rotate, they will produce inertia forces. When the force center of the
vibrating forces coincides with the quality center of the vibrating system, the
translation linear trace will be realized.

m1 ¼ m2 ¼ m m1r1 ¼ m2r2 ¼ mr: ð26:1Þ

Where m1; m2 are masses of eccentric blocks, respectively; m1r1; m2r2 are mass
moments of eccentric blocks, respectively; d is vibration angle.

Strictly speaking, the motion of solid particles should be discussed on the
whole screen surface. But, once a steady state is achieved, the solids conveying

Fig. 26.1 The sketch of a
linear shale shaker
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velocities before and after the liquid endpoint are matched [8, 9]. For sake of
simplicity, we only discuss the motion of solid particles after they pass the liquid
endpoint.

After the solids pass the liquid endpoint, they have four types of kinematic
modes, sliding backward or forward, free flight motion, remaining in contacting
with the screen and staying stationary. As shown in Fig. 26.2, the forces acting on
the solids are, gravity, adhesive force of drilling fluid, force of inertia, counterforce
of screen.

F ¼ mm €yþ D€yð Þ: ð26:2Þ

Where F is force of inertia, mm is mass of solid, €y is acceleration component of
screen normal to screen surface, D€y relative acceleration between screen and solid,
g is acceleration of gravity, a is screen angle, R is adhesive force of drilling fluid,
N is counterforce of screen.

26.2.1 Sliding Backward

When a solid remains in contacting with the screen and stays stationary, it has the
same kinematic trail as the vibrating screen. When it begins its sliding backward
motion, the direction of friction force is contrary to that of relative velocity. Solids
enter sliding backward mode as soon as the following expression is satisfied:

�mmg sin aþ fdN\mm€x: ð26:3Þ

Where fd is dynamic friction coefficient, €x is acceleration component of screen
parallel with screen.

When a solid particle slides backward, its parallel velocity is not equal to that of
the screen, and it has a personal acceleration component. At the beginning of
sliding backward, its dynamic equation in x direction is:

�mmg sin aþ fdN ¼ mmahx: ð26:4Þ

Where ahx is acceleration component of solid parallel with screen.

Fig. 26.2 After the liquid
endpoint, the acting forces
of solids
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26.2.2 Term of Flight Motion

If N ¼ 0; solids will leave the screen cloth, and enter a flight mode. At the
beginning, D€y ¼ 0; so the term of flight motion for solids is:

N ¼ �mm€yþ mmg cos aþ R� 0: ð26:5Þ

After entering a flight motion mode, a solid has a free fall motion.

26.2.3 Remaining in Contacting with Screen and Staying
Stationary

If the following expression is satisfied, a solid will remain in contacting with
screen and stay stationary:

�mmg sin a� mm€xj j � fSN: ð26:6Þ

Where fS is static friction coefficient.

26.2.4 Sliding Forward

When a solid enter a sliding forward mode, the direction of friction force is
contrary to that of relative sliding velocity. The solids enter the sliding forward
mode as soon as the following expression is satisfied:

�mmg sin a� fdN [ mm€x: ð26:7Þ

When a particle slides forward, it has a personal acceleration component
parallel with screen surface:

�g sin a� fd g cos aþ R

mm
� €y

� �
¼ azx: ð26:8Þ

Where azx is acceleration component of solid parallel with screen.

26.3 Dynamics Equations of the Shale Shaker

In order to make a precise analysis of the linear shale shaker, we should consider
the effect of solid particles on the vibrating system. When a solid enter a flight
motion mode, it will produce various nonlinear acting forces such as inertial force,
impacting force, frictional force:
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Fy ¼
0 ud\u\uz

� �
mm €yþ g cos að Þ uz � 2pþ Du�u�ud

� �
mm _ym � _yzð Þ=Dt uz�u�uz þ Du

� �

8><
>: : ð26:9Þ

_ym ¼ _yd � g uz � ud

� ��
x Du ¼ xDt: ð26:10Þ

Where Fy is nonlinear acting force of solid normal to screen surface,
Fy €y; _y; y; tð Þ; _y and y are velocity and displacement components of sieving box
normal to screen surface, respectively; mm €yþ g cos að Þ is acting force of solid
when having same motion as screen; mm _ym � _yzð Þ=Dt is instantaneous impacting
force of solid when touching screen; u is phase angle of sieving box; ud and uz are
phase angles of initializing flight and ending flight, respectively; _ym and _yz are
velocity components of solid and screen normal to screen surface when solid
touching screen, respectively; _yd is velocity component of screen normal to screen
surface when solid departing from screen; x is circular frequency of vibration; Dt
is time of impacting.

Nonlinear acting forces of a solid parallel with screen surface:

Fx ¼

0 ud\u\uz

� �
mm€x u01i�u�u001i; i ¼ 1; 2

� �
�fdmm €yþ g cos að Þ u02j�u�u002j; j ¼ 1; 2; 3

� �
fdmm _ym � _yzð Þ=Dt uz�u�uz þ Du

� �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

: ð26:11Þ

Where Fx is nonlinear acting force of solid parallel with screen surface,
Fx €x; _x; x; tð Þ; _x and x are velocity and displacement components of sieving box
parallel with screen surface, respectively; mm€x is acting force of solid when having
same motion as screen; � fdmm €yþ g cos að Þ are acting forces of solid when sliding
forward or backward (sliding forward adopt minus, sliding backward adopt
positive sign); fdmm _ym � _yzð Þ=Dt is impacting friction force of solid when touching
screen; u01i is initializing phase angle of solid when moving with screen; u001i is
ending phase angle of solid when moving with screen; u02j is initializing phase
angle of solid when sliding forward or backward; u002j is ending phase angle of solid
when sliding forward or backward.

u011 ¼ um u0011 ¼ uq: ð26:12Þ

u012 ¼ uz u0012 ¼ uk þ 2p: ð26:13Þ

u021 ¼ uk u0021 ¼ ud: ð26:14Þ

u022 ¼ uz u0022 ¼ um: ð26:15Þ

u023 ¼ uq u0023 ¼ ut: ð26:16Þ
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Where uk and um are initializing and ending phase angles of sliding forward,
respectively; uq and ut are initializing and ending phase angles of sliding back-
ward, respectively.

Nonlinear vibrating equations for the vibrating box are:

M€yþ cy _yþ kyyþ Fy ¼ 2mx2r sin d sin xt

M€xþ cx _xþ kxxþ Fx ¼ 2mx2r cos d sin xt

(
: ð26:17Þ

Where M is mass of sieving box; ky and kx are stiffness coefficient components
of spring normal to and parallel with screen surface, respectively; cy and cx are
damp coefficient components normal to and parallel with screen surface,
respectively.

26.4 Solution of the Dynamics Equations

Equation (26.17) is complicated nonlinear differential equations with two free-
doms. According to the theory of nonlinear vibration, as for the problem of weak
nonlinear, we can perform equivalent linearization treatment on the nonlinear
acting forces [10, 11]. Suppose the first order approximate solutions of Eq. (26.17)
are:

y ¼ ky sin xt � uy

� �
x ¼ kx sin xt � uxð Þ

(
: ð26:18Þ

Where ky and kx are vibration amplitudes of sieving box normal to and parallel
with screen surface, respectively; uy and ux are phase differences between sieving
box and exciting force normal to and parallel with screen surface, respectively.

According to the Fourier series, expand the nonlinear acting forces, ignore
static force and force of quadratic harmonic wave and upwards, so the nonlinear
acting forces may be written as:

Fy � a1y cos uþ b1y sin u

Fx � a1x cos uþ b1x sin u

(
: ð26:19Þ

According to Euler-Fourier formula [10], the Fourier coefficients of
a1y; b1y; a1x and b1x may be expressed:

a1y ¼
x
p

Z p
x

�p
x

Fy cos udt b1y ¼
x
p

Z p
x

�p
x

Fy sin udt: ð26:20Þ

a1x ¼
x
p

Z p
x

�p
x

Fx cos udt b1x ¼
x
p

Z p
x

�p
x

Fx sin udt: ð26:21Þ
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h ¼ uz � ud: ð26:22Þ

When get the values of a1y; b1y; a1x and b1x; substitute Eq. (26.19) into Eq.
(26.17), then the vibration amplitudes and phase differences may be expressed:

ky ¼
2mx2r sin d cos uy � b1y

ky �Mx2
uy ¼ arctan

cyxþ a1y

�
ky

ky �Mx2 þ b1y

�
ky
: ð26:23Þ

kx ¼
2mx2r cos d cos ux � b1x

kx �Mx2
ux ¼ arctan

cxxþ a1x=kx

kx �Mx2 þ b1x=kx
: ð26:24Þ

So the combination coefficients and equivalent damp coefficients of solid par-
ticles are obtained:

kmy ¼ �
b1y

mmx2ky
cmy ¼

a1y

xky
: ð26:25Þ

kmx ¼ �
b1x

mmx2kx
cmx ¼

a1x

xkx
: ð26:26Þ

Where kmy and kmx are combination coefficients of solid particles normal to and
parallel with screen surface, respectively; cmy; cmx are equivalent damp coefficients
of solid particles normal to and parallel with screen surface, respectively.

26.5 Calculating Example

The SDZS type linear shale shaker, operates with 101.5 rad/s circular frequency of
vibration, 4.5 mm double vibrating amplitude, 30�vibration angle. Assume that,
screen angle a ¼ 0�; fd ¼ 0:7; ky and kx are far less than Mx2: Because the
dynamic coefficient of friction is small, the solids will slide forward for a while,
then enter flight motion mode. According to the kinematic terms of solids, uk ¼
3:5�; um ¼ 333:5�; ud ¼ 22:8�; uz¼290:8�; uq ¼ 334:6�; ut¼ 350:2�; h¼268�;

and put these values into Eq. (26.20) and Eq. (26.21), a1y ¼ 0:7mmkyx2;

b1y ¼ �0:35mmkyx2; a1x ¼ 0:01mmkxx2; b1x ¼ �0:01mmkxx2: So, kmy ¼ 0:35;
kmx ¼ 0:01; cmy ¼ 0:7mmx; cmx ¼ 0:01mmx:

26.6 Conclusions

After the solids pass the liquid endpoint, they have four types of kinematic modes,
sliding backward or forward on the screen, free flight motion, remaining in con-
tacting with screen and staying stationary. During the working process of a shale
shaker, solid particles will produce various nonlinear acting forces such as inertial
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force, impacting force, frictional force. These nonlinear acting forces will influ-
ence the dynamic performance and lifetime of the shaker.

By the method of translating nonlinear acting forces into inertial force and
damping force, the nonlinear vibration equations for the linear shale shaker are
established. The equivalent linearization method is used to get the first order
approximate solutions of the equations. The calculating formulas of combination
coefficient and equivalent damp coefficient of solid particles are obtained.

Combination coefficient and equivalent damp coefficient of solid particles are
important parameters for dynamics analysis of a shale shaker. From the actual
calculating results of the linear shale shaker, the values of a1x and b1x are smaller
than those of a1y and b1y; so they can be ignored.
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Chapter 27
ð2;2 _qÞ-Fuzzy LI-Ideals in Lattice
Implication Algebras

Jiayin Peng

Abstract By using the concept of quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy point with a fuzzy
set, the notions of ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideals, which is generalization of ordinary
fuzzy LI-ideal in lattice implication algebras, is defined, and their related prop-
erties and equivalent descriptions are discussed. The product and the projections of
ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideals are investigated. How to deal with the lattice implica-
tion homomorphic image and inverse image of ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideals are
studied.

Keywords Lattice implication algebra � ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal � Product �
Projection � Lattice implication homomorphism

27.1 Introduction

Lattice implication algebra is the algebraic structures for the lattice valued logical
system. After it was proposed by Y. Xu in paper [1], the lattice implication algebra
have been playing an important role in the study of many-valued logical system.
In classical logic and many-valued logic, Modus Ponences rule (MP rule) is very
useful for a formal deduction. Xu, Qin and Jun [2–6] discussed a special kind of
substructures in lattice implication algebra-filters, and given various kinds of filters
and their properties. It is shown that filter is a kind of abstract of MP rule. The
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concept of LI-ideal is dual to filter of lattice implication algebra. Jun et al.
[7] introduced the concept of LI-ideal in lattice implication algebras and studied
their properties. In 1965, Zadeh [8] introduced the concept of fuzzy subset. At
present these ideas have been applied to other algebraic structures such as semi-
groups, groups, rings ideas,modules, vector spaces, and so on. Jun, Qin and Xu
[9, 10] fuzzified the concepts of filters and implicative filters and discussed their
basic ptoperties. A new type of fuzzy subgroup, that is, ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy subgroup,
was introduced in an earlier paper of Bhakat and Das [11] by using the combined
notions of ‘‘belongingness’’ and ‘‘quasi-coincidence’’ of fuzzy points and fuzzy
sets, which was introduced by Pu and Liu [12]. In fact, the ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy
subgroup is an important generalization of Rosenfeld’s fuzzy subgroup. In this
paper, the ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideals of lattice implication algebras are consider,
and some related properties are investigated.

27.2 Preliminaries

Let ðL;_;^;0 ;O; IÞ be a bounded Lattice with an order-reversing involution 0; I
and O the greatest and the smallest element of L respectively, and !: L� L! L
be a mapping. ðL;_;^;0 ;!;O; IÞ is called a lattice implication algebra if the
following conditions hold for any x; y; z 2 L :
I1ð Þ x! ðy! zÞ ¼ y! ðx! zÞ;
I2ð Þ x! x ¼ I;
I3ð Þ x! y ¼ y0 ! x0;
I4ð Þ x! y ¼ y! x implies x ¼ y;
I5ð Þ ðx! yÞ ! y ¼ ðy! xÞ ! x;
I6ð Þ ðx _ yÞ ! z ¼ ðx! zÞ ^ ðy! zÞ;
I7ð Þ ðx ^ yÞ ! z ¼ ðx! zÞ _ ðy! zÞ:

In a lattice implication algebra L; the following hold for any x; y; z 2 L :

(1) x� y, x! y ¼ I:
(2) O! x ¼ I ¼ x! I; x! O ¼ x0; I ! x ¼ x:
(3) x _ y ¼ ðx! yÞ ! y:
(4) x! y�ðy! zÞ ! ðx! zÞ:
(5) x� y implies x! z� y! z and z! x� z! y:

A lattice implication algebra ðL;_;^;0 ;!;O; IÞ is said to be a lattice H
implication algebra if for any

x; y; z 2 L; x _ y _ ððx ^ yÞ ! zÞ ¼ I:

Let L1 and L2 be lattice implication algebras, f : L1 ! L2 a mapping from L1 to
L2; if f ðx! yÞ ¼ f ðxÞ ! f ðyÞ; f ðx _ yÞ ¼ f ðxÞ _ f ðyÞ; f ðx ^ yÞ ¼ f ðxÞ ^ f ðyÞ and
f ðx0Þ ¼ ðf ðxÞÞ0 hold for any x; y 2 L1; then f is called a lattice implication
homomorphism from L1 to L2:
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Let L be a lattice implication algebra. An LI�ideal J is a non-empty subset of L
such that for any x; y 2 L;

(1) O 2 J;

(2) ðx! yÞ0 2 J and y 2 J imply x 2 J:

A mapping l : L! ½0; 1� is called a fuzzy set of L; and the set lt ¼ fx 2
LjlðxÞ� tg is said to be a level subset of a fuzzy set l:A fuzzy set l of L of the form

lðyÞ ¼ tð6¼ 0Þ; y ¼ x;
0; y 6¼ x

�

is said to be a fuzzy point with support x and value t and denoted by xt: A fuzzy
point xt is said to be belong to (resp. is quasi-coincident with) a fuzzy set l; written
as xt 2 l (resp. xtqlÞ if lðxÞ� t (resp. lðxÞ þ t [ 1Þ: If xt 2 l or (resp. and) xtql;
then we write xt 2 _ql (resp. xt 2 ^qlÞ: The symbol 2 _q will mean that 2 _q
does not hold.

27.3 ð2;2 _qÞ-Fuzzy LI-Ideals of Lattice Implication Algebras

We begin with considering the generalized fuzzification of LI-ideals of lattice
implication algebras. In what follows, L; L1 and L2 denote the lattice implication
algebras unless otherwise specified,and FðLÞ denotes the set of all fuzzy sets in L:

Definition 27. 1 l 2 FðLÞ is called an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L if for any
x; y 2 L and t; r 2 ð0; 1�;

(F1) xt 2 l implies Ot 2 _ql;

(F2) ðx! yÞ0r 2 l and yt 2 l imply xminðt;rÞ 2 _ql:

Theorem 27. 1 l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L if and only if for any
x; y 2 L;

(F3) lðOÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ and
(F4) lðxÞ� minðlððx! yÞ0Þ; lðyÞ; 0:5Þ:

Proof Supposethatl isanð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzyLI-idealofL:If t,minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ[ lðOÞ
for some x 2 L; then t 2 ð0; 0:5� and xt 2 l; but Ot2 _ql; this is a contradiction. Thus
lðOÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ for all x 2 L:

Similarly, we can prove
minðlðyÞ; lððx! yÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ� lðxÞ for all x; y 2 L:
Conversely, assume that (F3) and (F4) hold for all x; y 2 L and let ðx! yÞ0r 2 l

and yt 2 l: Then lðyÞ� t and lððx! yÞ0Þ � r: Now we prove that (F1) is true: by
(F3) we have lðOÞ� minðt; 0:5Þ: If t� 0:5; then lðOÞ� t; i.e., Ot 2 l; hence
Ot 2 _ql: If t [ 0:5; then lðOÞ� 0:5 and so lðOÞ þ t� 0:5þ t [ 1; i.e., Otql;
thus Ot 2 _ql: Therefore (F1) holds. Similarly, we can prove that (F2) holds.
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Theorem 27. 2 l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L if and only if for any t 2
ð0; 0:5�; the non-empty level subset lt of l is an LI-ideal of L.

Proof Assume that l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L and let t 2 ð0; 0:5� and
y; ðx! yÞ0 2 lt. Then lðyÞ� t and lððx! yÞ0Þ � t: It follows that lðOÞ� t and
lðxÞ� t: So O 2 lt and x 2 lt: Therefore lt is an LI-ideal of L.

Conversely, suppose that non-empty set lt is an LI-ideal of L for any
t 2 ð0; 0:5�. If lðxÞ\minðlðyÞ; lððx! yÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ,t for some x; y 2 L; then
t 2 ð0; 0:5�, y 2 lt and ðx! yÞ0 2 lt; but x 62 lt; this is a contradiction. Thus (F4)
holds. Similarly, we can prove that (F3) holds. Therefore l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy
LI-ideal of L:

Now, we consider that the level subset lt( 6¼ ;) of l is an LI-ideal of L for
t 2 ð0:5; 1Þ:

Theorem 27. 3 Each non-empty level subset lt; t 2 ð0:5; 1�; of l is an LI-ideal of
L if and only if for any x; y 2 L;

(F5) maxðlðOÞ; 0:5Þ� lðxÞ;
(F6) maxðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ� minðlðyÞ; lððx! yÞ0ÞÞ:

Proof Suppose that lt( 6¼ ;) is an LI-ideal of L for all t 2 ð0:5; 1�: If lðxÞ[
maxðlðOÞ; 0:5Þforsomex 2 L;thenchooset 2 RsuchthatmaxðlðOÞ; 0:5Þ\t\lðxÞ;
andso t 2 ð0:5; 1�andx 2 lt;butO 62 lt; thisisacontradiction.HencemaxðlðOÞ; 0:5Þ
� lðxÞforallx 2 L:Similarly,wehavethatmaxðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ� minðlðyÞ; lððx! yÞ0ÞÞ
for any x; y 2 L:

Conversely,assumethat(F5)and(F6)holdforallx; y 2 Landlety 2 lt andðx! yÞ0

2lt for t 2 ð0:5; 1�: Then lðyÞ� t and lððx! yÞ0Þ � t; i.e., maxðlðOÞ; 0:5Þ� t and
maxðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ� t: Hence lðOÞ� t and lðxÞ� t; i.e., O 2 lt and x 2 lt: Therefore
lt( 6¼ ;) isanLI-idealofL:

Theorem 27. 4 Let l be an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L: If x; y 2 L and y� x;
then lðyÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ:

Proof By y� x; we have ðy! xÞ0 ¼ I0 ¼ O; and so

lðyÞ� minðlððy! xÞ0Þ; lðxÞ; 0:5Þ
¼ minðlðOÞ; lðxÞ; 0:5Þ
� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ:

Definition 27. 2 l 2 FðLÞ is called an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy lattice ideal of L if for any
x; y 2 L and t; r 2 ð0; 1�;

(F7) if y� x; then xt 2 l implies yt 2 _ql;
(F8) xr 2 l and yt 2 l imply ðx _ yÞminðt;rÞ 2 _ql:

Similar to Theorem 1, 2, and 3, we have
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Theorem 27. 5 l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy Lattice ideal of L if and only if for any
x; y 2 L;

(F9) lðyÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ whenever y� x;
(F10) lðx _ yÞ� minðlðxÞ; lðyÞ; 0:5Þ:

Theorem 27. 6 l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy lattice ideal of L if and only if for any
t 2 ð0; 0:5�; the non-empty level subset lt of l is a lattice ideal of L:

Theorem 27. 7 Each non-empty level subset lt; t 2 ð0:5; 1�; of l is a lattice ideal
of L if and only if for any x; y 2 L;

(F5) maxðlðyÞ; 0:5Þ� lðxÞ whenever y� x;
(F6) maxðlðx _ yÞ; 0:5Þ� minðlðxÞ; lðyÞÞ:

Theorem 27. 8 Each ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy lattice
ideal.

Proof Theorem 27. 4 shows that lðyÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ if y� x: By

ððx _ yÞ ! yÞ0 ¼ ððx! yÞ ^ ðy! yÞÞ0

¼ ðx! yÞ0

� x;

we get

lðx _ yÞ� minðlðððx _ yÞ ! yÞ0Þ; lðyÞ; 0:5Þ
¼ minðlððx! yÞ0Þ;lðyÞ; 0:5Þ
� minðlðxÞ; lðyÞ; 0:5Þ:

Theorem 27. 9 In a lattice H implication algebra L; every ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy lattice
ideal is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal.

Proof Let l be an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy lattice ideal of L: Since O� x; it follows that
lðOÞ� minðlðxÞ; 0:5Þ for all x 2 L: Let x; y 2 L; we have

lðxÞ� minðlðx _ yÞ; 0:5Þ
¼ minðlðy _ ðx0 _ yÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ
¼ minðlðy _ ðx! yÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ
� minðminðlðyÞ; lððxÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ; 0:5Þ
¼ minðlðyÞ; lððxÞ0Þ; 0:5Þ:

Hence l is an ð2;2 _qÞ-fuzzy LI-ideal of L:
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Chapter 28
Face Detection of AdaBoost Fast Training
Algorithm Based on Characteristic
Reduction

Xinchun Wang, Yuminm Liu, Qing Ye and Kaihua Yue

Abstract To resolve the problem that AdaBoost face detection training is very
time consuming, the paper put forward a new approach of reducing training time
by removing characteristics with little category effect. The main characteristic of
the approach is that it can reduce characteristics according to the detection
accuracy. Experiments prove that the improved approach can greatly reduce
training time in the case of nearly no influence on detection.

Keywords Adaboost � Face detection � Face characteristic

28.1 Introduction

Face detection is a branch of biometrics, whose main purpose is to find the face
location in an image. As biometric facial characteristic is easily accessible and it
bears high value of practical application and theoretical research, it has been
concerned widely in recent years. However, for face is non-grid and is easily
affected by face figure, skin color, expression and illumination and other factors,
face detection has a certain difficulty. Face detection algorithms are many, such as
those based on skin color, those based on PCA and those based on template
matching and so on. However, the above algorithms are poor in real time relatively
[1].

In 2001 AdaBoost [2] algorithm, proposed by Violia based on the characteristic
of Class Harr, promoted face detection technology greatly. The algorithm is the
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turn point of face detection, which makes face detection achieve real time at high
detection rate. However, the disadvantage of the algorithm is to take a long time
for training. The paper analyzes various reasons of long time training in depth, and
improves it so as to achieve reduction of training time with nearly little effect on
detection rate.

28.2 Description of AdaBoost

28.2.1 Ideas of AdaBoost

AdaBoost is a kind of classification algorithm, whose idea is to utilize a large
number of common classifiers with general classification ability together to con-
stitute a classifier with very strong classification ability by a certain method.
Theory proved that as long as each simple classifier is better than random
guessing, and when the number of weak classifiers tends to infinity, classification
error rate of the strong classifier will tend to zero [3]. To classify two types of
samples with the AdaBoost algorithm main work is selecting the most effective
weak classifiers as simple classifiers, and then increasing weights of misclassified
samples and decreasing the weight of correctly classified samples according to
classification results of simple classifiers. Consequently, during the next round of
training, the main is focused on the previous misclassified samples. And select
weak classifier with least classification error after updating the weight. Then,
linearly combine weak classifiers into a strong classifier with strong classification
ability.

28.2.2 Characteristic Calculations

To classify two types of samples well, characteristic selection is vital. We should
select favorable characteristics to classify samples. Four common homologous
Harr characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 28.1.

Fig. 28.1 Four common
homologous Harr
characteristics
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According to the above method of calculation we can know that change of the
location or the size of the rectangle will lead to the change of the eigenvalue; even
for a 19 9 19 image there will be tens of thousands of characteristics. When
calculating the eigenvalue, the same pixel value will be repeated to calculate
different eigenvalues, which will spend a lot of time in the calculation of eigen-
values. So, in order to improve the speed of calculating eigenvalues the method of
integral graphs is introduced. The integral graph of an image I(u,v) denotes the
sum of all pixels upper left the pixel (u, v), which means Iðu; vÞ ¼

P
i� u;j� v f ði; jÞ:

To calculate Harr eigenvalue becomes convenient. That is illustrated in Fig. 28.2.
The numbers in Fig. 28.2 denote the value of integral graph corresponding to

the positions. So, only to perform addition and subtraction over these values
simply can work out eigenvalues. For instance, the eigenvalue of the image is
1 ? 4 - 2 - 3 - (3 ? 6 - 5 - 4). Therefore, regardless of the size of the same
rectangular calculation time of characteristic required is the same. As long as an
integral figure on the calculation of the image, and then when calculating char-
acteristics only need to query graph and perform simple addition and subtraction
operations on it.

28.2.3 AdaBoost Algorithm

Given a training setðxi; yjÞ; � � � ; ðxL; yLÞ; where xi is an input training sample and yi

is a type sign of classification. yi ¼2 ð1; 0Þ denotes genuine sample or not. Specific
steps are as follows.

First. Known to have a training set composed of n training samples
ðxi; yjÞ; � � � ; ðxn; ynÞ; where yi ¼2 ð0; 1Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; nÞ corresponds to veritable
sample or pseudo sample. There are m veritable samples and l pseudo ones in the
training samples. And samples to be classified have k simple characteristics, which
are expressed as fjðxÞ; 1� j� k: One rectangle characteristic j corresponds to one a
weak classifier hj: Weak classifier function is as follows.

Fig. 28.2 Calculate
eigenvalues by integral graph
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hjðxÞ ¼
1 p jfjðxÞ� pj#j

0 others

(
: ð28:1Þ

Where pj ¼ �1; which is used to determine the direction of the inequality and
hj is a threshold.

Second. Assume xt;i is the weight of the ith sample in the tth cycle. First,
initialize weights of the samples. For samples of yi ¼ 0; xij ¼ 1=2m while for
samples of yi ¼ 1; xij ¼ 1=2l:

Last. for t ¼ 1; � � � T

a. Weight normalization, xt;i ¼ x=
Pn
j¼1

xt;i;

b. For each characteristic j; train to get weak classifier. That means to determine hj

and offset pij to make objective function ej ¼
Pn
i¼1

xii hjðxiÞ � yi

�� �� minimum.

c. Find a weak classifier with minimal error et from a weak classifiers in (b).
d. Update the corresponding weight xtþ1;i ¼ xt;ib

1�ei
t;i of each sample. Determi-

nation method of ei is: if the ith sample is classified correctly, ei ¼ 0; or ei ¼ 1;
where bt ¼ et=ð1� etÞ:

e. Formed strong classifier

hjðxÞ ¼ 1
PT
t¼1

at htðxÞ� 0:5
XT

t¼1

at

0 others

8<
: : ð28:2Þ

Where at ¼ logð1=btÞ:

28.3 Time Consumption Analysis and Improvement of Adaboost

If to reduce training time under the circumstance of remaining the same number of
samples and characteristics we only can optimize the algorithm when training
simple classifiers [4]. From the above analysis the most time consuming part of the
algorithm is the training of simple classifiers. The key to reduce training time is to
improve simple classifier training. Training simple classifier is just to find the
optimal threshold hj and the offset pi so as to make classification error of all
samples minimum. However, it is not easy, for all samples must be traverse time
after time. If traverse all samples directly without saving the results of the last
traversal, all samples must be traversed once again when calculating new error
using the new threshold every time. As the number of samples is numerous,
calculation amount is huge if traverse all samples from the beginning every time.
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Besides algorithm efficiency large number of samples and characteristics are
the main causes that affect the training time. The training time can decrease greatly
if we can reduce the number of samples and characteristics. The following will
introduce the two approaches respectively.

28.3.1 Improving Traversal Method to Calculate Threshold
and Offset of Simple Classifier Quickly

For each characteristic f calculate all characteristic value of the training samples
and sort them. Scanning over sorted characteristics can determine the optimal
threshold for the characteristic, which can train an optimal simple classifier.
Specific method [5] is: for each sorted elements in the table calculate the four
values. According to the analysis training time mostly spends on calculation of
eigenvalue and threshold and sort. In fact, during the process of iteration the
eigenvalues of samples do not change; change only happen to weights. For each
characteristic the sort corresponding to samples does not change. Therefore, when
first calculate eigenvalues and sort eigenvalues they can be storaged temporarily.
So there is no need to repeat of calculation and sort of eigenvalues when every
training, which can further save time. The above treatment can decrease training
time, but the cost is the need for larger memory space to improve the training
speed.

28.3.2 Decrease Training Time by Characteristic Reduction

As shown in Fig. 28.3, some characteristics can easily distinguish the two types of
samples with the help of some threshold, which are good classification perfor-
mance characteristics. As shown in Fig. 28.4, some characteristics can not
distinguish the two types of samples in any case, which are not good classification
performance characteristics.

From Figs. 28.3 and 28.4 for characteristics easy to classify two kinds of
samples, eigenvalues are close and distance between categories is great. For those
hard to classify two kinds of samples, eigenvalues are dispersed within respective
category, or the distance between categories is close. So, we can define a criterion:
if standard deviation of some eigenvalue in the category is small, we believe that
characteristic is effect to 2 kinds of samples. Define the following function.

Fj ¼
�fþj � �f�j

��� ���
1
n

Pn
i¼0
ðfþj;i � �fþj Þ

2 þ 1
l

Pl

i¼0
ðf�j;i � �f�j Þ

2
: ð3Þ
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Where, �fþj and �f�j denote the eigenvalue mean of the jth positive and negative
sample respectively, j 2 ð1; 2 � � � kÞ, k is the total number of characteristics; i is the
sample number; n; l are the sum of positive and negative samples respectively.
FunctionFj can reflect ability of Characteristicj to classify two kinds of samples. A
relatively large value ofFj means characteristicj is easy to classify two kinds of
samples, else not.

28.3.3 Experiment Results and Analysis

Training samples used in this paper is MIT CBCL database. The training samples
in the database include 3,429 face samples and 4,554 non-face samples and the
samples size is 19 9 19. For taking into account that the large number of samples
will take a lot of memory space the paper used only 1,000 face images from the
database, including 1,000 face images and 2,000 non-face images. As the face
images in the database are from abroad the paper collected 500 domestic face
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Sample number

Fig. 28.3 Good
classification performance
characteristics
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Fig. 28.4 Bad classification
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images moreover and standardized the images to the size of 19 9 19. So, there are
1,500 face images and 2,000 non-face image in all. For a image of 19 9 19 there
are 55,860 Harr characteristics if not perform characteristic reduction. The
experiment environment is P4 2.8G, memory 512M, OS Windows XP, and
MATLAB 7.0.

Before training, calculate the classification capability of 1,500 face images and
2,000 non-face images of the size 19 9 19 first, that is to say calculate Fj

according to Function (3) and sort the results. After sorting, according to different
proportions, the ratio of reserved characteristics number and the total number, we
choose the fore characteristics corresponding to Fj. Then, train classifiers by the
method of rapid traverse. Under the circumstance that the number of reserved
characteristics is different the paper compared the face detection rate in face set,
non-face false detection rate in non-face set. Where, face set in the test set includes
1,000 standardized, different colors, different expression, different shapes face
images. And non-face set includes 2,000 standardized different scenes non-face
images. The experimental results are following.

From Table 28.1 for adopting rapid traverse and characteristic reduction
training time is much less than the traditional approach. And with the characteristic
reduction training time almost decreased proportionally. Furthermore, even if the
total number of features reduced to 1/8, the detection rate and false detection rate
of trained strong classifiers have no obvious difference compared with no char-
acteristic reduction. The paper only trained 55 samples, but they formed a strong
classifier of high detection rate. The results are basically consistent with the
expected results, as means effective characteristic reduction removes a great
number of weak classifiers so as to decrease training time almost without affecting
detection rate and false detection rate. Although choosing characteristic takes
some time it is once and for all, is much less than training time and has less effect
on total training time. The more times the training is, the less effect it has on.

We can reduce characteristics further in the case of meeting the requirement to
further reduce training time. For the paper only compares the detection effect after
characteristic reduction it doesn’t train more weak classifiers. We can train more
weak classifiers to form strong classifiers to improve detection rate. For color
images we can combine with complexion for further verification at the later stage.

Table 28.1 Comparison of detection results under the circumstance of different characteristic
number

Chosen
characteristics rate
(55,860)

Number of
weak classifiers

Detection rate in
face image set

False detection rate in
non-face image set

Training
time (min)

1 55 0.9942 0.0210 789.3524
1/3 55 0.9839 0.0205 267.2777
1/5 55 0.9859 0.0395 172.9666
1/7 55 0.9920 0.0425 127.8333
1/8 55 0.9839 0.0335 114.7849
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For grey images we can further verify to achieve high detection rate according to
global eigenvalues, such as mean, variance, and etc. In practice, we can cascade
multiple strong classifiers to become hierarchical classifier for the detection of
human faces, which can locate the face image from the complex ground.

28.4 Conclusion

The paper analyzes time consuming of AdaBoost face image detection algorithm
from different aspects and improves it in algorithm itself and number of charac-
teristics. It pays more emphasis on characteristic reduction so as to reduce training
time nearly without affecting detection rate. The approach of the paper applies not
only to the field of face detection, can also be extended to other detection field
using AdaBoost algorithm.
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Chapter 29
Fast Haze Removal Algorithm
for Surveillance Video

Bin Xie, Fan Guo and Zixing Cai

Abstract In this paper, we present a new approach to remove haze from sur-
veillance video sequences. The approach first extracts the background image
through frames differential method, and then estimates the atmospheric light and
transmission map from the background image, finally renders haze-free video
according to the haze image model. The main advantage of the proposed approach
is its speed since this approach adopts a ‘universal strategy’ that is applying the
same atmospheric light and a single pseudo-transmission map to a series of video
frames. Experiments and performance analysis demonstrate that a good haze-free
video can be produced effectively and efficiently.

Keywords Video haze removal � Image haze model � Atmospheric light �
Transmission map

29.1 Introduction

Most outdoor vision applications such as surveillance camera system require robust
detection of image features. Under foggy weather conditions, the contrast and color
of images are drastically altered or degraded. Hence, it is imperative to remove
weather effects from video in order to make vision system more reliable. So far,
there have been many works to remove fog from a single image [1–3], but only a
few researches focus on video. These fog removal methods for video sequence
mainly use frame by frame strategy. For this kind of methods, the basic idea of most
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approaches lies in depth-like map computation by using multiple images under
different weather conditions [4, 5]. Although the results are satisfactory, strict
requirement on the inputs, that two reference images captured in different weather
conditions are needed in these methods, limits their applications. Other approaches
separate the foreground and background images, and then combined two results to
get the haze-free video sequences. For example, John and Wilscy [6] applied the
wavelet fusion method on background and foreground pixels separately which
reduces the computation time. Xu et al. [7] remove fog from the foreground and
background images by using a contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE)-based method. However, these existing algorithms have high complexity
with a long computation time. In order to solve these problems, we consider
adopting a ‘universal strategy’ to estimate a depth-like map by only using the
background image of video, and then applying this map to a series of video frames.
Compared with the existing frame by frame methods, our method calculates
transmission map only once, so the fog removal speed is much faster.

29.2 Proposed Approach

Given a video that has haze, mist or fog, we first extract the background image,
and then estimate the atmospheric light value using the dark channel prior pro-
posed by He et al. [1]. Then, the transmission map is calculated on the intensity
component of the background image, through a process of multi-scale Retinex
(MSR), parameter adjustment, bilateral filter and total variation (TV) denoising
filter. Finally, output haze-free video can be gained according to the haze image
model. This process is also depicted in Fig. 29.1.

29.2.1 Haze Image Model and Atmospheric Light Estimation

Haze image model (also called image degradation model), proposed by McCartney
[8] in 1975, consist of direct attenuation model and air light model. Direct
attenuation model describes the scene radiance and its decay in the medium, while

Haze video

Background
image

MSR on intensity
component

Parameter 
adjustment

Bilateral filter TV denoising

Dark channel
Atmospheric 

light
Parameter 
adjustment

Any frame Haze-free video

Fig. 29.1 Haze removal process for video
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air light results from previously scattered light. The formation of a haze image
model is as following:

IðxÞ ¼ JðxÞtðxÞ þ Að1� tðxÞÞ ð29:1Þ

Where I is the observed intensity and also the input haze image, J is the scene
radiance and also the restored haze-free image, A is the global atmospheric light,
and t is the transmission map describing the portion of the light that is not scattered
and reaches the camera. Theoretically, the goal of haze removal is to recover
J, A, and t from I.

For surveillance camera systems, the primary interest is to enhance the visi-
bility of the entire video (not single image). For this purpose, the haze removal
approach for video should adopt different strategy against that for a single image.
Here we adopt a universal strategy to deal with video defog problem, that is to
restore video according to the haze image model, only with the same atmospheric
light value and a single transmission map. For universal usage consideration, dark
channel is used to estimate A in our previous dehazing algorithm [9]. We first pick
the top 0.1% brightest pixels in the dark channel. The pixel with highest intensity
in the first frame is then selected as the atmospheric light.

According to the haze image model, only the value of atmospheric light A and
the transmission map t are both known, can we gain the final recovered result.
Thus, in the following part, we will present our pseudo-transmission map esti-
mation approach in details.

29.2.2 Pseudo-Transmission Map Estimation

The transmission map of haze image model is obtained through the following three
stages:

(1) Background extraction.

Our research considers an outdoor surveillance video camera capturing a scene
(with moving objects) over an extended period of time. We would like to process
it in real-time to obtain a haze-free video. Transmission map is only calculated for
the background part of the video, in order to apply the universal transmission map
to more frames with tolerable error. For simplicity, we define the static part of the
scene as the background part and the moving objects in the scene as the fore-
ground part. The background image can be obtained by using frame differential
method [10]. For example, the background image of Fig. 29.2a is shown in
Fig. 29.2b.

(2) Initial transmission map extraction.

Transmission map is calculated based on the assumption that the intensity of
an image reflects the amounts of photons received by every position of the image.
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The farer distance between the scene points and camera, the fewer photons are
received by the sensor, which leads to darker intensity in the image. Thus, the
depth information reflected by the transmission map can be measured by intensity,
in other words, the transmission map can be obtained by the intensity component
of an image. So our objective is to obtain the transmission information from the
intensity component of an image. For this purpose, MSR, bilateral filter are used
on the intensity component of the background image. Detailed process can be
referred to our previous work [9].

(3) Universal pseudo-transmission map estimation.

For surveillance camera system, the camera is fixed and often positioned high in
the air, so the background of each frame is unchangeable and the difference in
transmission between a foreground object and the background behind it is usually
small. Although the haze removal result obtained by using bilateral filter to obtain
transmission map is good for a single image, using the filter to calculate trans-
mission map for each frame is surely time-consuming. In order to make the
pseudo-transmission map calculated once and used for all, the map should only
contain scene outlier. Therefore, the moving foreground object and image details
can be regarded as noise. As the total variation based on Rudin-Osher-Fatemi
(ROF) model proved to be quite efficient for denoising and regularizing images
without smoothing the boundaries of the objects [11], we use the total variation
algorithm to calculate the pseudo-transmission map obtained by bilateral filter.
This pseudo-transmission map is applied to all video frames without creating
significant errors in the enhanced video.

Figure 29.3 shows our video results with pseudo-transmission map. From
Fig. 29.3 we can see that the pseudo-transmission map Fig. 29.3e does not induce
significant artifacts into enhanced frame. Furthermore, the main advantage of our
approach is its speed since the atmosphere light and the transmission map is
estimated only using background image, and applied to all frames.

Fig. 29.2 Background extraction example: a the first original haze frame from video.
b Background image obtained by frame differential method
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29.2.3 Scene Radiance Restoration

According to the haze image model we can recover the scene radiance of each
frame with the same transmission map obtained by the algorithm presented above.
Because the direct attenuation term J(x)t(x) can be very close to zero, so the
transmission map t(x) is restricted to a lower bound t0, which means that a small
amount of haze are preserved in very dense haze regions. A typical value of t0 is
0.1. The final scene radiance J(x) is then recovered by:

JðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ � A

maxðtðxÞ; t0Þ
þ A ð29:2Þ

Since from the first frame, the transmission map t(x) and the atmospheric light
A can be estimated, so we can apply Equation (29.2) to each frame of the original
video in order to obtain the final haze-free result.

29.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

Here we present a set of results using videos that captured in foggy weather
conditions. We first extract the background image using frame differential
method, and then the universal transmission map can be obtained. Figure 29.3
shows the procedure of our approach. As can be seen in the figure, the initial
transmission map obtained by using bilateral filter on the intensity component of
the background image contains too much ‘noise’ for video processing, such as
the moving foreground object and image details (Fig. 29.3b). Thus, we use total

Fig. 29.3 Our video defogging example: a One arbitrarily selected original frame from the
foggy video. b The initial transmission map estimated using bilateral filter. c The original visible
edges. d The haze removal result of the video. e The universal transmission map estimated using
total variation denoising filter. f The visible edges of frame d
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variation denoising filter to get our universal video transmission map
(Fig. 29.3e). Finally, we apply the obtained atmospheric light and our final
transmission map to each frame of the original video.

So far there is a lack of widely accepted methodology to assess the perfor-
mances of the defog algorithm, or to compare them with one another. Unlike
image quality assessment or image restoration areas, it is not easy (sometimes even
impossible) to have a fully reference image. For performance analysis, the defi-
nition of meteorological visibility distance proposed in Ref. [12] is considered
here. In order to be consistent with the definition, the set of edges which have a
local contrast above 5% is computed as to obtain the visible edges under foggy
weather. To implement the definition, Kohler’s segmentation method that based on
Logarithmic Image Processing (LIP) model [13] is used here. The visible edges in
the video frames before and after haze removal are selected by a 5% contrast
thresholding, the computation results of visible edges are also given in Fig. 29.3.
From Fig. 29.3c and f, we can see that the frames after haze removal have more
visible edges than before. Since the performance analysis is based on the meteo-
rological visibility distance, the result coincides with the visual evaluation of
human eyes.

29.4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a fast video defogging approach using haze image model with
the same atmospheric light and transmission map. The proposed method is
applicable under the situation that the camera is fixed and positioned high above
the ground. Given a haze video, continuous haze-free video can be produced
through haze image model with universal estimated atmospheric light and trans-
mission map. The experiment results show that our method is effective and
efficient.
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Chapter 30
Genetic Algorithm and Fuzzy Based
Combustion Temperature Control Model
of MSW Incinerators

Hairui Wang, Wen Xie and Ya Li

Abstract In this paper, we develop a fuzzy controller for improving the waste
combustion control effect according to fuzzy theory. On the strength of the above
mentioned, we adopt the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to generate fuzzy rules in waste
combustion process. We expect to improve the control effect while control system
parameter is unstable and to develop a GA based fuzzy controller to optimize the
control. By using fuzzy methods, it solves a temperature control model that
consists of four inputs and two outputs. GA (Genetic Algorithm) is used to con-
struct the learning algorithm, which is able to find the optimum rule base. The
simulation and field application results show that the GA-based fuzzy model can
adapt to the complex incineration process. It is an appropriate way to solve the
incineration temperature control problem.

Keywords Municipal solidwaste incinerator�PID�Geneticalgorithm�Fuzzycontrol

30.1 Introduction

MSW incineration process is usually complex, nonlinear, time delay, load dis-
turbance and noise. System variable is inaccurate when controller component is
ware and torn by any interference [1]. This is very difficult to create a mathematics
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module. Traditional automation control system always use experience or intuition
by setting to acquire a good efficiency. Generally, the conventional waste incin-
eration control system usually provides automation control such as logic control
and sequence functions, and linearized process control is performed by PID
(proportional integral-derivative).

In the absence of knowledge of the underlying process, a PID controller is the
best controller. By tuning the three parameters in the PID controller algorithm, the
controller can provide control action designed for specific process requirements.
The response of the controller can be described in terms of the responsiveness of
the controller to an error, the degree to which the controller overshoots the setpoint
and the degree of system oscillation. Note that the use of the PID algorithm for
control does not guarantee optimal control of the system or system stability.

The well-known fuzzy theory, developed by Zadeh in 1965 [2], used in
widespread use. The general characteristic of the fuzzy control is the IF–THEN
fuzzy rules. By the late 1970s, the interest of fuzzy systems had grown rather
explosively, Still most of the work was theoretical. At the same time, there also
emerged some important applications. One of these was fuzzy logic control (FLC).
The genesis of FLC was a 1972 paper by Chang and Zadeh [3]. The PID formulas
are simple and can be easily adopted to corresponding to different controlled plant
but it can not yield a good control performance if controlled system is highly-order
or nonlinear. It is well know that FLC have emerged as one of the most active and
useful research areas in fuzzy control theory. FLC can improve control perfor-
mance especially for high-order or non-linear system, one of the fundamental
problems in fuzzy control technology is that need experience for rule base
constructed.

As a mature technology for waste incineration process, waste incineration has
obtained a wide range of applications; MSW incineration technology is advanced
waste disposal technology. After crushing solid waste roughly, mix it with
limestone, soda and other additives, and then put it into the incinerator via hopper,
and auxiliary fuel is also added from the hopper at regular adherence; the air or
oxygen-rich (temperature of 100–300�C) preheated via the flue gas’s heat will be
blown into the incinerator through the air supply tube. Solid waste in the incin-
erator go through preheated warm-dry zone from top to bottom, it’s temperature
will be heated to 100–200�C, and water in the waste is vaporized. Dried solid
waste will be descended to the middle of the incinerator, and be heated to
200–600�C. The organic components in the solid waste begin to gasify, com-
bustible gas and noncombustible material will be produced at simultaneously.
Gasification residues will be put into the burning zone. There the combustible
material is burning and release amount of heat to maintain the incinerator’s
temperature at 600–1250�C. When the noncombustible material reach the melting
zone with high temperatures (1250–1450�C), the noncombustible material will be
molten into molten slag. The combustible gas and smoke generated by gasification
enter the secondary combustion chamber and begin to combust. A lot of heat
energy may be produced and may be used to generate electricity. The incineration
process keeps reducing atmosphere let during the whole process of burning waste,
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the molten slag and metal are discharged through the slag port, the metal can be
recycled and utilized by the magnetic power, the molten ash can be used as
construction materials [4].

A great deal of research work focused on the process of waste incineration at
domestic and abroad, the emphasis of research is to establish the waste incinerator
numerical model [5] and establish grate material thickness prediction model [6] by
using fuzzy approach. Chen et al. [7] studied the influence of incineration process
on generation of NOx and CO based on genetic algorithm of fuzzy neural network.

In this paper, the focus is mainly concentrated on the fuzzy control rules which
is auto-generated by genetic algorithms (GA) and two temperatures [8] .

In MSW’s process, the steam evaporation of waste heat boiler are considered to
be equal to the heat of the combustible gas of the secondary combustion chamber
in the waste combustion process, in theory, the combustible gas in the secondary
combustion chamber is pyrolyzed from the combustion incinerator. Because the
first combustion chamber is in restorable atmosphere, the gas heat of pyrolyzed
gasification is almost not lost, and the coke is to ensure the melting temperature of
the melting zone, waste feed speed is an important adjustable input in combustion
control logic, so ACC regular automatic combustion control system can stabilize
the evaporation of steam in waste combustion process via adjusting waste feed
speed and the combustion-supporting air flow. In addition, the quality of tail gas
from chimney can be adjusted via the feedback control system inject the dosage
into the air purification equipment. Once the combustion system of MSW incin-
erator is in a stable state of combustion, there exists much relation between the
added quantity of the secondary combustion air and the quality of tail gas, auto-
matic control logic is not only be able to let the exhaust quality meet the country
exhaust standard, but can be able to maximize heat recovery.

30.2 The Structure of Fuzzy Controller of the MSW Incinerator

In the practical operation control of the MSW incinerator, in order to ensure the
temperature control accuracy of melting zone and the second combustion chamber
and avoid the primary air and secondary air-conditioning sector non-linear effects,
we can ascertain the corresponding relationship between secondary damper
opening and the amount of secondary air. To capture the main factors and to give
up a secondary factor as the implemental principle, the fuzzy controller of the
process of MSW has four input variables and two output variables, they are
melting zone temperature deviation (TCP1), change rate of melting zone
temperature deviation (DTCP1), the second combustion chamber temperature
deviation (TCP2) and the change rate of second combustion chamber temperature
deviation (DTCP2), which constitute the four input variables of fuzzy controller.
To use feed quantity and secondary air flow as the two fuzzy controller’s output
variables. To control the combustion process of MSW incinerator through
adjusting feed quantity and secondary air amount. The primary air amount is
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controlled by the changes of oxygen amount, the chamber negative pressure (Pf)
adjustment method is applied with the tone control.

The system use fuzzy controller to control the two temperatures of the process
of MSW. From the technical process of MSW, we can obtain some information,
after the solid waste enter the MSW incinerator, under the high temperature
radiation of melting zone, the solid waste goes through drying and gasification of
pyrolysis from top to bottom, the part which can’t be gasificated will enter melting
zone with high temperature, where remains of solid waste are melting. There are
many factors affecting the gasification and melting process, but the main factor is
the temperature of melting zone, the gasificated combustible gas goes to the
secondary combustion chamber and burns out, it almost doesn’t infect the process
of pyrolysis and gasification, so the temperature of melting zone is only related
with the feed quantity of waste. The temperature of the secondary chamber has
great relations with the heat value of the waste itself, and therefore we need to
build a fuzzy controller which has a good dynamic control effects. The fuzzy
controller use TCP1 and DTCP1 as input variables to control the speed of waste
feed. To control the secondary air, the fuzzy controller use TCP2 and DTCP2 as
input variables. The fuzzy controller has four input variables and two output
variables, one is the secondary air volume and the other is the waste feed time.
These six variables make up of the fuzzy controller with four input/two output of
the combustion process of MSW [8].

Temperature of melting zone is the main parameter to affect the effects of
thermal decomposition, the generation rate of combustible gas will be increased
while the temperature of melting zone rises, tar and carbon production will be
reduced, the content of hydrogen and hydrocarbon in combustible gases will be
increased obviously, it is helpful for the stability of the secondary combustion
chamber, melting zone temperature decreases, combustible gas production rate
will correspondingly decrease, tar and carbon output will rise, the decrease of
hydrogen and hydrocarbon content in combustible gas will decrease the heat value
of combustible gas, it will cause the temperature fluctuation. So secondary air
volume is determined by temperature deviation of melting zone, temperature
deviation and temperature deviation change rate of the secondary combustion
chamber.

30.3 The Generating Algorithm of Fuzzy Controller Rules

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural
evolution, which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques
inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and
crossover.
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30.3.1 Fuzzy Controller Based on GA-Fuzzy Rule Generation
Algorithm

The key technologies of generation of fuzzy rule based on GA should be resolved:
expression way of fuzzy rule string of controller, the determination of genetic
operator, merits and demerits evaluation of generated fuzzy rules, etc.

A set of fuzzy rules can be regarded as permutations and combinations of a set
of input/output variables model. When the arrangement order is certain, only need
to record the fuzzy degree of output variables in the order of permutations and
combinations. The fuzzy degree of output variables is very easy to express via
binary numbers, so a group of fuzzy rules can be expressed by a binary number
string [14].

Quantified the six variables of the combustion process of MSW to thirteen
fuzzy subsets in range [-6, +6], they are related with seven linguistic variables
(NB, NM, NS, ZR, PS, PM, PB), seven linguistic variables can be respectively
represented by three binary codes that are used to express
(001,010,011,100,101,110,111). There exists 49 fuzzy rules for controlling con-
tinuous feed waste time of the combustion process of MSW, so 147 binary strings
can be used to represent the 49 fuzzy rules. In theory, there should be 343 fuzzy
rules for control theory of flow volume of fuzzy controller of the combustion
process of MSW, but in actual process, we only consider three cases, the
temperature of melting zone is lower than the set value, higher than the set value or
equal to the set value, so secondary flow volume control should have 147 fuzzy
rules. The 147 fuzzy rules can be represented by 421 binary code, also an assigned
421 binary string can be converted to 147 fuzzy rules.

30.3.2 The Fitness Function Design

In the fuzzy rule generation procedure of the combustion process of MSW, we
assigned a set of fuzzy rules randomly. If actual output is more less, it means the
adaptive degree of this individual is more higher, predicted output is more closed
to the output of fuzzy ratiocination system, in other words, it means the generated
fuzzy rule is more reasonable. Fitness function was expressed by the following

equation: EðnÞ ¼ 1
2 � 1

N

PN
i¼1 ðyðiÞ � y0ðiÞÞ2: Wherein: n act as the number of times

for training; N act as the total number of samples; e act as the error; y act as the
actual output value of the fuzzy controller.
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30.3.3 The Selection of Genetic Operator to Fuzzy Rule Strings

The selection of operator means the fitness proportional method, also known as
roulette laws or Monte Carlo choice, each individual’s selection probability is
proportional to its fitness value in this method. Setting the group size as n, its
individual fitness value is fi, then the probability that an individual is selected:
psi ¼ fi=

Pn
i¼1 fi; psi reflects the individual’s fitness in the proportion of the whole

group’s clearly. The larger individual fitness, the higher probability of being
chosen. And vice versa [8].

30.4 Fuzzy Controller Rules for MSW Incinerator

In order to generate a set of efficient multi-objective fuzzy controller’s control
rules, the whole MSW incinerator will be the controller’s control object according
to the MSW combustion technology. The fuzzy controller’s input/output variables
need to be determined according to the conditions that the MSW incineration
process. Once the input/output variables was determined, the linguistic variables
and domain for each variable need to be set. To array input variables’ binary-coded
string according to certain rules in order through using the gene encoding rules for
each output variable after determining the domain, then to get the gene string that
we needed. According to the fitness function of GA, the algorithm carry on the
selection, crossover and mutation operations to the randomly generated gene. It
will get a higher fitness gene after some algebra. We can get fuzzy controller’s
rules which has the best control effect through decoding the final gene. We will
gradually build the control rules of fuzzy controller by using GA optimization
process. Such a process is an automatic way that using GA as the formation and
the adjustment of fuzzy control rules. When the output of fuzzy inference was
established by the weighted value of all the fuzzy control rules, fuzzy controller
can achieve the requirements of the multi-objective optimization control strategy.
The generation algorithm of controller’s fuzzy rules was shown in Fig. 30.1 [9].

start

Determine the structure of the 
standard fuzzy controller

Get samples from standard fuzzy controller

Generate N fuzzy rule randomly

Decode for each rule

Construct controller for each rule

Calculate controllers error using 
samples

Calculate the fitness of each rule

Selection/Crossing/Mutation

Err reach its goal or
generation terminate

End

yes

no

Fig. 30.1 Generation algorithm of fuzzy rules of fuzzy controller
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30.5 Simulation Results and Experimental Analysis

This section uses GA to build the fuzzy controller output control rules automati-
cally, we select cross-parameter Pc = 0.85, variation of parameters Pm = 0.025
according to the characteristics of GA. The initial number of individuals N’s
values have significant impact to the GA’s rapidity of convergence. We need the
more numbers of fuzzy rules which will be tested and the more iteration time when
N becomes greater. We first set N to 60, after 500 times iterating and optimizing,
we can get the highest fitness of fuzzy rules gene string of fuzzy controller, Using
temperature fuzzy controller of melting zone as input/output sample to test the
fuzzy controller rules. We got the higher fitness fuzzy control rules

Automatically generated fuzzy control rules by using GA, simulation results as
shown in Fig. 30.2. Its control effect is compared with the basic fuzzy controller. The
fuzzy controller with the automatically generated fuzzy rules can control better than
traditional PID and the basic fuzzy controller. And the control system has good
dynamic, static performance, robustness and anti-jamming capability. It is an
effective way to automatically build multi-input/output fuzzy controller’s rule base.

30.6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a fuzzy control model and study approach of MSW incin-
erator’s temperature which is based on GA generation fuzzy rules. The control
quality of the fuzzy control model based on GA fuzzy rule generation is superior to
the conventional fuzzy controller just because it combines the fuzzy reasoning
process into the GA. Using GA to dynamically adjust the fuzzy control rules
according to the control system’s actual running state can not only make the
system has a strong adaptive ability but also make the system tends towards
stability as soon as possible. The next step will be combined with expert system
reasoning mechanism to perfect the model’s self-learning function, then the model
can adapt to the more complex changes in working conditions.

Fig. 30.2 The control effect of fuzzy controller
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Chapter 31
Hardware-in-the-Loop for On-Line
Identification of SSP Driving Motor

Guichen Zhang

Abstract This paper describes a strategy for identification of Siemens-Schottel-
Propulsor (SSP) driving motor which is chosen as three-phase squirrel cage
induction motor (IM) in this work. The strategy is to perform on-line identification
of parameters of the electrical part of IMs. The different forms of voltage and
current signals are applied to the motor based on Siemens Sinamics technology, at
the same time, detecting the motor voltage, current response signal, through
all these signals and the relationship among them, the motor parameters can be
calculated or the motor parameters can be identified using the fitting algorithm.
Simulation and experimental results show advantages of the proposed strategy in
the identified system, simplicity, and low cost.

Keywords Siemens-Schottel-Propulsor (SSP)� Identification� Inductionmotor (IM)�
Hardware-in-the-loop

31.1 Introduction

Three-phase squirrel cage induction motors are the most widely used electrical
drive motors on board, because of their simple structure, reliability of operation
and modest cost [1]. The induction motor (IM) electrical parameters are important
to achieve high performance motion for Siemens-Schottel-Propulsor (SSP) driving
motor [2]. In order to obtain quick torque response, the variable V/f vector control
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technology has been adopted with the SSP driving motor in semi-submersible
vessel ‘‘Taiankou’’ and ‘‘Kangshengkou’’. However, the vector control perfor-
mance is good or bad depends on the accuracy of the motor parameters, and these
motor parameters change with motor temperature, skin effect and other factors
during its running period [3]. When running in the weakening field, both the stator
resistance and mutual inductance have an impact on control performance.

To obtain a high precision propulsion motor control, the accurate motor
parameters must be in hand, therefore, before controlling unknown parameters
of a motor, the required motor control parameters must be identified, hence the
accurate, reliable high-performance electric motor. Parameter Identification of
propulsion system is the key of corresponding design and development Guo et al.
[4]. Ju and DF [5] had solved the identification problem of composite IM loads
with analyzing the identifiability and using genetic algorithms. The least squares
parameter identification algorithm, the real parameter complex variable error
model and its parameter identification are used in [6]. The rotor resistance and load
torque for vector-controlled IM are identified in [7]. Guo et al. [4] described poles
designation and parameters tuning method for sensorless IM drive. Genetic
algorithm, colony optimization and particle swarm optimization were applied to
the IM parameter identification in [3].

In this paper, SSP driving motor use on-line identification method based on
Siemens Sinamics technology. Through the different forms of voltage and current
signals applied to the motor, at the same time, detecting the motor voltage, current
response signal, through all these signals and the relationship among them, the
motor parameters can be calculated or the motor parameters can be identified using
the fitting algorithm.

31.2 Parameters Identification Method of SSP Driving Motor

Field Oriented Control (FOC) is currently the main method of high-performance IM
control [8], which obtains high static and dynamic performance of AC frequency
conversion velocity modulation performance by the coordinate transformation [1].
IM dynamic theory involves the rotating magnetic field and its spatial relationship
depends on the motor speed and load, the motor equivalent circuit is usually
obtained when the sinusoidal voltage at the steady state. But mathematical model
derived from the electromagnetic theory is a high-level and parameters time-
varying mathematical model, besides, there must exist certain coupling relation-
ships between these various parameters. There are some methods, such as the least
square method in practical driving system, extended Kalman filter and model ref-
erence adaptive identification are widely used in IM [3, 4]. Linear regression model
has been used to approximate the nonlinear system, the system input -output data
have been processed as a ‘‘black box’’, recursive prediction error method and
adaptive observing method have been used for the motor parameter estimation,
pattern recognition, such as rotor resistance, rotor inductance, stator leakage
inductance of three-phase IM, rather than determine the transfer function [1].
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From the equivalent circuit data, motor cable resistance, IGBT turn-on voltage
and IGBT lockout time compensation can be determined. Motor stator resistance
value is very important for the stability of the closed-loop control and the voltage
boost of V/f characteristic. Long feeder cables and the use of third-party motor, the
motor data identification procedures must be performed. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig. 31.1.

31.3 Modeling of SSP Driving Motor

Vector control performance of IM depends on motor parameters, temperature and
load changes will affect IM control performance. In this paper, for uncertainty of
rotor resistance variation and load torque changes, nonlinear identification algo-
rithm of asymptotic tracking the actual value of load and rotor resistance is
designed based on vector controlled IM mathematical model.

Because of mutual coupling between rotor flux wr and rotor mechanical angular
velocity,xm, the driving IM system equations are necessary to change into state
equations that contains the parameter estimates. The steady state performances of
the IMs are obtained using static model equations. The state-space model of IM in
standard form, with respect to a static coordinates [1, 2], is as follows:
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Fig. 31.1 Equivalent circuit of the IM identification
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In order to facilitate parameters identification, equation (31.1) parameters
transformation is

R1 ¼ Rs; R2 ¼
Lm

Lr

� �2

Rr; L2 ¼
Lm

Lr

� �2

Lr ð31:2Þ

T2 ¼
L2

R2
¼ Tr; w2a ¼

Lm

Lr

w1a; w2b ¼
Lm

Lr

w1b ð31:3Þ

Both sides of the current state by multiplying Lr; to simplify the state equation,
is as follows:
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where Rs—stator resistance, R1—stator resistance transform; Rr—rotor resis-
tance, R2—rotor resistance transform; usaðu1aÞ and usbðu1bÞ are stator voltage in
a� b coordinates; isaði1aÞ and isbði1bÞ are stator current in a� b coordinates;
xm-electrical angular velocity of single pole pairs; LrðLr ¼ rLsÞ-total leakage
inductance; Lr and L2 are before and after transformation rotor inductance,
respectively; Tr—rotor time constant (L2/R2).

Stator current state equation in static conditions ðxm ¼ 0Þ is as follows:
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Referring to the described state-space model of IM, a hardware-in-the-loop SSP
drive system was built in [9], in order to simulate the dynamic behavior of IM.

31.4 Hardware-in-the-Loop Identification of SSP Driving Motor

The stator resistance can be obtained by DC method, which UV, UW and VW
conducted respectively and three sets of data measured, and finally the average of the
stator resistance can be taken. Here, the accuracy of voltage detection determines the
stator resistance identification accuracy. Stator resistance is small; hence,
the required voltage is very small with the input rated current. The higher the voltage,
the smaller proportion of the various effects, and the higher detection accuracy.

Single-phase test can be used to replace the locked rotor test to measure the
rotor resistance and the leakage inductance both stator and rotor. When V phase
and W-phase control signal are same, apply the voltage signal to the motor and
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obtain sinusoidal current to complete the single-phase test, the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 31.1. Usually, asynchronous motor stator and rotor leakage induc-
tance basically is same and very small comparing to the mutual inductance.

During the operation of the SSP drive system, the parameters of the IM are
changed by magnetic saturation affect the stator reactance, rotor reactance and
mutual reactance to some extent. The stator resistance and rotor resistance change
with temperature, this is a relatively slow process [1]. Parameter identification
process is based on the actual IM output and the electrical difference between the
model outputs, electrical model of IM is constantly corrected by intelligent opti-
mization algorithms.

IM is controlled by Siemens Sinamics and applies vector control. The real
parameters of the IM were used in the hardware-in-the-loop simulation SSP sys-
tem and are given in Table 31.1. Table 31.1 is obtained from on-line monitoring
interface of Siemens Sinamics.

Table 31.1 Identification results of 120 W IM

Parameter text Value Unit

Motor stator resistance, cold 1.40359 Ohm
Motor rotor resistance, cold 1.69590 Ohm
Motor stator leakage inductance 9.67435 mH
Motor rotor leakage inductance 10.15039 mH
Motor magnetizing inductance 206.27832 mH
Rated motor current 6.80 Arms
Rated motor power factor 0.820
Rated motor speed 1420.0 RPM
Motor cooling type Non-ventilation
Motor moment of inertia 0.013896 Kgm2

Ratio between the total and motor moment 1.000
Motor weight 32.5 kg
Cable resistance 0.35090 Ohm

Fig. 31.2 Simulation and experimental results of IM
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The IM parameters were determined by testing the motor under load and rotor
conditions, the real parameters of the IM were used in the simulated system.
Simulation and experimental results is as show in Fig. 31.2:

In Fig. 31.2: 0–17,600 ms, P = 0.32 kw, wr = 97.5; 21,500–32,000 ms,
P = 0.58 kw, wr = 97.5; 32,000–49,500 ms, P = 0.58 ? 3.5 kw, wr = 97.5 ?
96.5; 48,500–55,900 ms, P = 3.5 kw, wr = 96.5; 55,900–68,200 ms, P =3.5 ?
1.45 kw, wr = 96.5 ? 81.5; 68,200–84,100 ms, P = 1.45 kw, wr = 81.5–81; 84,
100–101,400 ms, P = 1.45 ? 0.1 kw, wr = 81 ? 100; 101,400–118,000 ms,
P = 0.1 kw, wr = 99.5, 0–48,000 ms, Rs = 2.0685 ? 2.0572 X, Rr = 2.0015 ?
1.990 X; 48,000–98,000 ms: Rs = 2.0572 ? 2.0788 X, Rr = 1.99 ? 2.01 X;
98,000–118,000 ms: Rs = 2.0788 ? 2.074 X, Rr = 2.01 ? 2.0045 X.

31.5 Conclusion

In this paper, a strategy for on-line identification of the electrical parameters of the
electromagnetic state of SSP driving IM has been presented. Patterns of input–
output signals were used in a Siemens Sinamics software environment to identify
IM parameters. The stator currents, mechanical angular speed and the rotor flux are
continuously monitored by Siemens Sinamics. The identified model was adopted
within a hardware-in-the-loop simulation environment to test. Simulation and
experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Chapter 32
Hybrid Adaptive Fuzzy Vector Control
for Single-Phase Induction Motors

Ding Wang

Abstract The single-phase induction motors are the ones which have the widest
applications and small power operation. The research on them mainly based on the
finite model, and generally did not think of the effect of the infinite time-vary
parameters. So, hybrid Adaptive fuzzy vector control for single phase induction
motors is proposed to improve the system performance. At first, the indirect field
oriented vector control can be obtained according to the general mathematic model
of single-phase induction motor. The adaptive fuzzy controllers were constructed
based on hybrid fuzzy controller after decoupling them to attain effective and easy
realized control characteristics. The control schemes presented are realized by the
physical prototype. The experiment results prove the total control system perfor-
mance is correct. And it has the advantage of the easy realized control and the high
control efficiency.

Keywords Single phase induction motor � Vector control � Adaptive control �
Hybrid fuzzy control

32.1 Introduction

The single phase induction motors are the ones which have the widest applications
and small power operation. It is an induction motor which has the two windings, a
main one and an auxiliary one. So it has the difficult control of the dynamic and
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nonlinear properties. The traditional control methods of the single-phase induction
motors are using single-phase alternating current power which can shifted to the
other phase alternating current power by the capacitor so that the one of two input
power sources is applied to the main winding, and the other is applied to the
auxiliary winding. It is seen perfect and developed that the most studies focus on
the topologies in main loop and its control methods. With the development of
control technologies, microprocessor technologies and power inverter technolo-
gies, two input independent AC power sources control are popular. So split SPWM
control or the vector control be used because of the its field performances look like
three-phase induction motors.

Although the vector control have the advantages of the best control method for
the induction motors, their control performances are not satisfactory because of the
parameter varieties and nonlinear properties of the induction motor. So, the fuzzy
vector control scheme is necessary. But, a hybrid controller can provide better
system performance over a simple fuzzy controller alone. And further the adaptive
control is added to the fuzzy vector control scheme to improve the robust and
adaptive characteristics of control system.

In this paper, hybrid Adaptive fuzzy vector control for single-phase induction
motors is proposed to improve the system performance. The indirect field oriented
control can be obtained according to the general mathematic model of single-phase
induction motor. The speed controllers were constructed by hybrid adaptive fuzzy
controller after decoupling them to attain effective and easy realized control
characteristics. The paper is focus on the realizations of the control algorithms
specially. The detail designs are as follows

32.2 Direct Adaptive Control

Using the synchronous rotating frame, in order to apply the indirect rotor field
oriented control to the single-phase induction motor, set k0dr ¼ kr and set k0qr ¼ 0;
equations of the single phase induction motors in a stationary reference frame [1]
can be obtained. The controller must be designed after decoupling the current
components of the single-phase induction motor [2]. Therefore, the equation of
plant can be described as

pkr ¼ r
0

drLmdids=ðL
0

ldr þ LmdÞ � r0drkr=ðL0ldr þ LmdÞ ; ð32:1Þ

pxr ¼ �Bxr=J þ P=J PNdXmqkriqs=2NqxsðL0ldr þ LmdÞ � Tl

� �
: ð32:2Þ

where xr is the rotor speed, xs is the synchronous speed and xsr ¼ xs � xr; Nq
and Nd are the effective numbers of winding turns along the q and d axes, P is the
numbers of motor poles, Lm and L1s are the stator magnetizing and leakage
inductances, respectively,
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Defining the state vector X ¼ x1; x2½ �T ¼ ½kr;xr�T and the control command
u = iqs, the plant described by (32.1) and (32.2) can be expressed by the following
single-input single-output continuous-time system:

_x ¼ AðxÞ þ BðxÞu; y ¼ CðxÞ ; ð32:3Þ

where x 2 <2 is the state vector, u 2 < is the input, y ¼ x2 ¼ xr 2 < is the
output of the plant and the functions A xð Þ; B xð Þ 2 <2; and C xð Þ 2 < are smooth
functions, which are defined as

AðxÞ ¼
�r0drx1

�
ðL0ldr þ LmdÞ þ r0drLmdids

�
ðL0ldr þ LmdÞ

�Bx2=J � PTl=J

" #
ð32:4Þ

BðxÞ ¼ 0
P2NdXmqx1

�
2JNqxsðL0ldr þ LmdÞ

� �
ð32:5Þ

CðxÞ ¼ x2 ð32:6Þ

Therefore, the relations between the output and input of the above system can
be expressed as

_y ¼ f ðxÞ þ gðxÞu; ð32:7Þ

which f(x) and g(x) represented the unknown nonlinear plant dynamics, and based
on the feedback linearization there exists some ideal controller

u� ¼ ð�f ðxÞ þ lðtÞÞ=gðxÞ; ð32:8Þ

which lðtÞ ¼ _ym þ des þ �es; with �es ¼ _es � _eo; and d[ 0; eo ¼ ym � y;
es ¼ LðsÞeo;L(s) is a multiple term differentiator which has its poles in the open left
half plane.

In order to use adaptive fuzzy control, we may express u� as [3]:

u� ¼ h�ufuðx; lÞ þ duðxÞ ð32:9Þ

The ideal parameter vector h�u is defined as:

h�u ¼ arg min sup hT
u fðx; lÞ � u�j�

��
x2sx;g2sm

"

hu2Xu

ð32:10Þ

where Xu is the compact parameter set, and sx and sm � <n are defined as the
spaces through which the state trajectory and the free parameter lðtÞ may travel
under closed-loop control. fu is the partial of the approximator with respect to the
parameter vector, and duðxÞ is the approximation of the error which arises when u�

is represented by an approximator of finite size.
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Design the direct adaptive controller based on as:

ud ¼ ûu þ usd ð32:11Þ

where

ûu ¼ hT
u fu ð32:12Þ

And hu is updated on-line using the following gradient update law:

_huðtÞ ¼ q�1
u fues ð32:13Þ

where qu is a positive definite adaptation gain.
A sliding mode control term usd is defined as

usd ¼ ksdðtÞsgnðesÞ ð32:14Þ

where

ksdðtÞ ¼ GðxÞ esj j
�

2g2
0 þ DuðxÞ ð32:15Þ

and DuðxÞ is a known upper bound on the error, duðxÞj j �DuðxÞ:

32.3 Design of Hybrid Fuzzy PD Controller

In the front of adaptive controller, the fuzzy controls were used to approve the
control characteristics. In order to get the easy realization, hybrid fuzzy PD con-
trols were designed. The hybrid fuzzy PD consists of two nonlinear tracking
differentiators. The nonlinear tracking differentiator TD (I) whose input x�r and
tracking differentiator output is r1 and r2 is designed as [4]

_r1 ¼ r2 ð32:16Þ

_r2 ¼ �Rrsatðr1 � x�r þ
r2 r2j j
2Rr

; drÞ ð32:17Þ

which a nonlinear saturation function satðA; drÞ is defined as

satðA; drÞ ¼
sgnðAÞ; Aj j[ d r

A
dr
; Aj j � dr; dr [ 0

�
ð32:18Þ

in which sgnð�Þis a standard sign function.
Similarly the nonlinear tracking differentiator TD (II) whose input x0r and

tracking differentiator output is xr1 and xr2 can be obtained.
Using the output signal of the above speed differentiator, the fuzzy controller

input signals are represented as

eðtÞ ¼ Keðr1ðtÞ � xr1ðtÞÞ; ð32:19Þ
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cðtÞ ¼ Kcðr2ðtÞ � xr2ðtÞÞ ð32:20Þ

which Ke and Kc are the scaling gains.
The membership function uses the normal distribution function, the fuzzy

decision uses the approach associated with the center of gravity. All membership
functions used in this PDC are triangular type with a base-width of 0.4. The basic
universe of discourse for eðtÞ and cðtÞ are [-1, 1], and have 11 fuzzy levels.

32.4 Experiment Study

The whole experiment system consists of a single-phase induction motor, some
power electronic elements, some drive elements and a MCU. The MCU is the
C8051F120 which has a system frequency of 100 MHz. Power electronic elements
are SGB10N60A. Single phase induction motor is the YC90L-4 of 220 V and
1,100 w. The parameters on fuzzy TD controller are: R = 2.5, d = 0.00005 R. The
parameters of the SPWM inverter is Tmax = 10 ms, N = 500. The software tasks
consist of two tracking differentiator tasks, one fuzzy controller task, one adaptive
control task, a speed estimator task, two current conversion tasks, a torque con-
version task, a speed difference task, a weak field control task, two SPWM inverter
tasks, and man–machine interface tasks. All software tasks were combined
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together by the main task, realized on the embedded operation system SMALL
RTOS 51. The step inputs were applied to system presented and results can be seen
in Fig. 32.1. The experiment results shown in Fig. 32.2 prove the proposed control
scheme is correct.
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Chapter 33
Hybrid Intelligent Algorithm Based
on Hierarchical Encoding for Training
of RBF Neural Network

Yuan Guo She

Abstract Considering the inherent characteristics of RBF network structure, a
hybrid intelligent algorithm based on hierarchical encoding strategy is proposed in
this paper. This method takes LSM based on singular value decomposition to
optimize the linear weights, take hierarchic genetic algorithm, which combined
with Gauss–Newton descend search, immune characteristics and chaos idea, to
optimize the RBF network structure and hidden layer parameters. Simulation
results demonstrate it is effective and superior to some other methods.

Keywords Gauss–Newton descend method � RBF neural network � Hybrid
intelligent algorithm � Singular value decomposition

33.1 Introduction

Since Broomhead and Lowe [1] (1988) used the radial basis functions (Radial
Basis Function, RBF) for neural network design, RBF neural network with its
simple structure, high non-linear approximation accuracy and fast learning ability,
has been widely used in the areas such as pattern recognition, function approxi-
mation, signal processing, time series prediction, etc. [2]. But the RBF centers of
hidden node and the standardization parameters are hard to find, select the
appropriate radial basis function, how to determine RBF centers, widths and the
number of hidden layer nodes to make the training of network meet the required
accuracy, is the research hotspot in recent years [3, 4].
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The solution achieved by the traditional method which only used the stochastic
search or gradient search was always a local optimum solution. Hybrid method
combining traditional optimization techniques and evolutionary algorithm can
greatly enhance the possibility to locate the global optimum and obtain better
results than the single use one of them [5]. For that, based on the hierarchical
encoding strategy, this paper takes LSM based on singular value decomposition to
optimize the linear weights, takes hierarchic genetic algorithm to optimize the
RBF network structure and hidden layer parameters which combined with
Gauss–Newton descend search, immune characteristics and chaos idea, so a hybrid
intelligent algorithm is constructed. Simulation results show that the algorithm is
effective and superior to some other methods.

33.2 RBF Network Structure and Optimization

RBF neural network is a special three-layer feed-forward network, the input to output
mapping is achieved by a linear combination of nonlinear basis functions. Let

X ¼ ðX1;X2; . . .;XnÞT 2 Rn is the network input vector, n is the number of variables,
Ci; 1� i� h, is the centers of hidden nodes (RBF), h is the number of hidden layer
nodes, Wk; 1� k� h, is the weight value to connect the kth hidden nodes and output
nodes, b0 is the output unit bias. Select the most commonly used Gaussian function as
radial basis function, the ith output of hidden node for input samples X is:

wiðxÞ ¼ exp � x� cik k2

r2
i

 !
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; h ð33:1Þ

Where, ri; 1� i� h, is the ith width of Gaussian basis function, �k k is the
Euclidean norm. Given M pairs of training samples ðxi; diÞ, di is the desired output
of input sample xi, let the number of output nodes is 1 and the number of hidden
nodes is h, the optimization problem of RBF network training is seeking the
smallest h value and the corresponding network parameters ci; ri;wif g, that make
the objective function of error

EðwN ;wLÞ ¼ d� RðwNÞwL½ �T d� RðwNÞwL½ � ð33:2Þ

to meet the required accuracy. Where, wN ¼ ðr1; r2; . . .; rh; c
T
1 ; c

T
2 ; . . .; cT

h Þ
T,

wL ¼ ðw0;w1; . . .;whÞT, w0 = b0; w0ðxÞ ¼ 1, d ¼ ðd1; d2; . . .; dMÞT, rij¼wjðxiÞ,
RðwNÞ ¼ rij

� �
M�ðhþ1Þ is the regressor matrix.

33.3 Hybrid Intelligent Algorithm

Considering the inherent characteristics of RBF network structure that the
objective function for the linear parameters wL is convex, based on the hierarchical
encoding strategy [6], a hybrid intelligent algorithm is constructed in this paper
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with introducing the Gauss–Newton descend search, immune characteristics and
chaos idea into HGA. Flow chart of the algorithm shown in Fig. 33.1, the main
steps are as follows:

33.3.1 Set the Numeric Area of Parameters and Initialize
the Population

For the RBF network, the number of possible hidden nodes is h 2 ½2; nc�, nc is
generally determined by experience. Given the appropriate d value, this paper
apply the subtractive clustering algorithm [7] to determine the maximum number
of clusters as the upper limit nc of h. The optimization search scope ci is selected
as same as the change range of input sample data, set ai; bi½ �. In order to ensure the
linear weight remain stable and bound, the numeric area of ri is determined by the
formula [8]:

ri ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
max

k
f xk � cik k2g

�
ð�log eiÞ

s
ð33:3Þ

where, ei 2 ½0:0001; 0:1�.
Adopted the general initialization method of binary genes, the initialization of

control genes encodes for the 0,1 string with length nc. The initialization of centers
ci encodes for the floating-point string with length n by taking the documents [9]
proposed methods to generate in the interval ai; bi½ � to avoid the redundant situ-
ation. Given the values ei at interval ½0:0001; 0:1� randomly, the initialization ri is
computed according to formula (33.3). The initialization generates a total of 3N
chromosomes to form the initial population PðtÞ; t ¼ 0.

33.3.2 Chromosome Decoding and Determine
the Fitness Function

When chromosome decodes, the active hidden layer nodes and their corresponding
parameter values ci; rif g together constitute the RBF network, the optimal linear
weights wL is determined by the LSM based on SVD with the formula
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Evaluate 
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operation
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replacement

Termination
condition
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Fig. 33.1 Flowchart of the proposed algorithm
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wL ¼ RðwNÞTRðwNÞ
h i�1

RðwNÞTd ð33:4Þ

Akaike information criterion (AIC) can be integrative to balance the network
complexity and the goodness of fit of data, this paper takes its transform as fitness
function. Specific, it is

fitnessðvÞ ¼ Cmax �M logðE=MÞ � 2h ð33:5Þ

Where, Cmax is a larger number, M is the number of training samples, h is the
number of hidden nodes, E is calculated according to Eq. (33.2).

33.3.3 Genetic Operation

(1) Select. Employing evolutionary strategy [10], the N individuals of current
population with the highest fitness is chose to form parent population in
accordance with the decided method in this paper.

(2) Cross. The control genes perform the crossover in accordance with double-
point crossover for binary code; while real genes cross according to overall
arithmetic crossover for real-coded in this paper.

(3) Mutation. With the position of mutation gene selected randomly, the mutation
gene of control genes executes reverse mutation operation at a certain prob-
ability. For the parameters genes ci; rif g with real-coded, the Gaussian
mutation operator [11] is took to perform the basic bit mutation with a certain
probability. The crossover probability Pc and mutation probability Pm is
adjusted adaptively by use of adaptive adjusted strategies [9] in this paper.

Performed cross and mutation operations to parent population with adaptive
probability, the new individuals generated by genetic operation form a new
population PðtÞ; t ¼ t þ 1 together with the parent individuals.

33.3.4 Gauss–Newton Descend Search

Considering the inherent characteristics of RBF networks, the optimization
problem (33.4) can be further reduced to least squares problem

min EhðwNÞ ¼ EðwN ;wLðwNÞÞ ð33:6Þ

Where wLðwNÞ are determined by Eq. (33.4). For the solution to nonlinear least
squares problem of equation (33.6), Gauss–Newton style algorithm [12] is a
pragmatic solution effectively. This paper embeds one complete iteration step of
Gauss–Newton descend algorithm in GA, which constitutes Gauss–Newton
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descend search operator to perform the local optimum search of some excellent
individuals in population. After performed the local search operation, the excellent
individuals of population that performed the Gauss–Newton descend search
operation are substituted with the appropriate better individuals.

33.3.5 Update Replacement Operation

Learn from the natural death and complementary mechanism of immune cells, this
paper takes the initialization method of individual to produce L individuals and
replace the L lower fitness individuals, which maintain the diversity of groups to
improve the global convergence.

33.4 Numerical Experiments and Analysis

Consider Mackey–Glass time series

dy

dt
¼ ayðt � sÞ

1þ ycðt � sÞ � byðtÞ ð33:7Þ

We use the RBF network optimized by the hybrid intelligent algorithm (HIA) in
this paper to prediction. Mackey–Glass time series prediction on basis of differ-
ential equation is taken as the normal test problem to verify and compare the
performance of algorithms. Same as the literature [13–16], let a = 0.2, b = 0.1,
c = 10, |= 17, y (0) = 1. 2, take the fixed input vector [y (t - 18), y (t-12), y (t - 6),
y (t)] to prediction y (t + 6). The data series produce by 4 order Runge–Kutta
method, the former 500 data of the 1000 data selected in accordance with
t = 124*1123 is used to train the RBF network, the latter 500 data is used to test
the RBF network identified.

Executed the algorithm 10 times, the average value and standard deviation of
prediction mean square error (MSE) for training data and test data is given in
Table 33.1. For purposes of comparison, the results of hybrid algorithm 1 (HA1),
hybrid algorithm 2 (HA2) and evolution algorithm (EA) in literature [13] are also
listed in Table 33.1. Table 33.1 shows the network complex degrees are all gen-
eral equivalent, the prediction accuracy of HIA equivalent with the above two
hybrid algorithms is one order of magnitude smaller than the evolution algorithm,
and MSE of test data is smaller than that of training data, as show the prediction
ability of RBF network determined by HIA is good. Standard deviation reflects the
robust of algorithm, Table 33.1 shows the standard deviation of test data for HIA
is general equivalent with HA1, but the standard deviation of training data is one
order of magnitude smaller, and the training time required is nearly one order of
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magnitude smaller, general equivalent with that of EA. As it can be seen that used
the RBF network optimized by this paper’s method to prediction, the performance
is good.

With the prediction accuracy given in the form of root mean square error
(RMSE), the prediction results of Mackey–Glass time series of some other algo-
rithm are listed in Table 33.2. Table 33.2 shows the prediction accuracy of this
paper’s method is the highest, and the number of nodes required is less than that of
the other algorithms in the case of the similar prediction accuracy achieved. When
the number of nodes is similar, the algorithm can improve prediction accuracy
nearly an order of magnitude, significantly better than other algorithms.

33.5 Conclusion

Based on the hierarchical encoding strategy, this paper takes LSM based on
singular value decomposition to optimize the linear weights, takes the hybrid
HGA, take hierarchic genetic algorithm, which combined with Gauss–Newton
descend search, immune characteristics and chaos idea, to optimize the RBF
network structure and hidden layer parameters, thus constructed a hybrid intel-
ligent algorithm. Prediction results of normal time series show that this algorithm
can make full use of all the advantages of intelligent optimization technology to
improve the operating efficiency and prediction accuracy, it is superior to some
other methods.

Table 33.1 Comparison of the various algorithms performance

Algorithm Number of nodes MSE Standard deviation Time (min.)

Training data Test data Training data Test data

HA1 25 2.0623E-6 1.7555E-6 9.2138E-8 1.1023E-7 89
HA2 25 2.1342E-6 1.7975E-6 2.3362E-7 2.6173E-7 29
EA 25 2.1050E-5 2.0045E-5 1.7727E-6 1.9547E-6 12
HIA 24 1.9980E-6 1.9870E-6 1.3963E-9 1.3596E-7 14.7

Table 33.2 Comparison of prediction results

Algorithm Number of nodes RSME

Training data Test data

Literature [14] 23 0.0096 0.0114
Literature [15] 116 – 0.0015
Literature [16] 98 0.0014 0.0015
Method of this paper 24 0.0014 0.0014
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Chapter 34
Improved Fuzzy Neural Network
for Stock Market Prediction
and Application

Xu Yi Wei and Sheng Zhong Huang

Abstract With an adaptive learning algorithm for fuzzy rules can be generated
according to the needs of the specific problems a different number of fuzzy rules,
and according to the fuzzy rules to determine the network structure. Determining
the structure of the network, due to not randomly generated, and without trial and
error, so the more scientific. Prediction in the stock, with different stocks selected,
the resulting network structure are not the same, so that the trained network is
more focused, be more accurate forecasts for the stock. Experiments show that the
improved fuzzy neural network prediction of stock trends better stability on the
future operation of the stock market has a certain significance.

Keywords Fuzzy neural network � Stock market prediction � Trend prediction

34.1 Introduction

In recent years, as people’s understanding of the nonlinear characteristics of the
stock market and neural network processing capabilities continue to explore
non-linear problems, the neural network prediction for the stock more and more
attention of researchers, there have been many such studies. As the stock market
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there are many fuzzy factors, such as stock prices ‘‘going up’’ and ‘‘down’’, the
investment enthusiasm of the ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘weak’’ and so on, which are difficult to
describe the specific data, plus the non-market Linear features just right for the
nonlinear neural network capacity, based on these two reasons, makes fuzzy neural
network prediction in the stock market has good prospects.

Stock forecasting using fuzzy neural network achieved good results, but there
are some limitations. The more prominent of which is determining the structure of
neural networks lack of scientific method, only the experience or according to the
researchers repeated the test to determine, and ultimately determine whether the
structure can reflect the structure of the specific issues not know the best.
Therefore, it is necessary to find a way to overcome this shortcoming, this is one of
this study.

Improved fuzzy neural network prediction for the stock market, the stock of
historical data through time series analysis to find the law which fitted between the
output and input nonlinear function, and after this function is used to forecast.
Fuzzy neural network compared with the other advantages of neural networks,
fuzzy neural networks can deal with fuzzy information using fuzzy logic capacity
of the state of the stock with a fuzzy information as input data, to better fit the
changing process of the stock market. Determining the structure of the network,
due to not randomly generated, and without trial and error, so the more scientific.
Prediction in the stock, with different stocks selected, the resulting network
structure are not the same, so that the trained network is more focused, be more
accurate forecasts for the stock.

34.2 RBF Neural Network Model

RBF neural network is essentially a two-forward network, basis functions in
hidden layer of radial basis function, its input stimulus to produce a localized
response, that is, when the input falls only a very small input space, designated
area, the hidden unit output value of the non-zero response. The output of output
layer can be used after the output of each hidden unit to obtain a weighted sum.
Input to hidden unit weights set to 1, between the hidden units to output unit
weights can be adjusted in real time, RBF neural network shown in Fig. 34.1.

RBF neural networks generally use Gaussian function as basis functions:

GðX; TiÞ ¼ Gð X � Tik kÞ ¼ exp � X � Tik k2

2d2
i

 !
i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;M ð34:1Þ

where, GðX; TiÞ represents the i-unit hidden layer output, X represents a
P-dimensional input vector, Ti for the i-unit hidden layer of Gaussian function
center, di represents the first hidden node i normalized coefficient, which is called
the width of the, M said that the number of hidden nodes. Fuzzy neural network
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center has three types of parameters need to be trained, that is, the center of RBF
Ti; width di and the connection weights Wi;j:

Based on RBF neural network, because hidden layer and output layer nodes
have different functions, the corresponding training methods can basically be
divided into two categories: (a) hidden nodes with RBF function centers and width
between the hidden layer and output layer connection weights of their training. (b)
RBF function center, width, and the hidden layer and output layer connection
weights while training. Corresponding algorithm steps [1] are:

(1) Initialization: the raw data were normalized processing. Randomly assigned
values (including weight, center and width), and pre-set tolerances. Set the
learning step length: g1; g2; g3:

(2) Loop calculations: the results until the errors meet the pre-set or specified
number of cycles. Every step of the calculation error is calculated as
follows:

ej ¼ dj � FðXjÞ ¼ dj �
XM

i¼1

wiGðXj; TiÞ ð34:2Þ

(3) to solve the output of each unit step change in the amount of weight:

oEðnÞ
owiðnÞ

¼ � 1
N

XN

j¼1

ej exp � X � Tik k2

2d2
i

 !
ð34:3Þ

Weight after the changes: wiðnþ 1Þ ¼ wiðnÞ � g
oEðnÞ
owiðnÞ

:

Fig. 34.1 RBF neural network map
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(4) The center of hidden units to solve a variation

oEðnÞ
owiðnÞ

¼ � 1
N

XN

j¼1

ej expð� X � Tik k2

2d2
i

Þð X � Tik k2Þ ð34:4Þ

Width after the changes: dðnþ 1Þ ¼ diðnÞ � gd
oEðnÞ
odiðnÞ

:

(5) To solve the error is calculated as follows:

E ¼ 1
2N

XN

j¼1

e2
j ð34:5Þ

34.3 Fuzzy Neural Network Pattern Recognition Method

RBF neural network input layer has nodes l; the input feature vector with l ele-
ments; RBF neural network output layer n nodes, so the output layer pattern
vectors containing n classes. RBF hidden layer neural network including the nl

nodes, output nodes and hidden layer connection weights between nodes is set to
xik; where i represents the input node number, k the output node number. Input
nodes and hidden layer connection weights between nodes is set to vjk; where j
represents the input node number, k said the serial number of hidden nodes.
Improved RBF neural network hidden layer transfer function, so that RBF neural
network input–output relationship was ladder. This can make the hidden layer
nodes have multiple stable states, so the input response of the sample will become
more stable, and thus be able to add RBF neural network, fuzzy mechanism.

Through a set of mt a Sigmoid function to represent the sum of RBF neural
network input–output relationship of the transfer function of hidden neurons to
neural network has a stable state mt þ 1: The more the number of Sigmoid
function, RBF neural network hidden layer, the higher the degree of fuzzy. Let

X ¼ ðx1; x2; � � � ; xlÞT for the neural network input vector, then the first i-neuron
hidden layer output expression [2] is:

gi ¼
1
mt

Xmt

s¼1

g
_s

i ¼
1
mt

Xmt

s¼1

sgmðagð�gi � ls
i ÞÞ ð34:6Þ

�gi ¼
1
mt

Xlt

k¼1

vkixk ð34:7Þ

Among them, sgmðeÞ ¼ 1
1þexpðeÞ ; ag represents the smooth coefficients, ls

i repre-

sents the RBF neural network hidden layer transfer function of the step limit.
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The objective function of fuzzy neural network expression is:

E ¼
XN

q¼1

Eq ¼
1
2

XN

q¼1

Xn

k¼1

ðdk;q � yk;qÞ2 ð34:8Þ

where, yk;q represents a fuzzy neural network output function, dk;q represents the
expected results of fuzzy neural network, N represents the number of learning
samples. Gradient descent on the weights of RBF neural network correction, then
the minimum value of objective function can be obtained.

Dxik ¼ xikðmÞ � xikðm� 1Þ ¼ �k
oE

oxik
¼ �k

XN

q¼1

10
kqgiq ð34:9Þ

where, 10
kq ¼ a0ykqð1� ykqÞð1� dkqÞ:

Variance within the class to a minimum of training to obtain parameters
ls

i ; l ðl ¼ 1; 2; � � � nÞ class of the first samples of a group of the first contacts i
hidden layers corresponding to the output of the conditional variance is calculated
as follows:

r2
il ¼

X
8xq2Cl

ðgil � giqÞ2 ð34:10Þ

Sum of all the variance, which was expressed as follows:

G ¼ 1
2

Xmt

i¼1

Xn

l¼1

r2
il ð34:11Þ

where, G the target function.

34.4 Stock Market Forecasting Simulation

The stock market is a complex nonlinear system, the stock price volatility is
affected by many uncertainties, and these complex relationships between factors.
Many facts are that volatility is not no rules to follow. The stock market as a
deterministic nonlinear dynamic system, and the dynamic mechanism of the
internal market is established, the stock of historical data contains information
about future stock movements. The historical data as a time series {Xi}, using
historical data Xn, Xn +1,…, Xn ? m, to predict the future. Xm ? k (k [ 0) times the
value, which is that the nonlinear function:

Xnþmþk ¼ FðXn;Xnþ1; . . .;XnþmÞ:

Since F (•) is very complicated, the traditional linear prediction method is simple
observational data weighted sum, the results as a predictive value, which is clearly
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not a good complete forecast. Fuzzy logic and neural networks are nonlinear
approximation tool, but both are shortcomings, such as fuzzy rules in fuzzy logic
to determine the dependence on the expertise is too large, neural network ‘‘black
box’’ issues, making the two methods There are some limitations. Neural networks
and fuzzy logic combination of said fuzzy logic with neural networks, fuzzy logic,
fuzzy rules to the structure by the neural network a powerful self-learning ability
to achieve, not only simplifies the process of fuzzy reasoning, but also makes the
results even more with the fact that Approximation. In recent years, fuzzy neural
network research for many, but in most cases, the network still need to manually
determine the structure, making the network effects are often affected by personal
experience good or bad about the lack of scientific. Moreover, in order to find the
network structure is often more appropriate to conduct repeated tests, unnecessary
workload. Improved fuzzy neural network using a network structure automatically
adjust the strategy. Experiment, only a few initial parameters need to be defined,
when the input data into the network, the network may be under specific cir-
cumstances, automatically adjust the network structure. This not only enables
researchers to work from the tedious trial and freed, and the establishment of the
network structure and more scientific, to simplify the research process and the
effect is more ideal for the dual function.

Using improved fuzzy neural network stock prediction is that the historical data
as the research object, select the appropriate data, respectively, as the network
input and output. Through the network training, network architecture to fit the
internal laws of the stock price fluctuations, when the new data input, the corre-
sponding output is the prediction.

Take 2008.12-31–2011.05.06 of the Shanghai index’s weekly average for the
network learning, modeling the raw data, as shown in Table 34.1.

The data is divided into two groups, first group 110, to establish a network model;
the second group 20, for the simulation prediction test. Matlab compiled by improved
fuzzy neural network simulation program, the establishment of forecasting model, to

Table 34.1 2008.12.31–2011.05.06 on Shanghai Composite Index closing the weekly average
number of table

1728 1747 1986 1969 1871 2018 1954 2018 1851 1820
1904 1954 1990 2181 2323 2261 2082 2193 2128 2281
2374 2419 2444 2503 2448 2477 2625 2645 2597 2632
2753 2743 2880 2928 3088 3113 3189 3372 3412 3260
3046 2960 2860 2861 2989 2962 2838 2779 2911 2976
3107 2995 3164 3187 3308 3096 3317 3247 3113 3141
3277 3196 3224 3128 2989 2939 3018 3051 3031 3013
3067 3059 3157 3145 3130 2983 2870 2688 2696 2583
2655 2553 2569 2513 2552 2382 2470 2424 2572 2637
2658 2606 2642 2610 2655 2663 2598 2591 2655 2738
2971 2975 2978 3129 2985 2888 2871 2842 2841 2893
2835 2808 2838 2791 2715 2752 2798 2827 2899 2878
2842 2933 2906 2977 2967 3030 3050 3010 2911 2863
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1500 when the iteration, the error of accuracy 9.51817E-6, shown in Fig. 34.2.
Predicted results for the second set of data shown in Table 34.2, prediction
results can be clear from Fig. 34.3, high accuracy, better fitting, to practical
requirements.

Fig. 34.2 Improved fuzzy
neural network prediction
error curve of the stock index

Table 34.2 Shanghai stock index average prediction week comparative table

Measured 2835 2808 2838 2791 2715 2752 2798 2827 2899 2878

Predictive 2830 2815 2810 2780 2730 2745 2790 2825 2890 2880
Measured 2842 2933 2906 2977 2967 3030 3050 3010 2911 2863
Predictive 2850 2915 2920 2960 2971 3015 3055 3025 2900 2870

Fig. 34.3 The Shanghai
stock index average
prediction results comparison
chart week
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34.5 Conclusion

Improved fuzzy neural network in predicting the trend of stock prices, average
weekly use of the stock price of the input data as the original data to obtain better
prediction results, to achieve the purpose of prediction. From the prediction results
indicate that the stock market also need to continue down, through the practice
observed 2011.05.06–2011.05.27 data, the Shanghai index adjusted to 2709 from
2870. Prediction results and verify the results match the actual observations show
that volatility forecasts to reflect the trend of the stock operator has a certain
significance.
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Chapter 35
Landslide Recognition in Mountain Image
Based on Support Vector Machine

Wei Zhen-zhong, Wei Xing and Wei Xin-guo

Abstract To improve the recognition of landslides, an algorithm based on com-
bined features and support vector machine (SVM) is proposed. The landslide image
was preprocessed firstly, including size equalization and histogram equalization.
Then feature extractions were done as follows: dividing the image into sub-regions
vertically, extracting texture features based on gray level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) in each sub-region, extracting segmentation feature based on RGB color
space, extracting color features based on HIS color space in each sub-region, and
extracting gradient features in gradient image. Based on SVM, the above extracted
features were used to realize the classification as well as the disaster recognition.
Experiments show that this algorithm has better recognition effect on the mountain
images than the former algorithm which we have proposed before.

Keywords Landslide � Recognition � Support vector machine � Image processing

35.1 Introduction

As one of the most important transportation ways, the railway running safety
situations become attracting people’s much more attention, especially with the
speeding up of the train velocity. For instance, along the rail-line, many mountains
on which landslide disaster occurs will seriously affect the railway transportation
safety. So, it is quite necessary to make fast and good recognition about mountain
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landslide disaster. There exist lots of researches provided in literatures which
could be used to realize the recognition, including image based recognition
methods. Early in this year, we had submitted a paper to a journal about mountain
landslides recognition for reviews [1], in which texture features based on gray
level co-occurrence matrix, segmentation feature based on RGB color space and
color features based on HIS color space are used, and at the same time, literature
reviews had been given in details. For the mountain landslides are various in
forms, it needs to extract as many features as possible to describe the characters of
the landslides. Thus, in this paper, gradient features of the mountain gradient
image will be further extracted [2, 3], by combining the features used in our former
submitted paper to get much better recognition results.

The support vector machine is believed to have good classification rate for high
dimensional data, so we chose SVM in this paper. Finally, based on SVM and
features extraction, we realize the landslide classification and recognition.

35.2 SVM Review

Assuming that the training set consists of l samples from the N-dimensional
feature space xi 2 RðNÞ. Each point xi belongs to either of two classes and corre-
sponding binary class labels yi 2 fþ1;�1g. The final result is a discrimination
function f conveniently expressed in original dimensional feature space X [4]:

f xð Þ ¼ sign
Xl

i;j¼1

yiaiK xi; xj

� �
þ b

 !
ð35:1Þ

Where a ¼ ½a1; a2; . . .al� is the vector of Lagrange multipliers Kð�Þ is the kernel
function [5]. Some typical examples of SVM kernel functions are: linear kernel,
polynomial kernel, radial basis function kernel and sigmoid kernel. The detailed
expressions of these kernels can be consulted in Reference [6].

35.3 Features Extraction of the Mountain Image

35.3.1 Features Used in Our Submitted Paper

Besides adding the new feature extractions, we still need to use texture, color,
segmentation features which have been stated in our submitted paper [1].

(1) Texture Features Extraction Based on GLCM.

The definition of gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) can be consulted in
Reference [7]. Haralick has proposed 14 statistical features extracted from the
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GLCM as texture characteristics [8]. Here we select contrast, energy, entropy
homogeneity and correlation.

After analyzing most landslide images, we find it is more suitable to divide the
detecting windows as shown in Fig. 35.1. Then calculate the 5 texture features in
each region.

(2) Segmentation Features Extraction in RGB Space

It is necessary to have a measure of similarity to perform the segmentation. One
of the simplest measures is the Euclidean distance. We take the two pixels as
similar if the distance between them is less than a special threshold [9].

The sub-region of color segmentation is selected as Fig. 35.2. After segmen-
tation, the image is coded the two sets of points in the image with black and white,
produces a binary segmented image.

(3) Color Features Extraction Based on Color Histogram

In this paper, we transform RGB color space to HIS color space first [9], and
then quantize H, S, I in unequal interval and weighted respectively, then transform
them into a one-dimension vector P. The color feature in this paper is the pixels
which have maximal occurrence probability. Refer to reference paper [1] for the
procedure.

The method of detecting window division in Fig. 1 is still used in color feature
extraction. Calculate the color features in each region.

Fig. 35.1 Sketch map of
detecting windows

HH 61

L52

H61

L
L
51

Fig. 35.2 Selection of color
segmentation sub-region
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35.3.2 New Features Extraction Additional-Gradient
Features Extraction

However, color extraction is not always working if the mountain has the similar
color. For that, gradient features are extracted to improve the result. Landslide
images have obvious gradient information along landslide region, while normal
mountain images have the similar intensity in all directions. So, the gradient
information can be used to distinguish two kinds of images.

Let c represents an arbitrary vector in RGB color space. For an image of size
M � N, there are MN such vectors, for x ¼ 1; 2; . . .M; y ¼ 1; 2; . . .N. Let r, g, and
b be unit vectors along the R, G, and B axis of RGB color space, and define the
vectors [9].

u ¼ ðoR=oxÞ � r þ ðoG=oxÞ � gþ ðoB=oxÞ � b ð35:2Þ

v ¼ ðoR=oyÞ � r þ ðoG=oyÞ � gþ ðoB=oyÞ � b ð35:3Þ

Let gxx, gyy and gxy be defined in terms of the dot product of these vectors, as
follows:

gxx ¼ u � u ¼ uTu ¼ oR

ox

����
����
2

þ oG

ox

����
����
2

þ oB

ox

����
����
2

ð35:4Þ

gyy ¼ v � v ¼ vTv ¼ oR

oy

����
����
2

þ oG

oy

����
����
2

þ oB

oy

����
����
2

ð35:5Þ

gxy ¼ u � v ¼ uTv ¼ oR

ox

oR

oy
þ oG

ox

oG

oy
þ oB

ox

oB

oy
ð35:6Þ

Using this notation, it can be shown that the direction of maximum rate of change
of cðx; yÞ is given by the angle

h ¼ 1
2

arctan 2gxy

�
ðgxx � gyyÞ

� �
ð35:7Þ

And that the value of the rate of change at cðx; yÞ in the direction of h, is given by

FðhÞ ¼ 1
2
½ðgxx þ gyyÞ þ ðgxx � gyyÞ cos 2hþ 2gxy sin 2h�

� 	1=2

ð35:8Þ

There, FðhÞ is the gradient image.
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35.4 Experiments and Comparisons

In this study, MATLAB (R2007b) and ‘‘Pentium 2CPU 3.00GHz, 2.00GHz RAM’’
are used as software and hardware. Hundred and thirty normal mountains images
and 75 landslides images were selected from internet randomly, so the conditions
of them are different. We choose 60 instances including 30 normal mountains and
30 landslides as testing data, the remaining as training. Partial typical landslide
images and normal mountain images are used to do experiments and shown in
Figs. 35.3, 35.4.

Original image must be pre-conducted. Image preprocessing includes size
equalization and histogram equalization. The purpose of histogram equalization is
to reduce the influence of illumination and improve contract. The purpose of size
equalization is to make feature extraction conveniently. If the length of image is
bigger than the width, the size is equalized to 200 9 150, otherwise, 150 9 200.

35.4.1 Texture Feature Extractions

After times of trails, we set the parameters in this experiment as follows: the gray
level i = 32, distance d = 6, direction h is the average of texture features in the
four directions of 0�, 45�, 90�, 135�. It is insensitive to the image rotation and the
calculate complexity will be reduced.

The experiment results with Figs. 35.3, 35.4 have the similar results in the
former study. The texture features in the normal images are stable and similar,
while the values are variable between each sub-region in the landslide images. The
experiment result could be referred to in paper [1].

35.4.2 Color Feature Extractions

Calculate the color features in each sub-region. Take Ws ¼ 3, Wi ¼ 3 when pro-
ducing the one-dimension vector P. The experiment results in paper [1] show that
color features in normal images are stable, and the values of mean and variance are
smaller. While the values of mean and variance are bigger in landslide images.

35.4.3 Segmentation Feature Extraction

Select the measure of similarity as is shown in Fig. 35.2. Record the numbers of
black points and white points in the segmentation image, and then calculate ratio
of these two numbers as segmentation feature. The feature of normal mountain
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image is bigger than landslide image. There are serious differences between two
kinds of images. The experiment result could be referred to in paper [1].

35.4.4 Gradient Feature Extractions

The color extraction is not working if the mountain has the similar color, such as
(b, d) in Fig. 35.3, gradient features can help to improve the result. Tables 35.1,
35.2 show the results of Figs. 35.3, 35.4.

The gradient features in the normal images are smaller than the landslide
images in Tables 35.1, 35.2. These new added features make the difference
between normal and landslide image when the color in the whole picture is similar.
In this way, recognition rate would be improved obviously.

35.4.5 SVM Classifier Design

The experiment chooses four typical SVM kernels: linear kernel, polynomial
kernel, radial basis function kernel and sigmoid kernel. The choices of each kernel
are: the parameter of linear kernel d = 3, the parameter of RGB kernel r ¼ 1, the
parameter of sigmoid kernel v ¼ 1; c ¼ 0. Penalty coefficient C = 200. Experi-
ment selects 60 instances including 30 normal mountains and 30 landslides as
testing data randomly, the remaining as training. The result is shown in Table 35.3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 35.3 Examples of typical landslide

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 35.4 Examples of typical normal mountain
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Table 35.4 shows the recognition result with our former method in the paper
which has been submitted [1]. By comparing of Tables, 35.3, 35.4, we can see that
the new algorithm outperforms the former algorithm which do not use gradient
features, and the recognition time is also acceptable to an image with the size of
150 9 200 (or 200 9 150). The recognition rate has reached 90%.

35.5 Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the combined features extraction, a new landslide recognition algorithm
using SVM is proposed. This new algorithm has improved the landslide recognition
rate from 85 to 90% based on SVM and gradient feature extractions combined with
the other features extractions. Future researches will address issues on the landslide
in different seasons, and pre-classification also should be done to improve the
recognition rate under various conditions.

Acknowledgments This work is supported by the Beijing Natural Science Foundation of China
(3092014) and the National Natural Science Foundation of China (50905011).

Table 35.1 Comparison of gradient features of landslide images

Gradient (a) (b) (c) (d)

Percent 2.057 1.380 1.950 1.190
Variance 1.497 1.884 1.077 1.275

Table 35.2 Comparison of gradient features of normal mountain images

Gradient (a) (b) (c) (d)

Percent 0.497 0.527 0.027 0.037
Variance 0.066 0.109 0.116 0.079

Table 35.3 Recognition results with the new algorithm in this paper

Image Correct Wrong Recognition
rate (%)

Normal 30 28 2 93.3
Landslide 30 26 4 86.7
All 60 54 6 90

Table 35.4 Recognition results with our former algorithm

Image Correct Wrong Recognition
rate (%)

Normal 30 27 3 90
Landslide 30 24 6 80
All 60 51 9 85
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Chapter 36
Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering:
Magnetic Field Parameter Calculation
of Permanent Magnet Reciprocating
Generator

Yufeng Lu, Dawei Meng, Yongming Xu and Xifeng Wang

Abstract To calculate the electromagnetic parameter of permanent magnet
reciprocating generator accurately, based on two-dimensional finite element
method, in the condition of considering the end effect, the static magnetic field
model is created. The method which electromagnetic parameters in a running
period are calculated with is proposed, the no-load electromotive force, synchro-
nous reactance and the no-load, loaded electromagnetic force are solved. The
simulation and experiment results indicated that the error is small, and the method
avoided the problem that transient analysis spending too much time.

Keywords Permanent magnet motor � Reciprocating generator � Finite element
method � Reactance � Electromagnetic force
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36.1 Introduction

The automobile generator adopts claw-pole alternator generally, it is actually a sort
of rotational generator, connected with piston by means of driving equipment. The
driving equipment transits linear motion to rotational motion, providing power for
the claw-pole alternator [1]. This kind of power generation system not only takes
up much space, but also increases mechanical loss, decreases the efficiency of
generator.

Linear motor is a kind of equipment for converting electrical energy into linear
movement directly without any in-between transferring organization, and has
many advantages such as simple structure, no abrasion, low noise, high accuracy,
and easy to maintain etc. After a long-term exploration and experimental stages,
linear motor has entered the practical commercial stage since the 1970s. The
appearing of new kinds of magnetic material, control technology, and cooling
method, creates a solid condition for the economical application of linear motor
with high speed and high power.

In this paper, the form of automobile generator was changed, a new kind of
generator—permanent magnet reciprocating generator was raised. The new gen-
erator was connected with piston directly, the driving equipment was leaved out,
and the efficiency of generator was raised. The magnetic field was analyzed aiming
at 1.1 kw prototype in this paper.

36.2 The Configuration and Operation Principle of Permanent
Magnet Reciprocating Generator

The new-type generator was moving magnet, two-pole, single-phase, permanent
magnetic oscillating generator, the generator is much different from the former
generator in configuration and operation principle, Fig. 36.1 displays the config-
uration section of generator.

In virtue of mover’s being connected with prime mover, when the generator
was operated, the rotor would be oscillating, and the frequency of rotor was the
same as the prime mover’s, the speed was changing on the law of sine with the
time’s change. From the formula of E ¼ Blv, to make E varied on the law of
sine, one must be sinusoidal value between magnetic flux density B and speed
v. As far as we know, normal generator generates sinusoidal power by means of
the sinusoidal varying of B, but the generator researched in this paper generates
sinusoidal power by means of the sinusoidal speed of rotor.
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36.3 The Magnetic Field Analysis of Reciprocating
Generator

Permanent magnet reciprocating generator researched in this paper is a kind of
double-side linear synchronous generator, owing to the longitudinal end effect
of linear generator, the symmetry of electromagnetic field distribution in the
generator was damaged, so the whole generator and the air around were taken
as solution domain to solve with finite element method. According to the
characteristics of generator and calculation requirement, some hypothesis were
provided: (1) There is no circuit on the rotor. (2) The magnetic density along
core lamination direction was constant. (3) The resistance of stator winding was
ignored. (4) The load of generator was resistance. (5) The surface of stator core
was smooth.

In the condition of ignoring eddy current loss, magnetic hysteresis loss in the
core, the two-dimensional electromagnetic formula expressed with magnetic
vector potential A as shows (Eq. 36.1):

X :
o

ox

1
l

oA

ox

� �
þ o

oy

1
l

oA

oy

� �
¼ �Jz ð8p 2 XÞ ð36:1Þ

C : A ¼ 0 ð8p 2 CÞ

where A is magnetic vector potential, includes z component only, Jz is z com-
ponent of current density J, l is permeability, X is the whole solution domain, C is
the external boundary of solution domain (AB, BC, CD, DA), p is a arbitrary point
in solution domain.

5

4

3

2

1

Fig. 36.1 The configuration of permanent magnet reciprocating generator In this figure, 1
represents stator of permanent magnetic oscillating generator, 2 represents permanent magnet of
rotor, 3 represents aluminum rim of mover, 4 represents windings of the stator, 5 represents slot
wedge of stator
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36.3.1 Calculation of No-load Electromotive Force and
Synchronous Reactance

To calculate the no-load electromotive force, the flux that going through windings
is solved, so according to the relationship between the no-load electromotive force
e and linkage w (Eq. 36.2):

e ¼ � dw
dt
¼ �N

d/
dt

ð36:2Þ

where N is winding turns and / is the flux that going through windings.
Based on the configuration of generator, two-dimensional model is created, the

vector potential is set to zero on the external boundary of the whole model
assuming no flux outside the model. Then the model is solved with the finite
element method (FEM), and the flux that going though windings when the mover
is at any position will be calculated. Through changing the position of mover, the
corresponding time is Dt, the change of the linkage when mover is at different
positions can be solved [2] (Fig. 36.2).

It can be easy seem from Fig. 36.3 that the distribution of flux in stator teeth is
uneven, solving the flux going through windings with air gap magnetic flux density
is difficult, so the flux is solved with vector potential A [3]. The upper winding is
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Fig. 36.3 It can be seem
from the figure, the no-load
EMF has dead-time at 0 and
10 ms moment, it is caused
by the low speed when mover
is at maximum displacement
position

Fig. 36.2 The no-load electromagnetic field in generator is solved with FEM in this paper, so the
distribution of vector potential A in solution domain can be obtained. When mover is at middle
position, the distribution of magnetic lines in generator is illustrated in this figure
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taken as an example, the average vector potential in the left and right slot is Az1

and Az2, so the flux going through winding should be as follows (Eq. 36.3):

/ ¼ Az1 � Az2j jlef ð36:3Þ

where lef is effective length of stator core in z direction.
By the analysis above, the virtual value of no-load EMF of the prototype is

334.1846 V, the result accords with design requirement. To verify the correctness
of the result above, the no-load EMF curve of generator in a period is plotted
according to the calculation result and compared to the curve from experiment,
which are shown in Figs. 36.3 and 36.4, the wave from calculation to the wave
from experiment are almost uniform except the fluctuation caused by ignition, so
the accuracy of the analysis to the generator with FEM is proved.

In the process of generator running, because the mover of generator is linked
with engine of automobile, if the engine rotates a period, the generator running a
period (T ¼ 0:02 s) too. So the time that engine rotating 5� spends is taken as a
time interval (the corresponding time is Dt ¼ T=72) to solve the change of linkage.

Calculating stator inductance accurately is important to designing or analyzing
generator. There are many methods to solve the inductance of generator, the
energy method is adopted in this paper. Because the permeability of permanent-

Fig. 36.4 In zone 1 of this
figure, the EMF has large
fluctuation, this because in
the process of the generator
operation, the ignition of gas
engine varies the speed of
mover sharply
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Fig. 36.5 The curve of
electromagnetic force when
no-load. It can be seem from
the figure that the positive
direction of electromagnetic
force is defined to be opposite
to the direction of mover
speed
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magnet and aluminum rim of mover is close to l0, and the aluminum rim is
designed with special technology, the eddy current of rim is avoided, so the mover
can be taken as air in the process of solving stator inductance. To calculate the
inductance, the stator windings needs to be applied current density, after calcu-
lation, the magnetic energy Wm of the whole solution domain can be obtained
(Eq. 36.4):

Wm ¼
1
2

L1I2
1 þ

1
2

L2I2
2 þMI1I2 ð36:4Þ

36.3.2 Electromagnetic Force

There are two methods to calculate electromagnetic force generally: Maxwell
tensor method and virtual work method. The formula deduction and using of
Maxwell tensor method are simple relatively, but it has larger error when adopting
different element types or selecting different integral path. The virtual work
method has more complex formula deduction, but it doesn’t have problems of
integral path and element types, so the method is adopted in this paper [4].

It is very convenient to compute electromagnetic force with virtual work
method, as long as the boundary elements of solution domain are determined, the
force of every element on mover can be computed in finite element program, then
the electromagnetic force of mover is obtained by summing up the force of every
element. The curve of no-load electromagnetic force is illustrated in Fig. 36.5.

When generator is loaded, the calculation of electromagnetic force is similar to
no-load situation, the difference between them is that when generator is loaded, the
magnetic field of air gap is induced by permanent magnets and stator current. So
the current determined from the position of mover should be applied to winding.
The curve of loaded electromagnetic force is shown in Fig. 36.6 [5].
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Fig. 36.6 It is seen that the
curve of electromagnetic
force has large fluctuation,
which could lead to quiver
and yawp, affect the stability
of generator. So decreasing
the fluctuation of curve and
making the curve smooth is
important to designing
generator
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36.4 Conclusion

The permanent magnet reciprocating generator used in automobile is designed based
on the concept of thermal–mechanical-electric energy converting, owing to its
special structure and operating principle, two-dimensional FEM is adopted to create
the model of generator, calculate the no-load electromotive force, the inductance and
electromagnetic force when generator is no-load and loaded. In the course of solving,
the proper step is selected to sample time in a period, the operating parameter of
generator is calculated at every step, so calculating the electromagnetic parameter in
a period in static states field is realized.

The results from calculation is exactly like the data from experiment, the error
is little, and avoid the problem that analyzing with transient states field costing
much time. So the analysis in this paper provides available reference for latter
designing, optimizing of permanent magnet linear synchronous motor.
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Chapter 37
Modeling and Vibration Control
of Piezoelectric Stack Actuator
in Adaptive Truss Structure

Kai Zheng, Zhiling Yang and Yiyong Yang

Abstract An adaptive truss structure with self-learning active vibration control
system is developed. Some characteristics of the piezoelectric stack actuator,
including displacement output and blocked force are evaluated under in-service
conditions. A fuzzy-neural network (FNN) controller with adaptive membership
functions is presented. Experiment of a two-bay truss structure is carried out and
results show the effectiveness of the active truss structure.

Keywords Piezoelectric active member � Fuzzy neural network �Vibration control

37.1 Introduction

Piezoelectric actuators are widely used in high precision mechanical systems
[1, 2], which have advanced features such as high resolution, quick response,
compact size and good controllability. The adaptive truss structure integrated with
piezoelectric active member is a new kind of structures and can be used in the huge
spacecrafts. The technology on piezoelectric adaptive truss structure is expected to
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solve the problems which are caused by space nonlinear disturbances such as
vibration, precision location and shape retention [3].

In this paper, some characteristics of the piezoelectric stack are analyzed in order
to determine fundamental properties important for design of the active members
that incorporate the piezoelectric stacks. A fuzzy neural network (FNN) control
scheme is described for the vibration suppression of adaptive truss structures.

37.2 Design of Piezoelectric Stack Actuator

Piezoelectric stack is used as an actuator to get a precision micro displacement,
using converse piezoelectric effect. A typical piezoelectric stack actuator is formed
by assembling several of the wafer elements in series mechanically and connecting
the electrodes so that the wafers are in parallel electrically.

The output of the stack actuator is given by the following equation:

d3 ¼ n sE
33tF

�
A þ d33V

� �
ð37:1Þ

where d3 is the axial strain, n is the layer number, sE
33 is elastic compliance matrix

when subjected to a constant electrical field, t is the layer thickness of the pie-
zoelectric ceramic, F is the applied force, A is the cross sectional area of the stack,
d33 is the piezoelectric strain coefficient, V is the driven voltage.

Based on this equation, piezoelectric stack actuator and active member can be
designed, shown in Fig. 37.1. Some parameters of the PZT stack are shown as
follows: Cross sectional area of the stack, A = 78.5 mm2; layer thickness,
t = 1 mm; Number of the stack layers, n = 108; Material density,
q = 7.5 9 103 kg/m3; Young’s modulus, E = 3.6 9 1010 N/m2; Piezoelectric
coefficient, d33 = 650 9 10-12 m/V; Allowable applied voltage, Vmax = 1000 V.
The PZT stack works under conditions of the preload and cyclic electric loading,
which expands and contracts with the applied voltage producing a relative motion
between the two ends of the strut. A preload spring is added between the housing
and the moving end of the stack to assure the ceramic never experiences tensile
stresses, regardless of externally applied load. The stack is isolated from all
bending moments by ball connections at both ends.

Fig. 37.1 Active member
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37.3 Model Formulation

To effectively incorporate piezoelectric actuators into demanding applications
required of actuator systems, it’s necessary to evaluate and understand the material’s
response under conditions simulating operating environments. The experimental set-
ups are built to evaluate and understand the material’s response under in-service
conditions. The applied voltage is supplied by a WYG-1500 V DC high-voltage
amplifier. For the dynamic tests, the drive signal is generated by a computer with a
D/A, and amplified by using an HPV-3B0300A0500 piezoelectric drive power.
The displacement output of the stack is obtained by a QH-8500 electric eddy
sensor via a YE5937 displacement instrument, and then recorded by the computer.
A PLS-S10 electro-fluid servo experimental machine is used to apply loads for the
stack, and also senses output force of the stack caused by the applied voltage [4].

37.3.1 Displacement Output

For purposes of controller design, one of the most inconvenient aspects of the
actuator behavior is the rate-independent hysteresis exhibited between voltage and
displacement, as shown in Fig. 37.2. According to the actual design and appli-
cation of the stack actuator, modified Preisach model is used to handle hysteresis.
It has been shown that the classic Preisach model can be presented in the following
mathematical form [5]:

x tð Þ ¼
ZZ

a� b
l a; bð Þcab u tð Þ½ �dadbÞ ð37:2Þ

where x(t) is the output displacement, u tð Þ is the input driven voltage, l a; bð Þ is the
Preisach weight function, a; b are the threshold of the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ input
voltage, the value of the elemental hysteresis operator cab u tð Þ½ � is between 0 and 1.

To derive the weighting function in terms of experimental data, another func-
tion X a; bð Þ is introduced:

X a; bð Þ ¼ xa � xab ð37:3Þ
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where Xða; bÞ represents the change in the output x tð Þ as the input u(t) changes
from a to b.

To avoid the double numerical differentiation of the function l a; bð Þ, which
would amplify errors in the experimental data, two cases are needed to be
considered separately.

For the case of monotonically increasing input u(t),

x tð Þ ¼
Xn

k¼1

X ak; bk�1ð Þ � X ak; bkð Þ½ � þ X u tð Þ; bk½ � ð37:4Þ

For the case of monotonically decreasing input u(t),

xðtÞ ¼
Xn�1

k¼1

½Xðak; bk�1Þ � Xðak; bkÞ� þ fXðak; bk�1Þ � X½ak; uðtÞ�g ð37:5Þ

where k; k � 1 is the input history sequence.
Equations (37.4) and (37.5) provide the explicit numerical forms of the Preisach

model that can be used to calculate the hysteresis response of a piezoelectric
actuator x tð Þ to an input sequence u tð Þ.

37.3.2 Blocked Force

In the design of active member, the pre-stress force Fo is applied by the internal
spring Ki—the stack and the internal spring are compressed. External force F1 is
applied by compressing the series assembly—the stack is compressed and the
internal spring will expand. When a positive voltage is applied, the stack will
expand while still remaining in compression and the internal spring is compressed.
The stress and strain in the stack under combined electro-mechanical load can be
described by:

S3 ¼
ks þ kið ÞF0 þ ksF1

ks ks þ kið ÞL þ d33Vks

t ks þ kið Þ ð37:6Þ

T3 ¼
F0

A
þ F1ks

A ks þ kið Þ �
d33Vks

s33t ks þ kið Þ ð37:7Þ

where t is the layer thickness, A and L are the cross sectional area and the initial
length of the stack, ks is the stack stiffness. Due to the presence of the internal
spring, the force exerted on the actuator and read on the dial gauge F2 will differ
from the force manifested in the stack. The blocked force F2 can be estimated by

F2 ¼ F1 �
Ad33VKs

s33t ks þ kið Þ ð37:8Þ
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The blocked force calculated by the upper formulae shows a poor accuracy
when compared with the experimental data (Fig. 37.3). The possible sources for
the errors are: (1) neglecting the effects of the electrodes and resin; (2) material
non-linearity properties.

37.4 Fuzzy Neural Network

Fuzzy neural networks are hybrid intelligent systems, which combine the advan-
tages of both neural networks and fuzzy logic [6]. A five-layered fuzzy neural
network (FNN) is presented to construct self-learning active vibration control
system of adaptive truss structure with PZT active members. The structure dia-
gram of the FNN with two inputs and one output is shown in Fig. 37.4.

Let xkj be the ith input of the kth layer, netkj and ykj denote the input and the
output of the jth node in the kth layer respectively, ykj ¼ x kþ1ð Þj. In the following,
the physical meaning and the node functions of each layer will be explained.

The 1st layer is the input layer,

y1j ¼ net1j; net1j ¼ x1i; j ¼ i ð37:11Þ

where x1i is the ith input of the first layer, i ¼ 1; 2
The 2nd layer is the fuzzification layer, which defines the fuzzy sets and

membership for each of the input factors. Nodes in this layer acts as a membership
function and represents linguistic term which uses Gaussian function as mem-
bership function, so these term nodes map inputxionto their membership degree yj

by using the jth term node of xi, i.e.,

y2j ¼ exp � xi � mij

� �2
.

rij

� �
ð37:12Þ

where mij and rij denote the mean and the width respect to the jth fuzzy set of the
ith input respectively.
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The 3rd layer is the fuzzy rule layer that implements the related link for pre-
conditions (term node) and consequence (output node). The jth output of the third
layer is

y3j ¼ net3j ¼
Yp

i¼ 1

x3i ð37:13Þ

The 4th layer is the fuzzy output layer whose output is membership degree.

y4j ¼ min 1;
X

l

x4i

 !
ð37:14Þ

The 5th layer is the output layer, which performs the centroid defuzzification to
get numerical output,

y5j ¼ net5j

.X
rijx5i

� �
; net5j ¼

X
w5ijxi ¼

X
mijrij

� �
x5i; ð37:15Þ

where y5j is the final output of the neutral net, and w5ij denotes the weight value of
the 5th layer, w5ij ¼ mijrij.

An important topic in designing a fuzzy neural network is the identification of
the fuzzy rules. The adjusted parameters in the FNN can be divided into two
categories based on IF (premise) part and THEN (consequence) part in the fuzzy
rules. The problem in designing fuzzy control systems is how to determine
the free parameters of the fuzzy controller, i.e., rules and membership functions.
Membership functions are used for the fuzzy input and output variables. We use the
membership functions with seven linguistic variables (NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PB),

Fig. 37.4 Structure diagram of the FNN
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which represent negative big, negative medium, negative small, zero, positive
small, positive medium, and positive big, respectively.

The fuzzy rules in Table 37.1 shows:

IF x1 is Ai and x2 is Bð Þ then ðy is UijÞ; i:j ¼ 1; 2; . . .7 ð37:16Þ

where x1 and x2 are inputs of the controller, and y is output of the controller; Ai and
Bj are the antecedent linguistic values for the ith and jth rule respectively, and Uij

is the consequent linguistic values.
The training set consists of input vectors and corresponding desired output

vectors. The output of the as

E ¼ yd � y51ð Þ2
.

2 ð37:17Þ

where yd and y51 are the desired and actual outputs of the FNN.
The error signals are propagated backward from the 5th layer to the 1st layer in

order to align themselves with the error signals. The controller weights are updated
according to

wðt þ 1Þ ¼ wðtÞ � goE=ow ð37:18Þ

where g is the learning rate which is generally between 0.01 and 1, and

oE

ow
¼ oE

onet
� onet

oy
� oy

ow
ð37:19Þ

The training continues until the error is within acceptable limits. After the
identifier is sufficiently trained, the dynamic behavior of the identifier is close to
that of the structure. They can be scaled into the range of -6 and +6 with equal
span. For the vibration suppression of the truss structure, the Gaussian function is
employed as initial membership function, shown in Fig. 37.5. Forty-nine fuzzy
rules based on the displacement or acceleration and the difference in subsequent
time are shown in Table 37.1. The training set consists of input vectors and
corresponding desired output vectors. The output of the neuron is a function of the
total weighted input. The membership functions are tuned by the delta rule.

Table 37.1 Fuzzy rules

Ai Uij Bj NB NM NS ZE PS PM PPB

NB PB PB PB PM PM ZE ZE
NM PB PB PB PM PM ZE ZE
NS PM PM PM PS ZE NS NS
ZE PM PM PS ZE NS NS NS
PS PM PS ZE NS NM NM NM
PM PS ZE ZE NM NM NB NB
PB ZE ZE ZE NM NM NB NB
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37.5 Vibration Control Experiment

The active vibration control experiment is conducted. The experimental setup and
a two-bay truss structure are shown in Fig. 37.6. Two active members are posed as
a diagonal brace of each bay truss for vibration control.

The FNN controller is applied to the truss vibration suppression. The FNN
controller first senses the output of the accelerometer as an error to activate the
adaptation of the weights of the controllers. Then a control command signal is
calculate based on the FNN inference mechanism to drive the active members.

The BP algorithm with learning rate a ¼ 0:02 and b ¼ 0:02 is used to train the
FNN for obtaining weight value of the nodes. The sampling frequency is selected
as 1 kHz. An impulse force excitation is given at the node B of the truss, and two
active members are used to control vibration of the truss. Figure 37.7 shows the
acceleration responses at the node A of the truss in the time domain. As expected,
the amplitude of vibrations decreases significantly by using the closed-loop control
with the FNN. The stable times of vibration amplitudes for pen-loop (uncon-
trolled) and closed-loop control are about 0.3 s and 0.1 s respectively under an
impulse excitation. It can be seen that the controller provides excellent damping.
We have also swiped the excitation frequency to examine the adaptation capability
of this control system. The controller of the adaptive truss structure offered the
similar performance for different frequency disturbance.

Fig. 37.5 Fuzzy input and output membership functions. a Input A. b Input B. c Output U

Fig. 37.6 Experimental
setup
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37.6 Conclusion

In this paper the design of active member used in adaptive truss structure is
presented. Some characteristics, displacement output and blocked force are eval-
uated under in-service conditions. A modified Preisach model is presented to
evaluate the displacement output of the stack actuator. A FNN controller is
designed for active vibration control applications. The active vibration control
experiments validated the application of the truss structure with the active
members.
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Chapter 38
Modeling of Human Balance Process
and the Application in Evaluation

Jinzhuang Xiao, Hongrui Wang, Kun Liu and Xincai Yang

Abstract Focusing on personal balance ability evaluation, a method was devel-
oped to improve the dependency to many uncertainties, and to enhance veracity
and objectivity, where impulse disturbance for human gravity center was produced
by a six degree-of-freedom motion platform of 6-PSS under feet, and corre-
sponding wave of gravity center was measured by a force plate real time. Dynamic
process of overcoming this disturbance was abstracted as classic second-order
linear model, where the product of damp coefficient and undammed circular
frequency was estimated through recorded data based on system identification
theory. By using this value, settling time was calculated and used as the balance
evaluating index. Through the evaluating results of 100 students, the feasibility of
this method was validated, and reference ranges of healthy persons’ settling time
were concluded for clinical balance evaluation.
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38.1 Introduction

Stroke is one of the most important sources leading to disability. It has the fre-
quency of 1.75% every year, and may happen in any age including children [1, 2].
More than 70% survivals from stroke coupled with injury of sensor, motion,
cognition and sentiment, which limited their activities of daily living (ADL). Loss
of posture control ability influences independent living most severely [3], and it
happens with the frequency of 580 times every year per 100 patients during
rehabilitation after stroke. Balance ability is defined as the ability of keeping the
gravity center successfully in a special supporting space [4]. In order to improve
the quality of life, it is necessary to give a objective and quantitative assessment,
with which better treatment options are formulated and the rehabilitation time is
cut way back [5].

In clinic application, Berg Balance Scale (BBS) is treated as popular reliable
method for evaluating potential fall risk [6]. However, this method was often used
to measure elder’s balance ability, not applied to stroke patient, and discrimination
of the results is not distinct [7]. On the other hand, the valuation results mostly rely
on the experience of medical doctor [8].

Force plate is deemed to be the better clinical instrument to assess balance
ability [1, 9], from which little force exerted by human body could be measured
and displayed real time. This measurement process depends on how much patient
brings pressure to bear on force plate, and the results are often affected by many
random actions of patient, for example, moving gravity center to one foot. This
makes the evaluating indicators have big degree of dispersion [10].

In this paper, the thought of passive motion assessment was introduced, where a
six-degree-of- freedom(6-DOF) motion platform was used as pseudo pulse
excitement for human visual, proprioception and vestibular organ. System iden-
tification theory was used to build the dynamic response model. In this process, the
model was approximately treated as classic linear differential equation with order
two. Then the settling time could be calculated through its coefficients and
regarded as the assessment of evaluation balance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 38.2, a balance assess-
ment system is developed, and its basic principle is presented in Sect. 38.3.
Detailed evaluation process and results are illuminated in Sect. 38.4. At the end of
the paper, some concluding remarks are summarized in Sect. 38.5.

38.2 Construction of Modeling System

In order to get more impersonal assessment result, passive motion thought was
adopted in this research; from which human balance capability was evaluated
quantificationally. Its construction is presented in Fig. 38.1.
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In this system, force plate is consisted of three force strain sensors, which are
mounted on bottom plate, data acquisition is performed by special computer-
centered software and AD card, impulse from multi different directions are carried
out by a six-degree-of-freedom(6-DOF) parallel motion platform, evaluated person
stands on force plate. 6-DOF platform outputs desired position steps in space.
Under this impulse, person GC is disturbed suddenly because of feet friction,
instinct of cerebra would try to adjust person GC to origin of force plate, and
adjusting process would reflect body balance ability.

38.3 Basic Modeling Principle

Under enough high bandwidth position or angle impulse, GC is deviated suddenly,
as one kind of object, human body would adjust its GC to origin. This process
could be abstracted as a dynamic model which reflects body’s balance ability.
Profiting from the basic property, this research imposes impulse to human feet
through 6-DOF motion platform. COP is transformed to voltage signals by force
plate, and recorded by computer real time. Dynamic model is built through normal
identification method. Then settling time is calculated basing on its coefficients,
and used as the index of evaluating balance ability.

Under many times of test and analyses, the dynamic adjusting process could be
concluded as a linear under damped second-order model approximately. Fig-
ure 38.2 shows an example. When a person is standing on the equipment, he/her is
excited by impulse with amplitude of 15 mm; COP signal is recorded and drawn.

Fig. 38.1 Construction
of assessment system
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With this conclusion in mind, classic response rules of second-order system
could be applied to this research. By calculating the settling time of ±2% to
steady-state, balance ability could be evaluated quantitatively. It means how long
the person adjusts his gravity center to midpoint of his feet under this disturbance.
Intuitively, shorter time indicates better balance ability.

Following equation is the unit impulse response function of classic second-
order linear model in time domain:

cðtÞ ¼ xnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p e�fxnt sinðxn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

q
tÞ; ð38:1Þ

where xn is undammed natural oscillation angular frequency, f is damping
coefficient. According to systemic knowledge, settling time could be defined by
the response period from start to entering the region of ±2% to steady-state, the
approximate formula is

Ts ¼
4

fxn
: ð38:2Þ

According to formula (38.1), settling time could be calculated through typical
data points in response curve. Considering the actual aspect that steady-state may
deviate from the origin of COP, that is standing person transfers his origin GC to
one foot, the first peak value is supposed as C0. In Fig. 38.2, the first three poles
are denoted as Aðt0; c0Þ; Bðt1; c1Þ and Cðt2; c2Þ respectively in every curve. Then
damped oscillation period is

T ¼ 2 � p
�
ðxn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

q
Þ ¼ t2 � t0: ð38:3Þ

So, time t1 ¼ t0 þ ðt2 � t0Þ=2 and t2 ¼ t0 þ t2 � t0ð Þ could be calculated. At the
three points, following three equations are satisfied

Fig. 38.2 Adjusting process of COP
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xnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p e�fxnt0 ¼ ðc0 � C0Þ; ð38:4Þ

xnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p e�fxnðt0þðt2�t0Þ=2Þ ¼ ðC0 � c1Þ; ð38:5Þ

xnffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p e�fxnðt0þðt2�t0ÞÞ ¼ ðc2 � C0Þ: ð38:6Þ

So,

fxn ¼ �2 ln M= t2 � t0ð Þ; ð38:7Þ

where M ¼ ðc2 � c1Þ=ðc0 � c1Þ.
Substituting formula (38.7) to (38.2), settling time could be calculated by

Ts ¼ �2ðt2 � t0Þ=ln M; ð38:8Þ

which is treated as the assessment formula of evaluating balance ability.

38.4 Modeling and its Application in Evaluation Balance

In order to test the feasibility of described equipment and method, 100 students
were as samples participated in application process.

38.4.1 Excitement and Data Recording

They were ordered to stand on the center of force plate with two legs, close their
eyes, open legs to 45� with closed heels, just as shown in Fig. 38.1. Considering
the balance between affordability and better exciting results, everyone received
impulse excitation from straight-line motion along axis x with the amplitude of
15 mm. The period was settled at 10 s. After measuring and storing the data of
COP to hard disk real time, everyone’s data is ready to be analysis off line. Just as
that shown in the right half part of Fig. 38.2.

38.4.2 Settling Time Calculation and Application

In testing process, results were affected by many factors, for example, they moved
their GC to one foot intentionally, or their mind strayed from this matter, which
made the results show nonlinear performance occasionally. So we ordered them to
keep their GC to the center of force plate at any time, excited them many periods,
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and looked for a graph with naked eyes which had better approximation to second-
order linear response.

By using formula (38.8), settling time of different person under excitement
along axis x was calculated and dotted in Fig. 38.3, where vertical axis indicates
the settling time with second unit. Samples those are out of the above ranges mean
abnormal or needing assessment again. The result indicates the consistence of the
evaluating process, which ensures the credibility. And from it, we could conclude
the normal settling time range for healthy person.

38.5 Conclusion

According to the basic response principle of person balance adjusting process, this
research approximated its dynamic model as classic second-order linear one.
Under impulses excitement along axis x, balance adjusting process was recorded.
System identification theory was applied to calculate the settling time of dynamic
process, which could be treated as the index of evaluating balance ability. Based
on amount of experiments, feasibility of this method was tested and verified,
normal range of healthy person was concluded at the same time.

Because excitement of the motion platform could have very high accuracy and
repeatability, and it’s based on passive motion, which weakens the randomness of
person, this method would be more credible.
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Chapter 39
Improving the Sensitivity of Winding
Deformation Detection by Using
Nanosecond Pulses

Xiao Lei, Jian Li, Hualin Liu and Youyuan Wang

Abstract Theoretically, the sensitivity of the transfer function (TF) method to
detect transformer winding deformation is greater in the higher frequency range.
Although measurement based on low voltage impulse (LVI) is definitely faster
than that based on swept frequency method (SFM), the analyzable frequency band
is narrow due to the typical microsecond impulse. The characteristics of the
nanosecond impulse in the frequency domain were studied in this paper. A test
System based on Nanosecond low voltage impulse was developed to improve the
detection sensitivity. A series experiments were carried out on a 5 kV/100 kVA
distribution transformer. Measurement results with two different impulses were
compared and de-noising methods were studied. Besides, a destructive experiment
was carried out on an special laboratory winding to verify the sensitivity of the
method.

Keywords Monitoring � Winding deformation � Transfer function � Nanosecond
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39.1 Introduction

Power transformers are supposed to be the most important and expensive equip-
ments in power generations and transmission systems. Failures of transformers
will cause catastrophic damages to power supply and significant economic loss to
electric power companies. Tremendous forces generates in windings when a
powerful short circuit current flows into a power transformer [1], which can cause
deformation and displacement of the windings. Besides, mechanical vibrations
during transport may also lead to these defects [2].

Generally, minor deformations do not destroy transformer winding immedi-
ately. But the insulation defects of the deformed parts will become more and more
serious. As a consequence of ageing processes, the mechanical endurance and the
insulation performance of oil-paper insulation system is considerably decreased
[2]. In addition, the deformed part of winding may face asymmetric forces due to
the irregular shape when the next short circuit current comes, which may make the
shape more irregular. Therefore, it is greatly meaningful to develop the diagnostic
technology to monitor winding deformation.

The transfer function (TF) method has been widely researched and used in many
counties since Dick and Erven proposed this method in 1978 [3]. Considering the
transformer winding as a two-port network, the TF can be obtained by measuring
voltages and currents in time domain or frequency domain at the two ends [4–7].
Deformation and displacement can be found by comparing the TF with the refer-
ence fingerprints, since TF is mainly determined by the geometrical construction. It
has been proved that the sensitivity increases in the higher frequency range [8].
Two approaches are proposed to obtain the TF: swept frequency method (SFM) and
the low voltage impulse method (LVI) [9]. Compared to the SFM, the duration of
measurements is much shorter for LVI, which is only a few seconds. In addition,
several transfer functions can be measured simultaneously. However, the signal to noise
ratio and the measurement bandwidth is limited by the typical impulse, whose param-
eters are front-times of 200 ns to 1ls and times to half-value of 40 to 200 ls [10].

In this paper, an improved LVI was introduced, in which nanosecond impulse
generator was used to extend the frequency range. Effects of impulses with dif-
ferent parameters were studied, and de-noising methods were proposed. In order to
verify its feasibility and sensibility, a destructive experiment was carried out on a
purpose-made laboratory winding.

39.2 Theory Background

39.2.1 Principle of the Low Voltage Impulse Method (LVI)

The test winding of the transformer is excited by low impulse voltages at one of its
ends. Any transient voltage and current at the two ends can be recorded. The
frequency spectrum of the time domain signals is calculated by using Fast Fourier
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Transform (FFT). Since the winding can be represented by a two-port network, a
group of transfer functions can be calculated using the voltages and currents
according to:

Hðf Þ ¼ Rðf Þ
Viðf Þ

ð39:1Þ

Where Vi(f) is the supply voltage, R(f) can be voltage or current response at any
port of transformer windings.

39.2.2 Characteristics of Impulse in Frequency Domain

Generally, the data acquired by the digitizer recorder bears the quantization error.
As signals with quantization error are converted into their frequency spectrum by
using FFT, the analyzable frequency band will become narrower. When signal
value is smaller than the noise level in the frequency domain, information in these
frequencies is lost. One method of extending the frequency range is to improve the
frequency spectrum of the impulse. The shorter and sharper impulses are, the
broader frequency spectrum it generates [11].

Figure 39.1(a) shows two different nanosecond impulses contaminated by
noises. The parameters of impulse are front time of 5 ns and 50 ns, times to half-
value of 50 ns and 200 ns. Amplitude of both impulses is about 800 V. Noise is
made to be about 4 V, which simulates the situation of using an 8-bit digitizer.
Figure 39.1(b) illustrates the normalized spectrum of the two impulses in the range
of 0*80 MHz. Impulse a, whose rise time and duration time are shorter, has a
boarder frequency spectrum. Although impulse b has sufficient energy in lower
frequencies, it drops to the noise level radically.

39.3 Experiment Study

39.3.1 Experiment Setup

The end-end transfer voltage ratio is used as TF in this paper, and the measurement
setup is shown in Fig. 39.2. Resister R1 and R2, which are 50 ohm, are connected
at the two ends of the test winding. Voltage on R1 and voltage on R2 are used as
Vi(f) and R(f) in the formula 1. In order to avoid oscillation, all measuring cables
are terminated with matching impedance of 50 ohm.

The experiment was carried out on a 5 kV/100 kVA distribution transformer. It
has a high voltage winding with 39 continuous discs and a two layer concentric
low voltage winding. Two nanosecond impulse generators were made for this
study. One is able to produce 5 ns rise-time, 50 ns wide, 1 kV amplitude pulses,
while the other one can generate 30 ns rise-time, 150 ns wide, 1 kV amplitude
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pulses. all these parameters are measured when the load is a 50 ohm resister. An
8-bit oscilloscope, LeCroy WAVERUNNER 44XI was used to record experiment
data.

39.3.2 Impact of Impulses

The shape of nanosecond impulses will change when transformers are connected,
since the winding of transformer is a complex load for impulse generator. The HV
winding was excited and voltages at the line-end and earth-end were recorded. The
parameters of the two impulse are tabulated in Table 39.1.

According to Nyquist theorem, sampling rate fs should be at least twice high as
the highest frequency of the signal, which means a sampling rate of 200 MS/s is
required. In this measurement sampling rate is set to 1 GS/s. As the signal length
was chosen to be 1 ms, in which all useful information is contained, complicated
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windowing functions are not necessary. Besides, a simple process was done by
averaging 32 measurement results. Figure 39.3 shows the results of measurement
with the two impulses. It shows a good agreement in the lower range of fre-
quencies. Performance gets worse when it comes to higher frequencies. Result of
measurement with impulse d is considered to be useless beyond 15 MHz as shown
in Fig. 39.3b.

39.3.3 De-noising of the Measurement

Noise not only narrow the analyzable frequency band, but also reduce the sensi-
tivity. Thus, de-noising is one of the most important step in data processing. Noise
mostly results from quantization error, and the contaminated signal can be
expressed as:

yðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ þ eðtÞ ð39:2Þ

Where x(t) is the signal and e(t) is the quantization noise. According to the
principle of FFT, single in frequency domain can be expressed as :

Yðf Þ ¼ Xðf Þ þ Eðf Þ ð39:3Þ

Generally, quantization noise is considered to be uniformly distributed, and its
mathematical expectation is zero. Definitely, averaging multiple measurements of
the same quantity is an efficient de-noising method.

The other way efficient way to increase the signal to noise ratio is to reduce the
length of the digital record. The nanosecond impulse and its response only exist in
a very short time, while the noise appears randomly and uniformly along the whole

Table 39.1 The parameters of two impulses

Impulse Rise time (ns) Times to half-value (ns) Amplitude (V)

c 10 60 450
d 50 200 450

5 10 15 20 25 303
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Fig. 39.3 Transfer function of the HV winding. a using impulse c; b using impulse d
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record. Energy of the noise will fall down when the time window become smaller.
However, the length of the record can not be cut down excessively, otherwise it
would create spectrum leakage.

Figure 39.4 illustrate the effects of de-noising methods while the impulse c was
used in the measurement. In order to show the effects clearly, transfer function in
two ranges of frequencies, 0–3 MHz and 5–30 MHz, are drawn respectively.
Shortening the time window and averaging 32 measurements both have a marked
effect in the whole spectrum.

39.4 Destructive Experiment

In order to verify that using the nanosecond pulse can improve the measurement
sensitivity, a destructive experiment was carried out on a purpose-made laboratory
winding which has 18 continuous discs, 10 turns in each disc. The winding is
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placed in a cylindrical metal tank, whose diameter is 8.5 cm bigger. The design of
the test object is based on following two considerations:

• Iron core acts as an earthed boundary in the high frequencies, and have little
impact on the condition of electromagnetic field. Since the distance between the
tank and the winding is very short, it is not necessary to have a iron core.

• Considering the enormous cost, it is almost impossible to distort or displace
windings of power transformers. This experiment aim at studying the
improvement made by the nanosecond pulse, rather than interpreting the fre-
quency response. Thus, a small winding can achieve the objective.

Since every two discs are connected by screws, it is convenient to disassemble,
deform, and replace each disc of the winding. In the experiment, the 7th and the
8th discs were distorted to medal the radial deformation. Fig. 39.5 shows the
winding and the deformed discs.

Impulse c was used in this measurement, and the transfer functions of original
winding and deformed winding are shown in Fig. 39.6. As a single continuous
winding, the transfer function is characterized by a series of ‘‘peaks’’ and
‘‘troughs’’ [12]. The two transfer funtions below 3 MHz are too similar that it can’t
diagnose the deformation. However, transfer functions above 3 MHz show a big
difference from each other. The nanosecond impulse improves the sensitivity by

Fig. 39.5 The laboratory
winding and the deformed
discs
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extending the frequency range because TF is more sensitivity to winding defor-
mations in the high frequencies.

39.5 Conclusions

By studying the characteristics of different impulses in frequency domain, this
paper develops a improved low voltage impulse method for monitoring winding
deformation of power transformer. The typical microsecond impulse (0.2/40 ls)
are replaced by the nanosecond impulse. This proposed measurement method is
applied to a 10 kV/100 kVA distribution transformer in the laboratory. The results
of measurement with two different impulses are compared. The investigation
shows that a broader analyzable frequency band can be obtained by using impulses
with sharper rise-time and shorter duration. Simple de-noising methods, shortening
the time window and averaging multiple measurements, improve the signal to
noise ratio dramatically. Besides, the destructive experiment carried out on a
laboratory winding verifies that improved low voltage method has a better
sensitivity.

Some factors may affect the measurement result in the high frequencies,
including grounding connection, cable and bushing. These factors should be
studied in the future work.
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Chapter 40
Multi-Document Automatic
Summarization Based on the Hierarchical
Topics

Yong-Dong Xu, Fang Xu, Guang-Ri Quan and Ya-Dong Wang

Abstract A concept of is proposed for multi-document automatic summarization
task, which used multi-layer topic tree structure to represent the text set. Each node
in the topic tree represent specific topic and contains multiple similar sentences
in the text set. The structure may describe accurately the similarity between
sentences at different levels of granularity. Therefore it can reflect the real content
of the text set than single layer topic set. And can be used to find the important
sentences in the important topic which can compose the summary of the text set.
Concretely, a series of algorithms including building tree, key sentences extrac-
tion based on tree and summarization generation are proposed. The capability of
summarization system is testified by sets of experiments and shows good result.

Keywords Key sentences extraction � Multiple document summarization �
Hierarchical topic

40.1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of the Internet, the massive amounts of information make it
more difficult to efficiently access the usable information. Thus, the ability to
automatically compress the information covering multiple documents and present
the summary to the users would help to solve this problem and in fact, has received
a great deal of attention in recent research.
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Because the multi-document automatic summarization system should have the
ability to identify the general topic of the entire set rather than the topic of each
text in the set [1], thus topic identification is an important technology in multi-
document automatic summarization. Some researchers used text units clustering
technique, including paragraphs-level clustering [2, 3, 4], sentences-level clus-
tering [5, 6, 7], to achieve information fusion. The idea of methods is built on the
hypothesis that because these articles describe the same subject, the similar
information from different articles can be regarded as the important content of set
of texts [8]. In these researches, determining the range of the topic is a crucial
issue: if the range is wide, two units with lower similarity could belong to the same
topic, otherwise, the units with high similarity might belong to the different topics.
So the traditional single layer topic partition method could hardly obtain appro-
priate topics set even if analysed manually by human experts. Thus we proposed
the concept of : used multi-layer topic structure to take place of the traditional
single layer topic structure, and proposes a sentences selection algorithm based on
tree for the . The contents of this paper are as follows: Sect. 40.2 introduced the
identification algorithm. Section 40.3 introduced summary sentences identification
by and Sect. 40.4 showed the experimental analysis.

40.2 Hierarchical Topic Structure Identification

The task of topic identification is to divide the topic into several cohesive sub-
topics which contained similar text units. In traditional single layer topic methods,
the texts set can hardly be divided into appropriate sub-topics by a proper threshold
in which each sub-topic was divided ‘‘big’’ enough to contain all sentences that
describe a whole event and at the same time ‘‘small’’ enough not to contain any
other information. Thus, this paper proposed the concept of structure and used the
complete-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm to establish the
tree. Firstly, each unit was an independent cluster. Then the most similar clusters
were merged. This process continued until the largest similarity between two
clusters was less than a threshold U1 and an intermediate result in clustering tree or
a proper topic division can be obtained. The algorithm restarts once more, it will
obtain the upper layer of the tree by another threshold value U2, …, this process
continue until there is only one topic in the topic set. The formal description of
Multi-threshold clustering algorithm is given as below:

1. begin
2. let U is the threshold vector, U ¼ fU1;U2;...UKg; k is the depth of the topic

tree, the initial cluster collection S ¼ fs1; s2; . . .; sng, n is the number of units
of the text set. l = 1.

3. while l� k begin
4. while begin
5. traverse the cluster set S, calculate the similarity between any two

clusters.
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6. let D ¼ maxfSimðsi; sjÞjsi; sj 2 Sg, if D [ /l, then merge si and sj to
one cluster, and update the type collection S. else break

7. end while
8. l = l ? 1
9. end while

10. output hierarchical topic tree.

The Sim(si,sj) were calculated by multiple features fusion method [9]. In
addition, determination of the multi-threshold value U of clustering is the crucial
issue. The role of U is to suspend iterative process of clustering algorithm and
generate a layer of tree. García proposed an automatic threshold identification
method of the hierarchical clustering algorithm [10]. A lot of experiments had
shown that the algorithm were very effective for non-convex clusters. So this paper
adopted this idea and used the clustering entropy e to determine the thresholds. e is
the square-error sum of the cluster set, and when the value of clustering entropy
was minimum algorithm can get the most reasonable cluster set, the formula of the
square-error sum is:

eðvÞ ¼ Kþ C ð40:1Þ

K and C separately represented the square-error sum of the internal clusters and
the square-error sum between clusters. v was the cluster set. The internal square-
error sum K was calculated by the square-error e:

K ¼
Xk

j¼1

Xnj

i¼1

eðpðjÞi ; p
ðjÞ
0 Þ ¼

Xk

j¼1

Xnj

i¼1

dðpðjÞi ; p
ðjÞ
0 Þ

2 ð40:2Þ

nj was the size of cluster Cj; dðpi; pjÞ was the distance between elements. pðjÞ0 was
cluster centroid which was calculated as follow:

pðjÞ0 ¼
1
nj

Xnj

i¼1

pðjÞi ð40:3Þ

40.3 Summary Sentences Extraction

We proposed two-step sentences selection algorithm for extracting automatically
summary sentences. In the first step, the initial weights of the sentences in the text
set were calculated with various features. In the second step, the most important
sentences were selected by a top-down reciprocal sentences weighted algorithm.

We firstly assigned an initial weight of each sentence in text set by using several
metrics, including sentence position (SP), sentence length (SL) and term weight
(TW). The score of sentence position is calculated by the equation:
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ScoreSP sðjÞi

� �
¼ 1= iþ jð Þ ð40:4Þ

which si
(j) is the ith sentence in the jth paragraph. The score of sentence length is

calculated by the equation:

ScoreSL sð Þ ¼ 0 if Ls [ Lminð Þ
¼ Ls � Lminð Þ =Lmin otherwiseð Þ

ð40:5Þ

We set the score to a negative value as a penalty when a sentence is shorter than
penalty threshold value Lmin which was set 10 in this paper. The third scoring
function term weight is based on term frequency (tf) and document frequency (df).
The score of a sentence (Si) is the average of the tf*idf scores of each word (w) in
the sentence:

ScoreTWðSiÞ ¼1
Sij j
X

W2Si
tf � idf ðwÞ ð40:6Þ

DN is the number of documents in all sets. The total score for a sentence is
determined using a scoring function:

Total� ScoreðsÞ ¼
X

ai ScoreiðsÞ ð
X

ai ¼ 1Þ ð40:7Þ

Referring to the parameter value of literature [11], each parameter ai was set
manually with asp = 0.507, aSL = 0.005 and aTW = 0.488.

Based on the initial weight of each sentence, the top-down reciprocal sentences
weighted algorithm is represented as following:

1. make the weights of all nodes zero, variable l = 1
2. while l \ k, do
3. calculate the final weight of all sentences as follow:

WðiÞ ¼ ai þ
1
n

Xn

j¼1
ðaj þ fjÞ ð40:8Þ

Where fj is the similarity between sentence i and j calculated by tree:
fj = (k-m ? 1)/k, m is the depth of first layer that sentence i and j are not
belonged to the same topic. ai and aj are initial values of sentences i and j

4. l = l ? 1
5. end while

40.4 System Evaluation

The summarization evaluation method should have the ability of evaluating how
similar automatic summaries are to the ‘‘gold standard’’. A problem of this method
is that there may exist multiple same or similar sentences to standard summaries
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and each of these can be regarded as an acceptable summary sentence. Thus, it will
underestimate the quality of summarization by only matching it with the standard
summary. In this paper, we resolve above problem by labeling each sentence a
fuzzy value in training corpus. The sentence that can replace standard summary
sentence in source text is called candidate summary sentence. Each candidate
summary sentence is labeled a value ranged from 0 to 1. Standard summary
sentence and related all candidate summary sentences constitute a congeneric
cluster. Two sentences in congeneric clustering are named congeneric summary
sentences. According to above-mentioned definitions, we can evaluate the quality
of summarization system by three criterions: precise, redundancy and synthesis
quality.

precise ¼ ð
Xk1

i¼1

xiÞ=K

redundancy ¼ ð
Xk1

i¼1

ð
Xk1

j¼iþ1

UðSi; SjÞÞÞ=K

Synthesis ¼ precise � redundancy

ð40:9Þ

Where K is number of all sentences in summarization. k1 = K\k0, k0 is number of
all sentences in standard summarization. wi is weight of ith candidate summary
sentence. U(si,sj) is a binary discriminant function. /(si,sj) = 1 if si,sj are conge-
neric summary sentences. U(si,sj) = 0 else.

For constructing training corpus, we download 120 newswire Chinese docu-
ments from Internet and cluster them into 15 topic-relative subsets manually. For
each subset, we extracted a standard summary and congeneric cluster of each
summary sentence. This corpus can be obtained from our web site: http://
www.hitwh.edu.cn/department/cs/sw/mds/index.asp

We carry out two baseline systems for evaluation task. The method I is the
random system, which extract summary sentences randomly in the whole text set.
The method II adopted single layer topic structure, not tree, to describe the
similarity between two sentences for validating the effect of structure in . The
result by respectively comparing the output of three summarization methods with
standard summary is showed in Table 40.1.

The result of experiment shows that the quality of summary produced by our
method is better than the both results produced by baseline methods for all output
length of summary.

Table 40.1 The result of three methods

Method I (%) Method II (%) Our method (%)

Sentences 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20
Precise 10.25 25.33 58.73 54.3 50.8 65.85 70.58 75.67 67.5
Redundancy 4.37 12.68 44.15 0 8 19.33 0 10 11.33
Synthesis 5.88 12.65 14.58 54.3 42.8 46.52 70.58 65.67 56.17
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Figure 40.1 shows the multiple Synthesis quality values of three systems in 15
text sets. The broken line of our method is stability on the whole. On the contrary,
the one of baseline method II is evidently descend in text set 1, 4, 5, 10 and 12.
These text sets are more complicated than other sets in contents, and the tree in
our method can effectively handle these data.

40.5 Conclusion

In this paper, a hierarchical tree topic structure is proposed to address the problem
of Chinese multi-document automatic summarization. This structure replaced the
traditional single-layered topics set and consequently, may describe accurately the
text units similarity that are completely similar or incompletely similar to each
other. Thus, the wrong division of topics brought by the units clustering may be
most reduced. Furthermore, we proposed summary sentences extracting and
evaluating algorithms based on tree. We validated our method by comparing
result to baseline method. Experimental results showed the better performance of
our method in handle different kind of data.
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Chapter 41
Observer-Based Feedback Control
for Networked Control Systems
With Quantisation and Packet Dropouts

Dajun Du, Haoliang Bai and Xue Li

Abstract The paper investigates Networked Control Systems (NCSs) with
quantisation and packet dropouts both the sensor-to-controller (S/C) and control-
ler-to-actuator (C/A). Firstly, the signals both the S/C and C/A are quantised using
a logarithmic quantiser while the packet dropouts are modeled as two Bernoulli
distributed white sequences. Then, an augmented model is proposed based on an
observer, and a sufficient condition is derived for NCSs to be the exponentially
mean-square stable. Finally, simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

Keywords Networked control systems � Quantisation � Packet dropouts �
Observer-based feedback

41.1 Introduction

Network control systems (NCSs) is composed of a controller and a remote system
containing the physical plant, sensors and actuators, which have attracted signif-
icant amount of interests from the industry and academics due to its various
advantages such as low cost of installation and great flexibility [1, 2]. However,
network is introduced in the feedback control loops, which inevitably results in the
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packet dropouts due to the limited bandwidth or signal disturbance. This can affect
stability and performance of NCSs. Therefore, stability analysis and control
strategy for NCSs with packet dropouts and quantisation will be investigated in
this paper.

With respect to the quantisation for NCSs, some recent research results have
been reported. The problem of quantised stage feedback H1 stabilization for LTI
systems over data networks with limited network QoS was studied, and a quantised
state feedback strategy was developed for global and asymptotical stabilization
[3]. The state feedback stabilization problem for a class of NCSs with nonlinear
perturbation and state quantisation was investigated, and a quantised asymptoti-
cally stabilizing sufficient condition was proposed [4]. A unified framework for
controller design for control system with quantisation and time scheduling via an
emulation-like approach was developed [5]. Considering the S/C quantisation and
data dropout, an output-feedback control for NCSs was designed, which guaran-
teed the exponentially mean-square stable [6]. Recently, the quantisation between
the C/A without network was studied, and full and reduced-order observer-based
quantised feedback controller was designed to guarantee the asymptotic stability of
the closed-loop system [7]. However, quantiser between the S/C and C/A was not
considered simultaneously.

Motivated from the above observations, this paper investigates the stability of
NCSs with quantisation and data dropouts both the S/C and C/A. The signals both
the S/C and C/A are quantised using a logarithmic quantiser while the packet
dropouts are modeled as two Bernoulli distributed white sequences. An augmented
model is then proposed based on an observer to estimate the system state, and a
sufficient condition is derived for NCSs to be the exponentially mean-square
stable.

41.2 Problem Formulation and Modeling

The configuration of NCSs with the quantisation and packet dropouts both the
S/C and C/A is shown as Fig. 41.1. Consider the following discrete linear
time-invariant (LTI) system:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ AxðkÞ þ BusðkÞ
yðkÞ ¼ CxðkÞ

ð41:1Þ

where usðkÞ; yðkÞ; xðkÞ are the plant’s input, output and state, A;B;C is the relevant
known matrices.

Since quantisation is required before signals are transmitted through network,
the output signals y(k) and the control signals v(k) are firstly quantised by the
logarithmic quantiser [7]. The quantiser is denoted as q½�� ¼ ½q1½��; . . .; qm½���T ,
which is assumed to be symmetric. For each qj½��, the quantisation levels expressed
by: Yi ¼ f�yi : yi ¼ qil0; i ¼ 0;�1;�2. . .g [ f0g; 0\q\1; l0 [ 0.
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As the density of logarithmic quantiser is proportional to q, we take q as the
density of logarithmic quantiser. Thus, the associated quantiser is described as
follow:

qðyÞ ¼
yi if yi=ð1þ dÞ\y� yi=ð1� dÞ
0 if y ¼ 0

�qð�yÞ if y\0

8<
: ð41:2Þ

where d ¼ ð1� qÞ=ð1þ qÞ, it is observed that the quantiser is symmetric and
time-invariant.

When the quantized signals are transmitted to the controller through network,
data packet dropouts are inevitably introduced. We model the packet dropouts as
the Bernoulli process h with the probability distribution as follow:

Prfh ¼ 1g ¼ Efhg ¼ h; Prfh ¼ 0g ¼ 1� Efhg ¼ 1� h;

Varfhg ¼ Efðh� hÞ2g ¼ hð1� hÞ ¼ a2 ð41:3Þ

where h ¼ 1 denotes the packet transmits normally, h ¼ 0 denotes the packet
losses. Moreover, the known positive constant 0\h\1 indicates the probability
that the packet will be transmitted successfully while a denotes the variance of h.
Thus, at the kth sampling time, the measured output signals that the controller
receives can be described as ysðkÞ ¼ hq½yðkÞ�. Using the sector bound method [3],
the quantization error for a given quantization density q1 can be expressed as:

q½yðkÞ� � yðkÞ ¼ DðyðkÞÞyðkÞ; DðyðkÞÞk k� d1 ð41:4Þ

Similarly, the control signals v(k) are quantized: uðkÞ ¼ f ½vðkÞ�. Packet drop-
outs modeled as:

Prfa ¼ 1g ¼ Efag ¼ a; Prfa ¼ 0g ¼ 1� Efag ¼ 1� a; Varfag
¼ Efða� aÞ2g ¼ að1� aÞ ¼ b2 ð41:5Þ

Actuator Plant Sensor

Random
Packet
Dropout

Quantiser

Quantiser

Observer

Controller v(k)

y(k)

u(k)

us(k)

ys(k)

Random
Packet

Dropout

Fig. 41.1 Structure of observer-based NCSs with packet dropouts and quantisation
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The control signals that the actuator actually receives can be defined as:
usðkÞ ¼ af ½vðkÞ�, and the quantization error for a given quantization density q2 is
expressed as:

f ½vðkÞ� � vðkÞ ¼ DðvðkÞÞvðkÞ; DðvðkÞÞk k� d2 ð41:6Þ

Next, we will consider the system with the state unmeasured (as is often the
case), an observer is designed to estimate the system state using the available
output information. The observer-based feedback controller is introduced as
follows:

x̂ðk þ 1Þ ¼ Ax̂ðkÞ þ BuðkÞ þ LðysðkÞ � Cx̂ðkÞÞ ð41:7Þ

where uðkÞ ¼ f ½vðkÞ�, vðkÞ ¼ Kx̂ðkÞ, K and L are feedback and observer gain,
respectively.

Defining eðkÞ ¼ xðkÞ � x̂ðkÞ and ZðkÞ ¼ ½eðkÞT ; xðkÞT �T , the augmented model
with the packet dropouts and quantization error can be expressed by:

Zðk þ 1Þ ¼ A0ZðkÞ þ A1ZðkÞ þ A2ZðkÞ ð41:8Þ

where

P1¼A� LC; P2 ¼ BK;P3 ¼ BKð1þ DðvðkÞÞÞ
P4 ¼ ð1� aÞBKð1þ DðvðkÞÞÞ; P5 ¼ aBKð1þ DðvðkÞÞÞ; P6 ¼ LC;

P7 ¼ LCð1þ DðyðkÞÞÞ; P8 ¼ hLCð1þ DðyðkÞÞÞ

A0 ¼
P1 þP4 P6 �P8 �P4

�P5 AþP5

� �
;

A1 ¼
�ða� aÞP3 ða� aÞP3

�ða� aÞP3 ða� aÞP3

� �
; A2 ¼ 0 �ðh� hÞP7

0 0

� �

41.3 Main Results

It is obvious that the system is actually an uncertain stochastic system. To analyze
stochastic stability in the means-square sense, a notion is given firstly.

Definition 1 The closed-loop system (41.8) is said to be exponentially mean-
square stable if there exist constant x [ 0 and s 2 ð0; 1Þ such that

Ef ZðkÞk k2g�xskEf Zð0Þk k2g.

Lemma 1 Let VðZðkÞÞ to be a Lyapunov functional. If there exist real scalars,

k� 0; j[ 0; c[ 0 and 0\u\1 such that j ZðkÞk k2�VðZðkÞÞ� c ZðkÞk k2 and
EfVðZðk þ 1Þ ZðkÞj Þg �VðZðkÞÞ� c� uVðZðkÞÞ, then the sequence ZðkÞ satisfies:

Ef ZðkÞk k2g� c
j k Zð0Þk k2ð1� uÞk þ k

ju.

Theorem 1 For the given quantization density q1 [ 0, q2 [ 0 and packet dropout

rate h, a, if there exist symmetric positive-definite matrices P, real matrices K, L
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and a scalar e [ 0, such that (41.9) hold, then the closed system (41.8) is expo-
nentially mean-square stable.

�PþR2 � � � � � � �
�R2 �PþR1þR2 � � � � � �

P1þR4 P6�R4�R5 �P�1 � � � � �
�R3 AþR3 0 �P�1 � � � �
�P2 P2 0 0 �2a�2P�1 � � �

0 �P6 0 0 0 �b�2P�1 � �
0 0 RT

4 �RT
3 �PT

2 0 �eI �
0 0 �RT

5 0 0 �PT
6 0 �eI

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
\0

ð41:9Þ

where R1¼d2
1eI; R2¼d2

2eI; R3¼aBK; R4¼ð1� aÞBK; R5¼hLC:

Proof Choosing a Lyapunov functional as follow:

VðZðkÞÞ ¼ eðkÞTPeðkÞ þ xðkÞT PxðkÞ, where P is symmetric positive-definite
matrices.

Using the above formula and noting E½ða� aÞ2� ¼ a2; E½ðh� hÞ2� ¼ b2, we
have:

EfVðZðk þ 1Þ ZðkÞj Þg � VðZðkÞÞ ¼ ZðkÞTWZðkÞ ð41:10Þ

where

W¼

P1þP4 P6�P8�P4

�P5 AþP5

�P3 P3

0 �P7

2
664

3
775

T P � � �
0 P � �
0 0 2a2P �
0 0 0 b2P

2
664

3
775

P1þP4 P6�P8�P4

�P5 AþP5

�P3 P3

0 �P7

2
664

3
775

� P �
0 P

� �

According to Schur’s complment, W\0 is equivalent to

�P � � � � �
0 �P � � � �

P1 þP4 P6 �P8 �P4 �P�1 � � �
�P5 AþP5 0 �P�1 � �
�P3 P3 0 0 �2a�2P�1 �

0 �P7 0 0 0 �b�2P�1

2
6666664

3
7777775
\0

The above inequality can be re-written and finally is equivalent to (41.9) for any
scalar e [ 0.

Furthermore, we will proof the closed-loop system (41.8) is exponentially
mean-square stable. According to (41.10), we have:
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EfVðZðk þ 1Þ ZðkÞj Þg � VðZðkÞÞ ¼ ZðkÞTWZðkÞ� � kminð�WÞZðkÞT ZðkÞ\
� gZðkÞT ZðkÞ

ð41:11Þ

where 0\g\ minðkminð�WÞ; vÞ; v ¼ kmaxðPÞ; and (41.11) can be re-written as:

EfVðZðk þ 1Þ ZðkÞj Þg � VðZðkÞÞ\� gZðkÞT ZðkÞ\ g
v

VðZðkÞÞ ¼ �mVðZðkÞÞ

where m ¼ g=v 2 ð0; 1Þ, using the Definition 1 and Lemma 1, it is obviously found
that (41.8) is exponentially mean-square stable. This completes the proof.

The above matrices inequality is not a linear matrices inequality (LMI), and can
hardly be solved by the matlab LMI toolbox. Next, we will make some
improvement to the inequality to get it easily solved by the toolbox. Without lose
of generality, matrix B is assumed to be of full-column rank.

Theorem 2: Under the assumptions as in Theorem 1, if there exist symmetric
positive-definite matrices P, real matrices M;N, and a scalar e [ 0, such that
(41.12) hold, then (41.8) is exponentially mean-square stable.

�Pþ R2

�R2 �Pþ R1 þ R2

N6 þ N4 N5 � N4 � N7 �P
�N3 PAþ N3 0 �P
�aN8 aN8 0 0 �2P

0 �bN5 0 0 0 �P
0 0 NT

4 �NT
3 �aNT

8 0 �eI
0 0 �NT

7 0 0 �bNT
5 0 �eI

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
\0

ð41:12Þ

PB ¼ BP0 ð41:13Þ

where

N3 ¼ aBM; N4 ¼ ð1� aÞBM; N5 ¼ NC; N6 ¼ PA� NC; N7

¼ hNC; N8¼BM; K ¼ P�1
0 M; L ¼ P�1N

Proof Pre- and post-multiplying both sides of (41.9) by diag(I, I, P, P, P, P, I, I),
using (41.13) and P0K=M, PL=N, (41.12) is obtained. This completes the proof.

Finally, (41.13) can be converted to the following LMI:

�rI BT P� P0BT

PB� BP0 �I

� �
\0 ð41:14Þ

Thus, the stability problem of the closed-loop system (41.9) can be solved by
searching the global solution of the following problem:
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min r

s:t: ð12Þ and ð14Þ
ð41:15Þ

41.4 Simulation Examples

Considering the following discrete system:

A ¼
0:3 0:4 0:7
0:3 0 �0:8
�0:2 0:4 �0:7

2
4

3
5 B ¼ ½1 0:4 �0:5�T C ¼ ½0:2 0:3 0:4�

The initial state of the system is assumed as x ¼ ½4 �3 2�T ; x̂ ¼ ½4 �3 2�T ,
the packet normal transmission probability and quantization density are set
as h ¼ 0:8; a ¼ 0:9; q1 ¼ 0:5; q2 ¼ 0:6: By solving (41.15), K ¼ ½�0:0625
�0:1170� 0:2540�; L ¼ ½0:4473 � 0:3383 � 0:1008�:

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, comparison experi-
ments were performed. Quantization density is fixed, simulations were done
under different packet transmission rates ( i:e:; h; a

� �
¼ 0:9; 0:95ð Þ; 0:5; 0:6ð Þ;f

�
0:1; 0:15ð ÞgÞ: Figure 41.2 shows the trajectory of state x1 under different packet

transmission rates. The trajectory of state x2 and x3 are similar to that of x1, and
thus is omitted. It is clearly seen from Fig. 41.2 that the system is stable under
the proposed control strategy.

5 10 15 20 25 30

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

sample k

x1 (0.9, 0.95)

x1 (0.5, 0.6)

x1 (0.1, 0.15)

Fig. 41.2 The trajectory
of state 91 under different
packet transmission rates
(h, a)
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41.5 Conclusions

In this paper, an observer-based feedback control scheme is developed for NCSs
with quantization and data packet dropouts both the S/C and C/A. The signals are
quantized using a logarithmic quantiser, while the packet dropouts are modeled as
two Bernoulli distributed white sequences. An augmented model is then proposed,
and a sufficient condition is derived for NCSs to be the exponentially mean-square
stable. Simulation results show the feasibility of our control scheme.
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Chapter 42
Optimization and Design of Key Structure
for Electric Equipment Based on MDO

Honggen Zhou, Xuwen Jing and Xiaojun Zhang

Abstract This paper attempted to introduction the method into design process of
electronic devices structure optimization, and carried out an experiment on a specific
object to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the method that used in electronic
equipments structure design. An integrated system for and synthetically optimizing
key structure was built which was based on and VC ++, and the whole optimum
process was carried out. The model was built with weight lighting, heat dissipating
and vibration performance, coupling effect was considered, the SQP algorithm was
used and the global optimal solution was gotten at last. As the results shown, applying
method to optimization of the electronic equipment structure is effective, and also
can provide reference for subsequent optimization and design of the whole machine.

Keywords Electric equipment � MDO � Parametric Modeling � iSIGHT �
Ontology

42.1 Introduction

Recent years, the architecture of electronic devices has developed from indepen-
dent and separated into modular and integrated, which made the devices smaller
and lighter. And some multidisciplinary problems, such as thermal design,
vibration design, EMC design and so on, in developing devices become more
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prominent [1]. Traditional serial design not only ignores the synergy caused by
Mutual coupling in each disciplines but also separates the interaction in different
disciplines. So traditional serial can only get partial optimal solution and is likely
to lose the global optimal solution. Besides, for traditional serial, design cycle is
longer and costs are higher. Obviously, these features can’t adapt to the more and
more stringent design requirements [2]. Multidisciplinary design optimization (),
which is proposed for this problem, is developed in aviation and aerospace fields in
recent years and become one of the widely used and most dynamic and latest
research area, also play an important role in promoting the performance of
corresponding products [3–6]. This paper attempts to introduce the method into
optimization design process of electronic devices structure, and carries out
an experiment on specific objects to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the
method that used in electronic equipments structure design.

42.2 Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Problems
of Airborne Electronic Equipment

42.2.1 The Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Model
of A Certain Type of Airborne Electronic Equipment

This paper describes the method of multidisciplinary design optimization through
a certain type of airborne electronic equipments. Structure model is shown in
Fig. 42.1, outer structure of the electronic equipment is aluminum frame, and
internal structure installed printed circuit board (PCB) according to function
design. Some components with different functions is installed in PCB by welding
or other methods, the main components include crystal oscillator, dual in-line chip
and other important ones. This type of airborne electronic equipments has not only

Aluminum frame Crystal oscillator

PCB DIP package chips

Fig. 42.1 Structural model
of a certain type of airborne
electronic equipments
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the typical structure of airborne electronic equipment but also the actual research
value.

This type of electronic equipment works in a poor environment, and suffers
large shock and vibration. In order to avoid resonance, the natural frequency and
vibration excitation frequency should be different and the ratio between the two
should be greater than 2.5 [7]. Simultaneously, high temperature of the component
will leads to thermal failure, so the cooling requirements are relatively high.
This paper researches how to improve the overall performance of the part after
considering its resonant and cooling performance. In part design, in order to
strengthen the cooling capacity of electronic components, flat radiator is used
to increase heat radiating area of electronic components. The layout of the
components in this part has been fixed, so the structure design of the part is
the only way to improve the overall performance. Related design variables of this
structure are listed as follows: number of cooling fins, height of cooling fins,
thickness of cooling fins, length of cooling fins, thickness of heat extended surface
and thickness of heat pedestal. The sizes represented by each design variable are
shown in Fig. 42.2, the initial values and the range of parameters are shown in
Table 42.1.

In summary, this paper takes minimize the maximum temperature in steady-
state and maximize the natural frequency of first-order in modal analysis as
objective functions to optimize component. At the same time, it also takes the
design criteria ofstructure lightweight of airborne electronic equipment into
account. The optimization model is defined as follows.

Fig. 42.2 The key size of
radiator for a certain type
of airborne electronic
equipment
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Design variables : �X¼ D1;D2;D3;D4;D5;D6½ �
Objective function : MinTemperature¼f1 �Xð Þ

MaxFirstFreq¼f2 �Xð Þ
Constraint function : Mass¼f3 �Xð Þ� 0:5Kg

Temperature¼f1 �Xð Þ� 60�C

FirstFreq¼f2 �Xð Þ� 40Hz

�Xi min � �Xi � �Xi max i¼1;2L;6ð Þ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð42:1Þ

�X is a column vector formed by optimal design variables, which is composed of
the six independent variables, as is shown in Table 42.1. Values will be selected
from the lower and upper bound of ½�Xi min; �Xi max�.In order to meet the heat dissi-
pation of the structure, the maximum temperature in steady state should be lower
than 60� C. Considering the actual requirements of vibration performance, the first
order natural frequency should be lower than 40 Hz; and considering the demand
for structures lightweight, the overall weight of structure should be less than 0.5 kg
after optimizing.

42.2.2 The Strategy and Process of Multidisciplinary
Optimization

As known from the design optimization model, the structure optimization is a
multi-dimensional coupling optimization problem including steady state heat-
vibration-lightweight-structure. Structural design variables span two disciplines-
thermal and kinetic, the key point to simplify the complex design of optimal
process is to weak the coupling relationship between this two disciplines and give
the two disciplines certain autonomy. Because only two disciplines are related in
the structural design, so design variables are limited and the calculation in each
disciplines is not complex. Therefore, MDF method in the optimization strategy is
used [8, 9]. According to MDF optimization strategy and based on the finite
element method (FEM), this paper comprehensively considers some important
factors of the structure, such as heat dissipation, vibration performance, and light
weight and so on. At last, the multidisciplinary design optimization process is
proposed, as is shown in Fig. 42.3.

Table 42.1 The selected design variables

No Design Variables(mm) Initial value Range

1 Number of colling fins (D1) 38 [35, 40]
2 Height of cooling fins(D2) 5.5 [4, 6]
3 Thickness of cooling fins (D3) 2 [1, 3, 5]
4 Length of cooling fins(D4) 143 [140, 145]
5 Thickness of heat extended surface(D5) 2 [1, 3, 5]
6 Thickness of heat sink of pedestal (D6) 4.3 [3, 5]
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42.2.3 Selection of Optimization Algorithms

This paper uses , integrated with thermal in steady state-Modal analysis-structure
lightweight, to optimize comprehensively. As the relationship between design
variables and optimization goals is highly non-linear, SQP (Sequential quadratic
programming algorithm) is selected to optimize. SQP is an effective numerical
schemes based on gradient information, and also be regarded as one of the best
algorithms in solving nonlinear programming problems [10].

The basic idea of sequential quadratic programming algorithm is as follows:
constructing a quadratic programming sub problem at every iterative point,
regarding the solution that belongs to sub problem as iterative search directions,
making one dimensional along the direction and finally approaching to the solution
of constrained optimization problem.

Constrained nonlinear programming problem can be described as follows:

min f xð Þ x 2 Rn

s‘:ci xð Þ� 0 i ¼ 1; 2;L;mð Þ

�
ð42:2Þ

x is a independent variable, x ¼ x1; x2; � � � ; xnð ÞT ; f xð Þ, is objective function, ci xð Þ
is the constraint.

Start

Parametric
modeling

Thermal analysis

Modal
analysis

The platform of
multidisciplinary design

optimization
The optimal objective

function
meet the objective function

Meet the
requirements?

End

Yes

No

Automatic
ally

Modify
the

design
variables

X

X

Prestressed
First-order natural

frequency

Max Temperature

Fig. 42.3 Process of multi-disciplinary design optimization
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The optimization problem above can be summed up as a quadratic program-
ming sub problem:

min QP sð Þ ¼ rf x kð Þ� �� �Tþ 1
2 sT B kð Þ

ss:t:ci x kð Þ� �
þ rci x kð Þ� �� �T

s ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; 2;L;m

(
ð42:3Þ

S is search direction, aks kð Þ ¼ x kþ1ð Þ � x kð Þ; B kð Þ, is the approximation of the
Hesse matrix.

Therefore, the solving steps of sequential quadratic programming algorithm can
be summarized as follows:

Step�: select the initial point x 0ð Þ 2 Rn; a0x 0ð Þ, and positive definite symmetric
matrix B 0ð Þ, allowed tolerance e1 (or e2 or e3);

Step`: solve quadratic programming sub problem QP, determine the new

vector of Lagrange multipliers k kþ1ð Þ and search direction s kð Þ;
Step´: determine the step factor ak, get new iterative point x kþ1ð Þ ¼ x kð Þ þ aks kð Þ;
Stepˆ: test the criterion which meet the convergence, if it satisfies

rxL x kþ1ð Þ; k kþ1ð Þ
� �			 			\e1 or satisfies both ci x kþ1ð Þ� �

\e2 i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; Pð Þ and

f x kþ1ð Þ� �
� f x kð Þ� �

 

� f x kð Þ� �

 

\e3, stop iterating, else go to step ˜;

Step ˜: Amend approximation matrix B kð Þ of H kð Þ, then make k ¼ k þ 1, return
to step `.

42.3 The Process of Structure Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization for a Certain Type of Airborne
Electronic Device

This paper uses platform to integrate the thermal-modal model parameters
according to the process of multi-disciplinary optimization.

As an integrated framework of multi-disciplinary design optimization,
abstracts maximum temperature from thermal analysis results file and first-order
natural frequency from modal analysis results file as the objective function value.
It also takes the structural weight and other design variables as constraints to
realize the modification and automatically re-analysis of the model and finally
completes the optimization of design variables in optimization process according
to the configured SQP optimization algorithm.

A relatively satisfactory result can be obtained after eighty-six times iterative
optimization according to the calculation steps of SQP algorithm. Objective
function value in iterative process and convergent curve of constraint function
are shown in Fig. 42.4 the lateral axis represents the number of optimization
calculation, and the vertical axis represents the value of objective function (the
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maximum temperature and the first-order frequency) and the constraint function
(weight).

Table 42.2 represent the contrast of the design variables and function value
before and after optimization. As is shown in Table 42.3, after multidisciplinary
design optimization, the maximum temperature of the structure in steady state
decreased from 40.1194 to 39.9316� C, reduced 0.4681%; first-order natural fre-
quency increased from 50.8442 to 53.7123 Hz t, increased 5.6410%; total mass
increased from 0.4988 to 0.4998 kg, increased 0.001 kg. Obviously, it is effective
to apply multidisciplinary design optimization to the design of key structures for
electronic devices, performance of heat dissipation and vibration are improved,
and the overall weight is increased, but changes a little. In short, implementation of
multidisciplinary design optimization is meaningful to airborne equipments.

42.4 Conclusions

This paper integrates CAE software by using method. and self-composed
platform are used to optimize key structures of the electronic device. As the results
shown, applying method to optimization of the electronic equipment structure is

MaxT-Run Counter FirstFreq-RunCounter Mass-RunCounter

Fig. 42.4 The curve convergence of the process of optimization. a MaxT-RunCounter;
b FirstFreq-RunCounter; c Mass-RunCounter

Table 42.2 Comparison of design variables before and after optimization

Design variables Initial value Results after optimization

D1 38 38
D2 5.5 5.9939
D3 2 1.5
D4 143 145
D5 2 2.2464
D6 4.3 4.7080

Table 42.3 Comparison of the objective function before and after optimization

Names of variables Initial value Results after optimization Degree of improvement

The maximum temperature 40.1194�C 39.9316�C -0.4681%
First-order natural frequency 50.8442 Hz 53.7123 Hz 5.6410%
Quality 0.4988 kg 0.4998 kg 0.2005%
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effective.A multidisciplinary design optimization model is established, MDF
optimization strategy and SQP optimization algorithm in multi-disciplinary design
optimization are used according to the performance indicators of key components
of a certain type of electronic equipment, such as cooling performance, vibration
performance and lightweight of the structure. This paper adopts a multidisciplinary
design optimization method to design and optimize the electronic equipments
structure by fully considering the coupling effect in various disciplines. Heat
dissipation performance and vibration performance of the structure are improve
while the increasing of design weight are avoided, which provides a new way to
design this kind of electronic equipments structure.
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Chapter 43
Optimized Assignment of Airport Gate
Configuration Based on Immune Genetic
Algorithm

Wang Li and Xiaofang Xu

Abstract Airport gate assignment is to appoint an appropriate gate for the
arrival or departure flight and to ensure the flights are on schedule. A key task
of airport ground operations is assigning the airport gate with high efficiency and
reasonable arrangement. This paper establishes optimized model based on the
characteristics of flight and the characteristics of airport gate(the flight type, flight
down time and the number of passengers are considered as the characteristics of
flight. the ease of airport gate is considered as the characteristics airport gate),and
a space representation of solutions and direct graph model of airport gate
configuration based on the dynamic scheduling parallel machines are given, and
the solving method of airport gate configuration based on the immune genetic
algorithm is designed. The simulation result shows the effectiveness of this model
and algorithm.

Keywords Airport gate assignment � The characteristic of flight � Immune genetic
algorithm

43.1 Introduction

Considering the flight and airport gate, the airport gate assignment is to appoint an
appropriate gate for every arrival or departure flight during a period of future time
and to ensure the flights are on schedule and to provide gates for the passengers to
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board or get off the airplanes. The reasonable assignment of the gates is a key task
of airport ground operations. Nowadays, though the civil aviation develops rap-
idly, the facilities have many shortcomings and these shortcomings limit the size
of the airport operations, so optimized assignment of airport gate becomes an
important problem.

To the problem, the scientists at home and broad propose several analysis
methods. The literature [1] provides the sorting algorithm. The literature [2]
provides the expert system. The literature [3–8] provides the method of mathe-
matical programming. These literatures just only optimize the airport gate from the
perspective of passengers without considering the characteristic of gate. With the
description of the gate assignment by literature [8], this paper designs a method
based on the immune genetic algorithm. The simulation result shows the effec-
tiveness of this model and algorithm.

43.2 The Description of the Airport Gate Assignment

The gate optimized assignment is to get the largest satisfaction of the passengers
and the high efficient airport ground operations and the effective airport benefit
according to optimized assignment. The literature [8] gives a description about
the gate assignment: setting a possible distributed assignment ASS to make the
sum of the product of flight characteristics ri and the distributed airport
gate characteristics biggest. The objective function of this method is
max p Assð Þ ¼

P
i2 l
�

ci � r ASSið Þ. The optimized assignment of flight collection A is

named: A�SS Að Þ. The literature [8] gives a model of optimized assignment
of gate based on the dynamic scheduling parallel machines. The model is
A ¼ A1;A2; � � � ;Ak

� �
, the set makes up of all the scheduling in the set of

the airport gate P has the following ordered product of limited:

CXn
l ¼ C1X

n1
l � C2X

n2
l � � � � � CkX

nk
l ¼

Qk
i�1

CiX
ni
l .

And any scheduling is named that:

x ¼ x1 � x2 � � � � � xk ¼

x11

x21

..

.

xk1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

x12

x22

..

.

xk2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA � � �

x1l

x2l

..

.

xkl

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

0
BBB@

1
CCCA 2 CXn

i ð43:1Þ

where xi 2 Cxi�1
i

Xni
l ; i 2 k. Or the form of matrix: x ¼ xij

� �
; i 2 k; j 2 l.
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43.3 Optimized Assignment of Airport Gate Configuration
Based on Immune Genetic Algorithm

In the Eq. 43.1, every possible distributed assignmentx of the space of solution is
an individual. x is made up of k genes x1;x2; � � � ;xkð Þ by the characteristics of
the space structure of solution. The following is the immune genetic algorithm
based on the model of solution space.

43.3.1 Individual Code

According to the model characteristics by Eq. 43.1, we identified a two-
dimensional array as encoding:

x ¼

x1

x2

..

.

xk

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼

x11 x12 � � � x1l

x21 x22 � � � x2l

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

xk1 xk2 � � � xkl

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼ xij

� �
; i 2 k; j 2 l ð43:2Þ

where xi 2 C
xi�1
i

Xni
l ; i 2 k.

Every line of array represents a gene, and an individual is made up of k genes.
Every gene xi includes l information. The range of information is 0: � � � ; nf g.
If xij ¼ x; x 2 n, it describes flight x is parking in the gate j. If xij ¼ 0, there is not
flights in the gate j.

43.3.2 Fitness Function

We directly use the objective function: p xð Þ ¼
Pk
i¼1

Pl

j¼1
c xij

� �
� cj, where c xij

� �
describes the characteristic of the flight xij, c 0ð Þ ¼ 0; cj describes the character-

istic of gate j. According to the objective function, we define the function p xið Þ ¼

Pl

j¼1
c xij

� �
� cj reflecting the good quality of gene xi.

Definition 1 if p x�i
� �

¼ max
xi2C

xi�1
i

X
ni
l

p xið Þ; i 2 k, we consider x�i as a good gene of

xi 2 C
xi�1
i

Xni
l .
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43.3.3 Population Initialization

Assume the initial population is composed by s individuals, which includes s1

satisfactory solution using heuristic algorithms and s2 individuals selected in the
solution space.

The following will discuss how to select randomly s2 individuals in the solution
space. Selecting s2 individuals xi

1 2 C1X
n1
l ; i 2 s2 and form the first gene. To the

conflict flights set A1 ¼ 1a1; � � � 1am1f g that contains a set of extended flights, then
randomly ordering gates for each flight. As to flight 1a1, we distribute randomly a
gate P 1a1ð Þ from the gate set P. As to flight 1a2, we distribute randomly a gate P 1a2ð Þ
from the rest of gate set P 1a1ð Þ that remove from gate set. Like that, we identify
randomly a distributed method P 1a1ð Þ;P 1a2ð Þ; � � � ;P 1am1ð Þf g for the flight set A1. As
to flights not being assigned gates, we assume that the flight number is 0, that is

P 1a1ð Þ;P 1a2ð Þ; � � � ;P 1am1ð Þ;P 0ð Þ; � � �P 0ð Þf g. Consequently, all flights are allocated
gates. According to ascending order of numbers of airport gate and with the flight
number as the element, we will regard the flight number being allocated in the first
gate as the first element and in the second gate as the second element, and until all the

gates are completed. Then we describe it with this set 1 a1
�
; 1 a2
�
; � � � ; 1 al

�n o
, where

P 1 ai
�� �
¼ i; i 2 l. Then we get the first gene: x1

1 ¼ x1
11; � � �x1

1l

� �
;x1

1j ¼ 1 a
�

j
of the

first individual, and we can get the first gene of all individuals with the same method.
Then we need identify the second gene. We select randomly xi

2 2
C

xi
1

2

Xn2
l as the

second gene of the individual i. Continuing to do so, all the genes are identified
and s2 individuals will be also identified. Combining s1 satisfactory solution of the
problem by the heuristic with s2 solutions got randomly from the solution space as
the initial population. The initial population is designed:eX0 ¼ 1 x0;2 x0; � � � ;s x 0f g, The population of the j generation is denoted:

eXj ¼ 1 x j;2 x j; � � � ;s x j

� �
ð43:3Þ

Where, ixj ¼ ix1
j ; ix2

j ; � � � ; ixk
j

n o
; i 2 s; ix j

q represents the q gene of the i indi-

vidual in the initial population.

43.3.4 Genetic Operator

43.3.4.1 Selection Operator

The size s of population is given by Eq. 43.2, where each individual is represented
as a two-dimensional array with k � l. The following individuals are given
some definitions, such as the similarity, concentration, expected reproductive rate,
selection probability.
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(1) Similarity taking any two individuals,

i1xj1 ¼ i1x
1
j1
; i1x

2
j1
; � � � ; i1x

k
j1

n o
; i2xj1 ¼ i2x

1
j1
; i2x

2
j1
; � � � ; i2x

k
j1

n o

Where, i1; i2 2 s; i1 6¼ i2, j1 represents the number of evolution generation. We
assume that the adaptation of individual i1 x j1 is p i1xj1

� �
and the other i2 x j1

is p i2 x j1

� �
, then assuming e is a normal appropriate small number (e [ 0), if

1� e�Q i1 x j1 ;i2 x j1

� �
¼ p i1 x j1ð Þ

p i2 x j1ð Þ � 1þ e is right, we call the two individuals

i1 x j1 and i2xj1 are similar. Where Q i1 x j1 ;i2 x j1

� �
reflects the indicators of the

quality of similarity of the individuals i1 x j1 and i2 x j1 ; e is defined similarity
threshold of individual. If e ¼ 0:02, the last type holds on, then we say the two
individuals have 98% similarity in the quality. Comparing with similarity defini-
tion of individual based on information entropy and Euclidean distance, the def-
inition has two advantages: the definition of percentage similarity of the two
individuals described more intuitive has a smaller amount of computation.

(2) Concentration During individuals with the particular and the scale for s , the
number of individuals being similar to the individual q 2 s (including indi-
vidual q itself) is called the concentration of individual q, and denoted cq.

(3) Expected rate of reproduction As to the individuals of particular and the scale
for s , the expected rate eq of reproduction of the individual q 2 s is defined

as eq ¼
p qx jð Þ

cqð Þb
, Where p qx j

� �
is the fitness of the individual q ; cq is the

concentration of individual q ; b is a relatively important parameter that
reflects the concentration and fitness of the reproductive rates.

(4) Copy (clone) the probability As to the individuals with particular and the scale
for s , we assume the expected rate of reproduction of individual q 2 s is eq ,
then the probability Pq of individual q that is chosen to be copied (clone) is:

Pq ¼ eq

,
Ps
t¼1

et
ð43:4Þ

For the selected individuals, the crossover and mutation operations need to
implement.

43.3.4.2 Crossover Operator

During the cross operation, the individual is divided into several groups, and each
part is composed of a group of two individuals to complete the single point
crossover and multipoint crossover operation with the cross probability.
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Single point crossover randomly selects two individuals:

i1xj1 ¼ i1x
1
j1
; i1x

2
j1
; � � � ; i1x

k
j1

n o
And i2xj1 ¼ i2x

1
j1
; i2x

2
j1
; � � � ; i2x

k
j1

n o
, Where

i1; i2 2 s; i1 6¼ i2. Then we randomly select a point r 2 k; r� 2. If

i1x
r
j1
2

C
i2
r

xr�1
j1

Xnc

l ; i2x
c
j1 2 C

i1
r

xr�1
j1

Xnc

l , that is to meet the restriction of optimized

assignment. Then we perform the crossover operation to generate two offspring
individuals:

i1xj1 ¼ i1x
1
j1
; i1x

2
j1
; � � � ; i1x

r�1
j1
; i2x

r
0

j1
; i2x

rþ1
j1 ; � � � ; i2x

k
j1

n o
,

i2xj1 ¼ i2x
1
j1
; i2x

2
j1
; � � � ; i21x

r�1
j1
; i1x

r
0

j1
; i1x

rþ1
j1 ; � � � ; i1x

k
j1

n o
. If they do not meet the

compatibility condition, crossover operation is not performed. Similarly, multi-
point crossover is also treated.

43.3.4.3 Mutation Operator

Mutation can help to increase the diversity of the population. As to the parent

individual ixj ¼ ix1
j ; ix2

j ; � � � ; ixk
j ;

n o
, we need to implement single point mutation

and multipoint mutation with the rate of the variation.

Single point: randomly selecting a point q 2 k, if ix
q
0

j 2
Ci

q
xq�1

j
Xnq

l , ix
qþ1
j 2

Ci
qþ1

xq
0

j

Xnqþ1

l that is meeting to the restriction of optimized assignment. Then we

replace ix
q
j with ix

q
0

j , and we get the offspring individual

i0xj ¼ ix1
j ; ix2

j ; � � � ; ix
q�1
j ; ix

q
0

j ; ix
qþ1
j ; � � � ; ixk

j

n o
Similarly, multipoint mutation

is also treated.

43.3.4.4 Immune Operator

As to an individual, vaccination is to modify some of its locus on the gene in
accordance with its prior knowledge, so that individuals with higher income have a
higher probability of fitness.

Assuming population eXj ¼ 1 x j;2 x j; � � � ;s x j

� �
(Eq. 43.2), vaccinated the

population refers to an operation that we operate the randomly selected individ-
uals sa ¼ as from the population in accordance the ratio of a 0\a� 1ð Þ. To an

extracted individual ixj ¼ ix1
j ; ix2

j ; � � � ; ixk
j ;

n o
we need vaccinate each locus, and

to the q 2 k gene locus:
By the Definition 2.1, we assume the good gene on the gene locus is ix�j . If

ix�j 2
Ci

q
xq�1

j
Xnq

l ; ix
qþ1
j 2

Ci
qþ1

x�j
Xnqþ1

l then instead the q 2 k gene of the individual,
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we used the good gene ix�j to generate the new individual: i0xj¼ ix1
j ;if

x2
j ; � � � ; ix

q�1
j ; ix�j ; ix

qþ1
j ; � � � ; ixk

j g. If they don’t meet the compatibility condition,
then the vaccination is not carried. Obviously, the new individual has bigger fitness
function than the original individual, so it is the best individual.

As to the current parent population eXj ¼ i x j;2 x j; � � � ;s x j

� �
, after the selection

operator, crossover, mutation operator and vaccination, it results in a number of

offspring individual group, denoted: eXjþ1. And we copy an individual of parent

population by selection operator to the offspring of individuals, still denoted: eXjþ1.
To maintain the population size is still s, if the number of the individual is more than s
during the offspring population, then selecting s individuals of the parent population
as a collection; if the number is less than s, then from the not selected individual with
selection operator of the original parent population, we need select the individual
with the maximum value offitness function, and add it to the offspring population, so
that the size of the offspring population is still s.

43.3.5 The Elite Retention Policy

Assuming that when the genetic algorithm evolutes the t generation, the group x�t is

the best individual. And suppose eXtþ1 is a new generation of groups, if x�t does not

exist in eXtþ1, then put x�t to eXtþ1 as the sþ 1 individual of eXtþ1, where s is the size
of the group. To maintain constant population size, if the individual is added to the
new generation of elite groups, then the individual with the smallest fitness off the
new generation is out. Elite individual is the highest fitness individual tat can be
selected in the evolutionary of population genetic algorithm to the current date.

The advantage of using elitist: so far, the best individuals can not loss and be
damaged by the selection, crossover and mutation in the evolutionary process of
genetic algorithm. Elitist strategy for improving the global convergence of the
standard genetic algorithm has a significant role, the standard genetic algorithm
with elitist is global convergence.

43.3.6 The Selection and Termination Conditions
of Algorithm Parameter

43.3.6.1 Algorithm Parameter Selection

The number of population is one of factors effecting optimizing performance and
efficiency of algorithm. Typically, the population is too small to provide sufficient
sampling points resulting in poor performance of the algorithm, even not a feasible
solution of the problem; despite the population is so large that it can increase the
optimize information to prevent the occurrence of premature convergence, it will
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undoubtedly increase the computational so that the convergence time is too long. Of
course, the number of species in the optimization process is to allow the change.

Crossover probability is used to control the frequency of crossover operation.
Probability is so large and the string of the population update quickly that it can make
the high-fit value of the individual destroyed quickly. When the probability is too
small, the crossover operation is rarely implemented, which will make search
stagnation.

Mutation probability is an important factor to increase population diversity.
In the genetic algorithm based on binary encoding, a lower mutation rate is enough
to prevent the entire group of genes in any position to change. However, the rate is
too small to produce new individuals, and too large probability makes the genetic
algorithm a random search algorithm.

43.3.6.2 Algorithm Termination Condition

The convergence theory of genetic algorithm describe the limit properties of
genetic algorithm with probability 1 convergence, so what we have to purse is to
improve the convergence rate, which effects the design and parameter selection of
the algorithm operation.

The most common termination condition is to be given one of the biggest
evolutionary steps, or determine whether the cadres of the best optimal value do
not change significantly and continuously.

43.4 An Example and Results Analysis

We Choose 20 gates from one gate of a busy domestic airport and 120 flights in the
peak hours (6 h) in one day as test objects. Writing a program using MATLAB and
calculating it with an ordinary desktop computer(performance: the speed of CPU is
2.98 GHZ, the lenovo brand with 2G memory machine, the operating system is
Windows x-p), taking one hour 10 min, the rate of crossover is Pc ¼ 0:6, the rate
of mutation is Pm ¼ 0:2, b ¼ 1:5; e ¼ 0:02;m ¼ 30, If the 10 consecutive gener-
ation of the best individual fitness does not change, stop the calculation, and the
calculation results and the evolution of the convergence process is shown in
Table 43.1.

Table 43.1 An example: Evolution generation

Evolution generation 0 20 40 60 80 90

Objective function value 5930492 6030222 6096818 6163414 6220870 6220870
The error rate comparing with the

objective function upper bound
(6,529,041)

9.17% 7.64% 6.62% 5.60% 4.72% 4.72%

Computing time [min] 0 11 20 27 34 40
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43.5 Conclusion

With the description of the gate assignment by literature [8], this paper designs a
method based on the immune genetic algorithm. The simulation result shows the
effectiveness of this model and algorithm. It should be noted that the assignment of
the gate is a complex issue, this paper considers optimization method of the gate
assignment based on the immune genetic algorithm, and there is a certain prac-
ticality. The article assumes that the gate is always more than enough, as to not
having enough stands, the problem that some of flights need to stop in the far flight
needs further study, and considering the dynamic allocation of flight delays and
other problems requires further study.
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Chapter 44
Output Feedback Adaptive Dynamic
Surface Control for a Class of Nonlinear
Systems With Input Saturation

Xiu-Duan Yu, Xiu-Xia Sun and Wen-Han Dong

Abstract An output feedback adaptive tracking scheme is proposed for a class of
nonlinear systems with parameter uncertainty and input saturation. The unmea-
sured states are estimated by constructing filters, then dynamic surface control
system is designed, which avoids explosion complexity of backstepping control.
The effect of actuator saturation on system performance is compensated by neural
network. It is shown that the proposed scheme can guarantee semi-global stability
of the closed-loop system and the tracking error can be made arbitrarily small.

Keywords Output feedback � Dynamic surface control � Input saturation � Neural
networks � Adaptive control

44.1 Introduction

Controller design for nonlinear systems with input saturation offers both practical
significance and theoretical challenges. Over the last decades there have been
various kinds of approaches which account for the capacity of actuator saturation.
In [1], observer-based anti-windup was developed for a class of nonlinear systems,
in which state observer was applied to monitor and regulate the state when actuator
saturation occurred. In [2], input constraints were incorporated into unified
framework for linear time-invariant systems, the framework was based on two-step
design: design the linear controller ignoring control input nonlinearities and then
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add anti-windup bumpless transfer (AWBT) compensation to minimize the
adverse effects of input saturation. In [3], backstepping control was proposed to
cope with input saturation, in which saturation nonlinearity is compensated by
using neural network, and the transient performance is also established by tuning
several design parameters.

Backstepping control mentioned above suffers from ‘‘explosion of complexity’’,
which is caused by repeated differentiation of nonlinear functions. In [4], a new
technique named dynamic surface control (DSC) was applied to tracking controller
design, where low pass filters were utilized to prevent direct derivative of the
control signal, thus drawback of backstepping control is well eliminated. However,
most of the current adaptive DSC schemes for nonlinear systems are focused on
full-state feedbacks, it is difficult to be applied to the case where only system
output is available.

In this paper, an output feedback adaptive control scheme using DSC technique
is proposed for a class of nonlinear systems with input saturation. By utilizing
K-filters the system state is estimated with only system output signal, then a DSC
controller is designed which employs neural network to compensate the effect of
input saturation on system performance. We show that the control law can be
greatly simplified, and good tracking performance can be achieved.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 44.2, the control problem
is formulated. In Sect. 44.3, the design procedure of output feedback adaptive
DSC controller is presented. Section 44.4 gives the stability analysis for the
proposed scheme. The tracking performance is validated by simulation study in
Sect. 44.5. Some conclusions are made in Sect. 44.6.

44.2 System Problem Presentation

Consider a class of nonlinear systems with input saturation in the following output
feedback form [5]:

_x1 ¼ x2 þ f0;1ðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifi;1ðyÞ

_xq�1 ¼ xq þ f0;q�1ðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifi;q�1ðyÞ

_xq ¼ xqþ1 þ f0;qðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifi;qðyÞ þ bn�qgðyÞsðuÞ ð44:1Þ

_xn ¼ f0;nðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifi;nðyÞ þ b0gðyÞsðuÞ

y ¼ x1;
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where x 2 <n is the state, y 2 < is output; fiðyÞ ¼ ½fi;1ðyÞ; � � � ; fi;nðyÞ�T , i ¼ 0; � � � ; p
and gðyÞ 6¼ 0 are known smooth functions; a1; � � � ; an and b0; � � � ; bn�q are
uncertain constant parameters; q is the relative degree of the system; sðuÞ is a
saturation function with regard to control input uðtÞ and can be expressed as

sðuÞ ¼
smax; uðtÞ\smax;

u; smin� uðtÞ� smax;

smin; uðtÞ\smin;

8><
>: ð44:2Þ

where smax and smin are known saturation bounds. Only system output y is
available for measurement.

It is clear that if control signal uðtÞ falls outside the range ½smin; smax�, saturation
of actuator occurs, therefore control signal uðtÞ can not be fully implemented.
Similar to the method in [6], we define non-implemented control as d ¼ s� u,
which is an unknown nonlinear function as viewed from control.

Many results show that unknown smooth functions can be approximated well
by using radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), therefore it can be
employed to approximate d.

Lemma 1 [7] RBFNN is universal approximator in the sense that given any real
continuous function f ð�Þ : <m ! < over a compact set XZ � <m, for any e�[ 0,
there exists RBFNN such that

f ðZÞ ¼ W�RðZÞ þ e�; 8Z 2 XZ ; ð44:3Þ

where W� 2 <N is constant weight in the output layer, N is neurons number in

hidden layer, RðZÞ ¼ ½R1ðZÞ; � � � ; RNðZÞ�T is a vector of radial basis function
often adopted as Gaussian function.

Generally, W� is unknown and need to be replaced by its estimation Ŵ ,
hence, the optimal weight of RBFNNs can be defined as W� ¼
argŴ2Xf

min ŴT RðZÞ � f ðZÞ
�� ��, in which Xf ¼ Ŵ j jjŴ jj � i

� �
is a valid field of the

weight with i being a design parameter.
For developing an adaptive controller, we make the following assumptions on

(44.1):

Assumption 1 The polynomial BðsÞ ¼ bn�qsn�q þ � � � þ b1sþ b0 is Hurwitz,
where the sign of bn�q is known. Without loss of generality, suppose that
0\bn�q\bM

n�q with bM
n�q being a known bound.

Assumption 2 The reference signal yr and its first two derivatives are continuous,
and they belong to a known compact set P ¼ ðyr; _yr;€yrÞjy2

r þ _y2
r þ €y2

r � j
� �

with
j being a known constant.

The control objective is to design an adaptive controller such that system output
y asymptotically tracks a given reference signal yr while keeping all signals of the
closed-loop system bounded.
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44.3 Output Feedback DSC Controller Design

To begin with, we rewrite (44.1) in the following compact form:

_x ¼ Axþ f0ðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifiðyÞ þ �bgðyÞsðuÞ;

y ¼ cT x;

ð44:4Þ

where

A ¼ 0 In�1

0 0

� �
; �b ¼ ½0 � � � 0|fflffl{zfflffl}

q�1

bn�q � � � b1b0�T ; c ¼ ½1 0 � � � 0|fflffl{zfflffl}
n�1

�T :

Since only output y is available, we employ the following K-filters in [5] to
estimate the state:

_n0 ¼ Aon0 þ Kyþ f0ðyÞ;
_ni ¼ Aoni þ fiðyÞ; 1� i� p;

_tj ¼ Aotj þ en�jgðyÞs; 0� j� n� q;

ð44:5Þ

where ei is ith coordinate vector in <n and K is a vector which is appropriately
chosen such that Ao ¼ A� KcT is a Hurwitz matrix. In view of (44.4) and (44.5), x
can be expressed as

x ¼ ðn0 þ
Xp

i¼1

aini þ
Xn�q

j¼0

bjtjÞ þ l ð44:6Þ

where l is observation error satisfying _l ¼ Aol.
The procedure of our output feedback DSC design is given below.
Step 1: Define the first surface error S1 ¼ y� yr. From (44.1), we can see that

_S1 ¼ _x1 � _yr ¼ x2 þ f0;1ðyÞ þ
Xp

i¼1

aifi;1ðyÞ � _yr: ð44:7Þ

Since x2 is unmeasurable, from (44.6) we have:

x2 ¼ ðn0;2 þ
Xp

i¼1

aini;2 þ
Xn�q

j¼0

bjtj;2Þ þ l2;

where l2 is the second entry of l. Thus we have

_S1 ¼ n0;2 þ f0;1ðyÞ � _yr þ
Xp

i¼1

ai ni;2 þ fi;1ðyÞ
� 	

þ
Xn�q

j¼0

bjtj;2 þ l2 ð44:8Þ
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Note from (44.5) that u will first appear in the qth derivative of tn�q;2. Define

h ¼ 1
bn�q

;
a1

bn�q
; � � � ap

bn�q
;

b0

bn�q
; � � � ; bn�q�1

bn�q

� �T

ð44:9Þ

/ ¼ l1S1 þ n0;2 þ f0;1ðyÞ � _yr; n1;2 þ f1;1ðyÞ; � � � ; np;2 þ fp;1ðyÞ; t0;2; � � � ; tn�q�1;2

 �T

ð44:10Þ

where l1 is a design parameter.1

If h were known, taking tn�q;2 as virtual control, choosing tn�q;2 ¼ �h�T/

would make _S1 ¼ �l1S1 þ e2. However, since h is unknown, we let ĥ be the
estimate of h which is updated by

_̂h ¼ �g1C1ĥþ S1C1/; ð44:11Þ

where g1 [ 0 is design parameter and C1 ¼ CT
1 [ 0. Then the desired virtual

control can be chosen as

�tn�q;2 ¼ �ĥT/: ð44:12Þ

Let �tn�q;2 pass through a first-order filter with time constant s2 to obtain a new
state variable z2:

s2 _z2 þ z2 ¼ �tn�q;2; z2ð0Þ ¼ �tn�q;2ð0Þ: ð44:13Þ

Step i (2� i� q� 1): Define the ith surface error Si ¼ �tn�q;i � zi. By (44.5),
the derivative of Si is

_Si ¼ �kitn�q;1 þ tn�q;iþ1 � _zi ð44:14Þ

Viewing tn�q;iþ1 as virtual control, its desired signal �tn�q;iþ1 is chosen as
follows

�tn�q;iþ1 ¼ �l1Si þ kitn�q;1 þ _zi ð44:15Þ

Similarly, we let �tn�q;iþ1 pass through the following filter with time constant
siþ1 to obtain ziþ1:

siþ1 _ziþ1 þ ziþ1 ¼ �tn�q;iþ1; ziþ1ð0Þ ¼ �tn�q;iþ1ð0Þ ð44:16Þ

Step q: Define the last surface error Sq ¼ tn�q;q � zq, whose time derivative is

_Sq ¼ �kqtn�q;1 þ tn�q;qþ1 þ gðyÞðuþ dÞ � _zq: ð44:17Þ

Since d is unknown, inspired by NN saturation compensator in [6], we use
RBFNN to approximate gðyÞd on a given compact set Xz as follows

1 All the design parameters li in the next steps are assumed to be positive numbers.
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gðyÞd ¼ WT RðZÞ þ e ð44:18Þ

where Z ¼ Sq; tn�q;1; tn�q;qþ1; _zq; y

 �T

is the network input, W 2 <N is the
constant weight, e is the approximation error which is taken as a small constant.
We use Ŵ to replace W , which is updated by

_̂W ¼ �g2C2Ŵ þ SqRðZÞ ð44:19Þ

where g2 is a positive constant and C2 ¼ CT
2 [ 0. Now, the control law u can be

designed as

u ¼ 1
gðyÞ �lqSq þ kqtn�q;1 � tn�q;qþ1 þ _zq � ŴT RðZÞ


 �
ð44:20Þ

44.4 Stability Analysis

Stability analysis for the developed control system is complicated due to the
derivation of the low pass filters. For convenience, define filter error
yi ¼ zi � �tn�q;i, i ¼ 2; � � � ; q, then we can rewrite (44.8) as

_S1 ¼ �l1S1 þ bn�qS2 þ bn�qy2 � bn�q
~hT/þ l2 ð44:21Þ

where ~h ¼ ĥ� h�. In the same way, we have

_Si ¼ �liSi þ Siþ1 þ yiþ1; i ¼ 2; � � � ; q� 1 ð44:22Þ

Substituting (44.18), (44.19) and (44.20) into (44.17) yields

_Sq ¼ �lqSq � ~WT RðZÞ þ e ð44:23Þ

where ~W ¼ Ŵ �W� is parameter error.
On the other hand, considering (44.12), (44.15), we obtain

_y2 ¼ _z2 � _�tn�q;2 ¼ �
y2

s2
þ _̂h

T
/þ ĥT _/

and

_yiþ1 ¼ _ziþ1 � _�tn�q;iþ1 ¼ �
yiþ1

siþ1
þ li _Si � ki _tn�q;1 þ

_yi

si
;

i ¼ 2; � � � ; q� 1;

from which we have

_y2 þ
y2

s2

����
�����B2ðS1; S2; ~h; y2; yr; _yr;€yr; lÞ ð44:24Þ
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_yiþ1 þ
yiþ1

siþ1

����
�����Biþ1ðS1; � � � ; Siþ1; ~h; ~W ; y2; � � � ; yiþ1; yr; _yr;€yr; lÞ

i ¼ 2; � � � ; q� 1;

ð44:25Þ

where B2 and Biþ1 are some continuous functions. In what follows, a theorem will
be established.

Theorem 1 Define Lyapunov function candidate V ¼
Pq
i¼1

Vi with

V1 ¼
1
2

S2
1 þ

1
2

bn�q
~hTC�1

1
~hþ 1

2
y2

2 þ lT Pl;

Vi ¼
1
2

S2
i þ

1
2

y2
iþ1; i ¼ 2; � � � ;q� 1;

Vq ¼
1
2

S2
q þ

1
2

~WTC�1
2

~W

ð44:26Þ

in which P is the solution of PA0 þ AT
0 P ¼ �I. For any c[ 0, if

Pq
i¼1 Við0Þ� c,

there exist liði ¼ 1; � � � ; qÞ, sjðj ¼ 2; � � � ; qÞ, g1, g2 such that all signals of the
closed-loop system are semi-global ultimately bounded, in addition, the tracking
error converges to a residual set that can be made arbitrarily small.

Proof The time derivative of V1 is

_V1� � l1S2
1 þ bn�qS1S2 þ bn�qS1y2 þ S1l2 � bn�qg1

~hT ĥþ y2 _y2 � lTl ð44:27Þ

Define the following compact sets:

Xi ¼ ðS1; � � � ; Si; y2; � � � ; yi; eh; eW ÞX
i

j¼1

S2
j þ bn�q

ehTC�1
1
ehþXi

j¼2

y2
j þ 2lT Plþ eW TC�1

2
eW � 2c

�����
( )

;

i ¼ 2; � � � ;q: ð44:28Þ

Note that P� Xi are also compact sets. Thus continuous functions Bi in (44.24)
and (44.25) have maximums, say, Mi, on P� Xi. Therefore yi _yi� � y2

i =

si þ Biyij j � � y2
i =si þ y2

i =2þM2
i =2, i ¼ 2; � � � ; q. Using inequalities ~hT ĥ	 1

2

ðjj~hjj2 � jjhjj2Þ, ~WT ~W 	 1
2 ðjj ~W jj

2 � jjW jj2Þ, Bi yij j � k
2 M2

i y2
iþ 1

2k, k[ 0, we have

_V1� � l1 �
1
2
� bM

n�q

� 
S2

1 �
1
s2
�

bM
n�q

2
� kM2

2

2

 !
y2

2 �
bM

n�qg1

2kmaxðC�1
1 Þ

~hTC�1
1

~h

þ
bM

n�qg1

2
hk k2þ 1

2k
þ

bM
n�q

2
S2

2 ð44:29Þ

where kmaxðC�1
1 Þ is the maximum eigenvalue of C�1

1 .
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From (44.22) and (44.26), the time derivative of V2 satisfies

_V2� � l2 � 1�
bM

n�q

2

 !
S2

2 �
1
s3
� 1

2
� kM2

3

2

� 
y2

3 þ
1

2k
�

bM
n�q

2
S2

2 þ
1
2

S2
3

ð44:30Þ

Similarly, for i ¼ 3; � � � ; q� 1, we have

_Vi� � li �
3
2

� 
S2

i �
1

siþ1
� 1

2
� kM2

iþ1

2

� 
y2

iþ1 þ
1

2k
� 1

2
S2

i þ
1
2

S2
iþ1 ð44:31Þ

In the end, considering (44.19) and (44.23), the time derivative of Vq is

_Vq� � lq � 1
� 	

S2
q �

g2

2kmaxðC�1
2 Þ

~WTC�1
2 Ŵ þ g2

2
Wk k2þ l2

2
� 1

2
S2

q ð44:32Þ

If we choose r ¼ min
g1

2kmaxðC�1
1 Þ
; g2

2kmaxðC�1
2 Þ

� �
, which meanwhile satisfies

r¼ min
i¼3;���;q�1

j¼3;���;q

l1�
1
2
� bM

n�q;l2� 1�
bM

n�q

2
;li�

3
2
;lq� 1;

1
s2
�

bM
n�q

2
� kM2

2

2
;
1
sj
� 1

2
�

kM2
j

2

( )

ð44:33Þ

then along the trajectories of (44.29)–(44.32), the time derivative of V is

_V ¼
Xq

i¼1

_Vi� � 2rV þ C þ 2rlT Pl ð44:34Þ

where C ¼ bM
n�qg1 Wk k2=2þ g2 Wk k2=2þ q� 1ð Þ=2kþ l2=2.

Since l exponentially decays, it can be verified that lT Pl� lTð0ÞPlð0Þ. If
r [ C= 2 c� lTð0ÞPlð0Þð Þð Þ, then _V\0 on V ¼ c. In other words, V is an
invariant set. By Lasalle invariant set theorem, the inequality (44.34) implies that

all signals included in V , i.e. S1; � � � ; Sq y2; � � � ; yq, ~h, ~W , e are bounded.
Since both S1 and yr are bounded, it follows that y is bounded, which

implies that the smooth functions fiðyÞ and gðyÞ are bounded as well. Because
A0 is a Hurwitz matrix, from (44.5) we obtain that n0; � � � ; np are also

bounded. Note that (44.1) is equivalent to differential equation dny
dtn ¼

Pn
i¼1

dn�i

dtn�i f0;iðyÞ þ
Pp
j¼1

ajfj;iðyÞ
" #

þ
Pn

i¼q bn�i
dn�i

dtn�i gðyÞs½ �. Using the deduction similar to

[5, pp 342], the bound of y, the smoothness of fiðyÞ and gðyÞ, Assumption 1 implies
that tj; j ¼ 0; � � � ; n� q, are bounded. Therefore, x̂ and x are bounded due to the
boundedness of n0; � � � ; np and tj. Since gðyÞ is bounded away from zero, u is
bounded. Hence, all signals of the closed-loop system are bounded.
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Furthermore, integrating (44.34) on time interval [0, t], we have lim
t!1

VðtÞ� C
2r,

which implies that S1�
ffiffiffi
C
r

q
. Thus the tracking error S1 can be made arbitrarily

small by choosing r sufficiently large.

44.5 Simulation Results

In this section, the tracking control for a second-order spring, mass and damper
system with input saturation is considered (Details of modeling procedure and
characteristics are given in [3]):

_f1 ¼ f2

_f2 ¼ �
k

m
f1 �

k

m
f2 þ�

1
m

sðuÞ
ð44:35Þ

where f1, f2 are the position, velocity, respectively, m is the mass of object, k is the
stiffness constant of the spring, c is the damping, sðuÞ is the actuator saturation
nonlinearity. Only position f1 is the measurable variable. The real values of the
system parameter are m ¼ 1:25 kg, k ¼ 8 N=m and c ¼ 2 N � s=m, smax ¼ 13 N,
smin ¼ �13 N. Control objective is to design an output feedback adaptive con-
troller, so that the position can track the reference signal yr ¼ �0:2 cosð2ptÞ þ 0:2.

Define a change of variables x1 ¼ f1, x2 ¼ f2 þ c
m f1, then (44.35) can be

converted to the form of (44.1):

_x1 ¼ x2 �
c

m
y;

_x2 ¼ �
k

m
yþ 1

m
sðuÞ;

y ¼ x1;

ð44:36Þ

Construct the K-filters as follows: _n0 ¼ A0n0 þ Ky, n0ð0Þ ¼ 0; _n1 ¼ A0n1þ f 1ðyÞ,

n1ð0Þ ¼ 0; _n2 ¼ A0n2 þ f 2ðyÞ, n2ð0Þ ¼ 0; _t0 ¼ A0t0 þ e2sðuÞ, t0ð0Þ ¼ 0, where

A0 ¼ A� KcT ¼ �5 1
�1 0

� �
, K ¼ 5 1½ �T , f1ðyÞ ¼ y 0½ �T , f2ðyÞ ¼ 0 y½ �T .

In simulation, the initial conditions are set as x1ð0Þ ¼ 0:6, x2ð0Þ ¼ 0:8.

Let h ¼ m �c �k½ �T with ĥð0Þ ¼ 1 �1 �1½ �T , parameter update law
(44.11) and RBFNNs weight tuning law (44.19) are employed, in which the neurons
number in hidden layer is chosen as N ¼ 61, the centers of Gaussian function are
distributed between �3 and þ3, and the initial weights Ŵð0Þ are set to be zero. The
related design parameters are set as l1 ¼ 10, l2 ¼ 80, s2 ¼ 0:08, C1 ¼ 20I2,
C2 ¼ 20I61, g1 ¼ 0:0001, g2 ¼ 0:01. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 44.1.
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In order to compare the effectiveness of control performance, using the same
design parameters, the simulation results of (44.1) without considering input
saturation are given in Fig. 44.2. It can be clearly observed that the desired
tracking capacity is obtained by our proposed control scheme.

44.6 Conclusion

We have shown that the developed controller does not require the full availability
of the system state, by using DSC technique the control law becomes quite simple,
and the effect of actuator saturation on system performance is compensated by
RBFNN, thus desired tracking performance is achieved.
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Chapter 45
PID Tuning of Networked Feedforward-
Feedback Control Systems

Congzhi Huang and Yan Bai

Abstract The issue of PID controller tuning for a typical class of networked
feedforward-feedback control systems with constant network-induced delays is
addressed. Feedforward-feedback control system, wherein the control loops are
closed via a real-time network, is called a networked feedforward-feedback control
system (NFCS for short). A typical configuration of NFCS is proposed and the
locations of networks are explicitly pointed out. With the process given as first
order plus time delay (FOPTD), as well as the desired closed-loop response, the
PID tuning parameters of the feedback controller are proposed in the form of
analytical expressions by approximating pure delays with first order Páde
expression. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated by the
simulation results.

Keywords Networked feedforward-feedback control system � Network-induced
delay � PID � Tune

45.1 Introduction

Feedback control system, wherein the control loops are closed via real-time
networks, is called networked control system [1] (NCS for short hereinafter).
The introduction of real-time networks into the control loops brings in a lot of
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advantages in an NCS, such as largely reduced wiring cost, greatly improved
system flexibility, as well as facility of system maintenance and diagnostics.
However, it also has many fundamental issues, such as network-induced delay,
data packet dropout, and so on, which may degrade the system performance or
even destabilize the system. As a result, the traditional control theory has to be
reevaluated before applied to the NCS. At present, NCS has become a hot topic in
the domestic and foreign control theory academia and industrial control field, see
some recent special issues [2–6] and surveys in [7–10].

However, the feedforward control method has been widely used in practical
process control [11–16], since it can compensate the effect of disturbance variables
on the controlled variable. In order to improve system performance, feedforward
control is often combined with feedback control to form feedforward-feedback
control system. Feedforward-feedback control system, wherein the control loops
are closed via real-time networks, is called networked feedforward-feedback
control system (NFCS for short hereinafter).

In practical industrial process control, the PID controller is still the most widely
used controller, for its explicit and obvious physical meaning, facilitate tuning
and robustness. The PID controller design methods for time-delay process
were reviewed in [17], and the applications of PID in NCS were studied in
[18–20]. A simultaneous PID tuning method was proposed for a cascade control
system based on desired closed-loop system response in [21], which was imple-
mented by approximating pure delay with Maclaurin series. A PID tuning algo-
rithm based on IMC was proposed in [22] for single loop control system. However,
none of them have studied the tuning of PID controllers in an NFCS. This paper
focuses on the PID tuning method of NFCS with constant network-induced delays.

The issue of PID controller design for a typical class of NFCSs is studied in this
paper, and it’s arranged as follows. In Sect. 45.2, the system configuration is
presented and the locations of network-induced delays are explicitly pointed out.
Motivated by [21] and based on desired closed-loop system responses, the PID
tuning parameters for the kind of NFCSs with constant network-induced delays are
proposed in Sect. 45.3 in the form of expressions by approximating the pure delay
with Páde expression. With the proposed PID control method in the NFCS, the
simulation examples are given in Sect. 45.4. Finally, conclusions are given in
Sect. 45.5.

45.2 Configuration of NFCS

In an NFCS, different configurations lead to different locations of networks, and
thus the analysis and synthesis of an NFCS are quite different. In practical
industrial process control, there may be several kinds of NFCSs. The general
configuration diagram for the typical kind of NFCS is presented in Fig. 45.1.

As can be seen from Fig. 45.1, the sensor S1 samples the process variable y, and
sends the sampling data to the feedback controller Cfb through a network, and the
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corresponding network-induced delay is s1. In order to compensate for the effect of
the disturbance on the process variable, the disturbance variable d is sampled by
the sensor S2 and sent to the feedforward controller Cff. Then, the feedforward
control output is added into the output of the feedback controller through a net-
work, and the corresponding network-induced delay is s3. Then, the control output
is sent to the actuator A after experiencing a delay s2. The network-induced delays
s1, s2, s3 may be constant, time-variable, or even random. However, by using a
buffer with a certain capacity at the receiving nodes, the time-varying delays can
be transformed into constant delays.

45.3 PID Tuning of NFCS

The block diagram of NFCS equivalent to Fig. 45.1 is shown in Fig. 45.2,
where R(s), D(s), and Y(s) are the reference input, disturbance input, and process
variable, respectively. Gp(s) represent the transfer function of the controlled
process, while Gd(s) is the transfer function of the disturbance input channel.
Gfb(s), and Gff(s) indicate the feedback controller, and the feedforward controller,
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Fig. 45.2 Block diagram of
NFCS equivalent to Fig. 45.1
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respectively. The delays of the forward and feedback channels are denoted
by s1, and s2, respectively, and the feedforward channel delay is expressed as s3.
Here, s1, s2, s3 are all assumed to be known constant values.

Assume the controlled process is a first order plus pure delay time (FOPDT),
and its transfer function is given as GpðsÞ ¼ K

Tsþ1 e�hs; where K is the gain, T is the
time constant, h is the delay time of the process, respectively.

Despite of so many sophisticated control algorithms, the PID controller is still the
dominant control strategy widely used in practical process control. The typical
expression of PID controller usually used in practical engineering is shown as follows:

GfbðsÞ ¼
1

ðTf sþ 1ÞKpð1þ
1

Tis
þ TdsÞ ð45:1Þ

Where Kp is the proportional gain, Ti is the integral time, Td is the derivative
time, Tf is the time coefficient of the filter, respectively.

Assume the desired closed-loop transfer function of the NFCS as shown in
Fig. 45.2 is:

GclðsÞ ¼
e�ds

ksþ 1
ð45:2Þ

where d = h ? s2, and k is the only parameter to be tuned.
It’s easy to follow from Fig. 45.1 that the closed-loop transfer function of the

NFCS is:

GclðsÞ ¼
GfbðsÞGpðsÞe�s2s

1þ GfbðsÞGpðsÞe�ss
ð45:3Þ

where s is a summation of s1 and s2, i.e., s = s1 ? s2. By comparing Eqs. (45.2)
and (45.3), we can obtain the ideal transfer function of the feedback controller as
follows:

GfbðsÞ ¼
Tsþ 1

Kðksþ 1� e�asÞ ð45:4Þ

Where a = h ? s = h ? s1 ? s2. Then, by approximating the pure delay with
first order Páde expression, we can rewrite Eq. (45.4) as follows:

GfbðsÞ ¼
ðT þ a=2Þ½1þ 1

ðTþa=2Þsþ 2T
2Tþa s�

Kðkþ aÞ½ ka
2ðkþaÞ sþ 1�

ð45:5Þ

By comparing Equation (45.5) with the standard form as shown in Equation
(45.1), the tuning parameters can be obtained:

Kp ¼
T þ a=2
Kðkþ aÞ ; Ti ¼ T þ a=2; Td ¼

aT

2T þ a
; Tf ¼

ka
2ðkþ aÞ ð45:6Þ

The transfer function of the disturbance channel is given as: GdðsÞ ¼ Kd
Tdsþ1 e�hds;

where Kd is the gain, Td is the time constant, hd is the delay time of the disturbance
channel, respectively.
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To fully compensate for the effect of the disturbance on the process variable,
it’s easy to obtain that

Gff ðsÞe�ðs2þs3ÞsGpðsÞ þ GdðsÞ ¼ 0 ð45:7Þ

It’s easy to follow from Eq. (45.6) that the feedforward controller can be obtained
as follows:

Gff ðsÞ ¼ �
KdðTsþ 1Þ
KðTdsþ 1Þ e

�ðhd�h�s2�s3Þs ð45:8Þ

45.4 Simulation Examples

Assume the transfer functions of the process and the disturbance channel in
Fig. 45.2 are given as: GpðsÞ ¼ 1

100 sþ 1 e�s; and GdðsÞ ¼ 1
20 sþ 1 e�4s; respectively.

Assume the network-induced delays are the same constant, and are equal to s, i.e.,
s1 = s2 = s3= s. For the NFCS shown in Fig. 45.2 without any network-induced
delays, the PID tuning parameters of the feedback controller can be obtained by
Eq. (45.6): Kp = 67, Ti = 100.5, Td = 0.4975, Tf = 0.1667. It’s easy to follow
from Equation (45.8) that the transfer function of the feedforward controller is:

Gff ðsÞ ¼ � ð100sþ1Þ
ð20sþ1Þ e�3s: In addition, the parameters of the feedforward controller

are nearly the same except that the time delay value varies according to the value
of the network-induced delays.

In the NFCS as shown in Fig. 45.2, the reference input rises to a unit at time
1 s, and at time 20 s, the disturbance input steps to 1. By using the PID tuning
parameters of the feedback controller obtained without taking into account the
network-induced delays and taking the sampling period as 0.25 s, the responses of
the NFCS with different delays are shown in Fig. 45.3.

As can be seen from Fig. 45.3, the performance of the NFCS degrades with
the presence of the network-induced delay. In addition, with the increasing of the
network-induced delay, the performance of the NFCS becomes worse. The system
is unstable while the network-induced delay rises to 1 s. The disturbance is quickly
attenuated by the feedforward controller, which fully compensates the effect of the
disturbance on the controlled process variable.

For the NFCS, the PID tuning parameters of the feedback controller in the
NFCS with different network-induced delays are shown in Table 45.1.

By using the feedback controllers with PID parameters as shown in Table 45.1,
the responses of the NFCS with different delays are shown in Fig. 45.4.

As can be seen from Fig. 45.4, the performance of the NFCS with feedback
controller compensating for the delays remains satisfied, even in the presence of
network-induced delay as large as 1 s. However, with the increasing of the net-
work-induced delay, the performance of the NFCS becomes worse: the rising time
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and settling time become more and more larger, the overshoot becomes more and
more greater. The disturbance in the NFCS can also be quickly attenuated by the
feedforward controller, which fully compensates the effect of the disturbance on
the controlled process variable.

By comparing Figs. 45.3 and 45.4, it’s easy to follow that with the proposed
PID tuning approach, the performance of the NFCS with feedback controller
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Table 45.1 PID tuning
parameters of NFCS with
different delays

s Kp Ti Td Tf

0.25 47.4118 100.75 0.7444 0.2206
0.5 36.7273 101 0.9901 0.2727
1 25.375 101.5 1.4778 0.375
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compensating the delays is better than the NFCS with feedback controller not
compensating the delays.

45.5 Conclusions

The concept of networked feedforward-feedback control system (NFCS) is pro-
posed based on practical control engineering, and the PID parameter tuning
method is proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed method of the feedback
controller is validated by the simulation results. However, the network-induced
delays in the NFCS are often not constant but usually time-varying, how to tune
the PID parameters of the NFCS with time-varying delays is a much more chal-
lenging issue, which is also the next research direction.
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Universities, People’s Republic of China (Number: 11QG09).
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Chapter 46
Plume Source Localization Based
on Multi-AUV System

Hongli Xu and Xiaodong Kang

Abstract Multi-AUV system has advantages in high-accuracy localization with
cooperative navigation and adaptive sampling with space–time distribution. It is
expected to be a valuable platform in searching for hydrothermal vents, unexploded
ordnances, and sources of hazardous chemicals or pollutants. This paper studies how
to use multiple AUVs to locate these interesting sources, named the plume source
localization problem. Two localization algorithms are proposed respectively based
on time priority and distance priority. Simulation tests demonstrate that they
are feasible and effective, and the distance priority based algorithm is better than the
other with the higher localization accuracy and the shorter exploration time.

Keywords Multi-AUV system � Plume exploration � Plume source localization �
Plume tracing

46.1 Introduction

With the progress of multi-AUV coordination control technology, multi-AUV
system is expected as a valuable platform in searching for hydrothermal vents,
unexploded ordnances, and sources of hazardous chemicals or pollutants. Especially
it is a very interesting research field to how to apply multiple AUVs to locate these
interesting sources. These sources have a common characteristic: some materials,
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emitted from the sources, disperse downstream and form a plume which is both
physically and chemically different from the surrounding seawater. Through
detecting these physical or chemical anomalies AUV can autonomously identify a
plume and trace it to its source. We call this progress as the plume exploration.

The plume exploration can be divided into two steps, the plume tracing and the
source localization. This paper will be focus on the latter. Now the main methods
for plume source localization include particle swarm optimization algorithms
[1–3], reinforcement learning algorithms [4], ant colony algorithms [5], evolu-
tionary-based approach [6] and so on. These algorithms firstly translate the
problem of plume source localization into the problem of multi-objective opti-
mization by the mathematical model of the plume in time–space distribution, and
then try to find the optimization solutions to calculate the plume source locali-
zation. But in real ocean environment the plume distribution is discontinuous and
irregular under the influence of turbulence and vortex. It’s very difficult to describe
all the characteristics of the plume by an ideal model. The plume location may be
not corresponding to the optimization solution. So this paper presents two
autonomous localization algorithms based on multi-AUV system, which declare
the plume source through sharing information among AUVs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 46.2 provides the process of the plume
exploration with multi-AUV system. Section 46.3 presents the two localization
algorithms respectively based on time priority and distance priority. Section 46.4
presents some simulation results. Finally, Sect. 46.5 gives some concluding remarks.

46.2 Plume Exploration Based on Multi-AUV System

As shown in Fig. 46.1, ABCD is assumed as an anomaly area. When the mission
starts, multiple AUVs form a formation with a defined horizontal spacing and

Detected the plume

The plume is lost

Source

Ocean flow 
direction

A B

CD

Fig. 46.1 The sketch map of the plume exploration process with multi-AUV system
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search for the plume along the tangent direction of ocean flow. There are two
searching results. One is that mission time has been depleted or the whole area has
been explored completely, so the mission will be ended. The other is that the
plume is detected, so multi-AUV system will change formation to trace the plume.

During the process of tracing the plume and sailing upstream to its source,
sometimes all the AUVs can not detect the plume, in other words, the plume is
‘‘lost’’. At this time, we need to analyze the reason. Maybe it is oriented from some
uncertain factors, like turbulence, ocean flow and seafloor terrain, or multi-AUV
system has arrived at the source. If the plume source has been declared, there need
some algorithms to estimate the source location. This is the problem that will be
solved in next section.

46.3 Plume Source Localization

Wei Li presented the strategies inspired by insect orientation to pheromone for the
plume source localization with an AUV in [7]. This paper improved these strat-
egies and designed two new methods for plume source localization with multi-
AUV system.

Assume that there is an AUV is the leader in multi-AUV system, the others are
slavers. So at one time the four contact states between multi-AUV system and the
plume are shown in Table 46.1. In this table 0 denotes that AUV can’t detect the
plume, and it isn’t within the plume; 1 denotes that AUV can detect the plume, and it
is within the plume. Correspondingly multi-AUV system may response to them with
three strategies, performing the reacquire-plume behavior, transforming roles
between the leader and the slaver which detected the plume, continuing the maintain-
plume behavior. The design and parameters selection of these behaviors may refer to
the Ref. [8]. When multi-AUV system can not detect the plume information and are
ready to perform the reacquire plume behavior, we record the location of the leader
AUV where it detected the plume last time. The last location is denoted by Plcdp.
According to the difference of ordering rules of a list of Plcdp points, we propose a
time priority based algorithm and a distance priority based algorithm.

46.3.1 The Localization Algorithm Based on Time Priority

Multi-AUV system will repeat constantly to perform the reacquire-plume behavior
near the plume source. So we can acquire a list of Plcdp points. The time priority

Table 46.1 The strategies of declaring the plume source based on multi-AUV system

Leader AUV Slave AUV Strategies

0 0 Perform the reacquire-plume behavior
0 1 Transform the roles between the leader and the slaver
1 0 Continue the maintain-plume behavior
1 1 Continue the maintain-plume behavior
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indicates that the list L is updated by the rule that the newer Plcdp point always has
the higher priority.

L½ðPt
n;P

t
eÞ; ðPt�1

n ;Pt�1
e Þ; � � � ðP1

n;P
1
eÞ� ð46:1Þ

Nc is defined as the least numbers of Plcdp points to declare the plume source. eT is
the permitted localization error. Obviously when t\Nc, multi-AUV system is not
near the plume source. And when t = Nc, the following strategies will be applied to
judge whether multi-AUV system is right within the plume source or not.

Shown in left Fig. 46.2, the rectangle KSGL contains all the Plcdp points in the
global coordinate system. We define the following formulas:

Pmin
n ¼ minfPNc

n ;P
t�1
n ; . . . P1
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e ;P
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e ; . . . P1
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Pmax
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�
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If SLj j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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n � Pmin
n Þ

2 þ ðPmax
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q
� eT is satisfied, we determine that

the plume source can be declared and the source location is estimated according to
the formula:
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Fig. 46. 2 The sketch maps of the two localization algorithms
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46.3.2 The Localization Algorithm Based on Distance Priority

The O-xyz reference coordinate system is shown in right Fig. 46.2. The current
Plcdp point is the origin, the ocean flow direction is the x-axis direction and its
vertical line is y-axis direction. All the Plcdp points are projected to this coordinate
system. The current flow direction is denoted as Cdir. So the translation matrix is:

Txy
ne ¼

cosðCdir þ 180�Þ � sinðCdir þ 180�Þ
sinðCdir þ 180�Þ cosðCdir þ 180�Þ

� �
ð46:5Þ

The distance priority based algorithm orders the Plcdp points according to the
absolution of their x coordinates, namely that the nearer to the origin, the higher
priority in the list. Suppose Pt

x

�� ��� � � � Pi
x

�� ��� P j
x

�� ��, the list is denoted as:

L ðPt
x;P

t
yÞ; � � � ðPi

x;P
i
yÞ; ðP j

x;P
j
yÞ � � �

h i
ð46:6Þ

When the number of the Plcdp points is smaller than Nc, it can be immediately
concluded that the multi-AUV system is not near the plume source and continue
performing the reacquire plume behavior. Otherwise, when Plcdp number is equal
or larger than Nc, the following strategies will be applied.
(Pxm, Pym) denotes the average of all the Plcdp points. The distances of all the
Plcdp points to the point can be calculated and the max distance is denoted by
Pmax. It is calculated by the formula:

Dmax ¼ max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðPi

x � Pm
x Þ

2 þ ðPi
y � Pm

y Þ
2

q ��
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . N ð46:7Þ

There are two possibilities:
� If Dmax [ eF (where eF denotes the localization error), the Pmax point will be

removed from the L list, and we conclude that multi-AUV system has not arrived
in the plume source and carry on the reacquire plume behavior.

` If Dmax� eF , the plume source will be declared, and the plume source
location is regarded as the first point in the L list ðPt

x;P
t
yÞ.

46.4 Simulation Tests

We built a plume exploration simulation system by C++ programming language
and the OpenGL library. The system comprises three parts: vehicle dynamics, flow
field and plume model, which are introduced in [9]. The simulation parameters are
followed. The exploration area is specified in [0,100] along x-axis and [-50,50]
along y-axis. The plume source is located at (10,0) and emits 5 particles randomly
every second. The flow velocity is 1.0 m/s. The multi-AUV system is compose of
three AUVs. Their mission-start positions and mission-end positions are all on the
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locations (100,40), (105,42) and (115,41). In each plume exploration mission they
sail from their mission-start positions, perform a series of behaviors for tracing and
declaring the plume, and return to the mission-end positions.

In this simulation system the two localization algorithms are respectively
demonstrated for 1,000 times. We evaluate their performances using the average
localization error and the average plume exploration time (PET, it is the period
from the mission starts to the mission ends). Their comparisons are shown in
Fig. 46.3 and Table 46.2. In Fig. 46.3 the left is based on the time priority based
algorithm and the right is based on the distance priority algorithm. It can be
concluded that the two algorithms are all feasible and effective, and the distance
priority based algorithm is better that the other with the higher localization
accuracy and the shorter exploration time.

46.5 Conclusion

This paper has presented two localization algorithms respectively based on time
priority and distance priority for declaring the plume source with multi-AUV
system. The simulation tests demonstrate that the distance priority based algorithm
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Fig. 46.3 The trajectory of the leader AUV during the plume exploration

Table 46.2 The performance comparison of the two localization algorithms

Localization algorithm Time priority Distance priority

Average error(m) 0.11 1.58
Errors in 0*0.5m 921/1000 (92.1%) 25/1000 (2.5%)
Average PET(s) 195.11 230.49
PET in 150*200s 645/1000 (64.5%) 185/1000 (18.5%)
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can acquire the higher source localization accuracy and the shorter plume explo-
ration time. These algorithms have the guiding significance for the application of
multi-AUV system in the hydrothermal exploration in the future. But some
uncertain influences, such as the interruption of acoustic communication, need to
be considered in the following work.
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Chapter 47
Preliminary Risk Assessment of Metal
Pollution in Source Water of Huaihe River

Zhi-feng Wang and Zhong-xing Guo

Abstract This study investigated the levels of eight metallic elements (Cr, Fe,
Mn, Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, Hg) in source water of 30 tap water treatment plants (TWTPs)
located along Huaihe River in the section of Jiangsu Province, China during
2007–2009 and assessed the preliminary risk assessment induced by metals.
Among all the metals, Fe was found to have the highest concentration (107.7 lg
L-1), and Hg had the lowest (0.027 lg L-1). A preliminary risk assessment was
then carried out to determine the human health risk by calculating Hazard Quotient
(HQ) and carcinogenic risk of the metals. Both HQs of individual metals in each
TWTP were lower than unity. The carcinogenic risk of both Pb and Fe was higher
than 10-6, suggesting that the two metals may pose potential adverse effects to
local residents.

Keywords Preliminary risk assessment � Metal � Source water � Huaihe river

47.1 Introduction

Jiangsu Province is one of the most developed economic regions of China. Huaihe
River, located in North Jiangsu, is the main sources of drinking water for the local
residents. However, the region is suffering enormous environmental deterioration
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from industrialization. Various pollutants, including heavy metals, have been
detected in the surface water of Huaihe River [1, 2]. These pollutants with high
toxicities even at trace level may pose potential health risk on the water-con-
suming population [3].

As a generally accepted method of heath risk assessment, carcinogenic risk
assessment model recommended by Environmental Protection Agency of the
United Nations (USEPA) has been widely used to assess the potential risks
induced by the metals in various environments. Currently, concerns mainly focus
upon the quantitative detection of heavy metals in water and sediments of Huaihe
River [1, 2]. To our best knowledge, limited information is available about the
carcinogenic risk posed by the metals in the source water in China.

In this study, we carried out a preliminary assessment on non-carcinogenic risk
induced by the metals of Cr, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cd, Pb, Hg and Cu in source water of 30
tap water treatment plants (TWTPs) in Jiangsu Province, China based on the
chemical detections during 2007–2009. The approach used might provide a
reference for future studies.

47.2 Materials and Methods

47.2.1 Water Sampling

Source water samples were collected from a total of 30 TWTPs located along
Huaihe River (33� 53.40N, 118� 12.60E–32� 37.20N, 119� 28.20E) at the section of
Jiangsu Province of China (Fig. 47.1). Source water (1 L) was sampled once every
3 months from February 2007 to August 2009, and each sampling was performed
in triplicate. The samples were collected in pre-cleaned polyethylene bottles and
transported in an ice bath to the laboratory after acidification with HCl. The
samples were kept at -20�C until analysis

47.2.2 Measurement of Metals

Water samples (10 ml each) were filtered through a cellulose acetate membrane
filter (0.2-lm pore size) and acidified with 30 ll of HNO3 before analysis of
dissolved trace elements, including Cr, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cd, Pb, Hg and Cu. Metallic
elements were analyzed using high-resolution inductively coupled plasma–mass
spectrometry (HRICP-MS; Agilent 7500, USA) and inductively coupled plasma–
atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES; Jarrell-Ash 1100, USA). The robustness
of the measurements was assured by cross-evaluation between different methods,
e.g. ICP-AES versus HRICP-MS. The results of cross-checking agreed within
±5%. Calibration curves had R2 of over 0.999 and standard deviations (SD) of
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triplicates were below 5%. The detection limit of the measurements was defined as
the concentration value which numerically equals to three times the SD of 10
replicate blank measurements.

47.2.3 Carcinogenic Risk Assessment

The potential exposure pathways of the metals included: (1) direct ingestion, (2)
inhalation through the mouth and nose, (3) dermal absorption. For metals in water
environment, ingestion and dermal absorption play the most important role [4].
Considering that above pathways, the exposure doses were calculated by Eqs. 47.1
and 47.2 adapted from the US Environmental Protection Agency [5, 6]:

CDIingestion ¼
Cw � IR� ABSg � EF � ED

BW � AT
ð47:1Þ

CDIdermal ¼
Cw � SA� Kp � ABSd � ET � EF � ED� CF

BW � AT
ð47:2Þ

Where CDI is the exposure dose contacted through ingestion of water (CDIingestion)
and dermal absorption (CDIdermal), lgkg-1day-1; Cw is the concentration of

Fig. 47.1 Source water sampling locations of 30 drinking water treatment plants along Huaihe
River, China
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metals in drinking water, lg L-1; IR is the ingestion rate, 2.2 L day-1; SA is the
exposed skin area (in this study, 2,800 cm2); Kp is the skin adherence factor, cm h-1;
ABSg is the gastrointestinal absorption factor; ABSd is the dermal absorption factor;
ET is the exposure time, in this study, 0.6 h day -1; EF is the exposure frequency, in
this study, 365 day year-1; ED is exposure duration in this study, 70 years; CF is the
unit conversion factor; BW is average body weight, in this study, 60 kg; AT is
averaging time, for non-carcinogens and carcinogens, 25,550 days; The human
health risk assessment was performed by calculating the Hazard Quotients and
carcinogenic risk for metals using Eqs. 47.3, 47.4:

Hazard Quotient ¼ CDI

RFD
ð47:3Þ

Carcinogenic Risk ¼ 1 - exp( - CDI� SF) ð47:4Þ

where CDI (lg kg-1 day-1) is the exposure dose obtained from Eqs. (47.1) and
(47.2) and RfD (lg kg-1 day-1) is the reference dose of the contaminant. The
values of ingestion reference dose (RfDi) were obtained from USEPA [4, 7]. RfDi
was multiplied by a gastrointestinal absorption factor to yield the corresponding
dermal absorption reference dose, RfDd [8]

According to Eq. (47.4), Risk-based concentration table (US EPA 2006),
except Pb, which is derived from the World Health Organization’s Guidelines
(2006). SF is the slope factor of a carcinogen, expressed in (lg kg-1 day-1)-1,
which is based on USA. Risk-based concentration table [9]. Toxicity values for
dermal absorption have been calculated: oral reference doses are multiplied, and
slope factors divided, by an ABSg to yield the corresponding dermal values [6].

47.2.4 Statistical Analysis

Experimental results were statistically analyzed using Excel 2007 (Microsoft
Excel, Washington, USA). All values were expressed as the mean ± SD. The
significance of the difference among the concentrations of the metals in different
TWTPs was assessed with independent samples t test. A p\0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

47.3 Results and Discussion

47.3.1 Concentration of Metals in Source Waters

This study investigated the concentrations of eight metals in the source water of 30
TWTPs in Jiangsu Province, China during 2007–2009. The concentrations of both
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individual and total metals fluctuated greatly (Table 47.1). The total concentra-
tions of metals in different drinking water treatment plants each year ranged from
17.4 lg L-1 (TWTP. 13) to 331.5 lg L-1 (TWTP. 29) with the mean value of
168.2 lg L-1 (Table 47.1 and Fig. 47.2).

All metals were detectable at each site, in terms of individual metal compo-
sition in surface water. Fe was found to have the highest concentration, followed
by Mn and Zn (Table 47.1). These three metals contributed nearly 85% to the total
concentrations.

Few studies have been carried out to detect the level of metals in the surface
waters of Huaihe River, but it was previously indicated that a rapid increase of the
contents of heavy metals in the sediments resulted from urbanization and indus-
trialization [11] and extensive use of fertilizers on farmlands [2] during the past
several decades. Levels of eight metals determined in this study ware below the

Table 47.1 Summary statistics of the analytical results of metals in the source water of 30
drinking water treatment plants along Huaihe River of China (lg L-1)

Elements Limit of detection Range Mean SD

Cr 0.002 1-90 4 5.9
Fe 0.002 10-400 107.7 77.5
Mn 0.002 2-155 19.6 19
Cu 0.005 1-90 10.2 11
Zn 0.01 1-100 19.6 10.6
Cd 0.005 0.02-15 0.8 1
Pb 0.002 0.137-16.7 4.5 2.5
Hg 0.002 0.003-0.1 0.027 0.02

Fig. 47.2 Total concentrations of metals in different drinking water treatment plants each
year (lg L-1)
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permissible limit of China [12], but the concentration of Pb in most of sampling
sites exceeded the standards of USEPA [4]. The health risk problem has poten-
tially arisen with lead pollution recorded in water and sediments of the Huaihe
River Basin, China [12].

47.3.2 Carcinogenic Risk Induced by the Metals

A preliminary carcinogenic risk assessment was carried out for the metals in the
source waters of the 30 TWTPs based on the results of chemical detections.
Table 47.2 summarizes Hazard Quotients (HQs) of each metal according to the
oral consumption (HQi) and dermal absorption (HQd) of water. Both HQs (the
sum of HQi and HQd) of the individual metals were smaller than unity, demon-
strating that these pollutants could pose negligible hazards to public health of local
residents. The HQdermal (hazard quotient of dermal absorption) were all lower
than the HQingestion, which suggests that the concentrations of these metals may
pose little or no health threat via dermal adsorption.

Carcinogenic risk is defined as the incremental probability that an individual
will develop cancer during ones lifetime due to chemical exposure under specific
scenarios [13, 14]. Under most regulatory program, carcinogenic risk between
10-6 and 10-4 suggests potential risk [13, 15].

Table 47.2 Reference dose and Hazard Quotient for each element

Elements RfDingestion(lg kg-1 day-1) RfDdermal(lg kg-1 day-1)

Cr 3 0.015 5.98910-4

Fe 700 105 1.71910-3

Mn 24 0.96 9.33910-3

Cu 40 12 2.74910-3

Zn 300 60 7.26910-5

Cd 0.5 0.005 4.58910-4

Pb 2 0.6 2.49910-3

Hg 0.3 0.003 1.15910-4

Table 47.3 Carcinogenic
risk of each metallic element
in Huaihe River

Elements Carcinogenic risk

Cr 1.12910-7

Fe 3.01910-6

Mn 5.47910-7

Cu 2.91910-7

Zn 5.48910-7

Cd 2.3910-8

Pb 1.23910-6

Hg 7.5910-9
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The mean carcinogenic risks of eight metals by ingestion and dermal exposure
are shown in Table 47.3. The risk of Pb was about 1.23910-6 which was higher
than 10-6, while the risk of Fe was over twofold higher than that of Pb. The results
of carcinogenic risk suggest that the Pb and Fe in Huaihe River pose potential
health risk to the residents.

47.4 Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the carcinogenic risks posed by eight metallic ele-
ments in source water of 30 TWTPs located along Huaihe River in the section of
Jiangsu Province, China. Among the metals analyzed, Fe had the highest con-
centration in each of the source waters during 2007–2009, while Hg had the lowest
level. Both HQs of individual metals in each TWTP were below carcinogenic risk
level, suggesting that these pollutants caused negligible hazard to the public health
of local residents. The results of carcinogenic risk suggest that the Pb and Fe in
Huaihe River pose potential health risk to the residents.

However, this study contained some possible uncertainties. For example, dif-
ferent exposure conditions might also contribute to different risks. The RfD and SF
obtained from US EPA and WHO might not be specific to Chinese [16]. Therefore,
this study only presents a preliminary assessment of the carcinogenetic risks
induced by the metals in Huaihe River. In subsequent investigations, a more
precise assessment for heavy metals should be carried out to measure the risk
levels, and some efforts should be exerted on the control of heavy metal pollution
in the river.
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Chapter 48
Properties of Degree Induced Covering
Rough Set

Dingjun Chen and Kaiteng Wu

Abstract The concept of positive field, negative field, boundary regions in
induced covering rough set are proposed based on the degree induced covering
rough sets. The related properties of degree induced covering rough sets approx-
imation operators are discussed. The useful results which are got in the paper have
greatly extended the covering rough set theory.

Keywords Degree � Induced � Covering � Approximation operator

48.1 Introduction

Rough set theory (RST), proposed by Pawlak [1, 2], is an extension of set theory
for the study of intelligent systems characterized by insufficient and incomplete
information. It provides a systematic approach for classification of objects through
an indiscernibility relation. Many examples of applications of the rough set
method to process control, economics, medical diagnosis, biochemistry, environ-
mental science, biology, chemistry psychology, conflict analysis and other fields
can be found in [3–5].

A lot of meaningful extensions of pawlak rough set are proposed by scholars.
For example, variable precision rough set model was proposed by Ziarko [6] in
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order to deal with a certain degree of ‘‘inclusion’’ and ‘‘belong to’’. Zakowski
[7, 8] extended to the covering rough set by the covering in division. Dai [9]
induced the error of classification on the base of the model of rough set based on
covering, construct the degree rough set model based on covering, discusses
several relevant properties of this model. Zhang [10] proposed the concept of
induced covering rough set and research the properties of the model. Chen [11]
constructs the degree induced covering rough set model by the error of classifi-
cation on the base of the model of induced rough set based on covering and
discusses several relevant properties. Now we further discussed the problem with
the concept of positive field, negative field, boundary regions in degree induced
covering rough set.

48.2 Preliminaries

Definition 1 [12] Let U be a universe of discourse, C a family of subsets of U. If
none subsets in C is empty, and [C ¼ U, C is called a covering of U.

Definition 2 [10] Let U be a non-empty set, C ¼ C1;C2; . . .;Cnf g a covering of
U. 8x 2 U, Cx ¼ \ Cj Cj � C; x 2 Cj

��� �
, then CovðCÞ ¼ Cx x 2 Ujf g is also a

covering of U, which is called a induced covering by C.

Definition 3 [10] Let D ¼ Ci i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mjf g a covering of U. 8x 2 U,
Dx ¼ \ Cix Cix � CovðCiÞjf g, then CovðDÞ ¼ Dx x 2 Ujf g is also a covering of U,
which is called a induced covering by D.

Definition 4 [10] Let (U, C) be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
Set DðXÞ ¼ [ Dx Dx � Xjf g is called the induced covering lower approximation

of X.
Set �DðXÞ ¼ [ Dx Dx \ X 6¼£jf g is called the induced covering upper approx-

imation of X.

Definition 5 LetðU;CÞbeacoveringapproximationspace.ForeachX � U;k 2 Zþ;

Set Dk X ¼ [ Dxj Dxj j � Dx \ Xj j � kf g is called the k degree induced covering
lower approximation of X.

Set �DkX ¼ Dxj Dx \ Xj j[ kf g is called the k degree induced covering upper
approximation of X.

If DkX ¼ �DkX, it is called definable. Otherwise, we call ðDkX; �DkXÞ rough set.

When k ¼ 0, the model be the induced covering rough set.

Set posDkX ¼ DkX \ �DkX is called the k degree induced covering positive
region of X.

Set negDkX ¼ :ðDkX [ �DkXÞ is called the k degree induced covering negative
region of X.
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Set UbnDkX ¼ �DkX � DkX is called the k degree induced covering upper boundary
region of X.

Set LbnDkX ¼ DkX � �DkX is called the k degree induced covering lower boundary
region of X.

Set bnDkX ¼ :ðposDkX [ negDkÞX is called the k degree induced covering
boundary region of X.

Obviously, bnDkX ¼ UbnDkX [ LbnDkX.

48.3 The Properties of Degree Induced Covering
Rough Set

Theorem 1 [11] Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each
X; Y � U, k 2 Zþ, then

(1) DkðUÞ ¼ U; �Dkð£Þ ¼£;

(2) DkðXÞ ¼ :�Dkð:XÞ; �DkðXÞ ¼ :Dkð:XÞ;
(3) DkðX \ YÞ � DkðXÞ \ DkðYÞ; �DkðX [ YÞ � �DkðXÞ [ �DkðYÞ;
(4) DðXÞ ¼ D0ðXÞ; �DðXÞ ¼ �D0ðXÞ;
(5) if X � Y , then

DkðXÞ � DkðYÞ; �DkðXÞ � �DkðYÞ;
(6) if k� l, then

DkðXÞ � DlðXÞ; �DkðXÞ � �DlðXÞ:

Theorem 2 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U, k 2 N,
Dxj j[ 2k,

(1) if Dx \ Xj j � Dxj j � k, then Dx � posDkX;
(2) if Dx \ Xj j � k, then Dx � U � �DkX and Dx � negDkX;
(3) if Dx \ Xj j 2 ðk; Dxj j � kÞ, then Dx � Ubn DkX.

Proof (1) For Dx \ Xj j � Dxj j � k i.e. Dxj j � Dx \ Xj j � k, we can easily get
Dx � DkX. And Dxj j[ 2k, that means Dxj j � k [ k, there exists
Dx \ Xj j � Dxj j � k [ k, which means Dx � �DkX. Therefore, Dx � posDkX.

Similarly, we can prove (2) and (3).

Theorem 3 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U;
k 2 N; Dxj j 2 ðk; 2k�,

(1) if Dx \ Xj j[ k, then Dx � posDkX;
(2) if Dx \ Xj j\ Dxj j � k, then Dx � negDkX;
(3) if Dx \ Xj j 2 ½ Dxj j � k; k�, then Dx � LbnDkX;
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Proof (1) To Dxj j 2 ðk; 2k�, we have k\ Dxj j � 2k, i.e. 0\ Dxj j � k� k. And
Dx \ Xj j[ k, that Dx \ Xj j[ k� Dxj j � k. Which means Dx � DkX. Another
Dx � �DkX because of Dx \ Xj j[ k. Therefore Dx � posDkX.

Similarly, we can prove (2) and (3).

Theorem 4 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
k 2 N, if Dxj j 2 ½1; k�, then Dx � LbnDkX.

Proof Thanks to Dxj j 2 ½1; k�, we have 1� Dxj j � k i.e. Dxj j � k� 0� Dx \ Xj j, there
have Dx � DkX. Another Dx \ Xj j � k, then Dx 6	 �DkX. Therefore, Dx � LbnDkX.

Theorem 5 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
k 2 N, when Dx formation a division of U, then

�Dkð�DkXÞ ¼ �DkX � Dkð�DkXÞ:

Proof ForDx � �Dkð�DkXÞ, then Dx \ �DkX
�� ��[ k, which meansDx � �DkX. Otherwise,

if Dx 6	 �DkX and Dx formation a division of U, which with Dx \ �DkX
�� �� ¼ 0. So

�Dkð�DkXÞ � �DkX. To Dx � �DkX, according to the definition, we have Dx \ Xj j[ k,
then Dx \ �DkX

�� �� ¼ Dxj j � Dx \ Xj j[ k and Dx \ �DkX
�� �� ¼ Dxj j � Dxj j � k, so we

have Dx � Dkð�DkXÞ and Dx � �Dkð�DkXÞ.
Therefore �DkX � Dkð�DkXÞ and �DkX � �Dkð�DkXÞ hold. Now we have proved

�Dkð�DkXÞ ¼ �DkX � Dkð�DkXÞ.

Theorem 6 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
k 2 N, when Dx formation a division of U, then

Dkð�DkXÞ ¼ �DkX [ ð[ Dx Dxj jjf � kgÞ:

Proof If Dxj j � k, then Dxj j � k� 0. So Dx \ �DkX
�� �� ¼ Dxj j � k which means

Dx � Dkð�DkXÞ. There also have �DkX � Dkð�DkXÞ, so Dkð�DkXÞ � �DkX [
ð[ Dx jDxj jf � kgÞ: If Dx � Dkð�DkXÞ, according to the definition, we have
Dx \ �DkX
�� ��� Dxj j � k. if Dxj j � k [ 0, i.e. Dxj j[ k, when Dx formation a division

of U, then Dx � �DkX. If Dxj j � k� 0 i.e. Dxj j � k, when Dx formation a division
of U, then Dx 62 �DkX and Dx � [ Dx jDxj jf � kg. Therefore Dkð�DkXÞ � �DkX[
ð[ Dx Dxj jf � kgÞ.

Theorem 7 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
k 2 N, when Dx formation a division of U, then

�DkðDkXÞ � DkX ¼ DkðDkXÞ:

Proof Let Dx � �DkðDkXÞ, according to the definition, we have Dx \ DkXj j[ k, if
Dx 6	 DkX and Dx formation a division of U, that in coincide with Dx \ DkXj j ¼ 0.
So Dx � DkX i.e. �CkðDkXÞ � DkX. If Dx � DkX, according to the definition, we
have Dx \ DkXj j[ Dxj j � k, then Dx \ DkXj j ¼ Dxj j � Dxj j � k, which means
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Dx � DkðDkXÞ. Otherwise, if Dx � CkðCkXÞ, then Dx \ DkXj j � Dxj j � k. If
Dx 6	 DkX, we have Dx \ DkXj j ¼ 0 and 0� Dx \ Xj j\ Dxj j � k, which in coincide
with Dxj j � k� 0. So Dx � DkX i.e. DkðDkXÞ � DkX. Therefore DkX ¼ DkðDkXÞ.

Theorem 8 Let ðU;CÞ be a covering approximation space. For each X � U,
k 2 N, when Dx formation a division of U, then

DkX ¼ �CkðDkXÞ [ [ Dx jDxj jf � kgð Þ:

Proof If Dxj j � k, then Dx � CkX, another that �CkðDkXÞ � DkX, so
DkX � �CkðDkXÞ [ ð[ Dx Dxj jjf � kgÞ. Otherwise, if Dx � DkX, when Dx formation
a division of U, then Dx \ DkXj j ¼ Dxj j. If Dxj j[ k, we have Dx � �CkðDkXÞ.
Otherwise Dxj j � k. So DkX � �CkðDkXÞ [ ð[ Dx Dxj jjf � kgÞ: Therefore, DkX ¼
�CkðDkXÞ [ð[ Dx Dxj jjf � kgÞ:
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Chapter 49
Real-Time Setting and Processing on LCD
Touch Panel for Electronic Handwriting
Exercising to Chinese Character

Ding Wang

Abstract The LCD touch panels have become the basic parts of most products as
the human–machine interfaces. The LCD touch panels can become the main parts
since their working areas become the bigger, and their real-time properties become
the better. That is to say, we can immediately use of the LCD touch panels as the
key operating parts of some system for some picture information. It has been
known the handwriting touch traces on the LCD touch panel can be displayed
immediately on the liquid crystal display, which has the properties like the paper.
Therefore, we can use the LCD touch panels as the tool of the handwriting
exercising as the paper did. So, we present and study the electronic handwriting
exercising technologies (EHET) for Chinese character. The technologies presented
consisted of the hardware design, the software design, and the algorithms of the
function which were the key of the system designs. Its fundamental operation
frames were the page structure. It became a kind of two-part architecture which
included a MCU and an integrated operation parts. Its characteristics come from
permitting of LCD touch panel and need of the operation task, and made the
application wider. The physical prototype implemented proved the above studies
mentioned were practical and effective.

Keywords Multiple man–machine interfaces � Feature extraction � Handwriting
exercise � Chinese character
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49.1 Introduction

The LCD touch panels in which a liquid crystal display and a touch panel are
integrated into an organic whole, appeared in the end of 1980s to reduce the area
of a display panel and a input panel, and which were also called as a touch display
panel or an integrated touch panel LCD device, or LCD touchscreen panel. Since
then, they had many developments. The main characteristics of them are to display
the information and to allow a user to interact with them by touching on or near the
displayed information. Therefore, the LCD touch panels have become the basic
parts of most products as the human–machine interfaces, such as Portable
computer, Cellular phone, and Multi-window type NC apparatus. The LCD touch
panels were in the case of auxiliary roles.

The handwriting is a fundamental skill of learning and using the language for
humans. The development of writing ability is not only important in building a
child’s self-esteem, but is considered an essential ingredient for success in
school. In our society, handwriting is both a means of communication and a
necessary life skill, as in writing a letter or telephone message, completing an
application form, or writing a check. Handwriting is still the most immediate
form of graphic communication [1]. Handwriting exercising is related with the
handwriting ability of language, is a main method of the development of writing
ability. For the structures of the Chinese character are complicated, their
handwriting is very difficult so that their handwriting exercising is a more
important.

The two kinds of the traditional handwriting exercising methods for the Chinese
character were the copying from the calligraphy (CC) and facsimileing the calli-
graphy (FC) on paper, which was formed thousands of years ago. The CC was
generally making the handwriting exercising to refer to the calligraphy usually
written by calligraphy artists on front of paper of the handwriting exercising. And
the FC is making the handwriting exercising to trace the strobes of the calligraphy
beneath the paper of the handwriting exercising. But traditional handwriting
exercise to Chinese character had several shortcomings which are to need lots of
calligraphy works to copy from, not to feedback the guiding and evaluation to the
handwriting exercising results in time, and to waste a plenty of paper. So, the new
handwriting exercise method is very necessary.

The LCD touch panels can become the main parts since their working areas
become the bigger, and their real-time properties become the better. That is to say,
we can immediately use of the LCD touch panels as the key operating parts of
some system for some picture information. It has been known the handwriting
touch traces on the LCD touch panel can be displayed immediately on the liquid
crystal display, which has the properties like the paper. Therefore, we can use the
LCD touch panels as the tool of the handwriting exercising as the paper did. The
electronic handwriting exercising technologies (EHET) for Chinese character
which has been invented by author. In order to attain the above goal, we must use
and build two relative areas on the LCD touch panel. The both of them can be to
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display the template character of the Chinese character to exercise, one of them
can be allowed to input and display the relative Chinese character to exercise. It is
had better that the EHET had the real-time properties. The EHET had the some
advantages: to save paper which handwriting exercising use, the high efficiency of
handwriting exercising, and the additional function to other consumer apparatus
such as mobile phones.

In this paper, we studied several main technologies of EHET: the scheme of
system, hardware design, software design, and its function algorithms which were
the key of the system designs. The example of the EHET was made. And the detail
of the EHET presented by the paper is discussed as follows.

49.2 Basics of the EHET

49.2.1 Structure

Based on the requirements of the EHET, the structure was presented, shown in
Fig. 49.1: Display the template character of the Chinese character to exercise on
the upper part of the liquid crystal screen, then input the relative Chinese character
to exercise with handwriting by the touch panel; during the CC, the position of the
Chinese character to exercise by touch panel is on the lower part of the liquid
crystal screen which was different from that of the Chinese character; During the
FC, the position of them were both the same. The evaluation of performance for
the EHET was made by comparing the Chinese character on the liquid crystal
screen with the Chinese character to exercise by touch panel. In some sense, the
practical application of the EHET had the structure of three layers of the system,
hardware, software and its functional algorithms. Their functional algorithms
divided three aspects: the man–machine interface (page controls) which controlled
the conversion each other between the operation pages, system setting which made
the LCD touch panel operated correctly and handwriting exercising operation
which organized the template character library and displayed the character to
exercise and processed handwriting input data.

liquid crystal touch screen

Display position
of the template Chinese 

character to exercise

Position of 
Chinese 

character for 
the FC

Position  of 
Chinese character

for the CC 

Fig. 49.1 Scheme of
handwriting exercising
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49.2.2 Hardware Design

The hardware is the base of system. The hardware platform for the EHET
consisted of the liquid crystal screen for displaying the Chinese character to
exercise, the touch panel to input the Chinese character for exercising and the
control circuit board. The liquid crystal and touch integrated screen of bigger
320*240 size is chosen. Its liquid crystal controller is SED1335 and its touch
controller is ADS7843. The operation conditions of liquid crystal screen are the
adjustable contrast degree control and the adjustable back light. System hardware
block diagram is shown in Fig. 49.2.

49.2.3 Design of Software

The tasks of the system software consisted of chip driving task programs and
information task programs. The requirements of driving task programs were
determined by the configuration of the hardware. The information task programs
were determined by the functions of system. The chip driving task programs were
MCU initialization program, the liquid crystal screen controller SED 1335 chip
driving task program, the SPI bus chip driving task program and the SMBUS bus
driving task program. The information tasks were divided three parts, human–
machine interface parts, system setting and handwriting data processing which
were discussed in the last section.

The operation processes of the system software were: After the initial setting
mentioned above in terms of chip driving task programs was operated, the initial

MCU
C8051F

020
Backlight circuit

 Liquid crystal 
controller
SED1335

Touch controller
ADS7843

Digital resistor 
DS1803

Contrast degree

Liquid crystal touch screen

SPI

SMBUS

Fig. 49.2 Block diagram
of system hardware
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picture was displayed, then the main picture of the operation menu is displayed
waiting the touch operation of the operator. As soon as the touch signals are
detected, the detail setting functions are completed. Finally the page processing
was entered.

49.2.4 Multiple Man–Machine Interface for EHET

The man–machine interface was the base on which the some functions were
realized. We used a Graphic User Interface (GUI) which was to build the main
program into the internal ROM of the controller chip so it did not need to use extra
internal RAM to store the main program externally. A General single page
interface based on a LCD touch panel was programmed easily: The operation sign
of the function keys were transform by the special character model generation
tools into the code which can be displayed on LCD; the software delivered the
code on the LCD to display when necessary; and the function of relative touch
judgments were set to recognize the touch actions of the function keys. But for the
EHET, it’s necessary to use multiple page interfaces because there were the data of
multiple layers and to switch repeatedly each other between multiple pages. We
could specify the only page flag for the every page to recognize the different page
first. Set its page flag as one when it’s used, the other ones is zero. And display
program only displayed the page which has the relative page flag of one.
According to the function of the system, there were handwriting functions and
touch keys function on some pages. Hence there were two kinds of pages, touch
pages and handwriting excising page. Set the handwriting flag and touch keys flag.
We used the touch keys as the input condition and exit condition, and specified the
touch flag for the pages with the touch keys, specified the handwriting flag for a
handwriting exercise page. The relative page programs had two parts, page picture
on LCD and touch input data process on the touch panel.

49.2.5 Data acquisition and Processing for Handwriting
on LCD Touch Panel

The handwriting data were acquired from the touch panel. And external inter-
ruption INT0 of the MCU was set as the mode of interruption for monitoring
the state of handwriting assigning the global valuable pen_down with the zero for
the no handwriting or one for the handwritingnd entered into the corresponding the
subprogram in which the transferring commend for x or y were sent to ADS7843
and the returning value of ADS7843 were fetched and processed to save in the
save16_x[ ] and save16_y[ ]. The handwriting data were stored respectively as the
save_x[ ] save_xx and save_y[ ] save_yy[ ] because of the data formulas of 8 bit of
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the MCU, finally were stored as the integer valuable save16_x[ ] and save16_y[ ]
of the 12 bits to process.

The handwriting data processing from the touch panel is a pattern recognition
problem with known template: Input and process the handwritings to Chinese
character from the touch panel, compare the feature to Chinese character extracted
with that of template character on the LCD, so the distances between the feature of
handwriting to Chinese character and the that of relative template character are
measured to present in the form of performance index on the LCD. The drawbacks
of projection characteristic [2, 3] are short of detail characteristic which are
affected by the type and size of characters, so that the feature to Chinese character
is made by applying discrete time wavelet transformation (DTMT) to projection
characteristic to obtain wavelet coefficients as the feature.

49.3 Results and Discussion

When the Chinese character to exercise was displayed on the upper part of the
liquid crystal screen of the left picture shown in Fig. 49.3, the hardwiring character
was inputted and displayed on the lower part of the liquid crystal screen of the left
picture shown in Fig. 49.3, obtaining the exercising marks on the right picture
shown in Fig. 49.3.

Compared with the methods of traditional handwriting exercise to Chinese
character, the EHET had the following characteristics. There were the differences
between the material to write on during the hardwiring exercising because the
EHET used a LCD touch panel and the methods of traditional handwriting exercise
used a piece of paper. Another difference was that the number of template
characters was only one with the methods traditional handwriting exercise and
many ones to choose during the EHET. The analysis of the handwriting character
written for exercising was important to improve handwriting ability. The hand-
writing exerciser did it oneself for the methods of traditional handwriting exercise,
but the professional unit in the handwriting exercise system built with the EHET
gave it for the EHET.

Fig. 49.3 The case of the hardwiring character
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Chapter 50
Research and Construction of a Sensing
Forest System based on the Internet
of Things

Junguo Zhang, Wenbin Li and Zheng Fu

Abstract Forest information collection plays an important role in the process of
building modern forestry. This paper proposes a monitoring system—Sensing
Forest System, based on the Internet of Things, 3G and 3D GIS, to make up for the
shortcomings of traditional monitoring methods. Key issues, such as system
architecture, design of wireless multimedia sensor nodes and data transfer process
in the network, have been studied and presented, for obtaining real-time com-
prehensive forestry information, accurately, automatically and remotely, to lay
foundations for applications of the Internet of Things in forestry.

Keywords Sensing forest system � The internet of things � System architecture �
Sensor nodes � Data transfer

50.1 Introduction

Forest information collection plays an important role for improving the level of
production, operation, management and protection in modern forestry. Traditional
forestry information collection methods include manual samplings and satellite
remote sensing. In manual samplings, it’s incapable of monitoring environment
parameters remotely, and scope-limited, labor-intensive, target-poor, and not
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real-time. There are also many disadvantages in satellite remote monitoring, such
as, not very high accuracy and incomplete parameters [1]. Therefore, modern
forestry needs advanced information access technologies as a complement. The
Internet of Things provides a brand new insight of information obtaining and
processing, and environmental monitoring system based on it is becoming a
research focus. This paper proposes a monitoring system—Sensing Forest System,
based on the Internet of Things, 3G and 3D GIS, to make up for the shortcomings
of traditional monitoring methods. Key issues, such as system architecture, design
of wireless multimedia sensor nodes and data transfer process in the network, have
been studied and presented, for obtaining real-time comprehensive forestry
information, accurately, automatically and remotely, to lay foundations for
applications of the Internet of Things in forestry.

50.2 Introduction to the Internet of Things

The Internet of Things is a new dynamic network that connects everything, by
embedding short-range mobile transceivers into a wide array of additional gadgets
and everyday items, enabling new forms of communication between people and
things, and between things themselves. A new dimension has been added to the
world of information and communication technologies: from anytime, anyplace
connectivity for anyone, we will now have connectivity for anything [2]. As shown
in Fig. 50.1, the Internet of Things is composed of three layers.

The bottom layer is sensing layer, mainly including wireless sensor networks,
RFID and other information sensing devices. The middle layer is network access
layer, including 3G telecommunication network and so on. The top layer is
application layer, running different applications and providing interfaces for
humans. And among them the sensing layer is fundamental core.

50.3 The Sensing Forest System Based on the
Internet of Things

50.3.1 The Content of Sensing Forest System

Sensing Forest System applies kinds of sensing methods including wireless sensor
networks and RFID, providing a visualized, digital, intelligent picture of the whole
forest. That is, a network connects people and things in forests, by integrating
sensing technology, communication technology, information technology, control
technology and information management with modern forestry, to obtain infor-
mation of climate, soil, hydrology, wild animals and trees in forests. As a result,
we can describe and control the monitoring process real-time and in detail, to
ensure the ecological stability of forest environment.
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50.3.2 System architecture of Sensing Forest System

The system architecture of Sensing Forest System is shown in Fig. 50.2.
As with the Internet of Things, Sensing Forest System is composed of 3 layers:

sensing layer, network access layer, application layer. The sensing layer is mainly
based on wireless multimedia sensor networks, which is composed of a lot of
sensor nodes. Sensor nodes with processing unit are deployed in forests, form self-
organized network. They are also equipped with a variety of sensors, such as
temperature, illumination, smog, tree diameter, CMOS image sensor, microphone
and so on, to obtain information of climate, soil, hydrology, wild animals and trees

Application layer
Network access layer

Internet

3G/4G

ZigBee

Integrated 
management

platform

Network access layer
Sensing layer

Wireless sensor networks RFID

Fig. 50.1 System architecture of the internet of thing

Sensor nodes

Monitoring area

Sink node

3G/4G 
network

Minitoring host

Fig. 50.2 System architecture of sensing forest system
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in forests, and process the information locally to transfer the processed information
to the sink node one by one [3]. Network access network includes 3G telecom-
munication network and so on, to transfer the data to Internet, finally to the control
center. The control center in application layer is integrated with 3S (GPS, RS, GIS)
systems, achieving a multiple forestry monitoring system, including forest-fire
monitoring system, environmental monitoring system, wild animals monitoring
system, accurate forestry and so on. So researchers can monitor the whole forest
real-time in a control room with the information of the forest in detail.

50.4 Hardware Design

50.4.1 Design of Sensor Node with Solar Energy Supply

Sensing Forest System mainly depends on wireless multimedia sensor networks,
which consist of lots of sensor nodes as a basis [4–6]. Therefore, the most
important work is focused on the development of low-cost wireless multimedia
sensor nodes used to forest environment [7]. Taken the characteristics of multi-
media data processing and energy consumption into account, sensor nodes based
on ARM7 are designed in the paper, including ARM7 processing unit, ZigBee
transceiver, CMOS image sensor module, microphone, other sensors, and solar
energy supply module. The specific hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 50.3.

The processor that we propose to be included in our sensor nodes is Atmel
AT91SAM7X512, which is based on ARM7TDMI, 32-bit RISC architecture. It
operates at a maximum speed of 55 MHz and features 512 KB of flash and 128 KB
of SRAM. Typical core supply is 1.8 V, I/Os are supplied at 1.8 V or 3.3 V and are
5 V tolerant. It can set the parameters of the imager, instruct the imager to capture a
frame and run local computation on the image to produce an inference. We adopt TI
CC2520 as the ZigBee transceiver. The CC2520 is TI’s second generation ZigBee/
IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver for the 2.4 GHz unlicensed ISM band. This chip
enables industrial grade applications by offering state-of-the-art selectivity/co-
existence, excellent link budget, hardware support for frame handling and low
voltage operation, thus reducing the load on the host controller. And it connects with
the processor through SPI. The image sensor module for our platform is OmniVision
OV7670 combined with embedded DSP OV529. The OV7670 image sensor is a low
voltage CMOS sensor that provides the full functionality of a single-chip VGA
camera and image processor. The OV7670 provides full-frame, sub-sampled or
windowed 8-bit images in a wide range of formats, operating at up to 30 frames per
second (fps), controlled through the Serial Camera Control Bus (SCCB) interface.
The OV529 Serial bridge contains an Embedded JPEC CODEC and controller chip
that can compress and transfer image data from the Camera Sensor to an external
device. The OV529 performs all imaging function like white balance, downsizing
and compressed image to JPEG format. And the image sensor module connects with
the processor through UART. We choose SiSonic SP0103NC3 as the microphone,
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connecting to the AD pin of the processor. In addition, a solar energy module is
developed, which consists of a microcontroller MSP430, solar cells, rechargeable
battery, measurement circuits, BUCK circuits and so on, to supply power to the node
with it efficiently.

50.4.2 Design of Sink Node

The sink node aims at connecting the wireless multimedia sensor networks with 3G
telecommunication networks, establishing a reliable connection and two-way data
transmission between remote server, mobile users and wireless sensor networks, to
meet the practical needs. The specific hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 50.4.

The sink node consists of processor, memory, ZIgBee transceiver, 3G com-
munication module and other expanded interfaces. Considering the dramatic
amount of data of the sink node, PXA270 from Marvell has been chosen as the core
processor module. It incorporates the Intel XScale technology which complies with
the ARM* version 5TE instruction set (excluding floating-point instructions) and
works at 520 MHz. To work with the PXA270, two chips of HY57V561620 from
Hynix have been selected as 64 MB SDRAM, and two chips of TE28F128J3C-150
from Intel have been selected as 64 MB Flash. CC2520 has been adopted as ZigBee
transceiver as described above. We choose SIMCom SIM5218 as the 3G module.
The SIM5218 series is a Tri-Band/Single-Band HSPA/WCDMA and Quad-Band
GSM/GPRS/EDGE module solution which supports up to 7.2Mbps downlink speed
and 5.76Mbps uplink speed services. And it connects to the processor through
UART.
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50.5 Data Transfer Scheme in the Networks

Overall, the control center requests actively, and then the nodes response passively
to achieve the data transmission in the networks. Specifically, operators send query
commands for information on the forest environment with control center, and then
this command goes to the sink node via Internet and 3G network. The sink node
then checks its routing table in its memory and select a route record. Then the
cluster head in this route is aroused to receive the command, and according to the
route record, the appropriate enddevice is also aroused to sample the information.
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Choose target node
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If none of routes is found in the original table, the nodes open route search function
to discover a new route and update their routing tables. The captured JPEG file by
the camera module is fragmented into 64 bytes units, and acoustic data is com-
pressed by ADPCM method [8–10]. Then these data is sent back the same way to
the control center. The data transfer scheme is shown in Fig. 50.5.

50.6 Conclusion

To make up for the shortcomings of traditional monitoring methods and remote
sensing, this paper proposes a monitoring system –Sensing Forest System, based
on the Internet of Things, 3G and 3D GIS. The monitoring system helps
researchers with the detailed information of forest environment, trees, wild ani-
mals, etc. provides a visualized information map of the whole forest by the
ubiquitous network. And researchers can control the whole forest in a control room
remotely. The proposed system will push forward the application of the Internet of
Things in forestry, and make it possible to obtain real-time comprehensive forestry
information, accurately, automatically and remotely. It is undeniable that there are
some key issues to solve before its practical application, for example, the multi-
media processing and data fusion, which are also the scholars’ main research
interests in the future.
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Chapter 51
Research and Simulation of Variable
Step-Size Uncorrelated Adaptive Volterra
Filter Algorithm on Anti-Vibration
and De-Noising

Xinling Wen and Xiaowen Zhang

Abstract In order to realize anti-vibration and de-noising on the aircraft main
wing through the active control, the research of non-linear adaptive control
algorithm is particularly important. Based on the study of the Volterra LMS
algorithm, we improved a kind of variable step-size uncorrelated algorithm with
better convergence speed and precision under the strong correlation input signal.
Through the simulation, the new algorithm can realize faster convergence under
strong correlation input signal of 500 times iterative computation, the weight
coefficient mean-square error norm (NSWE) can achieve -30 dB, which verifying
the accuracy of improved algorithm.

Keywords Volterra series � Improved LMS algorithm �Non-linear adaptive filter �
Convergence character � Anti-vibration

51.1 Introduction

With the increasingly deep research of the non-linear theory and application,
people have grown more and more interest in non-linear filters. Because Volterra
series is a kind of functional, under satisfying the input signal energy limited
conditions, most non-linear system can use Volterra series approximation to the
arbitrary accurate degree. Therefore, Volterra filter is one kind of non-linear filters
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with the widely application prospects. In recent years, Volterra filters adaptive
filter algorithm and the applied research has caught people’s attention. Among
them, variable step-size Volterra LMS filtering algorithm has many advanced
characters such as mall amount of calculation, easy to realize, and stability, which
has widely used, but, the constant step-size LMS adaptive algorithm in conver-
gence speed, tracking speed and power between the requirement is maladjusted
noise contradictory. In order to overcome these inherent contradictions, people
developed various variable step-size LMS algorithm of adaptive filter [1, 2].
Especially in variable step-size iteration, we introduce error autocorrelation
method, which can effectively eliminate the noise interference. In previous sim-
ulation, we have obtained the good convergence speed and the accuracy of con-
vergence, but these algorithm is based on the independence of the assumptions in
the weak-related input signal or moderate related input signal, we can able to get
better convergence effect.

But when the input signal is strongly related, the conditions are not statistically
independent LMS algorithm, which can cause the performance dramatically
reduction, and even cause algorithm un-convergence. Therefore, because the
introduction of solution related principles can remove the correlation in every
moment between the input vectors, which is the key of speeding up the conver-
gence rate of LMS algorithm. [3]

51.2 Volterra Filter of Non-Linear System

The principle structure diagram based on Volterra LMS adaptive identification
model of nonlinear system is shown as Fig. 51.1; [4].

The Volterra kernel of non-linear system is infinite, but, in practical appli-
cation, it must be truncated. Truncation processing contains order number
p and memory depth N. but, how to realize truncation is related to N, the
specific research system of non-linear type and the performance of the
requirements. For convenience, only consider the second order truncation,
namely order number p = 2, and hypothesis h0 ¼ 0; memory depth for
N. From Fig. 51.1, wðnÞ is a Volterra filter coefficient vector with length of

e(n)

-

x(n) Unknown
system

Adaptive
algorithm

W(n)

+y(n)

a(n)

Fig. 51.1 The structure
diagram of Volterra LMS
non-linear adaptive
identification model
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M ¼ NðN þ 3Þ=2: Definition coefficient vector of the Volterra filter wðnÞ is
shown as formula (51.1).

wðnÞ ¼ ½w0ðnÞ;w1ðnÞ; . . .;wM�1ðnÞ�T ð51:1Þ

Then, output a(n) of Volterra filter is shown as formula (51.2).

aðnÞ ¼ WT XðnÞ ð51:2Þ

Among formula (51.2), X(n) is the input vector.
The purpose of the system identification is to change the filter coefficient vector

W(n) through some kind of adaptive algorithm, and makes the error signal e(n) in a
sense for minimum, that is to say, makes a cost function J(n) of e(n) to a minimum.
When cost function J(n) reach the minimum, we can think kernel vector
H(n) & W(n).

51.3 LMS Algorithm

If defining cost function J(n) is shown as formula (51.3).

JðnÞ ¼ e2ðnÞ ¼ ½yðnÞ �WTðnÞXðnÞ�2 ð51:3Þ

Calculating the derivative of J(n) about W(n), and make W(n) to change in
opposite direction of the derivative, we can get pursuit of the best W(n) of
recursion algorithm, namely LMS algorithm. LMS algorithm process can be
summarized as formula (51.4).

eðnÞ ¼ yðnÞ �WTðnÞXðnÞ; Wðnþ 1Þ ¼ WðnÞ þ lXðnÞeðnÞ ð51:4Þ

Among formula (51.4), the initial value W(0) of W(n) can be define by prior
knowledge, or we can simply select W(0) = [0 0 …0]. u is step factor, and it is a
certain value, which value is selected by the convergence speed, tracking per-
formance and stability of LMS algorithm. XðnÞeðnÞ is the iterative update direction
vector.

Because the convergence speed of Volterra LMS algorithm is generally slow. In
order to accelerate the convergence, we can adopt different step-size. The
adjustment of variable step-size adaptive filter algorithm should meet step-size is
long when initial convergence stage or unknown system parameter changes, in
order to have a bigger fast convergence rate and the tracking speed of time-varying
systems.
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51.4 Improved Variable Step-Size Uncorrelated
Algorithm

In order to solve the convergence speed and stable error, the literature [1] present a
kind of variable step LMS algorithm (VSSLMS), which using the change step
u(n) instead of fixed step length u, its step iteration formula is shown as formula
(51.5):

uðnþ 1Þ ¼ auðnÞ þ ce2ðnÞ ð51:5Þ

VSSLMS algorithm better solved the conflict between convergence speed and
steady-state error, but easy to be influenced by the independent noise. In Volterra
LMS filter algorithm, we can define correlation coefficient aðnÞ of XðnÞ and Xðn� 1Þ
similar to projection coefficient, which is shown as formula (51.6):

aðnÞ ¼ XTðnÞXðn� 1Þ
XTðn� 1ÞXðn� 1Þ

ð51:6Þ

aðnÞ is the association degree between XðnÞ and Xðn� 1Þ; and aðnÞ is larger,
the connections between them are stronger. Therefore, we can write the improved
update orientation vector, such as below formula (51.7).

bðnÞ ¼ XðnÞ � aðnÞXðn� 1Þ ð51:7Þ

Clearly, aðnÞXðn� 1Þ is the relevant part between XðnÞ and Xðn� 1Þ; Sub-
tracting a part from XðnÞ, which is equivalent to decorrelation operations. We can
use adjusting weight coefficient of cðnÞ can achieve more accurately and more
quickly value. Therefore, formula (51.2) can be amended as formula (51.8).

Wðnþ 1Þ ¼ WðnÞ þ leðnÞbðnÞ ð51:8Þ

In order to solve the contradiction between the steady-state error and the
convergent speed, we will modify the constant step factor l of formula (51.8) to
variable step by step length factor, which is shown as formula (51.9) [2]. In lit-
erature [2], MVSSLMS algorithm introduced p(n) to estimate e(n) and e(n-1). It
controls step length refresh by self correlation time estimate p(n), which making
algorithm have not influence of the relevant noise. The iteration step formula is
shown as formula (51.9).

pðnÞ ¼ bpðn� 1Þ þ ð1� bÞeðnÞeðn� 1Þ; uðnþ 1Þ ¼ auðnÞ þ cp2ðnÞ ð51:9Þ

However, in the actual adaptive process, error signal eðnÞ is smaller in con-
vergence process stages, using eðnÞeðn� 1Þ to control step-size can lead to step-
size factor small, and causing algorithm quickly reduced to minimum before the
step-size convergence. So, this algorithm largely improves the performance of the
algorithm. But they are based on the input signal independent theory. Research
shows that, when the input signal is highly related, the performance of the
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algorithm greatly affected. [8] Therefore, we adopt the related principle, with the
input signal of orthogonal component to update the adaptive filter weight vector,
and realize the signal de-correlation processing. Therefore, we can introduce
memory factor c and cðiÞ ¼ expð�2iÞ i ¼ 0; 1; 2. . .n� 1ð Þ [9]. Its purpose is to
overcome the convergence process correlation smaller deficiency of eðnÞ, in order
to get new variable step-size Volterra LMS adaptive algorithm, the formula is
shown as formula (51.10).

pðnÞ ¼ vpðn� 1Þ þ ½ð1� vÞeðnÞeðn� 1Þ þ
Xn�1

i¼0

cðiÞe2ðn� iÞ� ð51:10Þ

Weight coefficient mean-square error (NSWE) is shown as formula (51.11).

NSWE ¼
10 log 10

PN�1

i¼0
hiðnÞ � h�i
�� ��2

PN�1

i¼0
h�i

ð51:11Þ

51.5 Algorithm Simulation and Performance Analysis

Assuming identifies various orders non-linear system kernel coefficient of the
expected output signal for a (n) is: aðnÞ¼ � 0:75xðnÞ þ 0:42xðn� 1Þ � 0:34x
ðn� 2Þ þ 0:5x2ðnÞ þ 0:23x2ðn� 1Þ � 1:51x2ðn� 2Þ � 0:54xðnÞxðn� 1Þ þ 1:74x
ðn� 1Þxðn� 2Þ � 0:9xðnÞxðn� 2Þ þ v2ðnÞ; and input signal is xðnÞ ¼ ax
ðn� 1Þ þ v1ðnÞ; among them, v1 and v2 are all mean for 0, variance 1 gaussian
white noise, and mutual independence. Adaptive Volterra filter order is 2, member
length N is 3, and we select lmax ¼ 0:5; lmin ¼ 0:001; L ¼ 12; r ¼ 0:95;
a ¼ 0:95; b ¼ 0:000001; c ¼ 0:000001 and input signal is strong correlated, it is
xðnÞ ¼ 0:9xðn� 1Þ þ v1ðnÞ: Literature 2 algorithm can not achieve rapid con-
vergence. This paper presents improved Volterra LMS adaptive filter algorithm
obtain each kernel coefficient convergence curve is shown as Fig. 51.2.

From Fig. 51.2 we can see, in strong correlation input condition, this paper uses
the variable step-size uncorrelated algorithm can achieve convergence, and has
fast convergence speed, quantity of steady-state disorders is much low.

From Fig. 51.2 simulation results we can see, the convergence speed or steady
mismatch of the Volterra LMS algorithm are better than literature. After algorithm
500 times iterations, all can achieve convergence, and to achieve the desired effect
with high convergence precision. But literature Volterra LMS algorithm cannot
achieve the convergence. In Fig. 51.3, weight coefficient error norm can achieve -
30 dB after the iterative 500 times, convergence speed is fast and has high
accuracy. In aircraft main wing complex non-linear vibration damping and
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Fig. 51.2 Identification result in strong correlation input signal

Fig. 51.3 Weight coefficient
mean-square error (NSWE)
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de-noising, input signal may be strong correlation, so, study the algorithms in
strong correlated is very important.

51.6 Conclusions

This paper studied a kind of variable step-size uncorrelated LMS improved
algorithm. Algorithm largely improved the performance, especially when the input
signal is in strong correlation, this algorithm can still achieve faster convergence
speed and higher precision. Therefore, the research of variable step-size uncor-
related LMS Volterra algorithm has significance, and is important process to
realize anti-vibration and de-noising of vibration in aircraft motor and aircraft
wing, etc.
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Chapter 52
Research on and Applications of Product
Development Chain Modeling Technology
Based on Semantic Web

Honggen Zhou, Xuwen Jing and Xiaojun Zhang

Abstract During each period of modern complex electronic products develop-
ment, product is the core when the development actions are organized. Product
development is completed through coordination of different enterprise or depart-
ment and the complex electronic products development chain is built. This paper
focuses on the basic principle of complex electronic products semantic develop
chain, definites its base elements and substantive characteristics, and established
its work pattern, discussed its major function. Finally, the method and process of
realizing semantic development chain model on the basis of the system structure of
complex electronic products semantic development chain is discussed, then a
logical foundation for the semantization integration and reusing of complex
electronic products is provided.

Keywords Ontology � Semantic web � Development chain � Complex electronic
equipments

52.1 Introduction

Judging from the characteristics of the product development, as complex electronic
products related to a complex discipline field and an increasingly fierce competition
in technology, the development process is not only a product design problem,
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butalso a comprehensive system engineering involving knowledge, process,
resources and personnel. Complex electronic products development requires not
only innovation, responsive agility but also systematicness, integration, isomerism,
distributivity and collaboration. As the complexity and technical content of com-
plex electronic products increase, single enterprise is often restricted by technology
and resources, which can’t be qualified the whole development process. So enter-
prises or departments, composed of multi-fields and constraints without time and
space limited, cooperate with each other to complete product development has
become a common requirement in products design unit. Traditional design theory
and methodology have already been unable to meet the requirement for guiding this
product development activity, at the same time, changes in market, external
environment and resources structure also put forward new propositions to the
development theory and methods of modern complex electronic products. The
concept of development chain of complex electronic products and related resear-
ches are proposed under the requirements.

At present researches on the product development management and organiza-
tion are mostly focused on a certain aspect, but the systematicness and operability
is weak [1]. The development chain links each stage of the product development
and the develop personnel closely by development target. And complete the whole
product development process supported by computer hardware and software tools
and network communication environment. With the help of product development
chain, according to the user needs, developers can analysis and optimize the
product development process, drive software and hardware tools and resources,
develop high-quality products efficiently. However, this process is based on
accurately organizing, obtaining, sharing and reusing of product development
dates and knowledge, so suitable theory and methods are needed to manage and
organize the product development chain.

It is evident that product information distributed in different department are not
existing alone but link to each other more or less, this semantic link make it
possible for the realization of the sharing of product information. The semantic
development chain offers the theory and realization tools. That is, by constructing
semantic ontology system in each fields and departments to put up a semantic
sharing platform for their information exchanging, and through this platform
realize highly sharing and integration of information, avoid problems of providing
wrong information to users or omitting important information in some degree.

52.2 Structure and Frame of the Semantic
Development Chain

The semantic development chain of complex electronic products is a dynamic system
composed of many elements, which mainly includes six basic elements, personnel
organization structure, development resources, product dates, development tasks or
activities, semantic support and synergy. Personnel organization is the executive
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body of development task and they are divided into different roles according to the
division of work in the development chain. Product date object is the carrier of the
development object and its date, with the continuous extension of development
chain, product objects are constantly divided into sub-goals and sub-objects, the
development tasks will be done by the next-level members in the development chain,
so the products data will be flowing orderly and forming the data stream. Develop-
ment task is the key element of the product development chain, which is a collection
of a series of development activities carried out by developers focus on product
objects. Software resources in development chain are used to realize the develop-
ment process of complex electronic products. Semantic mechanism is the semantic
coordination and management of the development process.

Based on the analysis above, the structure of the semantic development chain of
the complex electronic products can be defined as follows: ESDC = {O,D,T,R,S,C},
in which O represents organizational structure of the development chain; D repre-
sents product data; T represents development task or activity; R represents devel-
opment resource; S represents semantic mechanism of the development chain;
C represents coordination mechanism of the development chain.

Semantic Web provides a common understanding pattern for the development
activities and resources of the development chain, establishes a collaborative
relationship-an informal relationship-for the developers. Cooperation is achieved
through the integration of external resources or enterprises, which is also an
information creation and transfer process. In order to improve the development
efficiency and technological competitiveness, each development activity/input,
output, constraints and knowledge of tasks must be analyzed at first, so as to
identify how the related development activities/tasks interact in development
chain, pave the way for the semantic cooperation. Based on the analysis above,
referring to the experience of previous studies, this paper put forwards the frame of
the semantic development chain of the complex electronic products, as is shown in
Fig. 52.1.

52.3 Building Process of ESDCM Ontology

Product modeling technology plays a key role in product development and process
management. Although the development costs account for only 5% of the entire
product costs according to the traditional calculation method, it can determine the
70% of total cost [2, 3]. Capturing information of product development process has
become a hotspot of product design, and several models and theories are formed.
Previous studies show that there is not a universal theory and model at present, so
researchers are hoping to build engineering activities ontology, which can capture
and manage the development knowledge, to describe the product development
process. And the present researches provide a rich application background for the
ontology development, viewing from public literature, some ontology have already
been used in industry, at the same time, the importance of ontology has been
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recognized by different fields including cognition psychology, artificial intelli-
gence design, lifelike design, design cognition theory, plan and knowledge engi-
neering and so on [4–6]. As structured knowledge and organizational model of
digital resources, ontology clearing the concepts relationship and concepts (clas-
ses) implicit in information resources under the premise of guaranteeing semantic
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consistency. Clearing the mutual relations between development resources and
objects according to the semantic of ontology, to establish a more universal and
regulatory classification model of product development resources and improving
the effectiveness of the development chain management.

Ontology building method Multidisciplinary Domain Ontology Building
(MDOB) for Multidisciplinary fields is adopted according to the characteristics of
ESDCM model of radar product under the coordination environment, building
process as follows.

(1) Choosing a domain-dependent ontology as the dependent ontology. The
multidisciplinary characteristics in ESDCM are reflected by some domain-
dependent ontology;

(2) Divided the target ontology into static and derived ontology. Static ontology is
shared ontology, which is efficient when the whole ontology is meaningful;

(3) Choosing elements to build the ESDCM ontology. Choosing the elements and
listing the important terms and concepts to form a term list of development
resources;

(4) Choosing the theory to build the ESDCM ontology. The set theory is the basic
theory of the electronic ontology and provides terminology and relation for
each kind of ontology, which can be used in the radar product and develop-
ment resources ontology;

(5) Choosing a language to describe the ontology. According to the requirements
of integrating and sharing under product development network environment,
choosing OWL of the W3C to describe the ESDCM ontology;

(6) Building the ESDCM examples. At first choosing the development resources
and process class which is needed to instantiated from class hierarchy, then
creating objects for the class and assigning value for each property;

(7) Evaluating the ESDCM ontology. The ESDCM ontology should satisfy not
only the universal principles but also the sharing of product development
resource under network environment, if the conditions mentioned above are
satisfied, the ontology is complete, or else editing and operating the concepts
and their relationship is needed to make the ontology move towards maturity
gradually.

52.4 Building ESDCM Concepts Set

The purpose of ontology is to capture knowledge in related fields, provide a
common understanding in this field knowledge, confirm mutually accepted con-
cepts in this field, and give a clear definition of these concepts and the relationships
among concepts from different levels of formal models, therefore, the definition of
the concept set is the key part of ontology modeling [4–6].
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Concepts are basis for ontology building. Object-oriented abstract methods are
in line with the way people understanding the world, the establishment of concepts
and relationship class hierarchy, object-oriented method can be used to identify
objects, by abstracting specific object to find class, mark the classification and
assembly structure of class. Clustering, generalization, classification, inheritance
and other methods can be used to abstract space concept from the complex
development chain data resources, and reflect the product development entities in
real-world. The specific procedures are as follows:

(1) Determining the original concept and original relationship, this can be used to
build other concepts and relationships;

(2) Defining new concepts by using the original concept and original relationship,
and classifying the new concepts;

(3) Finding out objects properties in each class and establishing relationships
between objects and properties;

(4) Determining the semantic relationships among classes, further marking the
basic types of every relationship and their mutual relationship, such as the
inverse relationship, passing relations, and reflexive relationship;

(5) Defining the concepts and properties in detail, such as whether the property
value is restricted or has a default value;

ESDCM is conceptualizing the related information and knowledge of the
complex electronic product development chain by analyzing the field and
knowledge, according to the building process above between concept and rela-
tionship, the set related to development organization, products, development
activities and development resources and their concepts, semantic description,
properties and instances in these four fields. ESDCM contains a total of 322
concept classes (under four categories), nine base class relationships (extended to
35 class relations) and 532 class instances.

52.5 Ontology Analysis of ESDCM

The semantics in the semantic development chain model refers to the physical
meaning of the model content, which is an interpretation of information for the
model element. In development chain model, development chain model is
composed of models from different product development stages, and heteroge-
neous nature of this model has greatly influenced the interactions among sub-
models of development chain [7], main reason for the model isomerism is the
inconsistency of the model description in grammar, structure and the semantics, of
which semantic knowledge is the most important.

As ESDCM ontology is described by OWL DL language, OWL DL is based on
the description logic (Description Logic, DL), description logic is a formalized
tool on the bases of object-oriented knowledge representation, a decidable subset
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of first-order predicate logic and can offer reasoning services. Looking from the
demand of mark language of semantic Web knowledge representation, it is
appropriate to regard the description logic as the formalized foundation [8]. In
description logic, semantics is defined through mapping (D0,0), D0 means domain of
discourse. Mapping function 0map a concept into a subset of D0 and a relationship
into a subset of D0 9 D0. For example, semantic of the concept A is defined as:
A0[ D0, semantics of relationship R is defined as: R[D09D0. The analysis and
description of the OWL class based on the DL and axiom are shown in Table 52.1.

52.6 Building Example of ESDCM

After building the semantic development chain description model of the complex
electronic products, the product development chain description based on the model
can be done. As mentioned above, this paper uses OWL language to describe the
building process of the development chain model on the basis of ESDCM ontol-
ogy, semantic development chain model building by this method is a strictly
formalized model that can be processed by computer.

ESDCM ontology model of radar is build in this paper according to special
functions and multidisciplinary nature of the development process of radar prod-
ucts, through the general terms offered by this model, the cognitive consistency in
the development process can be achieved, semantic heterogeneity problem can be
solved and the constraints in concept can be defined, formalized expressing the
recessive knowledge exists in fact. This paper uses the Protégé-4.1, developed by
Stanford University, as tool to build the radar ESDCM ontology. Edit and increase
the development chain class, subclass, properties, instances, and the namespace
ontology elements by human-computer interaction, design the information model
based on the OWL in the conceptual level. Due to limited space, this section
discusses the semantic description of ESDCM through examples on the basis the
description frame. First, use the OWL clause \rdf:RDF … xmlns=’’ http://
www.owl-ontologies.com/Products.owl#’’ … /[, quote the product ontology to
describe the domain space, then use the sentences \owl:Class[, \rdtfs:subClas-
sOf[to describe the conceptional structure of the ESDCM class and properties; At
last use the OWL sentences \owl:DatatypeProperty[, \owl:ObjectProperty[,
\rdfs:range[, \rdfs:domain[ to describe Data type Property (minimum value,
maximum value, default value, data type and so on) and Object Property (Property,
property units and so on).
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Chapter 53
Research on Cycling Policies in the UK
White Paper

Sui Chao and Liwei Chen

Abstract This paper aims to evaluate an improvement–tripling the number of
cycling in the UK by 2010, which may contribute to environment and urban road
congestion. Then the related cycling policies will be reviewed and discussed in this
essay. After that, the achievement in the ‘Ten Year Plan’ since 2000 and prospects
will be given in the following text. Finally, some possible improving measures will
be presented as a conclusion.

Keywords British transport policies � Cycling � White paper � Ten year plan

53.1 Introduction

In recent decades, the state of tense traffic in Britain is aggravated with the
progress of economy and society. To provide a convenient and smooth transport
service, British government set out many policy-based measures. From 1998
White Paper, a series of transport policies with a conception of integrated transport
were implemented, while all the previous transport policies focused efforts on
de-regulation and franchising. This white paper identified some key issues in
transport system and proposed a set of improving objectives, which have to be
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achieved by 2010, on road congestion, passenger and freight rail transport,
passenger bus ride, walking and cycling trips as well as land use planning. This
essay aims to evaluate one of these improvements—tripling the number of cycling
by 2010, which takes small parts in these documents, but may bring considerable
benefits on environment and urban road congestion. In doing so, it will begin by
reviewing the process of policy advance from 1998 to 2010 and examining to what
extend has this ideal realised, then go on to discuss how to encourage bicycle using
in the future. Finally, a conclusion of some feasible strategies will be presented.

53.2 The Progress of Cycling Policy and Its Achievements

With the increasing requirement of new residents, many British cities have
experienced a high speed urban sprawl in the past several decades. New roads and
transport facilities have established to adapt the travel demand. However, someone
claimed that it is the road-building itself which takes up most of the place
of housing and green field, leading to urban expansion [1]. To alleviate this con-
tradiction, people try to seek new solutions, of which increasing cycling trips might
be a much greener and healthier one. The set of transport policy carried out by United
Kingdom from 1998 to 2010, all made efforts on cycling growth and safety.

53.2.1 1998 White Paper

In this paper, the British government has realised that as a way to reduce traffic and
environment pressure, the status of cycling is not so satisfactory, when compared
with some other European countries. However, although the total cycling trip had
been turned down, it is believed that if ‘easier and safer’ cycling could be pro-
vided, the prospect of cycling trip would be much brighter [2]. The new ideal of
cycling is in accord with the National Cycling Strategy (NCS)—double cycling by
2002 and be quadrupled by 2012, on the basis of 1996 [2]. To achieve this, the
government would like to support the initiatives of local authorities, which can be
concluded in two aspects. One is policy and management method, such as setting
out ‘local transport plans’, founding ‘cycle review’ and ‘cycle audits’, offering
provisions about speed restraint and secure parking and applying planning influ-
ence to encourage cycling; The other one is based on infrastructure and facilities,
including sharing road space for cyclists, giving them priority in junctions and
keeping cyclist lanes in good condition [2]. As safety issue is considered the key
factor affecting the use of cycle, it received particular attention and many
researches and promotions were promised to be done. What’s more, it also agreed
on setting up National Cycle Network by connecting ‘traffic-free paths’ and
‘traffic-calmed roads’ to about 8,000 miles ‘safe and attractive routes’ by 2005 [2].
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53.2.2 2000 The 10 Year Plan and Related Documents

Transport 2010: The 10 Year Plan carried out in 2000, continuing to be steadfast in
the pursuit of 1998 White Paper goals and putting forward some related imple-
mentations. It pointed out definitely the target of trebling the cycling trips by 2010
from 2000 level [3]. This is assumed to be achieved by provision progress and
integrating the National Cycle Network. In addition, another target with safety
concern—cut casualties of children by 50% in road accidents by 2010 based on
average 1994–1998, will be accomplished by generating 20 mph traffic-calmed
zones and assessing numerous ‘Home Zones’ [3].

After 2000, several assessment reports on the 10 year plan were issued.
In February 2001, the first analysis, Running to Stand Still, pointed out the cycling
together with buses and walking is like the ‘Cinderella of transport policy’, which
was not treat as important as promised, lacking investment and indications on
interaction with vehicles [4]. The CfIT’s initial assessment report on the Ten Year
Plan published in May 2002, believing the target of cycling would be challenging;
the Transport Select Committee Report, which set in the same month, claimed that
the cycling had been under invested and failed to meet the 2002 interim Target
[5, 6]. In July of the same year, Department for Transport presented a progress
report on Ten Year Plan; it accepted the fact that the declining situation of cycling
was not reversed yet (shown in Fig. 53.1), but also affirmed some important
building blocks had been established. Moreover, this report emphasized on two
new national initiatives—foundation of National Cycling Strategy Board and the
£2 million Cycling Projects Fund. According to the second assessment of the Ten
Years Plan by CfIT [7], cycling trip felt 17% nationally in 2001, on a 2000 base,
but rose on London strategic road network.

53.2.3 2004 White Paper and Related Documents

In 2004 White Paper, the target for cycling is more general than 1998s—in future
20 or 30 years increasing cycling by attracting more short journeys especially
those related to work and school. It concluded the achievements since 2000 as:
manifold small-scale schemes on cyclist facilities and road safety but the facilities

Fig. 53.1 Trends in walking
and cycling stages: 1990/00
(in England). Source DfT
National Travel Survey [8]
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are imbalanced and promotions lag behind; a new action plan, Walking and
Cycling, was issued to push the growth of cycling. Besides, it proposed some
workable solutions, like delegating the management to local authorities, support-
ing voluntary sector, setting up model projects, improving road design and
assisting children to use bicycles as well as protecting their safety [10]. One thing
to be mentioned in this paper is they had chosen Worcester, Darlington, and
Peterborough as sustainable travel demonstration towns and they were expected to
reduce traffic level by 7–10% over 5 years [10].

A report sponsored by DfT [11] about changing personal attitude and behaviour
offering a number of ‘soft’ measures to advance the usage of cycle. The workplace
travel and school travel plans, personal travel planning, travel awareness
campaigns as well as public transport information and marketing all improved the
chance of adopting cycling as an alternative mean of travel. Since 2004, numerous
review reports towards this White Paper had emerged. Some of these studies
did excellent job, for example the Eddington Transport Study. Although they
mentioned little about cycling, some findings and recommends are valuable to
its development, such as the small-scale investment and independent planning
commission, which have already used on cycling [12].

However, the performance of cycling trip was disappointing. The following
two charts are trends of average annual trips and distance made by mode from
1995/1997 to 2008. It can be seen that the trips by bicycle or motorcycle varied
only slightly across the years at around 20 and the distance travelled by bicycle or
motorcycle grew a little from 78 to 80 miles per year. These results are far from
the target set by 2010 Ten Year Plan (Figs. 53.2, 53.3).

53.2.4 2010 Active Travel Strategy and Business
Plan 2011–2015

In February 2010, DfT [13] published the Active Travel Strategy, focusing on
walking and cycling development. It introduced the National Cycle Plan—the
Decade of Cycling, which aims to make cycling a preferable mode of travelling in

Fig. 53.2 Average annual
trips made by mode:
1995/97–2008, Great
Britain. Source National
travel survey, department
for transport [9]
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England. This plan anticipates a pack of improvements: 20 mph zones into more
residential streets, new generation with well bike abilities, public sector employer
cycling to work and safety cycle parking in public building and rail station.
Additionally, this report also underlined the environmental and society effects of
cycling, while admitted the failure in popularizing it.

In October, Spending Review 2010 assessed and predicted the expenditure on
transportation system but most of the budget will be spend on railways while little
on local authorities in future 5 years [14]. And in November, The Business Plan
2011–2015 assured to make structure reforms to encourage cycling travel and
provide impact indicator of urban trips proportion under 5 miles taken by walking
or cycling by April 2011 [15].

53.3 Discussion

During the last decades, it was witnessed a boom in car sales and a sustained
growth in car mileage and rail travel. On the contrary, trip by cycling has been in
long-term decline, only 2% of trips now [13]. Nevertheless, there is still a great
potential of increasing cycling trip. Some towns and cities, enjoyed a high
percentage of cycling for a long time, take Cambridge an instance, the mode share
of cycling was estimated 18% [13]. Moreover, in accordance with a summary
report of DfT [16], the sustainable travel demonstration projects turned out to have
been successful. As showed in Table 53.1, people in these towns took more trips as
well as travelling longer distance by bicycle. Then how to make cycling more
welcome by British nationwide? There is no denying that, the government and
people working on this issue have made many efforts. The remedy of reversing the
cycling decline, however, leaves a lot to be desired.

Since the Ten Years Plan, quite a few cyclist-friendly facilities have been
set up, not only the traffic-calm zones, but also infrastructures on reducing the
disturbance of vehicles. Nonetheless, these facilities need to go with land use
planning and be well maintained and assessed. Due to the high expenditures, the
advisability and feasibility of infrastructure construction should be considered

Fig. 53.3 Average annual
distance travelled by mode:
1995/97–2008, Great Britain.
Source National travel
survey, department for
transport [9]
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carefully. And some further measures can be taken on ensuring the facilities used
fully.

Government also applied various active policies and promotions, some of
which were proved quite effective, such as smart choice and sustainable travel
towns. What can be done in the future might be bring commercial competition into
cycling travel. This has been implemented in rail and bus industry for many years,
though was considered as a failure. Quite different from rail or bus, cycling is not
as a integrate system, but more individual and flexible. One possible business is
bicycle-rent service. For the low ownership of bicycles, this service has a broad
developing space. The leased place can be a chain, locating in populous and traffic
busy areas; therefore, people can rent and return bike conveniently and it offers an
alternative of cars and buses, when the street is congested. In addition, people do
not have to worry the bicycle being stolen or destroyed, if they returned it to the
owner. Another commercial uses might be bicycle parking as well as remunerative
bicycle keeping service, cycling delivery and cycling journey, some of which have
been employed in the UK.

53.4 Conclusion

To sum up, this essay reviewed the progress of cycling since 1998 white paper and
assessed how much of the target—trebling the number of cycling trip by 2010—
has been realised. As a supporting role in transport system, cycling did not arouse
enough attention at the beginning, but improved gradually after 2004 White Paper.
Unfortunately, the cycling trip even did not rise, far lower than the initial target of
increasing threefold. Thus this essay attempted to explore some possible
improving measures, which can be concluded as follows: most of the cycling
facilities are helpful, but it should follow careful plan, be maintained in time and
be assessed regularly; some of the policies and promotions work well, especially
the smart choice and sustainable travel projects, which have to be applied
nationwide; explore more commercial use of cycling, such as bicycle-rent, adding
an active force into this traditional mode of travel. The possibilities to extend this
research are almost endless due to the lack of current investigation and the partial
understanding of this issue. Much deeper research is needed to understand the
problems exiting in raising cycling trips. More feasible solutions and advanced
policies will be provided. For the hydraulic variable pitch object, the paper has
analyzed the reason of the fault by adopting fault diagnosis method of bond graph
model. In this paper, it has established bond graph model of the pitch angle. As the
example of the piston rod response inadequate fault, the fault tree of system is
established by using causal theory based on bond graph. Through the qualitative
value assigned for parameters in the fault tree, the fault source was detected.
Comparing with quantitative fault diagnosis, qualitative fault diagnosis based
on bond graph has less calculation and doesn’t need accurate mathematical model.
It also has the advantage of good completeness and strong flexibility.
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Chapter 54
Robot Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping Based on Non-Linear
Interacting Multiple Model Concerning
Statistical Property Mutation

Yingmin Yi and Liu Ding

Abstract To investigate robot Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
in the unknown environment, the non-linear Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
SLAM algorithm is applied to solve the problem concerning the statistical property
mutation of a system. The key point of this algorithm is to use non-linear Gaussian
model to approximate non-linear and non-Gaussian model so that robot Simulta-
neous Localization and Mapping can be achieved. Each model employs the
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm to linearize the non-linear system and
uses the non-linear Interacting Multiple Model algorithm in each step to get fusion
estimated value. The Monte Carlo simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm has better estimate precision.

Keywords Automatic control system � Nonlinear � Interacting multiple model �
Statistical property mutation � Simultaneous localization and mapping

54.1 Introduction

Robot Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) in the unknown envi-
ronment is a hot issue in the field of robot research. In structured environment,
system noise is Gaussian so the traditional EKF-SLAM algorithm can be suc-
cessfully adopted [1–4]. When the probability distribution is non-Gaussian, the
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Fast-SLAM algorithm can be successfully applied as suggested in [3]. But in the
unknown environment, the statistical properties of a system mutate with the
change of the environment. The linearization of the non-linear model and the filter
method of Gaussian assumption may lead to significant errors in estimating the
system state, and they are likely to diverge. Therefore, the EKF-SLAM algorithm
can not be used here. It is suggested in [3] that by using the Fast-SLAM algorithm,
there exist significant errors between the sample obtained from importance func-
tions and that from real posterior distribution, especially when the likelihood
function is the tail or the peak value of the system state transfer probability density
function. Besides, many samples become invalid and then lead to the system
divergence due to the small normalized weight. And how to converge the filtering
algorithm when parameters mutate is a new problem in Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM).

To solve the above-mentioned problems, this paper introduces Interacting
Multiple Model into SLAM research and applies the non-linear IMM-SLAM
algorithm. The EFK algorithm is used to linearize the non-linear model and
multiple linear Gaussian models are built for interaction. In this way, the latest
observation value can be drawn on, which makes the estimate of the system closer
to the posterior probability distribution. Besides, the problem about the non-linear
and non-Gaussian properties of a system can also be solved so that the suggested
algorithm can be used for robot SLAM in the changeable natural environment.

54.2 System Description

The described SLAM system state is formed by the robot’s pose and the observed
coordinates of the landmarks in the static environments. The joint state vector at
the k moment is shown as:

xk ¼ xvk; yvk; hrk; x1; y1; . . .; xN ; yN½ �T¼ xvk

n

� �
ð54:1Þ

In (54.1), xvk; yvk;uvk stand for the position and heading of the robot in
two-dimensional space respectively. The map is static. Notice that the map param-

eters n ¼ x1; y1; . . .; xN ; yN½ �T do not have a time subscript as they are modeled as
stationary. The robot’s movement model is rolling motion constraints [1].

xk ¼ fvðxvk�1; ukÞ ¼
xvk�1 þ vkDT cosðhrk�1 þ GkÞ
yvk�1 þ vkDT sinðhrk�1 þ GkÞ

hrk�1 þ vkDT
B sinðGkÞ

2
4

3
5 ð54:2Þ

In (54.2), the time interval between k � 1 and k is DT , the velocity vk and the
steering angle Gk are constants and they consist of the controlled vector

uk ¼ vk;Gk½ �T, The wheelbase between the front and rear axles is B.
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The observation model is given by

zik ¼ hiðxkÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � xvkÞ2 þ ðyi � yvkÞ2

q
arctan yi�yvk

xi�xvk
� hrk

" #
ð54:3Þ

54.3 The Non-Linear IMM Algorithm for SLAM

The traditional Interacting Multiple Model algorithm applies Kalman Filter to the
filtering of each model. All of these models are linear. The non-linear Interacting
Multiple Model algorithm for SLAM put forward in this paper employs the
Extended Kalman Filter algorithm to first filter each model and then integrate the
estimated values of the filtering for each model, and finally to get an overall
estimated value.

54.3.1 The Interacting Multiple Model Algorithm

The Interacting Multiple Model algorithm is an effective hybrid estimate formula.
Each cycle of IMM algorithm includes four steps: model condition reinitialization;
filtering calculation; model probability update and estimate fusion. The system
discussed in this paper is composed of the process model in (54.2) and the
observation model in (54.3). For IMM algorithm, see [5].

54.3.2 The Non-Linear Interacting Multiple Model Algorithm
for SLAM

The non-linear Interacting Multiple Model algorithm [6] for SLAM includes five
steps: model condition reinitialization; model condition filtering and data associ-
ation; model probability update; estimate fusion; state augmentation and map
building. For the algorithm, see Fig. 54.1.

Step 1 Model condition reinitialization.

(1) Hybrid probability

li;j
k�1jk�1 ¼

def
pðmðiÞk�1jm

ðjÞ
k ; Z

k�1Þ ¼ 1
�cj
pijl

ðiÞ
k�1 ð54:4Þ

In (54.4), �cj ¼
Pr
i¼1

pijl
ðiÞ
k�1.
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(2) Hybrid estimate

^̂x
ðjÞ
k�1jk�1 ¼

def
Eðxk�1jmðjÞk ; Z

k�1Þ ¼
Xr

i¼1

x̂
ðiÞ
k�1jk�1l

ði;jÞ
k�1jk�1

P̂
ðjÞ
k�1jk�1 ¼

Xr

i¼1

P
ðiÞ
k�1jk�1 þ ðx̂

ðiÞ
k�1jk�1 � ^̂x

ðjÞ
k�1jk�1Þðx̂

ðiÞ
k�1jk�1 � ^̂x

ðjÞ
k�1jk�1Þ

T
h i

lði;jÞk�1jk�1

ð54:5Þ

Step 2 Model condition filtering.

(1) State predication

x̂
ðiÞ
kjk�1 ¼ F

ðiÞ
k�1

^̂x
ðiÞ
k�1jk�1 þ CðiÞk�1 �xðiÞk�1

P
ðiÞ
kjk�1 ¼ F

ðiÞ
k�1P̂

ðiÞ
k�1jk�1ðF

ðiÞ
k�1Þ

T þ CðiÞk�1Q
ðiÞ
k�1ðC

ðiÞ
k�1Þ

T
ð54:6Þ

(2) Data association

Data association applies the Nearest-Neighbor approach put forward by Singer
[7], and divides observation z into associated observation zk and the observation of
new landmark znk.

)1(
1|1

ˆ̂
−− kkx

)(
1|1

ˆ̂ m
kk −−x

)1(
1|ˆ −kkx

)(
1|ˆ m

kk −x

)1(
|ˆ kkx

)(
1|ˆ m

kk −x

kk |µ1| −kkµ

z

z

z

FILTER
REINITIA-
LIZATION

ESTIMATE
FUSION

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

MODEL 1 BASED FILTER

MODEL m BASED FILTER

FILTER BANK

kk|x̂

CONTINUOUS 
PART

DISCRETE 
PART

Fig. 54.1 Non-linear interacting multiple model algorithm scheme
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zðiÞ ¼ zðiÞk zðiÞnk

h iT

ð54:7Þ

(3) Residuals and covariance matrix predication

~zðiÞk ¼ zk � HðiÞk x̂ðiÞkjk�1 � �mðiÞk

SðiÞk ¼ HðiÞk PðiÞkjk�1ðH
ðiÞ
k Þ
T þ RðiÞk

ð54:8Þ

Likelihood function

KðiÞk ¼ pðzkjmðiÞk ; Z
k�1Þ � p zkjmðiÞk ;

^̂x
ðiÞ
k�1jk�1; S

ðiÞ
k ðP

ðiÞ
k�1jk�1Þ

h i
ð54:9Þ

Under the assumption of Gaussian conditions

KðiÞk ¼ pðzkjmðiÞk ; Z
k�1Þ ¼Gauss

2pSðiÞk

��� ����1=2
exp �1

2
ð~zðiÞk Þ

T ðSðiÞk Þ
�1~zðiÞk

n o
ð54:10Þ

Filter update

K
ðiÞ
k ¼ P

ðiÞ
kjk�1ðH

ðiÞ
k Þ
T ðSðiÞk Þ

�1

x̂
ðiÞ
kjk ¼ x̂

ðiÞ
kjk�1 þK

ðiÞ
k ~z
ðiÞ
k

P
ðiÞ
kjk ¼ P

ðiÞ
kjk�1 �K

ðiÞ
k S
ðiÞ
k ðK

ðiÞ
k Þ
T

ð54:11Þ

Step 3 Model probability update.

lðiÞk ¼ pðmðiÞk jZkÞ ¼ 1
c
KðiÞk �ci ð54:12Þ

In (54.12), �ci ¼
Pr
j¼1

pjil
ðjÞ
k�1.

Step 4 Estimate fusion.

x̂kjk ¼
Xr

i¼1

x̂ðiÞkjkl
ðiÞ
k

Pkjk ¼
Xr

i¼1

PðiÞkjk þ ðx̂kjk � xðiÞkjkÞðx̂kjk � xðiÞkjkÞ
T

h i
lðiÞk

ð54:13Þ

Step 5 Map building.

xnew;i
k ¼ h�1ðzðiÞnk ; x

ðiÞ
vk Þ

x
ðiÞ
k ¼ x

ðiÞ
k xnew;i

k

h iT ð54:14Þ
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The suggested algorithm uses EKF algorithm to linearize the non-linear model
and adopts Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) to integrate the estimated value.
This approach has solved the problem of non-Gaussian statistical properties caused
by the parameter mutation.

54.4 Simulation and Analysis

The simulation environment is composed of randomly-generated landmarks.
The moving direction of the robot is controlled by 10 direction landmarks.
The experimental simulation uses the model in Eq. 54.2, with the process
noise Q0 ¼ diagðrV ; rcÞ ¼ diagð0:015; 0:15 � 180=piÞ, the observation noise
R0 ¼ diagðrr; rhÞ ¼ diagð0:005; 0:05 � 180=piÞ and the velocity of the robot
V ¼ 3m/s, T ¼ 0:025s. Data association adopts the Nearest-Neighbor approach,
with the maximal associated distance of 4 m, and the minimal of 25 m regarding
the new landmarks. This paper uses the robot pose root mean square (RMS) errors
[8] as the standard to judge the advantages and disadvantages of algorithms.
The simulation of the robot SLAM is shown in Fig. 54.2.

Fig. 54.2 The simulation of the robot SLAM
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(1) Simulation of the process noise mutation

There are three model sets [9], and the process noises are Q0; 100Q0; 500Q0.
The paths of the robot are divided into nine sections and are numbered from 1 to
10 according to the time. The changes of process noises are as follows: in the range
of 1–2, 2–3, 4–5, 6–7, and 8–9 the process noise is Q0;in the range of 3–4 and 7–8,
the process noise is 100Q0; in the range of 5–6 and 9–10 the process noise is
500Q0.When process noise mutation occurs, the robot pose RMS is shown in
Fig. 54.3.

Analysis: 200 Monte Carlo simulations were conducted respectively in the
experiment. From Fig. 54.3, it can be seen that with the increase of process noise
covariance, the robot pose RMS also increases. But in the range of 2–3, 4–5, 6–7,
and 8–9, when the statistical property of process noises mutates, RMS, according
to the EKF-SLAM algorithm, increases dramatically. When suggested algorithm is
used, the curve of robot pose RMS is smoother than that of the EKF-SLAM
algorithm, and does not diverge as a result of the process noise mutation. When
process noise mutates, the comparison of RMS errors shows that the suggested
algorithm is robust than EKF-SLAM algorithm and Fast-SLAM algorithm. See
Table 54.1:

(2) Simulation of the observation noise mutation

There are three model sets [9], and the observation noises are R0; 100R0;
400R0. The changes of observation noises are as follows: in the range of 1–2, 3–4,
5–6, 7–8 and 9–10, the observation noise is R0; in the range of 2–3, 6–7, and 8–9,

Fig. 54.3 The robot pose
RMS as process noise
mutation occurs

Table 54.1 The comparison of RMS errors when process noise mutation occurs

Items/
algorithms

EKF–SLAM
algorithm

Non-linear
IMM–SLAM algorithm

RMS ratio = non-linear IMM–SLAM/
EKF–SLAM (%)

RMS peak
value

0.028 0.011 39.3

RMS mean
value

0.014 0.0075 53.6
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the observation noise is 100R0; in the range of 4–5, the observation noise is 400R0.
When observation noise mutation occurs, the robot pose RMS is shown in
Fig. 54.4.

Analysis: 200 Monte Carlo simulations were conducted respectively in the
experiment. When statistical properties of the observation noise mutate, the robot
pose RMS, according to the EKF–SLAM algorithm, increases dramatically and its
curve is not smooth. The Fast-SLAM algorithm diverges due to the statistical
property mutation. But when the suggested algorithm is used, the curve of robot
pose RMS is smooth and below the curve of the EKF–SLAM algorithm. When
observation noise mutates, the comparison of RMS errors shows that the suggested
algorithm is robust than EKF–SLAM algorithm and Fast-SLAM algorithm. See
Table 54.2:

(3) Simulation of process noise mutation and observation noise mutation at dif-
ferent periods of time

In the unknown environment, the statistical properties of both process noise and
observation noise are likely to mutate. According to the suggested algorithm, there
are five model sets [9]. Model 1: the process noise is Q0 and the observation noise
is R0; model 2: the process noise is Q0 and the observation noise is 100R0;
model 3: the process noise is 500Q0 and the observation noise is R0; model 4: the
process noise is Q0 and the observation noise is 400R0; model 5: the process noise
is 100Q0 and the observation noise is R0. Then the simulation of robot SLAM can
be conducted according to those five models.

Fig. 54.4 The robot pose
RMS as observation noise
mutation occurs

Table 54.2 The comparison of RMS errors when observation noise mutation occurs

Items/
algorithms

EKF–SLAM
algorithm

Non-linear IMM–
SLAM algorithm

RMS ratio = non-linear IMM–SLAM/
EKF–SLAM (%)

RMS peak
value

0.11 0.05 45.5

RMS mean
value

0.078 0.033 42.3
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In the process of simulation, the changes of the assumption of process noise and
observation noise are as follows:

QðkwÞ ¼
Q0 : kw ¼ ð1� 3Þ; ð4� 5Þ; ð6� 7Þ; ð8� 9Þf g

100Q0 : kw ¼ ð3� 4Þ; ð7� 8Þf g
500Q0 : kw ¼ ð5� 6Þ; ð9� 10Þf g

8<
:

RðkwÞ ¼
R0 : kw ¼ ð1� 2Þ; ð3� 4Þ; ð5� 6Þ; ð7� 8Þ; ð9� 10Þf g

100R0 : kw ¼ ð2� 3Þ; ð6� 7Þ; ð8� 9Þf g
400R0 : kw ¼ ð4� 5Þf g

8<
:

Here kw is the subscript of the path the robot took. When process noise and
observation noise mutate at the same time, the robot RMS is shown in Fig. 54.5.

Analysis: 200 Monte Carlo simulations were conducted respectively in the
experiment. As is shown in Fig. 54.5, when process noise mutation and obser-
vation noise mutation occur at the same time, the Fast-SLAM algorithm diverges
due to the statistical property mutation. When non-linear IMM-SLAM algorithm is
used, the curve of robot pose RMS is smoother than that of the EKF-SLAM
algorithm, and is completely below the curve of the EKF-SLAM algorithm. When
the process noise and observation noise mutate at the same time, the comparison of
RMS errors shows that the suggested algorithm is robust than EKF-SLAM algo-
rithm and Fast-SLAM algorithm. See Table 54.3:

The simulation results shows that the filtering effect of a single model Kalman
filter is not good and even cause the system to diverge for fixed model. The system

Fig. 54.5 The robot RMS as
process noise and observation
noise mutate at the same time

Table 54.3 The comparison of RMS errors when both process noise mutation and observation
noise mutation occur

Items/
algorithms

EKF–SLAM
algorithm

Non-linear IMM–
SLAM algorithm

RMS ratio = non-linear IMM–SLAM/
EKF–SLAM (%)

RMS peak
value

0.061 0.048 78.7

RMS mean
value

0.038 0.031 81.6
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state estimation by IMM filter is more accurate than a single model Kalman filter.
The best simulation results will occur only if the system model parameters are
consistent with the real model parameters.

54.5 Conclusion

The non-linear IMM-SLAM algorithm was put forward in this paper to solve the
problem of statistical property mutation of the system. This algorithm linearizes
the SLAM non-linear model and uses IMM algorithm of multiple EKF-SLAM
model to make predication, observation, data association, update, estimate fusion
and map building concerning robot pose. The suggested algorithm can still be used
for precise localization and mapping when system parameters mutate and thus
expands the scope of robot simultaneous localization and mapping. The Monte
Carlo simulations were conducted when process noise mutation and observation
mutation occur respectively or they occur at the same time. The analyses of the
simulation results show that the suggested algorithm is better than EKF-SLAM
algorithm and Fast-SLAM algorithm.
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Chapter 55
Scalable Stereo Video Coding Scheme
Based on H.264/MPEG-4 MVC

Kexin Zhang, Zongze Wu, Shengli Xie and Rong Wu

Abstract Traditional stereo video coding scheme can not adapt to different net
conditions and terminals for the single layer coding method, in this paper, a
scalable stereo video coding scheme based on H.264/MPEG-4 MVC was
proposed. The proposed scheme which takes full consideration of binocular
suppression theory, encodes stereo video in multi-layers with good stereoscopic
perception, so the stereo video application can adapt to various networks and
terminals. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves better
scalability and maintains stereoscopic perception as good as possible.

Keywords Stereo video � H.264/MPEG-4 MVC � Binocular suppression �
Scalable coding

55.1 Introduction

Stereo video applications have achieved great development in recent years, this is
mainly due to the push from two factors. The first one is the development of
technology, with the development of display technology, signal processing,
transmission technology, and circuit design, three-dimensional video is being
introduced to home through various channels, including Blu-Ray, disc, cable and
satellite transmission, terrestrial broadcast, and streaming and download through
the Internet. The other one is the notable increase in the production of 3D content,
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more and more films will have 3D feature releases is a good proof. At the present
stage stereo video is consist of two or more views, which means the video contains
more data than traditional single view video, so efficient video compression
scheme becomes more and more important. Compare to independent coding of
each view, multiview video coding (MVC) [1, 2] exploits not only the redun-
dancies that exist temporally between the frames within a given view, but also the
similarities between frames of neighboring views, so a reduction in bit rate can be
achieved without sacrificing the reconstructed video quality, which means MVC
gets a much higher compression ratio than encode each view independently. In
consideration of the high compression ratio, MVC has become the first choice
in stereo video coding. In 1996, the international video coding standard
H.262/MPEG-2 Video was amended to support the coding of multiview video [3],
however the multiview extension of H.262/MPEG-2 Video was never deployed in
actual products due to the limitation of technology at that time. And later inter-
national video coding standard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [4] also introduced its MVC
design [5, 6] as an extension. As the most recent stereo video coding standard,
H.264/MVC adopts inter-view prediction and keeps compatible with the key
technique in H.264/AVC, by doing this, H.264/MVC achieved good compression
performance, which means up to 50% savings in bit rate.

In addition to MVC, more and more researchers began to study asymmetric
coding scheme which is based on the binocular suppression theory [7]. Binocular
suppression theory derives from Lew Stelmach and Wa James Ta’s research
in literature [7], they studied the response of human visual system to
mixed-resolution stereo video. In the study, one eye view was spatially or
temporally low-pass filtered, the other view remained unchanged, then the tests on
overall quality, sharpness, and sensation of depth were given, compared to the case
where both views remained unchanged, it was found that spatial filtering produced
better results: the overall sensation of depth was unaffected by low-pass filtering,
while ratings of quality and of sharpness were strongly weighted towards the eye
with the greater spatial resolution. By comparison, temporal filtering produced
unacceptable results: field averaging and drop-and-repeat frame conditions yielded
images with poor quality and sharpness, even though perceived depth was rela-
tively unaffected. That is the binocular suppression theory, based on the theory,
Heribert Brust and Alijoscha Smolic pointed out that in a stereo sequence, where
the quality of left eye and right eye view differ, the perceived binocular quality
was rated close to the better one [8]. Taking full consideration of the theory,
asymmetric coding scheme encode one view of the stereoscopic pair with lower
quality to obtain high compression efficiency, while the perceptual quality
degradation for the stereoscopic display can be negligible by human eyes.

Even so, the schemes above still didn’t change the status that stereo video
contains too many data and has high requirements for network and terminals. So
we propose a scalable stereo video coding scheme, by which stereo video appli-
cation can adapt to different networks and terminals. The proposed scheme is
based on H.264/MVC, takes full consideration of the binocular suppression theory,
and generates scalable stereoscopic bit stream, meanwhile maintains stereoscopic
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perception as good as possible. The generated bit stream can be divided into a base
layer and multiple enhancement layers, so the decoder can select part of the bit
stream to decode as needed, that is to say when the terminal capacity is poor or the
available bandwidth is not enough, select less bit stream to transfer and display,
otherwise, select more bit stream to transfer and display. By scalable coding, the
generated stereo video bit stream can be adjusted to different terminals and
networks.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 55.1 gives the encoding struc-
ture. Section 55.2 explains the hierarchical coding strategies adopted by this
scheme. Section 55.3 describes the experimental results in detail. Concluding
remarks are given in Sect. 55.4.

55.2 Encoding Structure

Based on the binocular suppression theory, more and more scholars began to study
stereo video asymmetric coding in order to improve coding efficiency. In literature
[9], a spatially down sampling process is directly performed for right view before
inter-view prediction. In Ref. [10], regionally adaptive filtering had been proposed
to obtain low-resolution right view. In Ref. [11], full-resolution left images and
down-sampled right images are encoded to improve the coding efficiency with low
computational complexity. However, none of these methods considered encoding
stereoscopic video hierarchically based on the theory to get the adaptation to
network and terminal. Based on the research of Stelmach and Wa James, this paper
presents a scalable stereo video coding scheme. The scheme encodes the left view
of a stereoscopic video in single-layer, and the right view in multi-layers, to
provide scalable features, meanwhile maintains stereoscopic perception as good as
possible. In consideration of Stelmach and Wa James Ta’s research, we just
hierarchically encode the right view in quality domain, and not do this in temporal
domain.

This scheme is based on H.264/MVC stereo high profile, but the hierarchical
idea also applies to H.264/MVC multiview high profile. The scheme keeps the bit
stream format and encoding methods of left view unchanged, encodes the right
view in quality domain hierarchically, and generates scalable video bit stream to
support the various network and terminals. The encoding structure is shown in
Fig. 55.1.

As the Figure shown, the data of left view is decomposed in temporal domain
and then encoded by traditional single-layer coding method, while the right view
data is transformed, gradually quantized, then the generated DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) coefficients are divided into several parts, at last the generated bit
stream is grouped into luma bit stream and chroma bit stream in order to achieve
more truncation points in the bit stream. The generated bit stream by this scheme
can be arbitrarily truncated, so we can select appropriate bit stream to transmit and
decode according to the specific application.
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55.3 Strategies for Scalable Codingscalable coding

The proposed scheme adopts four strategies for scalable coding, including pro-
gressive quantization, writing DCT coefficients into several slices, abandoning the
chroma components, discarding the right view. All the four strategies will be
explained in detail in the following subsections.

55.3.1 Progressive Quantization

The difference between progressive quantization and traditional quantization is
that we would have just one quantization coefficient with the traditional quanti-
zation, while as to the progressive quantization, we firstly quantize the transform
coefficient with a large quantization step to get a coarse coefficient, and then
quantize the residuals formed by the last quantification with a smaller quantization
step. By repeating the above steps we finally get more than one coefficient. In the
process of progressive quantization, the transform coefficient before quantization
is gradually approximated, the process is given by Formula 55.1:

D ¼ �ða1Q1 þ a2Q2 þ � � � þ anQnÞ ð55:1Þ

In the formula, D is the DCT coefficient, Qn is the nth quantizer’s quantization
step and an is the generated quantization coefficient. By the way of progressive
quantization, we can encode the DCT coefficients hierarchically. For instance,
when we just get Q1 and a1, then the reconstructed value Dr from inverse quan-
tization is a rough value of the DCT coefficient D, but when get more quantization
coefficients, the reconstructed value Dr could be a approximate value of D, that
is to say the more quantization coefficients we get, the closer the reconstructed
value Dr is to the original DCT coefficient D. So the quantization coefficients
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a1; a2; . . .; anf g can be encoded respectively to generate different bit stream layers,
the bit stream generated by a1 works as the basic layer, and the other bit stream
work as enhancement layers. According to the idea of progressive quantization,
this paper quantizes the DCT coefficients by an N-order quantizer, where the N can
be changed as needed, and the process of progressive quantization is shown in
Fig. 55.2.

55.3.2 Encoding DCT Coefficient Slices

Discrete Cosine Transform has always been the important technique in video and
image compression. In the latest international video coding standard H.264/AVC,
integer transform based on DCT has be adopted as the key module. The DCT of a
two-dimensional N 9 N matrix f (x, y) is defined as Formula 55.2:

Fðu; vÞ ¼ 2
N

XN�1

x¼0

XN�1

y¼0

f ðx; yÞ � cos[
p

2N
ð2x + 1)u� � cos[

p
2N
ð2y + 1)v�

u; v ¼ 0; 1; 2. . .;N � 1

According to the formula, we can see that the DCT coefficients correspond to
different frequency respectively, and can be generally divide into low frequency,
medium frequency and high frequency coefficients. As the low-frequency
coefficients contain more information of original signal, so the corresponding
reconstructed image is similar to the original image, while high-frequency coef-
ficients represent the details of original image. According to this feature of DCT,
we can divide the DCT coefficients into several slices, each slice contains some
specific frequency coefficients, and then the slices are encoded into different
layers. By this way, the generated bit stream can be divided into several layers,
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so the decoder can reconstruct the video according to the layers obtained. That is
to say, when we get the layer that just contains low-frequency coefficients, the
medium-frequency and high-frequency coefficients will be set to zero in the
process of decoding; and when we get layers that contain low-frequency and
medium-frequency coefficients, the high-frequency coefficients will be set to zero.
In conclusion, the missing coefficients will be set to zero before inverse DCT in
decoding process. A typical partitioning strategy [12] of DCT coefficients is shown
in Fig. 55.3.

The method shown in Fig. 55.3, divides the DCT coefficients which are zigzag
scanned into three slices as {0,1,2,3}, {4,5,6,7}, and {8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15}, then
the slices are encoded into three layers. If some of the layers are missing, the
missing part will be set to zero in decoding process. In the practical system, DCT
coefficients can be divided into 1–16 slices, not limited to the three slices shown in
the figure.

55.3.3 Abandoning Chroma Components

The raw video for compression is generally in the format of YUV (4:2:0), in this
format the video is consist of three components, Y (luma component), U, V
(chroma components), where the Y component represents the video’s luma
information, and U, V components contain the chroma information. The proposed
scheme in this paper packages the bit stream of luma component and chroma
components separately, so the generated bit stream can be divided into different
layers, which makes it possible to abandon the chroma components if necessary.
Taking full consideration of the binocular suppression theory, this scheme aban-
dons the chroma components of right view in the case that the storage space or
available bandwidth is not enough, and then the decoded right view will be gray
image. The reconstructed right views before and after abandoning chroma com-
ponents are shown in Fig. 55.4.
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55.3.4 Discarding Right View

The stereo video at this stage is generally consisted of two views, the right view
and the left view, when one of the views is missing, the stereo video will degrade
into 2-D video. The scheme proposed in this paper is based on H.264/MVC, and
the inter-view prediction process is shown in Fig. 55.5:

From the Figure we can see that the left view is selected as references by the
right view at a particular time, while the right view is never selected by left view,
so discarding the right view will not influence the left view in decoding process.
Based on this, the proposed scheme discards the right view in the case that the
storage space or available bandwidth is so limited, and then the 3-D video will
degrade into 2-D video.

55.4 Experimental Results

The proposed scheme which is based on H.264/MVC realizes the scalable coding of
stereo video by adopting the strategies explained in Sect. 55.3, meanwhile the
scheme keeps stereoscopic perception as good as possible by taking full consider-
ation of the binocular suppression theory. The experimental results are given in this
section in the case of six layers quantization, dividing the DCT coefficients into three
slices, packaging the bit stream of luma and chroma component separately, and
discarding the right view if necessary. However the number of quantization layers
and DCT coefficients slices can be changed as needed, the experimental results are
similar, so we just give the experimental results in the case above.
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In the experiment, the six quantization steps correspond to the steps in
H.264/AVC when quantization parameters are 51, 48, 42, 36, 30, 24 respectively.
The DCT coefficients are written into three slices as shown in Fig. 55.3. The raw
videos for encoded are cactus.yuv and car.yuv. The resolutions of left and right
views are both 600 9 480. The R–D (rate-distortion) curve based on the truncation
points’ bit rates and PSNR is shown in Fig. 55.6. Since the PSNR parameter makes
no sense in the case of discarding chroma components or right view, so the two
truncation points whose scalable performance will be evaluated in the subjective
tests were not shown in the R–D curve.

In Fig. 55.6,‘ ? ’ and ‘o’ represent the truncation points. From the truncation
points’ bit rates and PSNR, we can see that the proposed scheme realizes the
scalable coding of stereo video, the generated bit stream has many truncation
points which correspond to different bit rates and PNSR. The quality of recon-
structed video is proportional to the obtained bit stream, which means the more
bit stream we get the better video we reconstruct. Considering the subjective
perceived feature of 3D video, besides the rate-distortion experiment above, we
will give the subjective evaluation experiment in the following part.

In the subjective evaluation experiment, part of the generated bit stream was
selected to reconstruct the videos (Car and cactus), and then the quality, depth
and sharpness of the reconstructed videos were evaluated by three groups of
viewers severally. The evaluation standard was based on ITU-R Recommendation
BT.500-11[13], and had five levels, excellent, good, fair, poor and bad which
corresponded to [8, 10], [6, 8], [4, 6], [2, 4], [2, 0] on a scale of 0–10. In the
experiment we selected nine pieces of bit stream which was respectively corre-
sponding to the truncation points 1–7 in the R-D curve, abandoning the chroma
components (named as 8) and discarding the right view (named as 9). The three
groups were all consisted of 20 viewers: ten males and ten females, all the viewers
should have normal visual sensitivity and language skills. The evaluation results
(average value) given by the three groups were shown in Tables 55.1 and 55.2.

Fig. 55.6 Rate-distortion curve. a R–D curve of right view; b R-D curve of the stereo
video(adding left view)
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From Table 55.1 and Table 55.2 we can see that, along with the decrease of the
bit rate from truncation point 1 to 8, the depth information of the video got a little
loss, and the evaluations of quality and sharpness information declined from
excellent to poor. The evaluation results prove that the proposed scheme realizes
the scalable coding of stereo video, and meanwhile keeps stereoscopic perception
as good as possible. As for truncation point 9, the stereo video degraded into 2-D
video for the reason of discarding the right view. All in all, from the tables, we can
see that the more bit stream we get the better video we reconstruct.

From the results of the rate-distortion experiment and subjective evaluation
experiment, it can be found that the proposed scheme realizes the scalable coding
of stereo video, and maintains good stereoscopic perception, the generated bit
stream can be truncated as needed to adapt to different networks and terminals.

55.5 Conclusions

For the large data quantity, stereo video occupies too many resources (available
bandwidth and computation capacity) when transmitted and displayed, so encode
the stereo video hierarchically to adapt to various networks and terminals is very
important. Based on H.264/MVC, the proposed scheme takes full consideration of

Table 55.1 Subjective evaluation results (Car)

Truncation points Bit rate Depth Quality Sharpness

1 10768 9.83 9.76 9.50
2 8732.3 9.59 9.01 9.21
3 6590.8 8.79 8.56 8.46
4 4828.1 8.68 7.65 7.10
5 4326.2 8.60 6.56 6.30
6 4104.4 8.41 5.68 5.25
7 4039.9 8.32 4.86 4.12
8 4006.8 8.18 3.12 3.56
9 3957.6 2-D video 9.75 9.63

Table 55.2 Subjective evaluation results (Cactus)

Truncation points Bit rate Depth Quality Sharpness

1 4410.7 9.85 9.89 9.84
2 3599.9 9.45 9.40 8.96
3 2592.2 8.86 8.79 8.51
4 1900.8 8.43 7.95 7.62
5 1664.1 8.39 6.98 6.10
6 1479.7 8.24 6.01 5.11
7 1409 8.18 5.89 4.16
8 1399.8 8.08 3.10 3.46
9 1384.7 2-D video 9.85 9.79
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the binocular suppression theory, just encodes the right view of stereo video
hierarchically. By doing this, the scheme realizes the scalable coding of stereo
video, and maintains stereoscopic perception as good as possible, the stereo video
encoded by this scheme can adapt to various application environment.
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Chapter 56
Study About the Influence on the
Numerical Analysis of Pump Restoration
Scheme to the Saline Groundwater by
Water Sensitivity

Zhi-Yong Han, Wei Li, Feng-lin Tang and Ling Lu

Abstract Based on analyzing and approximating the graphic and hydrogeology
conditions of the saline water distribution area, a quantity and quality solute
numerical model is set up by generalizing the hydrogeology conditions of the
study area. Then numerical analysis of different pumping restoration schemes
ignoring and considering the water sensitivity of aquifers are put forward to
simulate and analyze for the saline groundwater at upper reach of the impenetrable
wall by groundwater simulation software-Visual-MODFLOW 4.1. The results
indicate that the pumping scheme is very efficient to remove the high concentra-
tion saline groundwater; for the schemes ignoring water sensitivity of aquifers,
the saline groundwater body fall back to the shallow aquifer at upper reach of
the impenetrable wall after 36 months pumping with 3073.40 9 104 m3 saline
groundwater is pumped, the remaining saline groundwater area with concentration
of Cl- over 450 mg/l is 5.85 km2; but for the schemes considering water sensitivity
of aquifers, the saline groundwater body fall back to the edge of the impenetrable
wall after 24 months pumping with 2342.11 9 104 m3 saline groundwater is
pumped, the remaining saline groundwater area with concentration of Cl- below
450 mg/l is 1.07 km2.

Keywords Water sensitivity � Saline groundwater � Restoration schemes �
Numerical analysis
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56.1 Introduction

The shortage of fresh water resource caused by seawater intrusion had become an
important constraining factor for the development of coastal cities. Seawater
intrusion occurs in more than 200 km2 of freshwater aquifers in Shandong coastal
area, with more than 4.5 million acres of farmland were affected [1]. The lower
reaches area of Dagu River was the most important water supply sources for
Qingdao area with 60–70% fresh water supply for Qingdao, Jiaozhou and Lancun
cities. But, accompanied with the exhaustive exploitation since 1980–1998, sea-
water intrusion phenomenon had been the most serious threat for the water
resource this region and the distribution of saline groundwater had been over
70 km2 today. It resulted in the exhaustion of freshwater resource in the south and
southeast of this area and the increase of the cost of industrial water. For example,
the cost for water desalination in Jiaozhou Power Plant was over RMB1.6 million/
a. Meanwhile, large areas of agricultural land barren and the local agriculture had
been seriously affected because there was no fresh water for irrigation [2].

There were many project examples for the the recovery and management of
underground water. As in the early 1970s, the United States (Coe, 1972) of Oxnard
Valley pumping systems was succeed in removing the saline of underground water
after 7 months of operation, with the pumping distance of 200 m and single-well
out of water 5,700 m3/d. In addition, the pumping regions—water injection system
in Palo Alto, California, United States, was a successful example with water
curtain (adding the treated wastewater, 2,500 m3/d) was established in downstream
of the salt water body in order to cut off the source of salt water. Saline
groundwater was pumped out (4,500 m3/d), and the water which contains less
chlorides was recycled [3]. Besides, seawater desalination technology, such as
reverse osmosis technology, was employed by the United States and Israel to deal
with saline groundwater, and turned the salt water into usable water and even
potable water [4]. In China, research about this issue remained mostly in idealized
mathematical modeling or in creating small projects to prevent the expansion of
saline water in the aquifer. For example, Li and Mao [5] carried out mathematical
simulation of the salt water recovery and improvement for single-well injection,
the saline water body was characterized by homogeny, isotropic homogeneity and
single aquifer. The water injection rate of single-well injection is 1.4 m3/s. After
the operation for 4 months, underground saline water was forced back to the
impenetrable wall in the vicinity. Furthermore, Zhuyou Town in Laizhou City,
water drainage along the coast was excavated to prevent the further expansion of
saline water by underground fresh water curtain which was formed during rain-
water infiltration [6]. But these programes, both in engineering practice and
numerical analysis, did not consider water sensitivity caused by fresh water when
it flowed into aquifer to replace the original saline water. Water sensitivity, which
was a complicated hydro-geochemical phenomenon, had been discovered for more
than 70 years. It could be described that when the low concentration saline water
or fresh water flowed into the aquifer to replace the high concentrations one, the
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permeability of aquifers declined quickly and abruptly and even made some of the
aquifers became an impermeable one. Based on the studies of the water sensitivity
[7–10], considered the water sensitivity characteristic of different aquifers at the
downstream of Dagu River, a mathematical simulation model for the saline water
pumping restoration scheme was founded and simulated by the Visual MOD-
FLOW-4.1 in this paper.

56.2 Natural Geographical and Hydro-Geochemical
Conditions

56.2.1 Natural Geography

Dagu River, which was one of the major rivers in Shandong Peninsula, running out
of the Fushan Mountain in Zhaoyuan city, flowed through Zhaoyuan, Yexian,
Laixi, Pingdu, Jimo and Jiaozhou, eastwards into Jiaodong Bay. The annual
average temperature was 12.5�C, annual average precipitation was 687.5 mm, and
average annual evaporation was 600 mm. The saline ground water area was
14.96 km2, and it located in the downstream of Dagu River, 12 km north of
Jiaozhou Bay.

56.2.2 Hydrological and Geological Conditions

Hydro-geological conditions, including the occurrence, recharge, discharge and
water chemistry characteristics of groundwater, are the most important controlling
factors of the ground water movement.

56.2.2.1 Occurrence of Groundwater

The ground water of the study area mainly located in the loose ancient river
sediments of the Quaternary (Q), and the aquifer was the alluvial–alluvial type
with the significant double-layer structure. The upper formation of the aquifer
mainly was clay sand (part was sandy clay and clunch) and the thickness of which
was 2–5 m with many skylights; the lower one was sand and sand gravel, and the
thickness of which was 5–8 m which had strong permeability and water yield
property. At the edge of the ancient riverbed, sand and gravel aquifer became
gradually to thin even pinching out, meanwhile, the property of water yield
weakened to disappear (Fig. 56.1).
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56.2.2.2 Recharge and Discharge of Groundwater

Atmospheric precipitation and river infiltration were the main recharging sources
of the ground water in this region, and the industrial, agricultural and domestic
water explorations were the major discharging pathways of groundwater. The
hydraulic relationship between the river and the ground water was very close-knit
of recharging and discharging each other. Limited by the impact of groundwater
hydraulic gradient (about 1/2,000), the seepage velocity of ground water was very
low which resulted in the recharging and discharging quantity was very limited.

56.2.2.3 Chemical Characteristics of the Ground Water

Ground water within the study area was terrestrial lixiviation phreatic water.
HCO3- and Cl- were the main anion, Ca2+ and Na+ were the main cations. The
concentration of chloride in the ground water was less than 100 mg/l, and min-
eralization of the ground water was 0.3–0.5 g/l; after the saline water intrusion, the
chemistry ion characteristic of anions and cations in groundwater changed to
chloride and sodium respectively. The concentration of chloride in the ground
water increased by 600–800 mg/l and the mineralization of the water increased
greater than 2.0 g/l. The concentration of chloride in the ground water increased
with the depth above 2.5 m, and there was almost no change below the depth
of 2.5 m.

56.3 Mathematical Model and Calibration on Saline
Groundwater Restoration Scheme

56.3.1 Generalized Boundary Conditions

According to the current situation of the exploitation, the sea water intrusion area,
the location of impenetrable wall and the distribution of observation wells
group(water level and quality observation), the study area was demarcated, and the
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north boundary was Zhangjia Village to Xibeitun Village line, the south one
reached the impenetrable wall, the east and west one reached the edge of Dagu
River ancient valley. The total area was 95.74 Km2. The east and west boundary
was defined as the impervious boundary for the fact that the aquifer gradually got
thinner and pinched out. The impenetrable wall, with the depth 4–12 m and top
height 0 m above sea level, was built on the bedrock, and it was defined as
the constant head boundary because the water would pass though its top from
its upstream or downstream. The aquifer in the northern border was steady and
uniform and it connected with the upstream groundwater as a whole, which was
defined as fixed water quantity boundary.

56.3.2 Mathematical Modelling

According to the hydro-geological conditions of the study area, the transportation
of the solute in this phreatic aquifer matched to the following definite equation.

l oh
ot ¼ div ½Kðh� bÞ� gradh�W2; ðx; yÞ 2 G; T [ 0

Initial � condition : hjt¼0 ¼ h0ðx; yÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 G
Boundary � condition : hðx; y; tÞjC1 ¼ g1ðx; y; tÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 C1; t [ 0
½Kðh� bÞgradh� � n!jC2 ¼ �gðx; y; tÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 C2; t [ 0

8>><
>>:

ð56:1Þ

o
ot ½ðh� bÞ � C� ¼ 1

nRa
div½ðh� bÞDgradC� � 1

Ra
div½ðh� bÞVc� �W ;

ðx; yÞ 2 G; t [ 0
Initial � condition : Cðx; y; tÞjt¼0 ¼ C0ðx; yÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 G
Boundary � condition : Cðx; y; tÞjC1 ¼ f1ðx; y; tÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 C1; t [ 0
ðh� bÞðVc � DgradCÞ n!jC2 ¼ f2ðx; y; tÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 C2; t [ 0

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð56:2Þ

In the formula:
C0/C—the initial density and density ratio; n—porosity; W/W0—source/sink

(m3); h/b—top and bottom elevation (m); Ra—Reynolds number; D—coefficient
of hydrodynamic diffusion (m2/s); Vc—velocity of solute transportation (m/s).

56.3.3 Determination of Hydro-Geological Parameters

Hydro-geological parameters are the key factors of hydro-geological model. The
correctness and reasonableness of those parameters were directly related to the
accuracy of the model and credibility. Parameters used in the model included
diffusion coefficient, hydraulic conductivity, specific yield, coefficient of recharge
from precipitation, limited depth of evaporation. The data were from indoor and
field trials and showed in the Table 56.1.
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56.3.4 Initial Condition and Equilibrium

56.3.4.1 Initial Condition

Initial conditions mean the initial water level and chloride ion concentration of
the saline ground water. According to the observation material of the water
level and water quality, the saline water distribution area remained unchanged
since the second half of 1999 (after the impenetrable wall was accomplished).
But the chloride ion concentration of the surface saline water was in fluctuation
influenced by precipitation infiltration and molecular diffusion. In addition, the
level of groundwater in the saline water district was remained stable, and
the water level fluctuation which was generally less than 2 m was mainly
caused by precipitation. Therefore, the water level and chloride ion concen-
tration of groundwater on September 27, 1999 were taken as initial conditions
in the study area.

56.3.4.2 Equilibrium

(1) Rainfall discharge
The precipitation information which was collected during 1976–2010 at

Nancun Station indicated that the average annual precipitation in the study area
was 603.68 mm (Table 56.2).
(2) Agricultural extraction

According to the current level of agricultural production, during the restoration
of the saline water, the agriculture extraction was about 17.1 million m3/a in
the study area, including water for domestic water and township and village
enterprises (Table 56.2).

Table 56.1 Hydrogeology parameters

Soil/
parameter

Hydraulic
conductivity
(m/d)

Degree
of water
supply

Oozing
factor
of rain

(Limited
depth of
evaporation)
(m)

(Longitudinal/lateral
diffusion degree) (m)

Clay 0.01–0.05 0.002–0.05 0.1–0.15 6.21 –
Sandy clay 0.03–0.5 0.03–0.06 0.15–0.2 5.69 –

Clay sand 0.5–1.0 0.04–0.07 0.2–0.25 4.1 –
Slity sand 1.0–5.0 0.05–0.11 0.25–0.3 3.56 0.0856–0.8558/0.0086–0.0171
Medium sand 8.0–25.0 0.09–0.20 0.25–0.3 2.42 0.3423–1.7117/0.0859–0.1712

Coarse sand 20.0–25.0 0.15–0.25 0.25–0.3 2.42 0.3423–1.7117/0.0859–0.1712
Grail C50.0 0.20–0.35 C0.5 – 1.7117–8.5586/0.3424–1.7117
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(3) Industrial extraction
According to the industrial extraction in Dagu River in Jiaozhou city 1999, the

industrial exploitation quantity was determined as 9.93 million m3/a, monthly
distribution was showed in Table 56.2.
(4) River recharge

According to the actual measured information about the typical year of
Dagu River-1982 and 1985, we took 20,680 m3/d�km as river infiltration rate
of Dagu River in unit time and unit length in this study. In the study area, runoff
length of Dagu River was 21 km. In addition, according to the runoff conditions of
Dagu River during the calculation time, the recharge capacity of the river was 3.04
million m3/a in the simulation context.

56.3.5 Model Calculations and Calibration

According to the different lithology, the study region was subdivided into
different computational domain in the model (Fig. 56.2). By the calculation of
the groundwater simulation software-Visual-MODFLOW4.1, the study area was
divided into 7,344 units, and 4,259 units was the effective unit. The calibration
period of this model was from September 27, 1999 to September 27, 2010,
with the time step of 2 months and total calculation interval of 12 months.
In this calibration process, data on water quality obtained in the long-term
observation hole (Huang Jiatun and Wei Jiatun) at the depth of 2.5 m (water
quality changed little or remained unchanged below this depth) was fitted with
the concentration values obtained by the model data, and the results matched
perfectly (Fig. 56.3).
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56.4 Numerical Analysis of Pumping Restoration Scheme

56.4.1 Normal Pumping Scheme

Pumping scheme referred to pump the saline groundwater out of the aquifer and
drained it away. The basic idea was using the most reasonable exploitation layout,
the least extraction wells quantity and the shortest time, avoiding causing adverse
consequences of the geological environment phenomenon (land subsidence,
ground subsidence, etc.) to achieve the purpose of pumping out the saline water.
The impact of bottom topography was considered first of all when determined the
treatment schemes. It should made full use of terrain factors to pump the highest
concentration saline water in priority, and reduce the pollution scope of saline
water bodies.

In addition, considering the water level downstream the impenetrable wall
generally maintained at 1.5–2.0 m above the sea level, while the elevation of
the impenetrable wall roof was 0 m, there was a hydraulic connection between
the sea water and the saline water body. In the case of drainage, if there was
excessive pumping at the upstream of the impenetrable wall, it would result in
large quantity seawater flowing back again from the downstream and it was not
conducive to the implementation of restoration schemes. At the same time,
the interference between pumping wells should be reduced in order to improve
the pumping efficiency.

The pumping wells were laid on the saline water aquifers (thickness C5 m) in
the form of rectangular grid.

56.4.1.1 Single Well Pump Output and Well Spacing

According to the mining practices of the study area since 1981 and the pumping
and injection tests in this area, the initial pumping capacity of pumping wells
were desired as 1500 m3/d (during the pumping process, with the water head
reducing, it gradually reduced to 1000 m3/d and 500 m m3/d), single-well pump
output in the fringe of aquifer desired as 1000 and 500 m3/d, and the well
spacing as 300 m.
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56.4.2 Results Analysis

(1) Change of the saline water and mount of pumping
After 6 months, the area shrank by 0.76 km2; from the first 12 month to the

30 month, the average shrinking rate of the saline water body area was 3.81 km2/a;
at the 18 months the area of the saline water body reduced to 6.59 km2, and the
36 months, 5.85 km2, the chloride ion concentration most of the remaining saline
water in the aquifer was below 450 mg/l. At the end of this scheme, the shrinking
speed of the saline water body became very slowly (1.47 km2/a), and most of it
distributed in the thin edge of the study area which was not conductive to con-
centrated to be extracted (Fig. 56.4F).

(2) The cone of depression
The change of the distribution area of the cone of depression during the

pumping process was showed in the Table 56.4. In the 36 months of pumping
process, the scope of the cone remained expanding and the water level in funnel
center remained declining. However, the water level of the cone center in vertical
changed abruptly in the first 6 months (1.383 m). Subsequently, the lowest water
level of the cone was stabled at 14 m. At the end of the third year, the area of the
cone (-2 m water line) had spread to 24.21 km2 (Tables 56.3 and 56.4).

56.4.3 Pumping Scheme Considering the Water Sensitivity

Because of extracting the ground saline water can cause the later be recharged by
the freash water, resulting in the typical lithology of the aquifer to produce water-
sensitive, dramatic changes in its permeability. At this point the sensitive data of
the model will use the data which has been tested and after the occurrence of the
sensitivity of water (Table 56.5).

56.4.3.1 The Pumping Capacity of Single Well and the Amount of Well
Spacing

The same as the 4.1.1.

56.4.3.2 The Analysis of the Results

(1) The dynamics change of saline water distribution area
After pumping for 6 and 12 months, the area change of the saline water was as

same as the scheme one, because the funnel has not yet reached the interface of
saline and fresh water, and the water sensitivity did not happened at the transition
zone aquifer. At the later of the 12 months, the funnel range expanded to the west
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Table 56.3 Statistics of salinewater scope and total pumping quantity

Time 0 6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months

Distribution area
of the saltwat
(km2)

14.96 14.21 12.39 10.51 8.49 6.59 5.85

Shrinking speed
(km2/a)

– 1.51 3.63 3.76 4.04 3.81 1.47

Total pumping
capacity
(104 m3)

– 1028.30 1963.90 2356.20 2632.11 2871.94 3073.40
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and the northern border and reached the freshwater zone. Then, under pressure of
the water head, the fresh ground water started flooding into the saline water aquifer
to replace the latter which resulted in the occurring of the water sensitivity phe-
nomenon, and the permeability of the aquifer decreased sharply and abruptly in a
short time and the quantity of the fresh water flowing into the aquifer was reduced
abruptly. It could be described as a low permeability curtain built between fresh
groundwater and saline water body which greatly reduced the recharging quantity
and accelerated the extraction rate of the saline water body. After 18 months, the
area of chloride concentration line of 250 mg/l had reduced to 6.32 km2; at the
en of the 24 month, the saline water body had returned to the shallow aquifer near
the impenetrable wall and the area was reduced to 1.07 km2, and the chloride
concentration of the remaining saline water was less than 450 mg/l (Table 56.6
and Fig. 56.5).

(2) The cone of depression
The change of the distribution area of the cone of depression during the

pumping process was showed in the Table 56.7. In the 24 months of pumping
process, the scope of the cone remained expanding and the water level in funnel
center remained declining. However, the water level of the cone center in vertical
changed abruptly in the first 12 months (1.310 m). Subsequently, the lowest water
level of the cone was stabled at 14 m. At the end of the second year, the area of the
cone (-2 m water line) had spread to 28.98 km2 (Table 56.7).

Table 56.4 Scope statistics cone of depression

Time Hopper center -2 water line

Elevation (m) Buried depth (m) Long-axis Area (km2)

6 months -6.6 10.1 NE-SW 7.964344
12 months -12.2 15.7 NE-SW 13.610536
18 months -10.7 14.2 NE-SW 16.961528
24 months -10.9 14.4 NE-SW 18.269792
30 months -11.4 14.9 NE-SW 21.988016
36 months -9.9 13.4 NE-SW 24.21436

Table 56.5 Hydraulic conductivities after water sensitivity (m/d)

Lithological
character

Clay Sandy
clay

Clay sand Slity sand Medium
sand

Coarse
sand

Grial

Coefficient
permeability

0 10.9 10.4–10.7 0.001–0.05 4–12.5 18–22.5 C50

Table 56.6 Statistics of salinewater scope and total pumping quantity

Time 0 6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months

Distribution area of the saltwater (km2) 14.96 14.21 12.39 6.32 1.07
Shrinking speed (km2/a) – 1.51 3.63 12.14 10.5
Total pumping capacity (104 m3) – 1028.30 1963.90 2207.30 2432.11
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56.4.4 Impact Analysis of the Sea Water Reflux
From Downstream of the Impenetrable Wall

The impact of the reflux quantity from downstream of the impenetrable wall
was analyzed in the two schemes, and the curves were drawn between the
water reflux quantity and time (Fig. 56.6). In the initial pumping period, the
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Fig. 56.5 The changes of the saline-water scope in the scheme considering the water sensitivity
after 6, 12, D 18 and 24 months

Table 56.7 The scope statistics of the funnel area

Time Hopper center -2 water line

Elevation (m) Buried depth (m) Long-axis Area (km2)

6 months -6.6 10.1 NE-SW 7.964344
12 months -12.2 15.7 NE-SW 13.610536
18 months -10.7 14.2 NE-SW 22.476528
24 months -10.9 14.4 NE-SW 28.981550
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water reflux quantity of sea water increased rapidly, after 12 months, water
reflux quantity from the downstream of the impenetrable wall was stable
(550 m3/d). However, some small cyclical fluctuations may happened due to
the cyclical rainfall. In the whole restoration process, the total water reflux
quantity was about 1.8% of the total pumping quantity, and two schemes
are almost the same. It indicated that the impenetrable wall could cut off the
connection of upstream and downstream of the saline water. What’s more, the
sea water reflux from the downstream of the impenetrable wall had little effect
on the restoration schemes.

56.5 Conclusions

The numerical simulation and analysis of the pumping schemes considering the
water sensitivity of the aquifer or not was studied. The results showed that the
presence of water sensitivity had very important impact on the pumping restoration
schemes.

(1) For the pumping scheme which did not consider the water sensitivity of the
aquifer, the saline water body returned to the shallow aquifer near impenetrable
wall after 36 months, the area of the remaining saline water body was l 5.85 km2

and most of the chloride ion content of it was higher than 450 mg/l. So, it still
needed further treatment.

(2) For the pumping scheme which considered the water sensitivity of the
aquifer, the saline water body was removed very quickly. Just after 24 months, the
saline water body had returned to the impenetrable wall edge with the remaining
area only 1.07 km2. All the chloride ion content of the remaining saline water was
lower than 450 mg/l.

(3) For the first pumping scheme, 30.734 million m3 saline water was pumped
out in 36 months, it was much greater than the second one, which pumped out
24.321 million m3 in 24 months.

(4) The pumping water quantity of the first scheme was much greater than the
second one, but the saline water treatment effect was much lower than the latter, it
indicated that much more high chloride ion concentration saline water was
pumped out in the second scheme.
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Chapter 57
The Antenna Up-To-Down Gain Ratio
Design for Multipath Mitigation of GNSS
Reference Station Receivers

Geshi Tang, Huicui Liu, Xiao Cheng, Lv Zhou and Feixue Wang

Abstract Multipath is one of the dominant causes of error in pseudorange obser-
vations for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) reference station receivers
whose multipath mitigation performances are related to four factors: the receiving
scenario, the antenna height, the antenna gain pattern (up-to-down gain ratio) and the
receiver-internal multipath mitigation technique. However, quantitative analysis of
relations between the code tracking multipath error and the antenna parameters
(including the height and up-to-down ration) is still absent. With two assumptions
that the reflectors in the typical GNSS reference station receiving scenario are hor-
izontal planes and the receiver-internal technique is Double-delta technique, the
paper derives the functional relations between the code tracking multipath error and
the antenna parameters. Based on these functions, this paper proposes theoretical
formulae for the antenna up-to-down gain ratio design given the upper limit of the
code tracking multipath error and antenna height. The quantitative and exercisable
results presented in this paper are significant and instructive in the multipath-
rejecting antenna design for GNSS reference station receivers.
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57.1 Introduction

Multipath is the primary error source constraining the accuracy of GNSS (Global
navigation satellite systems). It distorts the signal modulation and can lead to
meters of error to the pseudo-range measurements [1]. Lots of receiver-internal
multipath mitigation techniques [2, 3] are investigated and widely applied in the
receiver signal-processing phase; nevertheless those techniques are not effective to
all kinds of multipath. For example, the short delay multipath which has the time
delay less than 0.1 chips compared with the direct signal can hardly be distin-
guished by most of the receiver-internal techniques [4]. For the GNSS reference
station which is generally located in the open area where the ground near the
receiving antenna acts as the reflector, the received signal is mainly influenced by
strong short delay multipath. Several meters of multipath error degrades the
measurements accuracy and burdens the succedent data processing. In this case, it
is important for improving the multipath mitigation capacity of the receiver that
the antenna is carefully designed to adjust to the receiving scenario and cooperate
with the receiver-internal technique.

A lot of multipath-rejecting antennas are developed with different manufacture
techniques, such as the choke ring antenna [5] and the pinwheel antenna [6]. Those
antennas are all designed to achieve low gains below the horizon in order to reject the
multipath signals arriving from these directions whereas maintain high gains above
the horizon in order to enhance the power of the direct signal. Theoretically the
multipath signals can be totally eliminated if the antenna gains below the horizon are
zeros. But in practice, the antenna gains below the horizon can not be reduced to
zeros; furthermore the antenna gains both below and above the horizon are inter-
actional so the latter are affected if the former are reduced arbitrarily. In addition, the
phrase ‘‘below the horizon’’ indicates an angel range up to p and so far there has been
a lack of quantitative theories for the antenna gain patter designing to show that how
low the antenna gain of a certain angle below the horizon should be to fulfill a given
demand when the receiver-internal technique is fixed.

In this paper, given the upper limit of the multipath tracking error and antenna
height, theoretical formulae for antenna up-to-down gain ratio design are proposed
based on the integration of the typical GNSS reference station receiving scenario
and the multipath tracking error model of Double-delta technique.

57.2 The Effects of Antenna Parameters on Multipath
Tracking Error

57.2.1 The Multipath Signal Model of GNSS Reference Stations

There are two types of multipath signals: one is the diffuse scattering multipath
signal which generally behaves as an additional noise channel and has little effects
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on the code tracking; the other is the specular multipath signal which can be
modeled as a replica of the direct signal with a certain power damping factor,
additional time delay, and carrier phase shift. In the presence of a single specular
multipath signal, the composite signal received by the antenna can be written as
follows:

rðtÞ ¼ pðt � s0Þ cosð2pft þ /0Þ þ apðt � s0 � DsmÞ cosð2pft þ /0 � D/mÞ
ð57:1Þ

where pðtÞ is the spread-spectrum code; f is the carrier frequency; s0 and /0 are
respectively the arrive time (delay) and the carrier phase of the direct signal; a,
Dsm and D/m are separately the power damping factor, time delay, and carrier
phase shift of the multipath signal relative to the direct signal.

The following part of this research analyzes the specular multipath signal only
for it affects more greatly than the diffuse scattering multipath signal. In addition,
the reflector is considered as a horizontal plane for the GNSS reference stations are
usually sited in open areas and the antennas are generally fixed on the building
roof or the ground higher than any other surrounding reflectors. The geometry of
the reflector and the receiving antenna is shown in Fig. 57.1.

Suppose that the reflecting plane extends into infinity; the antenna height is
h meters and O denotes the antenna phase center. Then the multipath signal travels
D meters longer than the direct signal and D can be written as [7]:

D ¼ 2h sin hð Þ; 0� h� p ð57:2Þ

where h is the elevation of the satellite. So the relative time delay of the multipath
signal can be expressed as:

Dsm ¼
D

c
¼ 2h sin hð Þ

c
ð57:3Þ

where c is the light speed. The corresponding relative carrier phase shift of the
multipath signal is:

Fig. 57.1 The typical
reflecting geometry of GNSS
reference stations
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D/m ¼ 2pf Dsm þ r ¼ 4phf sin hð Þ
c

þ r ð57:4Þ

where r is the phase jump caused by the reflector, which can hardly be modeled
[8]. So the multipath phase shift is considered as random instead of correlated with
Dsm in this paper.

When the received signal arrives at the input port of the receiver code tracking
loop, the power damping factor a of the multipath signal contains three parts:

The power attenuation caused during the distance D. But compared with the
distance from the satellite to the antenna, D is much smaller. So this part of power
attenuation is usually ignored.

The power attenuation caused during the reflection. It is related to the char-
acteristics of the reflectors. If the reflector is concrete building roof or ground, this
part of power attenuation can be considered as zero [7].

The power attenuation caused by the difference between the antenna gain for
the direct signal and the antenna gain for the multipath signal. It is shown from
Fig. 57.1 that for a horizontal reflector the incident directions of the direct signal
and the multipath signal are symmetrical relative to the horizon line. So this part of
power attenuation is related with the antenna up-to-down gain ratio GR(h)(in dB)
which is defined as the difference between the antenna gain at the positive ele-
vation angle h and the antenna gain at the negative elevation angle -h.

With the assumption that the first two parts of the power attenuation be ignored,
a can be expressed as:

a ¼ 10�GR hð Þ=20 ð57:5Þ

The antenna gains above the horizon are usually larger than those below the
horizon for a representative GNSS antenna, so GR hð Þ[ 0 and then 0\a\1.
Additionally the satellite elevation can be limited to 0� h� p

2 if the antenna gain
pattern is supposed to have good spherical symmetry.

According to the analysis in this section, the functional relations are established
between the multipath signal parameters ða; Dsm and D/mÞ and the antenna
parameters.

57.2.2 Code Tracking Multipath Error Model

Different receiver-internal techniques have different multipath error models. In this
paper, two popular multipath mitigation solutions, the Narrow-correlator technique
and the Double-delta technique, are analyzed to obtain the functional relations
between the code tracking multipath error and the multipath signal parameters.

Suppose the bandwidth of the receiver’s front-end filter be infinite and the
side-lobes of the code correlation function be ignored. The basic concept of
Double-delta code tracking loop is described in detail in [9]. Compared with the
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two correlators code tracking loop such as that of the Narrow-correlator technique,
there is one more pair of correlators in the Double-delta code tracking loop. The
four correlators’ spacing is d

2 ; d;
d
2

� �
in turn. The code tracking multipath error

for the Double-delta technique can be written as Eq. 57.6 where T is the

chip width of the spread-spectrum code; sA ¼
1þ a cosðD/m � D/Þ

2
d;

sB ¼ ad cosðD/m�D/Þ
4 þ T � d

2 ; sC ¼ � ad cosðD/m�D/Þ
4 þ T þ d

2 :

e a;Dsm; D/m � D/ð Þð Þ ¼

aDsm cosðDum�DuÞ
1þa cosðD/m�D/Þ ; 0\Dsm� sA

a d�Dsmð Þ cosðD/m�D/Þ
1�a cosðD/m�D/Þ ; sA\Dsm� d

a cosðD/m�D/Þ
2þa cosðD/m�D/Þ ðd � T þ DsmÞ; T � d�Dsm� sB

a cosðD/m�D/Þ
2�a cosðD/m�D/Þ ðT � DsmÞ; sB\Dsm� sC

a cosðD/m�D/Þ
2þa cosðD/m�D/Þ ð�d � T þ DsmÞ; sC\Dsm� T þ d

0; otherwise

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð57:6Þ

Based on Eq. 57.6, the multipath signals can be divided into four categories
according to the value of Dsm, which are:

Short delay multipath signals (0�Dsm\d). In this region, the multipath can
hardly be distinguished by most of the receiver-internal techniques [4]. Especially
it is interesting to be noticed that the multipath error function when 0\Dsm� sL ¼
sA is only correlated with the parameters of the multipath signals. Therefore
Double-delta technique is unable to mitigate the effects of short delay multipath
signals and then the performance of the receiving antenna is crucial.

Medium delay multipath signals ðd�Dsm\T � dÞ. The multipath error is
linear with d, the Double-delta technique can eliminate this kind of multipath
completely, so there is no restriction on the antenna.

Long delay multipath signals ðT � d�Dsm� T þ dÞ. Only few of the receiver-
internal techniques are effective to this kind of multipath signals [9, 10], so the
receiving antenna plays an important role for mitigating this kind of multipath
signals is using Double-delta technique.

Non-correlated multipath signals ðT þ d�DsmÞ. This kind of multipath signal
is not correlated with the direct signal so the tracking error is 0. Then there is no
restriction on the antenna.

57.2.3 Peak Multipath Error Envelope

From Eq. 57.6 it can be seen that the code tracking multipath error reaches its
positive or negative peak when D/m � D/ ¼ 0 or p. So for a fixed a and Dsm� 0,
e a;Dsm; 0ð Þ and e a;Dsm; pð Þ compose the multipath error envelope. Furthermore
the peak multipath error envelope can be defined as:
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emax a;Dsmð Þ ¼ max e a;Dsm; 0ð Þj j; e a;Dsm; pð Þj j½ � ð57:7Þ

By replacing a and Dsm with Eqs. 57.3 and 57.5, the peak multipath
error envelope for Double-delta technique, as functions of h and GR(h),

can be written respectively as Eq. 57.8 where qA1 ¼
cd

4
1� 1

10GR hð Þ=20

� �
; qA2 ¼

cd
4 1þ 1

10GR hð Þ=20

� �
; qB1 ¼ cT

2 � cd
8 � 2þ 1

10GR hð Þ=20

� �
; qB2 ¼ cT

2 � cd
8 � 2� 1

10GR hð Þ=20

� �
;

qC1 ¼ cT
2 þ cd

8 � 2� 1
10GR hð Þ=20

� �
; qC1 ¼ cT

2 þ cd
8 � 2þ 1

10GR hð Þ=20

� �
:

emax G hð Þ; h; hð Þ ¼

1
10GR hð Þ=20�1

� 2h sin hð Þ
c ; 0\h sin hð Þ� qA1

1
10GR hð Þ=20þ1

d � 2h sin hð Þ
c

� �
; qA1\h sin hð Þ� cd

4

1
10GR hð Þ=20þ1

� 2h sin hð Þ
c ; cd

4 \h sin hð Þ� qA2

1
10GR hð Þ=20�1

d � 2h sin hð Þ
c

� �
; qA2\h sin hð Þ� cd

2

1
2�10GR hð Þ=20�1

ðd � T þ 2h sin hð Þ
c Þ; c T�dð Þ

2 � h sin hð Þ� qB1
1

2�10GR hð Þ=20þ1
ðT � 2h sin hð Þ

c Þ; qB1\h sin hð Þ� c T�d=2ð Þ
2

1
2�10GR hð Þ=20þ1

ðd � T þ 2h sin hð Þ
c Þ; c T�d=2ð Þ

2 � h sin hð Þ� qB2

1
2�10GR hð Þ=20�1

T � 2h sin hð Þ
c

��� ���; qB2\h sin hð Þ� qC1

1
2�10GR hð Þ=20þ1

ðd þ T � 2h sin hð Þ
c Þ; qC1\h sin hð Þ� c Tþd=2ð Þ

2
1

2�10GR hð Þ=20þ1
ð�T þ 2h sin hð Þ

c Þ; c Tþd=2ð Þ
2 � h sin hð Þ� qC2

1
2�10GR hð Þ=20�1

ðT þ d � 2h sin hð Þ
c Þ; qC2\h sin hð Þ� c Tþdð Þ

2
0; otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð57:8Þ

Now the functional relations between the peak multipath error and the antenna
parameters are established.

57.3 The Design of Antenna Up-To-Down Gain Ratio
with a Fixed Antenna Height

The multipath mitigation ability of a receiver is fixed if its’ code tracking loop
configuration and the corresponding algorithm are fixed. If the upper limit of the
peak multipath error is given and it can not be fulfilled by the receiver processing
only, carefully designing antenna up-to-down gain ratio and can be of help
according to the analysis of last section.

According to Eq. 57.8, for a fixed h, the smaller the peak multipath error is
demanded to be, the larger GR(h) should be. Therefore with a given upper limit of
the peak multipath error, denoted by �e, the following equation should be satisfied:
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emax GRmin hð Þ; h; hð Þ ¼ �e ð57:9Þ

where GRmin hð Þ is the required minimum up-to-down gain ratio at the angle h.
Referring to Eq. 57.8, the expression of GRmin hð Þ for Double-delta technique can

be derived as Eq. 57.10 where q0A1 ¼
c d � 2�eð Þ

4
; q0A2 ¼

c dþ2�eð Þ
4 ; q0B1 ¼

c 2T�d�2�eð Þ
4 ;

q0B2 ¼
c 2T�dþ2�eð Þ

4 ; q0C1 ¼
c 2Tþd�2�eð Þ

4 ; q0C2 ¼
c 2Tþdþ2�eð Þ

4 :

GRmin hð Þ ¼

10 log10 1þ 2h sin hð Þ
c�e

� �2
; 0\h sin hð Þ� q0A1

10 log10
cd�2h sin hð Þ

c�e � 1
� �2

; q0A1\h sin hð Þ� cd
4

10 log10
2h sin hð Þ

c�e � 1
� �2

; cd
4 \h sin hð Þ� q0A2

10 log10
cd�2h sin hð Þ

c�e þ 1
� �2

; q0A2\h sin hð Þ� cd
2

10 log10
c d�Tð Þþ2h sin hð Þ

2c�e þ 1
2

� �2
; c T�dð Þ

2 � h sin hð Þ� q0B1

10 log10
cT�2h sin hð Þ

2c�e � 1
2

� �2
; q0B1\h sin hð Þ� c T�d=2ð Þ

2

10 log10
c d�Tð Þþ2h sin hð Þ

2c�e � 1
2

� �2
; c T�d=2ð Þ

2 \h sin hð Þ� q0B2

10 log10
cT�2h sin hð Þ

2c�e

��� ���þ 1
2

� �2
; q0B2\h sin hð Þ� q0C1

10 log10
c Tþdð Þ�2h sin hð Þ

2c�e � 1
2

� �2
; q0C1\h sin hð Þ� c Tþd=2ð Þ

2

10 log10
�cTþ2h sin hð Þ

2c�e � 1
2

� �2
; c Tþd=2ð Þ

2 \h sin hð Þ� q0C2

10 log10
c Tþdð Þ�2h sin hð Þ

2c�e þ 1
2

� �2
; q0C2\h sin hð Þ� c Tþdð Þ

2

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð57:10Þ

Hence for an antenna with a given height, the peak multipath error of the
receiver is less than �e if the up-to-down gain ratio is larger than the minimum
calculated from Eq. 57.10.

57.4 Summary

With the development of GNSS, the multipath error is the last obstacle to
improving the performance of high accuracy applications, especially GNSS
reference station receivers. By integrating the typical GNSS reference station
receiving scenario and one widely-used receiver-internal multipath mitigation
technique (Double-delta technique), this paper proposes theoretical formula for
antenna up-to-down gain ratio design given the upper limit of receiver’s peak
multipath error and antenna height. It can be concluded based on the analysis in
this paper that:
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With a given upper limit of the peak multipath error �e and a fixed receiver-
internal multipath mitigation technique, the receiver’s multipath mitigation ability
can be improved by carefully designing the antenna up-to-down gain ratio and
selecting the appropriate antenna height.

With a given �e and a certain antenna height, the antenna’s up-to-down gain ratio
can be designed according to Eq. 57.10 for Double-delta technique.

In order to make the antenna and the receiver-internal technique cooperate with
each other in an unchanged receiving scenario, the antenna design should be in
accord with the receiver-internal technique. Only Double-delta technique are
analyzed in this paper but the analytical method can be applied to other techniques.
The details of this method applying into Narrow-correlator technique can be found
in [11].

The formula for antenna up-to-down gain ratio design proposed in this paper
are quantitative and exercisable. This research is substantial to the multipath-
rejecting antenna design for GNSS reference station receivers.
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Chapter 58
The Difference Method of 2-Dimensional
Euler Equations With Flux Vector
Splitting

Zhifeng Yin and Xinfeng Ge

Abstract It is important to find an effective method of capturing shock
waves in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) field,in this paper the basic properties
of the 2-D Euler equations are learned by studying hyperbolic PDEs, the
Steger-Warming flux vector splitting method and the NND scheme are given. The
NND scheme is used for solving 2-D Euler equations by improved Steger-Warming
flux vector splitting and it shows that the numerical oscillation is restrained. The
finite difference method has higher order of accuracy and better efficiency.

58.1 Introduction

Building an effective method to capture shock waves that has been an important part
of the study in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) field [1]. John Von Neumann
first proposed the use of artificial viscosity method to capture shock,and the method
of artificial viscosity is still one of the core in the CFD. The emergence of artificial
viscosity means losting the part of information, and lowering the computational
accuracy. For the non-physical oscillations problems generated near the shock wave,
Harten [2–4] proposed the total variation difference scheme- the concept of TVD
scheme, which the total variation is decreasing,and constructed the specifical TVD
scheme with second order accuracy. meanwhile, Steger and Warming [5] proposed a
new class of upwind scheme—vector splitting scheme (FVS scheme). Steger-
Warming splitting method are often used by other schemes to better capture the shock
wave for its characteristics of high efficiency and easy to program. The difference
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method that can automatically capture the shock wave is proposed based on the
combination of improved Steger-Warming splitting method and NND scheme. The
algorithm maintained the characteristics of high efficiency and easy to program that
Steger-Warming splitting method have had, and overcomed the numerical oscilla-
tion near the shock wave that in Steger-Warming splitting method, and had accuracy
and maneuverability. Method proposed in this paper have some reference value to the
calculation of vector splitting.

58.2 The FVS Split of Euler Equations

58.2.1 Euler Equations

Conservation form of two-dimensional Euler equations [6] are:

oU

ot
þ oF

ox
þ oG

oy
¼ 0 ð58:1Þ

Which U ¼

q

qu

E

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
;F ¼

qu

qu2 þ p

quv

ðE þ pÞu

0
BBB@

1
CCCA;G ¼

qv

qvu

qv2 þ p

ðE þ pÞv

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ; Therein

E ¼ p

c� 1
þ 1

2
qðu2 þ v2Þ; a ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
cp

q

r
;H ¼ E þ p

q
¼ 1

2
ðu2 þ v2Þ þ a2

c� 1
¼ 1

2
ðu2 þ v2Þ þ cp

ðc� 1Þq

58.2.2 Flux Vector Splitting Technique

Jacobian matrix is

A ¼ oF

oU
¼

0 1 0 0
1
2 ðc� 3Þu2 þ 1

2 ðc� 1Þv2 ð3� cÞu ð1� cÞv c� 1

�uv v u 0
1
2 ðc� 2Þðu3 þ uv2Þ � a2u

ðc�1Þ
1
2 ð3� 2cÞu2 þ 1

2 v2 þ a2
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Matrix A and B were similarly transformed respectively as follows:

A ¼ MK1M�1;B ¼ NK2N�1 ð58:5Þ

Therein, the expressions of eigenvalues matrices is respectively:

K1 ¼ diag½u; u; u + a, ua� a�;K2 ¼ diag½v; v; v + a, v� a� ð58:6Þ

Therein kð1Þ1 ¼ kð2Þ1 ¼ u; kð3Þ1 ¼ uþ a; kð4Þ1 ¼ u� a; kð1Þ2 ¼ kð2Þ2 ¼ v; kð3Þ2 ¼ vþ
a; kð4Þ2 ¼ v� a

The left and right eigenvector matrices of A and B are respectively:
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There are the following relationships between the matrix M and N
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From formular (58.12) a can be seen that matrix C and C�1 has nothing to do
with flow variables.

Now splitting the flux vector,and first, the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix,that

are kðlÞ1 ; kðlÞ2 ; split the sum form of two:

kðlÞ1 ¼ kðlÞþ1 þ kðlÞ�1 ;kðlÞþ1 � 0;kðlÞ�1 � 0; kðlÞ2 ¼ kðlÞþ2 þ kðlÞ�2 ;kðlÞþ2 � 0;kðlÞ�2 � 0

l ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

ð58:10Þ

According to flux vector splitting method

kðlÞ�1 ¼ ðkðlÞ1 � jk
ðlÞ
1 jÞ=2; kðlÞ�2 ¼ ðkðlÞ2 � jk

ðlÞ
2 jÞ=2 ð58:11Þ

Thus, the eigenvalues matrix after splitting are respectively:

K�1 ¼ diag½kð1Þ�1 ; kð2Þ�1 ; kð3Þ�1 ; kð4Þ�1 �; K�2 ¼ diag½kð1Þ�2 ; kð2Þ�2 ; kð3Þ�2 ; kð4Þ�2 �
ð58:12Þ

And the corresponding Jacobian matrices after splitting are respectively:

A� ¼ MK�1 M�1;B� ¼ NK�2 N�1 ð58:13Þ

The corresponding flux vector can be obstained in the end after splitting

F� ¼ A�U;G� ¼ B�U ð58:14Þ

The expressions as follows:
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ð58:15Þ
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ð58:16Þ

The derivative of positive and negative flux is noncontinuous near the sign
reversal point of Eigenvalue [5], and leading the flux vector splitting methods not
to be transited smoothly. Therefore, turn flux F, G into continuous function of

kð3Þ1 ; kð4Þ1 ; kð3Þ1 and kð4Þ2 :

Assumed kð2Þ�1 ¼ ðkð3Þ�1 þ kð4Þ�1 Þ=2; kð2Þ�2 ¼ ðkð3Þ�2 þ kð4Þ�2 Þ=2 ð58:17Þ

So far,we have been completed splitting the flux F, G.

58.3 NND Scheme in Two-Demensional and New Scheme

The NND scheme [7] is a computational scheme that has a non-volatile, no free
parameters characeristics, and can effectively suppress numerical calculation
oscillation. From the modified equation in the scheme, different schemes were
used according to the location of relative break points, and physical meaning is
clear. For Eq. (58.1), Explicit scheme of NND scheme can be expressed as
follows:
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i;j ¼ Un

i;j �
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ðFn

iþ1=2 � F
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i�1=2Þ �
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ðGn

jþ1=2 � G
n
j�1=2Þ ð58:18Þ

Therein
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0 x � y� 0

sign(x) �min(jxj,jyj) x � y [ 0

(

In summary, formular (58.15, 58.16) and (58.18) are the difference method
combining the improved Steger-Warming flux vector splitting.

58.4 Numerical Experiments

The calculation of the flow field in shock wave Pipe is the common example to test
ability in capturing the shock wave. The answer to this problem can compare to the
Riemann’s analytical solution [8]. The initial equation is 2-dimensional unconstant
Euler equations (58.1), the initial conditions are uniform flow field.

Inlet conditions: the inlet density q ¼ 1:0; mach number Ma ¼ 2:9; inlet angle
b1 ¼ 29; inlet total pressure p ¼ 1:0; air specific heat ratio c ¼ 1:4: Outlet
condition:

Fig. 1 The pressure
distribution of y ¼ 0:5
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ox
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The pressure distribution of y ¼ 0:5 is shown in Fig. 58.1. From Fig. 58.1 can
be seen that: The computational scheme that constructed by combination of
Steger-Warming splitting vector method and the NND scheme has good ability in
capturing shock wave,the calculated results and the theoretical values are in good
agreement, and there is no calculated value oscillation appeared near shock wave.

58.5 Conclusion

Steger-Warming flux vector splitting scheme is becoming the first choice in CFD
calculations because of its high precision and efficiency in for numerical calcu-
lation of Euler equations, the Steger-Warming flux vector splitting scheme is
improved in this paper and make the scheme transit smoothly near the sign
reversal point of Eigenvalue. A differential algorithm is constituted by combined
the improved Steger-Warming flux vector splitting scheme and the NND scheme,
the flux decomposition term in NND scheme is processed by Steger-Warming flux
vector splitting method,so that algorithm has higher efficiency. By solving the two-
dimensional Euler equations, numerical experiment results can be verified that
differentiate scheme can inhibit oscillations and maintain precision and stability,
ensure that the shock wave in flow field is captured effectively. Method used in this
paper has some reference value about the calculation of flux vector splitting.
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Chapter 59
The Information Key Technologies for
Quality and Safety Monitor and
Management of Agricultural Products

Ying Yu, Jin Li and Xiangyang Qin

Abstract This paper studied on the information key technologies which were
applied in quality and safety monitor and management of agricultural products and
pointed out that the important role of the information technologies. The rapid
detection technology included of three aspects: quality inspection (machine vision,
near infrared spectroscopy, electronic nose etc.), pesticide residue detection
(ELISA, biosensor and Raman spectra etc.), and producing environmental moni-
toring (mainly used X-ray rapid measurement of soil heavy metals etc.), using of
these technologies, some advanced new detection systems and devices to be
developed gradually. Referred to auto identification technology, the common
technologies of bar codes and RFID were introduced. They were widely used in
the building of an agricultural products quality and safety traceability management
system, which could cover production, processing, circulation and consumption
etc. whole process, and is helpful in agricultural products recall. In the system or
platform of quality and safety agricultural products, network technology and
database technology were applied to supply and demand inquiry, tracking and
other function.
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59.1 Introduction

Quality and safety of agriculture products is currently a hot topic, but also present
must be solved problem of implementation agricultural and rural economic
restructuring, improving the competitiveness of agricultural products. As in China,
the quality and safety of agricultural products started late, the foundation is poor,
the technology is weak, and its overall level cannot meet the current demand of
agriculture development. Especially with the agricultural development, for pursuit
of increased output, the pesticide, fertilizer and plant growth regulator is heavily
used. Meanwhile, the agriculture market in China is a discrete market which is
composed of many small producers and operators, the supply chain of agriculture
is long, and many other factors have led to excessive pesticide residues in agri-
cultural products, environmental degradation etc. a series of events to occur, so it
is difficult to manage and monitor the agricultural products quality and safety. The
traditional monitoring methods cannot meet the social demand for quality and
safety of agricultural products [1]. Information technology was applied to moni-
toring quality and safety of agricultural products, which could timely, accurately,
efficiently acquire and process all relevant information of agricultural products
quality and safety, and connect with the existing monitoring technology; to dra-
matically improve the level of monitoring quality and safety of agricultural
products, ensure food safety [2].

Quality and safety issues can be analyzed from various angles. Food from farm
to table, to go through the production, processing, distribution and many other
aspects, the food supply systems become more complex and international [3].

Information systems are concerned with data capture, storage, analysis and
retrieval. In the context of food safety management they are vital to assist decision
making in a short time frame, potentially allowing decisions to be made and
practices to be acted in real time. Databases with information on microorganisms
pertinent to the identification of food borne pathogens, response of microbial
populations to the environment and characteristics of foods and processing con-
ditions are the cornerstone of food safety management systems. The computer
software packages to aid the practical application of HACCP and risk assessment
and decision trees to bring logical sequences to establishing and modifying food
safety management practices [4].

There is an urgent need to develop automated inspection systems that can
operate on-line in real-time in the poultry slaughter plant environment. These
systems should be able to accurately detect and identify carcasses unfit for human
consumption. The study of Benhai Xiong etc. adopted animal identification,
intelligent personal digital assistant (PDA) reading and writing, general packet
radio service (GPRS), and other information technologies, proposed a pork
tracking and traceability infrastructure based on pork production substrate flow
and data flow, designs the metadata structure and related databases for farming,
slaughtering, and retailing sector based on intensive pig farming and small hold
pig farming, developed three different data-recording systems, and finally
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established a public network platform for the information inquiry in light of ‘‘the
administrative rules on identification and rearing files for animal and poultry’’ in
China [5].

Many applications using machine vision technology have been developed in
agricultural sectors, such as land-based and aerial-based remote sensing for natural
resources assessments, precision farming, postharvest product quality and safety
detection, classification and sorting, and process automation. Based on an early study
using industrial machine frames, a transportable dual-camera system for separating
wholesome and unwholesome chicken carcasses on-line was assembled [6].

Chenglong Chuang’ research integrated mechanical design, mechatronics
instrumentation, X-ray and charge-coupled device (CCD) image acquisition
devices, LabVIEW-based analysis and control software, and image diagnosis
algorithm into the automatic X-ray quarantine scanner system which presented a
new automatic and effective quarantine system for detecting pest infestation sites
in agricultural products [7].

In the agricultural products and food supply chain there are increased demands
for traceability. The outbreak of recent food safety incidents has highlighted the
importance of being able to track forward and trace back product information
throughout the supply chain with the purpose of decreasing product risk and
enabling recalls. Polymeros Chrysochou indicated that technologies with the
ability to track forward and trace back product-related information in the food
supply chain. The description of the results is organized around the four trace-
ability information carriers (the RFIDs, fish label, barcodes on fruit and fruits
edible label) used in the study protocol. For each carrier, the benefits and draw-
backs as evaluated by the participants are discussed [8].

In this paper, the representative information technologies in the control and
management of agricultural products quality and safety are introduced: rapid
detection, automatic identification, network technology, database technology and
the internet of things [9]. It can achieved the whole production process (before the
production, production process, and after production) information collection and
services sharing, improve the logistics of agricultural products efficiency and
service quality, complete a intact network monitoring and management system of
quality and safety of agricultural products.

59.2 Rapid Detection Technology

The rapid detection technology of agricultural products mainly included of three
aspects: quality inspection (machine vision, near infrared spectroscopy, electronic
nose etc.), pesticide residue detection (ELISA, biosensor and Raman spectra etc.),
and agricultural environmental monitoring (mainly used X-ray rapid measurement
of soil heavy metals).
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59.2.1 Quality Inspection

Increasing safety events caused by food and agricultural products quality problems
has caught more and more attention; therefore nondestructive fast detection of food
and agricultural products quality becomes necessary. At present, fast detection
methods commonly used include chemical colorimetric method, near infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS) technique, machine vision, electronic nose, bio-sensor
technique, biochip detection method, bioluminescence method, and so on. NIRS
technique has found wide application in food and agricultural products quality
detection because of its characteristics such as very high speed, no sample prep-
aration, non-destruction, no pollution, low cost etc. [10].

At present, NIRS technique had applied in online quality detection and control
of fruit, fish, meat, milk, grain, fermentation of cheese and alcohol etc. Fat, protein
and water were determined by visible and NIR transmittance spectroscopy in
chilled pork [11]. Jingzhu Wu etc. built NIR models for a sample set composed of
different types of milk powder. With 70 samples provided by one manufacturer, 6
NIR models including acidity, fat, lactose, sucrose, protein and ash, were built by
optimizing algorithms [12]. In order to investigate the stability and application
range of near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) models, four calibration models (local
model, transferred local model, global model, and optimized global model) were
constructed [13]. In the present study, improved laser-induced light backscattering
imaging was studied regarding its potential for analyzing apple SSC and fruit flesh
firmness [14]. In university of California, Davis, a new test scanner was developed
which used in testing the wine whether deterioration without opening the pack-
aging. The development of the scanner referred to the magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) technology which is widely used in the field of medicine; it can detect
acetic acid in wine [15]. In Germany, there was a light, rapid and effective PEN2
electronic nose system, it was used in inspecting and testing gaseous matter and
steamy, now all the scent of meat, fruit, yogurt, milk, alcohol and coffee etc. could
be tested by it [16].

59.2.2 Pesticide Residue Test Technology

Currently, pesticide residue test technologies mainly include of enzyme-linked
immune sorbent assay (ELISA), bio-sensor and Raman spectroscopy etc. Using of
these technologies, some advanced new detection systems and devices to be
developed gradually.

Beijing CapitalBio Corporation and Beijing Entry-Exit Inspection and
Quarantine Bureau cooperated to develop ‘‘Protein Chip Veterinary drug residues
in protein microarray platform’’, multiple samples in a variety of veterinary drug
residues could be detect on the same chip [17]. Changchun Jilin University
Instrument Co., Ltd developed a serial of measuring instruments, one of them is
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‘‘Pesticide Residues in Food Supplies fast detector’’, it can be applied to flour, rice,
soybeans, green beans surface-site rapid detection of pesticide residues [18].
Chinese Military Academy of Medical Sciences used indicator paper and the light
reflection sensors to develop equipment: ‘‘portable multi-function devices for food
safety rapid testing’’. It was the first time to blend the following technologies
together, such as electro-optical technology, sensor technology, microelectronics,
micro-mechanical technology, computer technology and food safety testing
technology, the testing covered all kinds of food daily, each sample test only
15 s–30 min [19].

59.2.3 Agricultural Environmental Monitoring

Near infrared spectroscopy in the soil inspection has a good application, to
determine soil moisture, organic matter, total nitrogen and available nitrogen,
organic carbon and total carbon [20]. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) has emerged in the past 10 years as a promising technique for analysis and
measure [21]. A Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) system used for
detecting heavy metals in polluted soil was established. Samples containing var-
ious heavy metals such as Cd, Cu, Pb, Cr, Zn, Ni and soil sample were analyzed by
this system, and main spectral lines of heavy metals and main elements were
recognized [22].

59.3 Automatic Identification

Auto identification refers to the methods of automatically identifying objects,
collecting data about them, and entering that data directly into computer systems
(i.e. without human involvement). Technologies typically considered as part of
auto identification include bar codes, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID),
biometrics, magnetic stripes, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), smart cards,
and voice recognition. At present, the main auto identification technologies which
are applied in agricultural products’ monitoring and management are bar code and
RFID.

59.3.1 Bar Code

Bar code is the method of automatic identification and data collection. The
technology was invented by inventors Joseph Woodland and Bernard Silver in
1949 [23]. The Woodland and Silver bar code can be described as a ‘‘bull’s eye’’
symbol, made up of a series of concentric circles.
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The bar code is applied in many systems such as ‘‘The Food Sentinel System’’,
which used a bar code to help detect pathogens. This bar code traveled with the
product from processing to retail, and a colored bar appears if there was con-
taminating bacteria present. Unlike other system, it involved the collection of a
sample at a given time and place and subsequent sample preparation and analysis,
the Food Sentinel System remained with the product and performed a continuous
tracking for product safety. This helped alert food processors, distributors, public
health officials and consumers of the presence of pathogenic bacteria of human
health concern in fish, poultry, meat and other agricultural products.

The European Article Numbering (EAN) association had made some effort
towards standardization by introducing several codes: the best known was the
EAN/UCC Global Location Numbers (GLN) in the EAN/UCC-13 version. EAN/
UCC system could identify each node of the whole process of the supply chain
effectively, establish information management, transfer and exchange scheme, and
thus tracking and tracing in the food supply chain from material collection, pro-
cessing, packaging, storage, transportation, marketing and other aspects, timely
detected problems and properly treated [24]. At present, there are more than
20 countries and regions adopt EAN/UCC system for tracing food production
process, and it has got good results in application. With regard to food industry in
China, because of concept, capital and technology etc., EAN/UCC system was
mainly used in retail settlement, in the whole process of food supply chain there is
only a few application.

59.3.2 RFID Technology

RFID is a technology that uses radio waves to communicate between an electronic
tag and a reader, to track and identify an object. Earlier, RFID tags were used to
keep track of cattle and are now focused more towards tracking consumer
products. In recent years, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has received
significant coverage by many interested parties [25]. One of the main uses has
been in supply chain management as a way of controlling transportation costs and
to make it easier to track shipments. If a truck which is equipped with one of these
systems, when it is delivering items and it is possible to tell where that vehicle is
and when the package or item will be delivered. RFID for animals, food and
farming will become the largest RFID market of all because it will benefit the food
supply chain in a huge number of ways including livestock disease control and
merchandising prepared food.

Use of the technology in building of an agricultural products quality and safety
traceability management system, it could cover production, processing, circulation
and consumption etc. every phases (Fig. 59.1), which is helpful in quality control
and product recall.
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59.4 Network Technology

Network technology was applied in the traceability system for quality and safety
agricultural products, the information collected was stored in the network database
with web dynamic interaction technologies and Browser/Server (B/S) mode,
achieved the information access and sharing, for all levels of producers and
consumers to query and trace.

Guanglei Shen etc. designed and developed a beef quality and safety trace-
ability system via internet technology. The system adopted JSP to design the
Object-Oriented dynamic pages and adopted the MySQL to design the database.
The B/S (Browser/Server) structure was used to put the management system
on the internet, which implemented the management of beef traceability system
via internet and made the beef traceability system be more networking and
popularizing [26].

59.5 Database Technology

A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can easily be
accessed, managed, and updated, as an electronic filing system.

Manufacture management system Trace and query system

Producing environmental and inputs

Production process

Telephone platform

Network platform

Inquiry Machine

Agricultural products file

Labels with a traceability code Consumption

Database of traceability Trace 
code

Processing storage

Circulation distribution
Information
inquiry

Agricultural products quality & safety traceability system system

Mobilephone short 
message platform

Fig. 59.1 Framework for agricultural products quality and safety traceability system
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Based on analyzing agricultural products traceability and investigating the
producing enterprises of agricultural products, agricultural products archive
management system (FPAMS) with B/S (Browser/Server) structure was founded
by using database technology [27]. In FPAMS, there were 17 datasheets such as
field information, farmers’ information, environment information and sales
information etc. FPAMS had characteristics of reasonable structure, high security
and handy manipulation, so it will be applied widely.

59.6 Conclusions

For the monitor and management in quality and safety of agricultural products, the
paper has analyzed the key information technologies which applied in the field. In
this paper, it has introduced rapid detection technology, automatic identification,
network technology and database technology. As the example of the automatic
identification technology, the framework of agricultural products quality and
safety traceability system is established by using the RFID technology. Through
some application of the information key technologies in the detection and trace-
ability of agricultural products, the quality and safety was controlled. There are
still many integrated and advanced information technologies which be applied in
agricultural products’ management, such as the internet of things, they also have
the great advantage and the role of controlling the quality and safety of agricultural
products.
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Chapter 60
The Research of the Systematical
Construction Method of Chinese
Conventional Road Guide Signs Based
on the Characteristic of Chinese Drivers

Ming Jiang and Rui Zhou

Abstract Guide sign is an important traffic management facility and informs the
drivers of road network information. It also has great impact on the smooth flow
and traffic safety. This article draws on the construction method of conventional
roads guide signs system from Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD). Based on the recognizing characteristic and the information retrieval
model of Chinese drivers, this research provides the construction method of
Chinese conventional roads guide signs system combined with the feathers of the
Chinese road network structure. Using this method to the typical road network, the
comparison and analysis of vehicle road experiments before and after recon-
struction shows this method can effectively direct the drivers to improve the
efficiency of arriving at the destination and reduce the probability of taking the
wrong path. Based on this effect, it can be considered the effectiveness of guide
signs designing is improved. (Programme No: 2009BAG13A02)
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60.1 Introduction

Traffic guide signs play very important role on the traffic management, applying
the information of direction, location and distance for the participants in order to
lead them to the destinations. Due to the direct relationship to the traffic safety and
road network line efficiency, many countries pay attention to the research of road
guide signs and take the establishment of a complete road guide system,
improvement of the rationality of designing and enhancement of the effectiveness
of guide signs as important goals.

According to the conventional roads, roads connect to each other through the
junctions and form a integrated road network to achieve the various functions of
transport. Drivers need to select the correct route to the final destination in every
junction on the ground of effective and correct information on the guide sign. In the
past, Chinese guide signs design only considered the point and provided the guide
from point to point. In the case of the high density of the road network, this guidance
method can hardly meet the actual demand of the drivers and is unable to play the role
of road network. This research provides the construction method of Chinese con-
ventional roads guide signs system combined with the feathers of the Chinese road
network structure and makes reference to the relevant setting method and rule of the
conventional roads that proposed by Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD). Based on the recognizing characteristic and the information retrieval
model of Chinese drivers, the author provided the intersection guide system contains
Advanced Inform signs-Guide signs-Confirm signs three type of signs and guide sign
construction method of this system. The vehicle road experiments testified that this
method is significant to improve the effectiveness of guide signs.

60.2 Conventional Roads Guide Signs Systemic
Design Method of MUTCD

60.2.1 Guide System Components

MUTCD [1] established the system construction method for the conventional
roads guide signs. According to the functions and the location, in this method
system, the guide signs are divided into three types: Advance Route Turn
Assembly, directional signs and confirming signs.

60.2.2 Guidance of the Component Guide Signs

Advance Route Turn Assembly includes the notice of intersection information and
the route information. The notice of intersection information is usually erected at
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400 ft (120 m) before the intersection; the notice of the route information is
erected at 200 ft (60 m) before the intersection.

Directional signs include the guide for the direction and the guide of the route
information. In these the guide sign for the direction is placed at 200 ft (60 m)
before intersection; the guide sign of the route information should be located on
the near right corner of the intersection.

Confirming signs include the confirmation of the route information as well as
confirming information of the destination and the distance. Confirmation of the
route information is generally erected at 25–200 ft (8–60 m) after the intersection,
confirming information of the anterior place and distance is usually set at 300 ft
(90 m) after the intersection.

The illustration of the guide system of the MUTCD sees Fig. 60.1.

60.3 The Constitute of Chinese Conventional roads
Guide System

60.3.1 Guide Information Search Model of the Chinese Drivers

The investigation of a wide range of drivers found that Chinese drivers usually
search relevant information to do the operation such as looking for destination,
turning or confirming the route while driving through the intersection. The process
generally consists of three stages, stage I: discovering the intersection and begin to
slow down, consciously determining the shape of the intersection and being
desirous to get the information of all of the route information and preparing for the
next determination. Stage II: before reaching the intersection the driver needs to
decide how to turn towards the destination. Stage III: after passing the intersection,
normally the driver hope to determine whether he is driving the expected route. At
the same time he needs to know the distance to the destination in order to
arranging the travel plan.

60.3.2 System Constitution

According to the Chinese driver information search process, it embodies three
stages, the ‘‘pre-estimation, turning operation, the confirmation of direction ‘‘. The
guide system given by MUTCD meets the demand of the Chinese drivers. Draws
on the relevant provisions of the MUTCD, the author integrated the characteristics
of Chinese guide sign design and established the Chinese conventional Road guide
system [2]. Comparison between the Chinese guide signs and MUTCD related
signs are shown in Table 60.1.
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60.3.3 The Content of Guide Signs and the Relationship Between
Each Signs

The content of guide signs and the relationship between each signs are showed in
Fig. 60.2.

Fig. 60.1 The illustration of the guide system of the MUTCD
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60.3.4 Guide Sign Configuration Method

According to the Chinese road network features, it is impossible to set advance
guide signs, directional signs, confirming signs [3] around each intersection. The
first reason is the lack of the funds. The second reason is there are several low

Table 60.1 Comparison between the Chinese guide signs and MUTCD related signs

Type Standard Function Example

Advance
guide
signs

MUTCD Notice the intersection information

Notice route information

CHINA Notice the intersection. Using for
the multi-lane highway

Notice route information. Using for
two-lane highway

Comparison For the multi-lane highway, on the advance guide signs route
information is placed on the arrow and show the distance to the
next intersection in China for the multi-lane highway, advance
guide signs of MUTCD and CHINA are similar.

Directional
signs

MUTCD Direct the destination

continued
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design level roads, the vehicles speed are slow so it is useless to erect the advance
guide sign.

Based on the actual situation in China, guide sign configuration may refer to the
Table 60.2 according to the class of the cross-highway:

Table 60.1 Comparison between the Chinese guide signs and MUTCD related signs

Type Standard Function Example

Route information signs

CHINA Direct the
destination
and route
information

Comparison Combined the guide of destination and route information
on one guide signs. The route number is placed on
the arrow.

Confirming
signs

MUTCD Routing confirming information

Destination and distance information

CHINA Routing confirming information

Distance information

Comparison Similar
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60.3.5 Setting Example

According to the above rules, the setting example of the conventional road guide
sign design is made as Fig. 60.3.

60.4 Vehicle Road Experiments

The method proposed in this paper was applied to Beijing guide signs recon-
struction project, the comparison and analysis of vehicle road experiments was
taken to judge the effectiveness of the method.

Advance 
guide signs

Directional 
signs

Confirming 

signs

Forenotice the form of the 
anterior intersection, 
number or name of the 
cross route, direction of 
the route, geographic 
direction information, 
distance to the proximate 
intersection

Notice the form of the 
proximate intersection, 
number or name of the 

cross route, direction of the 
route, geographic direction 

information

Route sign,to show the 
route number or name and 

the direction Location 

Ditection and Distance sign: 
to indicate the direction of 
the this road for example,the 
important town, junctions 
and their distance. 

ContentGuide signs type Function

Inform the information of 
the proximate intersection 
and give the drivers 
notice to prepare 

Inform the information of 
proximate intersection 
and direct the drivers to 
make the correct 
operation

Confirm whether to get the 
right direction and correct 
route, provide the distance to 
the proximate intersection

Further

ConfirmIn front of the 
intersection

Behind the 
intersection

interesection

1
50

500m
30

80m
30~1

00m
;

300~500m

Fig. 60.2 Implication and location of the guide signs
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Fig. 60.3 Guide sign setting
example in the general road

Table 60.2 Guide sign configuration according to the class of the cross-highway

Cross highway current highway National road Provincial road County road Village road

National road A,D,C A,D,C A,D,C (D)
Provincial road A,D,C A,D,C (A),D,C (D)
County road (A),D,C (A),D,(C) (A),D,(C) (D)
Village road (A),(D),(C) (A),(D),(C) (D) (D)

A—Advance guide signs; C—Confirming signs; D—Directional signs; ()—guide sign as the de
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60.4.1 Experimental Design

This project is in Mentougou a district of Beijing. Twenty three drivers who have
never been to Mentougou was taken as the test driver, including ten non-profes-
sional drivers and 20 professional drivers, all male.

Before the experiment the test member would provided a map (see Fig. 60.4) to
the driver and asked him to complete the route with stated speed.

60.4.2 Experimental Route

In order to fully verify the effect of guide signs reconstruction, this test selected the
route from LuGu besides lianshi west road to the Mentougou government, totally
40 km. The route is divided into two parts due to the different design speed. The
first part is from LuGu to ShiMenYing Roundabout and the design speed is 80 km/
h, as well as the drivers were asked to drive at 70 km/h. The second part is from
ShiMenYing Roundabout to Mentougou government and the design speed is
60 km/h as well as the drivers were asked to drive at 50 km/h. The experimental
route is shown in Fig. 60.5.

60.4.3 Evaluation Criterion

The recorder noted the following data during the experiment:
Driving time: totally driving time (except the traffic signal);
Information of the driver’s taking the wrong way, amount and location, the

method to get the right way, how long to get the right way back.

Fig.60.4 Experimental map
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60.4.4 Analysis

The comparison of actual driving time and the amount of taking the wrong way
before and after reconstruction with the certain speed and same route was shown as
follow:

The comparison of actual driving time and the number of taking the wrong way
was shown in Figs. 60.5, 60.6.

Statistics shows that before the reconstruction the drivers took mean average
30.1 min to arrive the destination and the variance was 6.6 min. However, the
average time is short to 23 min and the time variance is 3.9 min after the
reconstruction. It shows that scientific and reasonable guide signs plays very
positive effect. It improves the operational Efficiency while eliminating the dif-
ference of driving time caused by the drivers’ experience. Before reconstruction,
the amount of the drivers reaching the destination directly without taking the
wrong way accounted for 58% of the total, while the proportion is raised to 70%
after the reconstruction. It also illustrated that the effectiveness of guide signs is
improved.

60.5 Conclusion

This paper made a reference to the setting method of the conventional road guide
signs that was proposed by MUTCD. Based on characteristics of Chinese road
network and combined information search methods of Chinese drivers, Chinese
general guidance system is established. This research determined the composition
of guidance system, the configuration of guidance system, guide sign setting
methods and corresponding information methods.

The real vehicle experiments show that the method of guidance system for
improving the effectiveness and reducing the probability of wrong way plays a
very positive effect.

Fig. 60.5 Comparison of
actual driving time before and
after reconstruction
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Chapter 61
Voltage Sag Detection Algorithm Based
on Dual DQ Decoupling Transformation

Wei Chen, Jun Xiao and Weizhou Wang

Abstract Conventional DQ transformation method and the PLL technology can
detect the amplitude and phase of voltage sag accurately, but the method is only
applicable to the case of symmetrical three-phase voltage. When three-phase
voltage unbalance, there is a certain bias in the results by use of this detection
method. A new detection method of improved PLL based on dual DQ decoupling
transformation is proposed in this paper, it removed the coupling relationship of
output voltages by setting the positive and negative sequence voltages reference,
so this method can accurately detect the amplitude and phase information of the
voltage sag. Simulation results validate that the proposed method is effective and
feasible.

Keywords Dynamic voltage restorer � Voltage sag � Voltage asymmetry � Dual
DQ decoupling transformation

61.1 Introduction

According to statistics of scholars and power departments in various countries,
voltage sag’s probability is the highest in many kinds of power quality problems of
the power system [1, 2]. Therefore, people concerned voltage sag more than the
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other power quality problems. Ideal three-phase power supply voltage is
symmetrical, both of voltage amplitude and frequency are constant, and waveform
is sine without distortion. However, in actual power distribution system, due to the
impact of system failure, three-phase voltage is not always symmetrical. Dynamic
voltage restorer is usually designed according to three-phase symmetry condition,
if the degree of asymmetry is too large, it will seriously affect the accuracy of
dynamic voltage restorer detection algorithm [3, 4].

DQ transformation method based on instantaneous reactive power theory can
detect system voltage sag and harmonic nicely, but which is only applicable to the
case of symmetrical three-phase voltage. When the system occurs short circuit
caused by fault of three-phase voltage unbalance, voltage in positive and negative
sequence DQ transformation, there are certain coupling relationship between the
output voltages. A new detection method of improved PLL based on dual DQ
decoupling transformation is proposed in this paper, it removed the coupling
relationship of output voltages by setting the positive and negative sequence
voltage reference, then accurately extract the positive and negative sequence
voltage components and introduce the phase deviation value into the transfor-
mation matrix, so this method can accurately detect the amplitude and phase
information of the voltage sag.

61.2 Voltage Sag Detection with Improved PLL Based
on Dual DQ Decoupling Transformation

Since 1983 three-phase instantaneous reactive power theory was proposed by the
Japanese Hirofumi Akagi have been successful applications in many fields [5].
Voltage instantaneous detection principle based on DQ transformation is that the
ABC of three-phase system voltage is transformed to DQ coordinates by trans-
formation matrix Three-phase voltage could express as following:

ua ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

U sinðx1t þ uÞ
ub ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

U sinðx1t þ u� 2p=3Þ
uc ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

U sinðx1t þ uþ 2p=3Þ

8>><
>>:

ð61:1Þ

as we know, the transformation relationship is:

ud

uq

" #
¼ C

ua

ub

uc

2
64

3
75 ð61:2Þ

where, C ¼
ffiffi
2
3

q sin xt

� cos xt

sinðxt � 2p=3Þ
� cosðxt � 2p=3Þ

sinðxt þ 2p=3Þ
� cosðxt þ 2p=3Þ

" #
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In transformation matrix C,sin xt and cos xt can be obtained by PLL and
sine/cosine generator. The results through Park transformation as following:

ud ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
U½cosððx1 � xÞ þ uÞ�

uq ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
U½sinððx1 � xÞ þ uÞ�

(
ð61:3Þ

which amplitude and phase angle is:

U ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2

d þ u2
q

q
ð61:4Þ

u ¼ arctan
uq

ud
ð61:5Þ

Through the theory analysis above, it shown that DQ transformation method in
three-phase voltage symmetrical situation could accurately detect voltage sag of
system, there is a phase angle difference between the voltage and the sequence
voltage at the initial phase angle when the system occurs short circuit caused by
fault of three-phase voltage unbalance, thus it will be a certain bias in the results
by use of this detection method. As long as the power grid distorts, in spite of
three-phase voltage symmetrical or asymmetrical, the results must have an error by
using DQ transformation method. When system occur short circuit fault and causes
three-phase voltage unbalance, due to symmetrical component method, the three-
phase voltage is the sum of positive, negative and zeros sequence voltages, the
same as following:

Ua ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

Uþs cosðxt þ u1Þ þ
ffiffiffi
2
p

U�s cosðxt þ u2Þ þ
ffiffiffi
2
p

U0
s cosðxt þ u3Þ

Ub ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

Uþs cosðxt þ u1 �
2p
3
Þ þ

ffiffiffi
2
p

U�s cosðxt þ u2 �
2p
3
Þ þ

ffiffiffi
2
p

U0
s cosðxt þ u3 �

2p
3
Þ

Uc ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

Uþs cosðxt þ u1 þ
2p
3
Þ þ

ffiffiffi
2
p

U�s cosðxt þ u2 þ
2p
3
Þ þ

ffiffiffi
2
p

U0
s cosðxt þ u3 þ

2p
3
Þ

8>>>><
>>>>:

where Uþs ; U�s and U0
s is effective value of fundamental positive, negative and

zeros sequence component respectively. x is angular frequency of workers.
u1; u2; and u3 is initial phase angle of fundamental positive, negative and zeros
sequence component respectively.

Dual DQ transformation includes positive and negative sequence DQ
transformations, which is respectively used to detect fundamental positive and
negative sequence component. Considering positive sequence component as:

Uþs ðdqÞ ¼ Cþ
Ua

Ub

Uc

0
B@

1
CA ð61:6Þ

where, Cþ ¼
ffiffi
2
3

q
cosðxtÞ cosðxt � 2p

3 Þ cosðxt þ 2p
3 Þ

� sinðxtÞ � sinðxt � 2p
3 Þ � sinðxt þ 2p

3 Þ

� �
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So,

Uþs ðdqÞ ¼
Uþd
Uþq

 !
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p Uþs cos u1

Uþs sin u1

 !
þ

ffiffiffi
3
p U�s cosð2xt þ u2Þ

U�s sinð2xt þ u2Þ

 !
ð61:7Þ

Similarly negative sequence component as:

U�s ðdqÞ ¼
U�d
U�q

 !
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p U�s cos u2

U�s sin u2

 !
þ

ffiffiffi
3
p Uþs cosð2xt þ u1Þ

Uþs sinð2xt þ u1Þ

 !
ð61:8Þ

Through the analysis above, it shown that the positive sequence component of
output voltage changes into a DC component and the negative sequence compo-
nent changes into a AC component with 2x frequency in positive sequence DQ
transformation; Similarly, in negative sequence DQ transformation, the negative
sequence component of output voltage changes into a DC component and the
positive sequence component changes into a AC component with 2x frequency.

Therefore, under the condition of unbalanced grid voltage, positive sequence in
DQ transformation Uþq not only contains DC part, but also generates secondary
harmonic due to negative sequence component. That is, unbalanced voltage
through positive and negative sequence in DQ transformations, there is a certain
coupling relationship between the output voltages, we can extract positive and
negative sequence components by way of decoupling.

Due to positive and negative sequence DQ transformations, we can know as
following:
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�

0
@
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 !
�
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3
p
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 !
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When three-phase voltage unbalanced, for example phase-A, there is a phase-
difference of initial phase angle between voltage of phase-A and positive sequence
voltage of phase-A. Traditional PLL can only extract voltage of phase-A, and
could not fetch positive sequence voltage of phase-A. Now assuming the phase-
difference of initial phase angle is h between the voltage of phase-A and the
positive sequence voltage of phase-A, and then making a error analysis to this.

Due to the existence of h; the transformation matrix Cþ changes into Cþ1 :

Cþ1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
3

r
cosðxt þ hÞ cosðxt � 2p

3 þ hÞ cosðxt þ 2p
3 þ hÞ

� sinðxt þ hÞ � sinðxt � 2p
3 þ hÞ � sinðxt þ 2p

3 þ hÞ

� �
ð61:11Þ
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By the principle of dual DQ transformation, we can know as following:
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Because of the presence of phase-difference h; allowing the detection results of
positive and negative sequence voltage amplitudes and phases deviation [6]. This
paper makes the following improvements to detect the positive and negative
sequence components of voltage sag when grid voltage unbalanced.

Us ¼
Ua

Ub

Uc

0
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1
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where, Cs ¼
ffiffi
2
3

q
cosðxt þ hÞ cosðxt � 2p

3 þ hÞ cosðxt þ 2p
3 þ hÞ

� sinðxt þ hÞ � sinðxt � 2p
3 þ hÞ � sinðxt þ 2p

3 þ hÞ

� �

Produced phase deviation value by power frequency signal generator, its value
does not affect the accuracy of positive sequence voltage detection at last to grid
voltage. This latched phase could provide sine and cosine signals for detection
system, both of the signals have the same phase with positive sequence voltage.
Consequently, the method could detect the amplitude and phase of voltage sag
accurately.

61.3 Simulation

Building simulation models in Matlab/Simulink software environment and setting
input voltage imbalance caused by single phase fault, where frequency is 50 Hz,
xff ¼ 314 rad=s; ts ¼ 0:045 s; kp ¼ 0:5; ki ¼ 0:1: Simulation results of Improved
PLL based on dual DQ decoupling transformation are shown as Fig. 61.1.

From Fig. 61.1, it shows that the method of improved PLL based on dual DQ
decoupling transformation could isolate voltage by decoupling calculation, so it
can accurately detect amplitude and phase information of voltage sag.
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61.4 Conclusion

DQ transformation which is now commonly used in DVR will have biases under
grid voltage asymmetric. For this issue, a new detection algorithm of improved
PLL based on dual DQ decoupling transformation is proposed, it removed the
coupling relationship of output voltage by setting the positive and negative
sequence voltages reference, then accurately extract the positive and negative

Fig. 61.1 Simulation results
of improved PLL based on
dual dq decoupling
transformation. a Positive
sequence voltage dq
transformation. b Voltage
bias value. c Output phase.
d Phase deviation value
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sequence voltage components and introduce the phase deviation value into the
transformation matrix, so this method can accurately detect the amplitude and
phase information of the voltage sag.
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